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TOWARD A GATT FOR INVESTMENT: 
A PROPOSAL FOR SUPERVISION OF THE 

INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 

p AUL M. GOLDBERG O 

CHARLES p, KlNDLEBERGER O O 

THE PROBLEM 

Since the end of World War II, the world has witnessed a spectacular 
growth in the number and size of international corporations. During 
the period 1950-1968, U.S. private investment abroad grew from $19 
billion to $101.9 billion and overseas private investment in the U.S. 
grew from $8.0 billion to $40.3 billion. These figures represent five
fold increases and annual growth rates of 10 percent.1 Before the U.S. 
mandatory investment controls were instituted, the National Industrial 
Conference Board projected that by 1975, the U.S. and the rest-of-the
world would each have a gross national product of about $1 trillion 
per year. Of the rest-of-the-world's $1 trillion, 25 percent would come 
from branches and subsidiaries of U.S. corporations and an additional 
10 percent would be at least partially the result of U.S. portfolio in
vestment. At the same time, 20 percent of the U.S.'s $1 trillion would 
be "European-or J apanese-tinged.''2 

The world's experience with the phenomenon of the international 
corporation is short enough to render precarious any serious prediction 
as to its future shape. Indications are, however, that the "two-way 
street" for European investment is rapidly widening and that overseas 
investment in the United States will undergo the faster growth in the 
next decade. It is not unlikely that in the absence of some regulatory 
scheme the culmination of present trends will be a world organization 

• J .D. University of Washington; doctoral candidate in international business, Sloan 
School of Management, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Member of Massachusetts 
bar. 

• • Professor of Economics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
1 Devlin & Cutler, The International Investment Position of the United States: Develop

ments in 1968, SURVEY OF CURRENT B USINESS, Oct. 1969, at 24. 
2 Rose, The Rewarding Strategies of Multinationalism, FORTUNE, Sept. 15, 1968, at 100. 
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LAW & POLICY IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 

of individual industries with market shares roughly identical in all 
major markets. 

Such a situation may leave individual nation-states relatively help
less in the face of a powerful, closely interlocked, and geographically 
mobile network of industrial enterprise. As the management of local 
economies becomes impaired, governments will become less effective 
in stabilizing employment, redistributing income and providing social 
overhead capital. A reasonable analogy is that nations, in the face of 
increasing effectiveness of international corporations, will be as ineffec
tive in governing themselves as today's cities. 

Even at present, the international corporation raises serious compli
cations for political institutions. Because the corporation operates 
within a wider domain than that of the nation-state, it is capable 
(within limits) of reallocating world resources and evading national 
jurisdictions. Since the international corporation is able to react to 
changes in governmental regulation or taxation by moving from one 
jurisdiction to another, its mere presence is often perceived as a threat 
by home and host country alike. Some students of the problem believe 
that the power of international corporations poses a threat to world 
order. The economist is concerned that takeovers across national lines 
will reduce world competition. The political scientist worries that the 
international corporation acts as a vehicle for the intrusion of the 
policies of one state into the jurisdiction of others. Last, and perhaps 
least, the international corporation itself is concerned lest it be subject 
to double taxation, double and diverging regulation and double 
jeopardy. 

Reduced to its simplest terms there is an inherent confiict between 
the objectives of the international corporation and the nation-state. 
The corporation strives to rationalize operations so that production 
occurs where costs are lowest and sales are made where prices are 
highest. Given good coordination, industrial activities can be managed 
to take advantage of cost differences in labor, capital, tax rates and 
market conditions. Further refinements can be achieved through ad
justments in transfer pricing as goods move from one subsidiary to 
another. The nation, on the other hand, seeks to have the corporation 
return the greatest net benefit to its jurisdiction. That is to say, the 
host state would be happiest when the international corporation manu
factures and exports locally to the point where its contribution to the 
gross national product minus repatriations of earnings to the parent 
are at a maximum. Although this view may be somewhat shortsighted 
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TOWARD A CATT FOR INVESTNIENT 

in ~hat i~ fails to account for benefits that do not show up on the 
nat1o~al mcome accounts, such as technology transfer, it is a fair repre
sentation of the policy objectives of most host countries. Needless to 
say, the likelihood of world-wide correspondence of corporate and 
political objectives is low. 

F?r some time n ow, commentators in the field have put forth sug
gest10ns for the resolution of the naLion-state / multinational enterprise 
dilemma. Analysis of these suggestions reveals a spectrum of positive 
actions that the world as a community could take to reduce these con
flicts. The purpose of this article is to outline the scope of previous 
suggestions, set forth a new proposal and document those specific areas 
in which we feel that it would be most effective. 

We lim it ourselves to problems which involve an international cor
poration , a host country, and a home country in which the parent 
corporation is located. This excludes a substantial class of problems 
which may be regarded as involving almost exclusively the domestic 
jurisdiction of the host country: requirements affecting the hiring and 
firing of local and foreign labor, access to the local capital market, con
ditions for investment with respect to export, research, and so on.8 

We also exclude the traditional problem of expropTiation and its com
pensation, an issue on which the International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development has developed a vehicle for dispute settlement.4 

While expropriation does involve conflict between host and home 
countries via the international corporation, the long history of inter
n ational n egotiation on the issue suggests that there is little to be 
gained from merging this apocalyptic problem with the issues that 
arise in the day-to-day operaLions of the international corporation. 

3 The writers are unsympathetic to the strong pressures which the Organisation for 
Economic Co-operation & Development (OECD) and the U.S. Government applied to 
J apan to open its market to direct investment from the U.S. and Western European 
countries. See, e.g., Address by Hon. J ohn T. Connor, Sec'y of Commerce, Before a Joint 
Meeting of the American Chamber of Commerce in Japan and the Japan-America Society 
at Tokyo, Jul y 8, 1966, Expanding the Fabric of U.S.-Japanese Economic Relations, 55 
DEP'T STATE BuLL. 215, 219 (1966). If a country wants to keep out foreign investment on 
in(ant industry, n ational-defense or anti-monopoly grounds, it would seem legitimate for 
it to exe1·cise its sovereign powers to this end. The country trades increased national con
trol agaimt imports of capital and technology. But, o( course, it cannot in turn expect to 
be entitled to opportunities for foreign investment as a matter of right. Presumably, if the 
proposals of this paper result in regulation of the international corporation, some of the 
bases for resistance to foreign investment would be eliminated, but not the xenophobic 
ones. 

4 Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes Between States and Nationals 
of Other States, [1966] I U.S.T . 1270, T.I.A.S. No. 6090, 575 U.N.T.S. 159. 
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LAW & POLICY IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 

Fortunately the substantial and recurring problems involving the 
international corporation are found only in a handful of areas: taxa
tion, antitrust policy, balance of payment controls, export controls and 
securities regulation. We briefly discuss these problem areas as symp
tomatic of the overall dilemma. Each has a common denominator: 
the international corporation is either unregulated, having slipped 
between the cracks of national jurisdictions, or is cabined by the 
overlapping regulation of two countries having varying political or 
economic goals. 

THE PROBLEM .AREAS 

A. Taxation 

The substantive problem of taxation as it affects the international 
corporation is twofold and is typical of the "underlap"-"overlap" prob
lem. In the "underlap" case, the corporation structures its operations 
to avoid substantial taxation; in the "overlap" case, it cannot avoid 
being taxed on the same earnings by more than one jurisdiction. The 
former case works to the corporation's advantage while the latter works 
to its detriment. Both situations have long been considered by govern
ments, host and home, in an effort to inject order into the world system 
of taxation. 

The possibilities of "underlap" have been substantially reduced by 
the closing of overseas income loopholes. In the United States, much of 
this was accomplished by the Revenue Act of 1962.5 For corporations, 
this act added the "Subpart F"6 provisions which, in certain cases, tax 
the income of foreign subsidiaries of U.S. corporations even if such 
income is not remitted to the United States. Since these provisions did 
not block the door to tax avoidance entirely, tax havens still operate, 
but not so widely as they did before 1962. 7 

o Pub. L. No. 87-834, 76 Stat. 960 (Oct. 16, 1962). 
6 !NT. REV. CODE of 1954 §§ 951-64, 26 U.S.C. §§ 951-64 (1964). 
7 Prior to 1962 U.S. citizens and U.S. corporations paid no income tax on foreign income. 

The most significant tax loophole left by the Revenue Act of 1962 is the provision which 
permits a foreign subsidiary to receive foreign dividends, royalties, licensing fees and other 
non-operating income and maintain this income's tax free status provided at least 70% of 
the foreign subsidiary's income is derived from legitimate functions. In other words, if the 
foreign subsidiary can comply with the 70% rule, all of its income is beyond the U.S. 
income tax laws. Id. § 954. See Beardwood, Sophistication Comes to the Tax Havens, 
FORTUNE, Feb. 1969, at 95. 
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Today, corporations must be able to avoid Subpart F rules if they 
are to make effective use of tax havens. From an economic viewpoint, 
such operations are inefficient. The subsidiary in the Grand Cayman 
Islands or Cura~ao has (in all but a handful of cases) no commercial 
reasons for operating there. The sole purpose is tax avoidance. And 
as the loopholes in the United States become drawn more tightly, the 
paths through them become more difficult to discover and maintain. 
This means a greater diversion of resources to legal, accounting and 
financial overhead that could be properly applied elsewhere. Because 
these overhead services are very expensive, companies below some 
critical size cannot afford to purchase them and are thus barred from 
international investment activities. These services, therefore, act as a 
form of subsidy to the larger firms. Declining costs of travel and com
munications, however, are lowering the threshold at which this subsidy 
to larger firms, and barrier to entry of smaller firms, applies. 

The "overlap" problem has been gradually curtailed over the years 
as part of an international competitive process.8 Host countries offer 
restricted tax reductions in certain instances to attract foreign invest
ments, much as the several states of the United States do to attract 
domestic investment. This process, when pursued vigorously by host 
countries in competition with one another, merely succeeds in reducing 
their tax revenues from foreign investment without achieving real
locative effects. When carried to its logical extreme, the process tends 

8 The home-country response to host-country taxation has been the foreign tax credit. 
Most developed countries have enacted some form of legislation in this area. They are 
limited to certain types of taxes paid abroad and in the amount of credit available. Ac
cording to U.S. law, for example, only income, war profits and excess profits taxes are 
creditable. INT. REv. CoDE of 1954 § 90l(b)(l), 26 U.S.C. § 901(b)(l) (1964). Excise taxes 
and value-added taxes are not. The limitation rules are too intricate to describe here, but 
they basically limit the credit to a percentage of the tax paid equal to the corporation's 
taxable income derived trom foreign sources divided by its total taxable income. Id. § 904. 
See generally P. MUSGRAVE, UNITED STATES TAXATION OF FOREIGN I NVESTMENT I NCOME (1969). 
Consequently, the smaller the overseas income of a corporation in relation to its total 
income, the less effective the credit becomes. 

The c1·edit is available only in cases where the corporation pays the tax directly, where 
a subsidiary of which it owns 10% or more of the voting stock pays the tax, or where a 
secondary subsidiary of which the primary subsidiary owns 50% or more of the voting 
stock pays the tax. INT. REV. CODE of 1954 §§ 902(a), (b). The rules of the United Kingdom 
are similar in concept but substantially more complicated due to the system of income 
taxes, profit taxes and capital allowances. See CCH BRITISH TAX GmDE § 12. The net 
result, however, is that even after allowance for the credit, foreign taxes are still a sig
nificant distortionary factor in overseas investment decisions. For a discussion of policies 
leading to tax neutrality see P. MuSCRAVE, supra, ch. VU. 
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to produce additional tax havens. Since tax-abatement is hardly u n iform 
among host countries, distortionary results occur as tax levels become 
a significant factor in the investment location decision. 

Corporations have been ingenious in avoiding the "overlap" problem 
whenever possible. One common device is a system of transfer prices 
based on national rather than competitive or market-determining 
prices. By this scheme, a corporation can effect a transfer at a national 
bou ndary for the purpose of diverting income between jurisdictions.9 

A related device, of course, is the use of multiple operating, holding 
and financing subsidiaries for centralized technology transfer, borrow
ing and purchasing activities.10 

In view of the above, it is not surprising to discover that there is a 
highly involved series of bilateral treaties between home and host 
countries to eliminate double taxation for the international corpora
tion (and citizens as well). These agreements do not provide total 
relief from host country taxation, but do limit such taxation to mu
tually agreeable levels and applications. T here are literally hundreds 
of these treaties in existence today and unfortunately very little uni
formity among them.11 

H mvever, even when the "overlaps" and the "underlaps" have been 
adjusted, and taxes computed and assessed, the problem of collection 
remains. In itself, this is one of the thornier issues in the international 
area. Needless to say, many valid tax assessments go uncollected simply 
because the taxpayer is beyond the jurisdictional reach of the levying 
country or because the costs of collection outweigh expected receipts. 
Generally speaking, foreign governments cannot bring suit in the 

9 H owever, some corporations get caught in a "double squeeze" when both the home and 
host countries attempt similar reallocations of income and expenses from their own points 
o f view. In the petroleum industry, for example, royalties paid to producing states are 
computed on the basis of the national price, and downstream transfers between affiliates 
are made at the price also. In 1963, the Australian Commission of Taxes attempted to 
revise downward the price at which the local Shell subsidiary purchased crude even though 
the royalties paid were not creditable against the Australian income tax. Petroleum Press 
Service, Oct. 1966, at 363. 

10 See, e.g., NEUFELD, A GLOBAL CORPORATION-A HISTORY OF TH£ DEVELOPMENT OF 
MASSEY·FERCUSON, LIMITED (1969). 

11 UNITED NATIONS, INTERNATIONAL TAX AGREEMENTS (compilations). The OECD com
pleted in 1963 a draft uniform law for bilateral ta.x treaties. One of its d1ief objectives was 
the standardization of terminology. Because of the magnitude of the problem involved in 
renegotiation of all the existing tax treaties, little attention has been paid to it. Some of 
its definitional concepts, however, have been incorporated into treaties executed since its 
p ublication. OECD, DRAFf DOUBLE CONVENTION ON TAXES ON INCOME AND CAPITAL (1963). 
See also 2 LAW & POL. lN'f'L Bus. 232, 243 n.36, 255 (1969) (U.S. tax treaties). 
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TOWARD A GATT FOR INVESTA1ENT 

company's home country for collections since states customarily do not 
enforce the tax or penal legislation of other states.12 Because of the 
universality of the problem, tax commissioners of various countries 
have begun to cooperate in the administration and collection of taxes 
from international corporations. Only one serious proposal has been 
put forth for formal organization in this area.13 The plan suggests a 
system of inter-governmental cooperation in collection, training of tax 
officials and in the exchange of information. It was based upon per
sonal interviews with tax administrators around the world, all of whom 
are apparently favorably disposed toward the enactment of such a 
scheme. 

B. Antitrust 

For the most part, antitrust enforcement has been confined to regu
lation of domestic industries and their overseas operations. Any act by 
a foreign corporation outside of the boundaries of the aggrieved state 
goes largely unregulated. The reason for this hiatus is found in prob
lems of both adjudicative and legislative jurisdiction. International 
law has adopted fairly uniform concepts of adjudicative jurisdiction.14 

Basically, these amount to the necessity of having the person "found" 

12 The United States Government came under the onus of this doctrine in a recent 
decision by the Supreme Court of Canada. In the case of United States v. Harden, Can. 
Sup. Ct. 366, 41 D.L.R.2d (1963), the Court denied enforcement of a consent judgment 
rendered b y a United States district court on a claim for taxes. The Supreme Court of 
Canada held that the foreign cause of action did not merge into the foreign judgment. 
Accordingly a foreign revenue claim could not be enforced directly or indirectly. There is, 
however, the possibility of avoiding this doctrine via international treaties. The validity 
of this method was affirmed in United States v. \ 'an der Horst, 270 F. Supp. 365 (D. Del. 
1967). The court found that international treaties may be consummated which, at the 
discretion of the sovereign, will pem1it the foreign government to collect taxes from the 
citizens of the foreign country who are using the other country to escape taxes. An illus
tration of this mutually beneficial arrangement is the United States tax convention with 
the etherlands which provides: 

(The) Contracting States undertake to lend assistance and support to each o~her 
in the collection of the taxes which are the subject of the present Convent10n, 
together with interest, costs, and additions to the taxes and fines not being of a 
penal character. 

Income-Tax Convention with the Netherlands, April 29, 1948, 62 Stat. 1757, T.IA.S. 
No. 1855, art. XXII, para. 1. See H. STEINER & D. VACTS, TRANSNATIONAL LEGAL PROBLEMS 
697 (1968). 

13 SulT, Intertax: Intergovernmental Cooperation in Taxation, 7 HARV. lNT'L LAW CLUB 

J. 179 (1966). 
14 W. BISHOP, INTERNATIONAL LAW 443 (1962); cf. II. STEINER & D. VACTS, supra note 12, 

at 660-66. 
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LAW & POLICY IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 

within its territory before a state can assert jurisdiction over h im. Once 
he is found, unless restricted by treaty, the state has absolute juris
diction over the defendant, be he domestic or foreign. For the United 
States, the rule was laid down more than a century ago by Chief 
Justice Marshall in Schooner Exchange v. McFadden, when he said, 
"The jurisdiction of the nation within its own territory is necessarily 
exclusive and absolute. It 1s susceptible of no limitation not imposed 
by itself."15 

Legislative jurisd iction is a far less uniform concept in the inter
national arena.16 At the outset, therefore, we find that jurisdiction 
creates a built-in gap in global antitrust enforcement. Over the years, 
governments have made various attempts to bridge that gap, and they 
have not always been successful. Attempts at antitrust enforcement, 
just as in tax cases, are severely contested by the allegedly guilty firms 
and by their own states. In a case which has become a classic in its 
field, the United States Government tried to enforce a decree handed 
down by its own courts requiring Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd. 
to reassign certain patents from British Nylon Spinners, Ltd. to Du
Pont.17 BNS sought an injunction in British courts to prevent ICI 

15 The Schooner Exchange v. McFadden, 11 U.S. (7 Cranch) 116, 136 (1812). As the 
U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York has succinctly noted, this case 
"has been considerably modified in the twentieth century. The sovereign is no longer 
personalized in the person of a king. Modern governments engage in commercial activity 
on a scale never dreamed of at the time of Chief Justice Marshall's famous decision. 
Moreover acts of foi·eign sovereigns decreed in their own territory in violation of principles 
of international law may have a direct effect on the property rights and claims of citizens 
of the United States within the territory of the United States." Republic of Iraq v. First 
National City Trust Co., 207 F. Supp. 588, 590 (S.D.N.Y. 1962). For a full discussion of the 
relaxation of this doctrine see Garcia-Mora, Doctrine of Sovereign Immunity of Foreign 
States and Its Recent Modifications, 42 VA. L. REv. 335 (1956). See also Timberg, Sovereign 
Immunity, 56 Nw. U.L. REv. 109 (1962). 

16 Early in U.S. antitrust history, J ustice Holmes prohibited the courts from passing on 
the legality of acts committed wholly outside the United States. American Banana Co. v. 
United Fruit Co., 213 U.S. 347 (1909). Two years later, however, the Court generated the 
"objective territorial" principle by which courts can assume jurisdiction if the acts com
mitted outside the United States set in motion a force which produces an illegal act within 
the United States. United States v. American Tobacco Co., 221 U.S. 106 (1911). The Amer
ican Tobacco rule has been limited somewhat since its enunciation. See K. BREWSTER, 
ANTITRUST AND AMERICAN IluSIN.ESS AllROAD 65-74 (1958). Thus the Sherman Act probably 
applies directly only to arrangements (I) between U.S. companies, or (2) between U.S. 
companies and foreign firms which have a substantial anticompetitive effect on U.S. 
foreign commerce. On the other hand, arrangements between foreign firms are illegal 
only if there was intent to produce an anti-competitive effect on the foreign commerce 
of the United States and such an effect actually did occur. REPORT OF THE ATTORNEY 
GENERAL'S NATIONAL COMMITTEE TO STUDY THE ANTITRUST LAWS 76 (1955). 

17 United States v. Imperial Chemical I ndustries, Ltd., 100 F. Supp. 504 (D.C.N.Y. 1951). 
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from complying with the order. The British courts refused to recognize 
the order because the acts which gave rise to it, although illegal in 
the United States, were quite legal in the United Kingdom, and issued 
the injunction.18 

More recently, ICI has figured in another case involving the extra
territorial enforcement of antitrust decisions. In July 1969, the Com
mission of the European Economic Community (EEC) fined ICI and 
nine others $490,000 for allegedly fixing prices in aniline dyestuffs.19 

Since ICI is a British firm, the legislative jurisdiction of the EEC must 
be based on the same "protective" approach which underlies the United 
States view of antitrust enforcement, a result often criticized in the past 
by European jurists. The same holds true for three other of the ten 
firms implicated, Geigy, Ciba and Sandoz, all of which are Swiss. While 
no British courts are involved in the case as yet, the British govern
ment has informed the EEC, via diplomatic note, that its attempt to 
fine a company based outside the EEC "exceeds the limit fixed by the 
recognized principles of international law."20 

In a comment on this case, The Economist posed the following con-
sideration: 

What the law says is obviously complex, and it is up to the courts 
of law to decide the ICI case. In the meantime, governments must 
decide what they want the law to be in the future. Do they want 
it to encourage local subsidiaries to hide behind the legal immun
ity of parent companies? Or do they want it to help anti-cartel 
agencies to discipline international firms? Clearly there is a danger 
of governments using cartel powers to help local businesses, but 
equally there is a danger, if parent companies are untouchable, 
that the countries with large business empires overseas, like the 
United States and Great Britain, will use immunity to further their 
interests. Britain indeed has tried too often to shelter under the 
excuse that subsidiaries are somehow not their masters' voices, 
Rhodesian sanctions being a case in point. It is time to stop the 
see no evil. 21 

The ICI case illustrates the point that even when the facts of a case 

18 British Nylon Spinners, Ltd. v. Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd., [1953], ch. 19 
(C.A.), made permanent, [1955) I ch. 37. 

19 Int'l Quinine Cartel, 12 E.C. J.0. Ll92, 5 (1969). 2 CCH CoMM. MKT. ~.EP. 1 9~13 
(1970). See generally Comment, Developments in Common Market Competition Policy: 
The Quinine and Dyestuffs Cases, 2 LAW & PoL. INT'L Bus. 259, 271-77 (1970). 

20 See N.Y. Times, Nov. 28, 1969, at 63, col. 2. 
21 THE ECONOMIST, Nov. 29, 1969, at 83. 
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show conclusively that anti-competitive acts have in fact occurred, it is 
frequently impossible either to punish the guilty actors or to prevent 
continuation of the acts in question. Just as important, however, as 
The Economist article suggests, are the situations in which the only 
nations with jurisdiction refrain from exercising it. For example, con
sider the case of the acquisition of Aardal og Sunndal Verk, a Nor
wegian aluminum smelter.22 Aardal was acquired from its former 
owner, the Norwegian government, by Akan, a Canadian company. 
Clearly, an acquisition of this magnitude reduces world competition 
in aluminum. The Norwegians felt that any smelter operating inde
pendently of a supply of ingot was in a financially precarious position. 
Since they believed that shelter from the vagaries of the world alumi
num market justified further concentration in the industry, they handed 
over the smelter without hesitation. Insofar as the Canadian govern
ment was concerned, the strengthening of one of its own companies 
vis-a-vis the rest of the world by an overseas acquisition was highly 
desirable. 

Similarly, France may or may not have been terribly concerned 
whether it was IBM or GE which took over Machines Bull in the 
first instance. But, as one of us has suggested in a previous publication, 
two vastly different results from a world point of view will follow de
pending on which U.S. company is the acquirer.23 In the case of IBM, 
competition in the computer industry would be severely reduced. Con
versely, a marriage of GE and Machines Bull brings together two firms 
with differing quantities of capital, research and development activi
ties and marketing strengths. Together they would provide competition 
for IBM, whereas either one alone could not. 

An international economist, therefore, wishes to see some regulation 
of international mergers, working agreements and anticompetitive 
practices which is not hamstrung by present-day jurisdictional rules. 
At the same time, he would desire an institution to assume jurisdiction 
on behalf of the world when individual nation states refuse to do so. 
At the very least, the time has come to end the double standard in 
international antitrust for the treatment of imports and exports. Car
telization of exports is prevalent among the great trading nations of 
the world, including the U.S.24 In a world interested in reducing tariff 

22 See C. KINDLEBERGER, AMERICAN BUSINESS ABROAD 66 (1969). 
23 Id. at 35. 
24 The Webb-Pomerene Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 61-65 (1964). U.S. exporters may join an 

association entered into for the sole purpose of engaging in export trade and 
actually engaged in such export trade ... provided such association ... is not 
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and non-tariff barriers to trade, such distinctions are clearly out of 
place. 

Because of the great national differences in policies, both legislative 
and judicial, it is not surprising to find that there has been little 
success in international antitrust cooperation. Serious attempts at such 
cooperation began after World War II with the proposed Interna
tional Trade Organization charter, which provided for agreement by 
states to take local action whenever anyone restricted production or 
intefered with any of the charter's provisions.211 Following the demise 
of the International Trade Organization, several attempts to fill the 
void of world-wide antitrust regulation were launched.26 Two were 
global in nature (U.N. Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) and 
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)) and three 
were confined to Europe (Council for Europe, European Coal and 
Steel Community and the European Economic Community). 

In 1951, the U.S. proposed that ECOSOC establish an ad hoc com
mittee to prepare an international agreement to prevent restrictive 
international trade practices.27 The resolution was adopted and a com
mittee appointed. Two years later, it filed its report which ironically 
was based largely on the ITO proposals.28 The report called for an 
agreement by all nations to condemn and to prosecute restrictive prac
tices in international trade, and for the creation of an independent 
agency to receive complaints, analyze the facts and make procedural 
recommendations to the relevant member countries. The report was 
circulated among member nations and received generally favorable 
comment. In 1955, after a change of administration, the U.S. dealt a 
second blow to international antitrust cooperation by withdrawing its 
support in favor of unilateral national action.29 

in restraint of trade within the United States, and is not in restraint of the export 
trade of any domestic competitor of such association. 

Jd. § 62. There is however, the proviso contained in the act that the associations are valid 
only as long as they do not enhance or depress prices in the United States. Exporters who 
enter into such agreements are required to submit specified material to the Federal Trade 
Commission which is, in conjunction with the courts, responsible for enforcement of the 

Act. 
25 U.S. DEP'T OF STATE, PUB. No. 3ll7, HAVANA CHARTER FOR AN INTERNATIONAL TRADE 

ORGANIZATION, art. 46 (Comm'l Pol. Series 113, 1948). 
26 See C. EDWARDS, CONTROL OF CARTELS AND MONOPOLlES, AN INTERNATIONAL COMPARISON 

ch. I 4 (L967). 
21 See U.N. Economic & Social Council, Restrictive Business Practices-Statement of 

Views of the United States Government, U.N. Doc. E/2030 (1951). 
2s See U.N. Economic & Social Council, Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Restrictive 

Business Practices, U.N. Doc. E/2380 (1953). 
29 The revocation of U.S. support was predicated on 
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After prolonged debate on the topic, the GATT, in 1960, adopted 
an agreement providing for a consultative procedure among member 
nations. It called for any affected nations to call upon others as ap
propriate to work out a satisfactory solution. The secretariat was to be 
informed whether the results were satisfactory or not, and in the 
latter case, it would so inform the member nations, presumably to gen
erate some multilateral pressure upon the recalcitrant states.30 These 
mild provisions have never been invoked.81 

C. Balance of Payment Controls 

The major industrial nations are increasingly concerned with the 
effect of direct investment upon their balance-of-payment positions. 
Although economists are by no means uniform in their analysis of the 
effect of such investments, many nations have enacted regulations to 
control the associated financial flows. The recent spiral of regulatory 
enactment was initiated by the publication of "voluntary guidelines" 
by the United States in February 1965.32 In simple form, these "guide
lines" called for restraint on the part of U.S. based corporations in ex
porting capital and diligence in repatriating profits. 

Almost immediately, other nations, particularly in the Common
wealth, adopted procedures to deal with the new U.S. government 
policy. Australia, for example, reacted strongly to its noninclusion 
in the list of nations singled out for special treatment (Canada and 
Japan). Australian financial institutions were ordered not to make 
fixed-interest loans and capital issues to foreign-based firms until the 
U.S. position became clarified.33 As soon as the initial shock wore off, 
and the Australian government discovered that the U.S. regulations 
were not unduly severe, the controls were relaxed. 

Second round Australian internal regulations in the capital field be-

differences which presently exist in national policies and practices ... of such 
magnitude that the proposed international agreement would be neither satis
factory nor effective in accomplishing its purpose .... Present emphasis should 
be given not to international organizational machinery but rather to the more 
fundamental need of further developing effective national programs to deal with 
restrictive business practices, and of achieving a greater degree of comparability 
in the policies and practices of all nations in their approach to the subject. 

U.N. Economic & Social Council, Restrictive Business Practices, U.N. Doc. E/2612/ Add. 
2 at 4-5 ( 1955). 

80 GATT, Decisions of the Seventeenth Session, Dec. 5, 1960, GATT Doc. L/1397, at 17. 
81 See note 26 supra, at 238. 
32 Message of President Johnson to the Congress, Feb. 10, 1965. 111 CONG. REc. 2468. 
88 Beale, The Australian Business Climate, CAL. McT. REv., Winter, 1966, at 187. 
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came more concerned with the domestic new issues market than with 
th~ b~lance of payments. Control in this area was effected by distin
gu1shmg an ad hoc basis between old and new foreign firms. New firms 
were restricted to raising locally that portion of their total debt struc
ture that was equal to the percentage of their equity that was local. 
The regulations were issued by the Reserve Bank and enforced through 
the commercial and merchant banking system. No restrictions applied 
to old firms. 34 

In Canada, the Voluntary Credit Restraint Program also produced 
reactive measures, despite Canada's exemption from the balance-of
payments regulation. Government guidelines, entitled "Some guiding 
principles of good corporate behavior in Canada" emphasized, among 
other things, that foreign-owned firms were to push exports, and pro
cure locally, "where economic to do so," regardless of the require
ments of foreign governrnents.35 

Finally there was a clash between the voluntary program and the 
government of the R epublic of France which also asserts jurisdiction 
over the foreign remittance practices of French subsidiaries of foreign 
corn panies. 36 

By the beginning of 1968, the United States Administration felt that 
the international position of the dollar had weakened significantly in 
the face of continued balance-of-payments deficits, domestic inflation 
and the devaluation of sterling. In an express effort to reduce net 
capital outflows by one billion dollars in 1968, the President enacted 
the "mandatory controls" on January 1, 1968.37 Clearly, these regula-

3-1 In 1968 Australia's plight was partially remedied by its classification as a schedule 
"B" country. See note 37 infra. This permits a U.S. direct investor to invest up to 65% of 
his 1965-1966 outlays in Australia. BUSINESS I NTERNATIONAL CORPORATION, AUSTRALIA: NEW 
BUSINESS POWER IN THE PACIFIC 34-35 (1968). The latest Australian rules are substantially 
more complex, but do remove the uncertainty that surrounded previous regulations. Busi
ness International, Sept. 19, 1969 at 299. A "foreign" firm is one with more than 25% 
foreign equity, and a "new firm" is one that is less than 10 years old. Maximum local 
borrowings are determined by formulas incorporating these two factors. Administration is 
similar to past arrangements, and early indications are that the Reserve Bank will give a 
liberal interpretation to the new rules. Id., J an. 2, 1970, at 5. 

35 WORLDWIDE P&:I PLANNING, Nov.-Dec. 1967, a t 38. 
36 See note 67 infra. 
37 Exec. Order No. 11,387, 33 Fed. Reg. 47 (1968). These mandatory controls simply 

turned the voluntary program into law. Three schedules of countries, with differing per
centages of permitted outflow and required remittance of foreign earnings, forw the 
foundation of the system. 15 C.F.R. § 1000.319 (1970). 

a) Schedule A countries are all foreign cou~tries de_signa.ted as le~ developed 
countries in the Ex\!cutive Order, as from tiwe to ume m force, issued under 
section 4916 of the Internal Revenue Code. 
b) Schedule B countries are such other foreign countries as the Secretary may 
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tions are another presumptuous intrusion into the financial policies 
of host countries. With the sequence of home country action and host 
country reaction that has occurred, many companies have found them
selves caught in a "cleft stick," unable to comply with both sets of 
regulations simultaneously. Consequently, a three-member Foreign 
Direct Investment Appeals Board was set up to handle complaints 
based on these inconsistencies.88 In such instances, the United States 
has little alternative but to work out an acceptable compromise since 
the host country always has the upper hand. 

The obvious response to these difficulties has been the expansion of 
the Eurobond market. 311 By borrowing in this market, the international 
corporation can transfer capital to the host country without running 
afoul of either home or host country regulations. The Eurobond mar
ket is in reality a two-tier market. The actual borrowers are the inter
national financing subsidiaries of major home-country corporations. 
For the U.S. company, this usually means a tax haven corporation with 
nominal net worth.40 What makes its securities marketable is the guar
antee of the parent that debt service payments will be made on time. 
The intention, of course, is that enough cash will flow through the 
financing subsidiary from overseas operating subsidiaries to maintain 
the payments. In view of the likelihood of this prospect, the Office of 

Id. 

determine to be developed countries in which a high level of capital inflow is 
essential for the maintenance of economic growth and financial stability, and 
where those requirements cannot be adequately met from non-U.S. sources. The 
following countries are hereby determined to fall in this category: Abu Dhabi, 
Australia, The Bahamas, Bahrain, Bermuda, Canada, Hong Kong, Iran, Iraq, 
Ireland, Japan, Kuwait, Kuwait-Saudi Arabia Neutral Zone, Libya, New Zealand, 
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United Kingdom. 
c) Schedule C countries are all foreign countries not included as Schedule A or 
B countries. 
d) The Secretary may at his discretion, from time to time, transfer any foreign 
country from any one of the schedules to another. 

88 15 C.F.R. § 1000.802 (1970). The Foreign Direct Investment Appeals Board is com
posed of three officials of the Commerce Department, appointed by the Secretary of 
Commerce. Parties who feel that an administrative action or a decision on a petition for 
reconsideration caused that party an unusual hardship or does not comply with the goals 
and objectives of Executive Order 11,387 may appeal to the Board for relief. Id. 

39 See THE CHASE MANHATTAN BANK, EURO-DOLLAR FINANCING (1968). 
40 See, e.g., the offering circular of the $70,000,000 issue of Eastman Kodak International 

Capital Co., Inc., issued May 9, 1968 by Morgan & Cie International S.A. It is interesting 
to note that even though the debentures were not registered with the SEC (nor were they 
sold within tl1e United States or to its nationals or residents), the information supplied 
satisfied prima facie the disclosure requirements of Form S-7 of the Securities Act of 1933, 
as amended, 15 U.S.C. §§ 77a-77aa (1964). For an account of the registration process from 
an economist's point of view, see Nevin, Some Reflections on the New York New Issues 
Market, 13 OXFORD ECON. PAPERS 84 (1961). 
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Foreign Direct Investment (OFDI) issued General Authorization No. I 
which allowed parent corporations to make debt-service payments un
der a guarantee if the parent had previously certified to the Secretary 
of Commerce that it had no reason to believe that the financing subsi
diary would be unable to make such payments. For the most part, 
Eurobond borrowings are paid back without recourse to these provi
sions, which were instituted mainly to allay fears of lenders as to the 
parent's technical inability to make good on a guarantee.41 

Since Eurocurrency is simply currency circulating outside of its 
country of issuance, there is no fixed geographic base for Eurobond 
registration and they can be issued in any country in the world. U.S. 
companies naturally issue outside the United States and thus avoid 
OFDI and Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) regulations simul
taneously. Most Eurobond offerings are made by quite substantial cor
porations to quite substantial lenders. At present, with the market 
limited to sophisticated investors and borrowers, there may be no real 
need to regulate such offerings. The borrower can adequately deter
mine for himself the commercial desirability of his borrowing terms, 
and the lender can likewise assess the security offered for the loan. As 
the market develops, however, the credit rating of the borrower will 
be lower and the identi ty of the lender will be more like an average 
investor than an oil-rich sheik. Somewhere in the not-too-distant fu
ture, regulation will be necessary to protect all parties. 

If supervision of the Eurocurrency bond market were to be assigned 
to some sort of international agency, it might be possible to provide 
for withholding of income tax on such bonds, in such a way as to halt 
tax evasion or stem the use of what are in effect, interest-free loans in
voluntarily made by governments to taxpayers, who buy the bonds on 
,,vhich withholding is not required, through Delaware or Luxembourg 
corporations. The administrative difficulty, in the case of bearer bonds, 
is to know to which government the taxes withheld should be paid. 

As previously mentioned, the Eurobond market will eventually de
velop to the point where small borrowers can utilize it. At present, 
they are effectively excluded. The mandatory controls provide an es
cape route through the de minimis42 provisions whereby any industrial 
investor can transfer up to one million dollars overseas without need 
for compliance with the regulations. Unfortunately, _there is still a g~p 
between the very small overseas investor who remams below the mil-

41 Cf. Ellicott, Foreign Investment Controls, A First Year Review, LAw NoTEs, J an. 1969. 

42 15 C.F.R. § 1000.503 (1970). 
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lion dollar level and those who can float a Eurobond issue. As with 
tax havens, there is a distortionary effect on the size of firms operating 
internationally due to artificial regulations. 

Present-day institutions that deal with balance-of-payments prob
lems, such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF), Working Party 
No. Three of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and De
velopment (OECD) or the Group of 10 are restricted to governments 
and to macro-economic effects. By and large, the concerns of private 
firms do not feature in these proceedings. What is needed is a forum 
in which the impact of balance-of-payments regulations on separate 
firms can be resolved, especially where the pressure from two or more 
countries on a single firm pushes it in different directions.43 

D. Export Controls 

Among the most controversial issues is the attempt by some coun
tries, and specifically the United States, to impose its foreign policy 
upon other nations through the foreign subsidiaries of domestic cor
porations. For example, consider the case of Fruehauf-France, S.A., of 
which Fruehauf (U.S.) owns a two-thirds stock interest. In December, 
1964, Fruehauf-France signed a contract with Automobiles Berliet, 
S.A., another French company, for the delivery of 60 vans for shipment 
to the People's Republic of China. In January 1965, the U.S. Treasury 
Department ordered Fruehauf (U.S.) to suspend execution of the con
tract as it was in violation of the U.S. Transaction Control Regula
tions. 

On January 12, 1965, the President of Fruehauf International in
formed the French subsidiary of the Treasury Department's order, and 
on January 28, 1965, he formally directed the subsidiary to rescind the 
contract.44 Fruehauf-France approached Berliet on the matter of rescis
sion. Berliet refused to annul the contract and informed Fruehauf
France that it would be held liable for all ensuing damages. The 
French minority directors, fearing that a unilateral repudiation of 
this sort would weaken its position with Berliet, its largest customer, 

43 See, e.g., Overseas Investment in Australia, Statement to Parliament by Mr. John 
Gorton, Prime Minister of Australia, in the House of Representatives, Canberra, Australia, 
Sept. 16, 1969, dealing with the access of foreign-owned subsidiaries to the Australian 
capital market. Mr. Gorton said, "We do not believe that we can or should seek to legis
late in such a complex field. But we reiterate our wishes, and have little doubt that 
overseas companies of repute will note and respond to those wishes." 15 PARL. DEB. 1382. 

44 L. EBB, R.J!GULATION AND PROTECTION OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 6 (Supp. 1968). 
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brought suit in France against the American directors and Fruehauf 
(~.S_.).45 On February 16, 1965, the court appointed a temporary ad
mm1strator to head Fruehauf-France for three months and to execute 
the contract. 

The decision was appealed to the Court of Appeals in Paris, which 
affirmed the lower court's decision on May 22, 1965.46 Among the con
siderations cited were the damages which Berliet would have suffered 
by its break with the ultimate buyer. Fruehauf (U.S.) had given no 
indication that it was willing to accept these as its own. Furthermore, 
commercial relations between Berliet and Fruehauf-France would most 
likely have been terminated with Fruehauf-France facing an overnight 
loss of over 40 percent of. its business. It is indeed likely that it would 
have been forced to cease operations, causing the unemployment of 
over 600 workers. 

Looking at developments in France, the U.S. Treasury Department 
noted that the U.S. directors had attempted to replace the original 
Director-General with one who would comply with the directive from 
Fruehauf International. Furthermore, the U.S. directors had promptly 
challenged the French court's appointment of a temporary administra
tor. It concluded that neither Fruehauf (U.S.) nor the American di
rectors of Fruehauf-France were able to control effectively the activities 
of the company. Consequently, the Treasury Department reasoned 
that its administrative jurisdicion which was grounded on "control" 
no longer existed. It rescinded the order and Fruehauf-France per
formed.47 After the incident was concluded, all parties resumed ami
cable relations. Berliet was still Fruehauf's best customer, although it 
has refrained from passing on any more proscribed contracts. Frue
hauf, of course, suffered a considerable loss on the contract due to legal 
and travel expenses, executive hours diverted, and delays in delivery. 

This is not an isolated incident. Many have involved Canada and 
the United Kingdom, which have no regulations restricting trade with 
the Communist bloc. The Watkins Report48 recognizes that govern
ments have a national propensity to see that their policies are not 
frustrated by citizens who escape their jurisdiction for the purpose of 

45 Societe Fruehauf v. Massady, (1968] D.S. Jur. 147. 
46 Id. 1965 J.C.P. II 14,274 bis (Cour d'Appel, Paris), translated in part in 5 lNT'L LEGAL 

MAT'LS 476 (1966). . . . 
47 U.S. French Clash Over Red China Case Dramatizes the Plight of Multinational 

Firms, IluSINESS ll\TERNATIONAL, Aug. 6, 1965, at 250. 
48 REPORT OF THE TASK FORCE ON THE STRUCTURE OF CANADIAN INDUSTRY, FOREIGN OWNER

SHIP AND THE STRUCTURE OF CANADIAN INDUSTRY (Privy Council Office, Ottawa, 1968). 
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undertaking some action which they could not do at home. At the 
same time, Rubin has admitted that the U.S. Treasury Department's 
interpretation of the regulations under the Trading with the Enemy 
Act49 have become "rather stiff and doctrinaire," and have given rise 
to "considerable irritation abroad. "50 

Several possible escapes from this sort of clash exist. The first and 
most obvious is for governments to seek to gain adherence to their 
views by approaching other governments which, if they concurred, 
would apply similar legislation or regulations within their own juris
diction. This is the path of harmonization. This approach was pursued 
in the Coordinating Committee (COCOM) limiting the export of stra
tegic materials to the Eastern bloc, under the Battle Act and similar 
legislation.51 When foreign policies differ, however, harmonization is 
of no avail. Nevertheless, as a principle of international relations, it is 
still desirable to pursue the government-to-government means of ex
tending the reach of a national policy before issuing directives to 
domestic corporations for communication as instructions to their 
foreign subsidiaries. 

Second, it may be possible to draw a number of fine distinctions 
which can serve as guides to conduct. For example, the availability of 
the goods in question could be taken into consideration. When France 
wanted to buy a computer from the French IBM subsidiary for use in 
its n uclear weapon program, the United States instructed IBM not to 
proceed with the sale because it wanted to curtail the proliferation 
of such weapons. If a similar computer was readily available from al
ternative sources, it would be a loss only for IBM and the United 
States when France bought elsewhere. Such considerations were in
corporated into the Export Administration Act of 1969.52 

Similarly, many old established trading relationships exist between 
U.S. foreign subsidiaries and third countries. Some of these third coun
tries were Bloc countries, and considerable disruption has been caused 
to host-country trade patterns because of trading-with-the-enemy re-

49 50 U.S.C. App. §§ l -44 (1964). 
50 Rubin, The International Firm and the National Jurisdiction, in THE INTERNATIONAL 

CORPORATION 198 (Kindleberger ed. 1970). 
61 Mutual Defense Assistance Control Act of 1951 (Battle Act), as amended, 22 U.S.C. 

§§ 1611-l 3d (1964). The United States participates in COCOM undct· the provisions of 
Sec. 301 of this act. See Baker & Bohlig, The Control of Exports- A Comparison of the 
Laws of the United States, Canada, Japan and the Federal R epublic of Germany, l INT'L 
LAW. 163, 187 (1966). 

52 Pub. L. 91-184, 83 Stat. 841, amending 50 U.S.C. App. §§ 2401-13 (1964). 
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strictions. An issue of considerable importance is the history of the 
subs~diary. Was it formed expressly to sell goods to Bloc nations or 
has 1t been trading with Bloc nations a long time? 

These issues are reflected in current Foreign Assets Control regula
tions.03 Three are worth noting: 04 (1) U.S. subsidiaries abroad are not 
prohibited from exporting to Cuba while firms located in the United 
States are; (2) U.S. subsidiaries abroad may export non-COCOM goods 
to the Soviet bloc, and (3) U.S. subsidiaries abroad may export certain 
non-U.S. origin technical data to countries other than China, North 
Korea and North Viet Nam that U.S. firms may not export.65 

Nevertheless, it is evident that differences in foreign policy between 
the home and host country can make life uneasy, difficult or even in
tolerable for an international corporation as it is pulled in different 
directions simultaneously. Some observers feel that there is a natural 
asymmetry of pressure in that the home country can more readily ex
pand its policy in the host, rather than vice versa. Perhaps this is a 
result of relative assets in each jurisdiction. However, it is not evident 
that Switzerland can push the United States around through Nestle, 
even though ninety percent of its assets are abroad. In any event, a 
forum to which a company could appeal from conflicting pressures, 
or to which a country, host or home, might seek relief from policy 
intrusion, would seem to be a promising means for conflict resolution 
in this area. 

E. Securities Regulation 

A controversial issue which has been smoldering for some time is 
the extra-territorial effect of statutes and regulations regarding trans
actions in securities.56 If a nation has the requisite constitutional au-

63 31 C.F.R. ch. V (1970). 
54 See Baker & Bohlig, supra note 51, at 188. 
55 Until quite recently, all trading, both direct and indirect, with mainland China was 

forbidden. There were, however, a few very closely guarded exceptions to this law. One 
of these was a 1958 agreement between President Eisenhower and Prime Minister Diefen
baker of Canada to permit exports by U.S. subsidiaries to China if a firm order were in 
hand and no other Canadian company could supply the products. Two instances where 
the agreement has been exercised have been unofficially reported. See LITVAK, l\IAULE & 

ROBINSON, U.S.-CANADIAN BustNESS ARRANGEMENTS (tent. title) (1970). 
Now, United States subsidiaries abroad can, by regulation, export non-COCOM goods 

to China and u·ade in goods of Chinese origin with third countries, but not with the 
United States. 31 C.F.R. § 500.541 (1970). 

06 L. Loss, SECURITIES REGULATION, ch. 4, § E (1951). 
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thority (such as our interstate commerce clause), there is little doubt 
that it can regulate its internal securities markets. Serious juris
dictional questions arise, however, when attempts are made to assert 
control over foreign nationals who are parties, in a more or less peri
pheral manner, to domestic securities transactions. Similar conflicts 
arise when the only domestic contact is the nationality of the purchaser. 

Securities transactions can be modeled as a three-party process in
volving the buyer, the issuer and the market in which the securities are 
traded. There are eight permutations of these three parties when they 
each can be either foreign or domestic. For simplicity, the role of the 
investment adviser has been disregarded although disputes have arisen 
involving domestic purchasers and foreign advisers.57 Considering the 
United States to be the domestic country, we have the following situa-
tions: 

Buyer Issuer Market 
us us us 
us us F 
us F us 
F us us 
us F F 
F us F 
F F us 
F F F 

The jurisdictional implications will now be discussed briefly. 
US-US-US. This is the pure domestic case; no problems arise. 
US-US-F. This case is more hypothetical than real. A U.S. issuer 

selling on a foreign exchange will usually refuse to sell to a U.S. buyer 
to avoid compliance with SEC regulations. What he does is inten
tionally place himself outside the ambit of U.S. regulation by selling 
only to foreign buyers (the F-US-F situation). This latter scheme is 
expressly permitted by an SEC rule58 which authorizes the operations 
of overseas capital corporations as domestic subsidiaries of U .S. parents. 
Most Eurobond offerings of U.S. companies use this or a similar vehicle 
as described above.59 

US-F-US. This is the most controversial situation. Clearly, super
vision of this case makes sense when the foreign issuer seeks out U.S. 

57 See, e.g., The Financial Post, March 22, I 969, at 3, regarding the unsuccessful attempts 
of the SEC to prevent Mr. C. V. Myers, publisher of Myers Finance Reviews, from mailing 
his newsletters from Canada to U.S. subscribers. 

158 SEC Rule Gc-1, 17 C.F.R. § 270.Gc- l (1970). 
59 See text at note 40 supra. 
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buyers via a U.S. exchange. There is no reason why he should be 
treated more leniently than a domestic issuer. This view was upheld 
in the recent case of Schoenbaum v. Firstbrook where the United States 
Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit said: 

We believe that Congress intended the Exchange Act to have 
extraterritorial application in order to protect domestic investors 
who have purchased (oreign securities on American exchanges and 
to protect the domestic securities market from the effects of im
proper foreign transactions in American securities. In our view, 
neither the usual presumption against extraterritorial application 
of legislation nor the specific language of Section 30(b) show 
Congressional intent to preclude application of the Exchange Act 
to transactions regarding stocks traded in the United States which 
are effected outside the United States when extraterritorial ap
plication of the Act is necessary to protect American investors.60 

By a recent amendment to the Securities Exchange Act,61 and Com
mission regulations thereunder,62 foreign issuers whose shares are held 
by 300 or more U.S. persons, even if traded only on the over-the
counter market, are required to register with the Commission or to 
furnish detailed information to it. These regulations come into play 
even if the issuer did not seek to have his shares traded in the United 
States, or even if he took active steps to prevent their being traded in 
the United States. Registrations and disclosures of this type are par
ticularly obnoxious to foreign companies who operate in a confidential 
environment relatively free from public surveillance. These require
ments also reach to "insiders" as principal shareholders or operating 
officers in ways almost totally unknown abroad. 

The overseas reactions to the regulations when proposed were suc-
cintl y reviewed by The Economist: 

These views of the US securities industry [in opposition to the 
regulation] coincide broadly with those of many foreign govern
ments and issuers. Canada, for one, has filed a stiff protest with the 
State Department, complaining that the SEC actually proposed 
to extend US law into the affairs of Canadian companies. Ca
nadian companies have complained that they will now find 

60 405 F.2d 200, 206 (2d Cir. 1968). 
61 Securities Acts Amendments of 1964, 78 Stat. 565, amending 15 U.S.C. § 78/ (1964). 

See Goldman & Magrino, Foreign Issues and Section 12(g) of the Securities Exchange Act 

of 1934, 23 Bus. I.Aw. 135 (1967). 
62 17 C.F.R. § 240.12(g)3·2 (1970). 
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themselves subject to SEC regulation whenever Americans in
dependently purchase more than the minimum 300 shares of 
their companies on a Canadian exchange. The J apanese question 
the legality of the rules under international law and suggest that 
the disclosure the SEC is seeking should be obtained, if at all, 
through government-to-government negotiations. Among individ
ual companies complaining is Rolls-Royce.63 

F-US-US. This is another highly controversial area which affects 
the operations of overseas based and registered companies who make 
use of the U.S. exchange to buy U.S. securities for foreign purchasers. 
A notable example is the The Fund of Funds operated by Investors 
Overseas Services (IOS) of Geneva. The Fund of Funds deals exclu
sively in U.S. mutual funds for foreign shareholders. By virtue of its 
overseas base of operations and foreign registration, The Fund of 
Funds (and other IOS activities) have generally avoided SEC super
vision. However, in Roth v. The Fund of Funds1 Ltd.,64 the plaintiff 
brought a short-swing profit suit against the defendant who qualified 
as an insider by virtue of greater than ten percent holdings of Dreyfus 
Corporation common stock. The court assumed jurisdiction over the 
defendant because of the situs of the wrong-the New York Stock Ex
change. Although correct on standard conflict principles, this decision 
is certainly threatening to foreign investors who may find their assets 
sequestered by virtue of U.S. administrative and judicial procedures. 
It is possible that a more progressive "contacts" test would have lead 
to a decline of jurisdiction by virtue of the peripherality of the situs 
when compared to facts such as the nationality of the defendant and its 
shareholders. 

F-F-US. This is another hypothetical situation. It is rather unlikely 
that a foreign purchaser will entangle himself in the web of U.S. securi
ties regulation when he could purchase the same securities in more 
unregulated environments abroad. 

US-F-F. Even though the relevant statutes and regulations are de
signed to protect the shareholder, U.S. courts have consistently refused 
to assume jurisdiction where the only U.S. contact was the nationality 
of the shareholder. However, in an unusual reversal of its own posi
tion, the Federal Court for the Southern District of New York re-

63 THE ECONOMIST, Feb. 12, 1966, at 642. 
64 279 F. Supp. 935 (S.D.N.Y., 1968) a[J'd, 405 F.2d 421 (2d Cir. 1968), cert. denied, 394 

U.S. 975 (1969). See Note, Extra-territorial Application of the Securities Exchange Act of 
1934, 69 CoLUM. L. REv. 94, 103 (1969). 
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analy~ed_ the jurisdictional facts and found the requisite contacts in 
Ferraioli v. Cantor.65 The court based its reversal upon the domestic 
activities of the issuer, even though it was a foreign corporation. Since 
the fraudulent activities had taken place at least in part within the 
United States, a sufficient basis for jurisdiction was established under 
traditional territorial principles. 

F-F-F. This is the purely foreign case. There is no jurisdiction. 
Jurisdiction in these cases is most clear where use is made of a U.S. 

stock exchange. Such jurisdiction can be quite offensive to a corporate 
issuer who had no intention of having his securities traded locally. 
Furthermore, he may be unable to avoid such jurisdiction when con
vertible issues, warrants or rights are involved and freely traded. There 
has been little actual experience in this area of international securities 
conflicts, and most law has been judge-made. Some form of govern
mental coordination is clearly required. 

EXISTING APPROACHES 

At one end of the spectrum of approaches to the problem these issues 
underscore is to do nothing about it. It is argued that the problems 
involved are not of primary importance, and they can be solved in 
the day-to-day working of normal diplomacy. This is the view of Sey
mour J. Rubin, a practicing attorney, parttime international nego
tiator for the United States government and astute commentator on 
these problems. Rubin sees a trend toward natural harmonization of 
national policies. For example, he perceives the antitrust views of the 
EEC and the United States as being more alike than not.66 

In further support of his position, Rubin cites the U.S. mandatory 
control program on capital exports which caused great concern among 
foreign nations when first instituted, especially among "Schedule C" 
countries which were slated for a cutback in direct investment and an 
increase in r epatriation of earnings. Yet, when Undersecretary of State 

65 [1964-1966 Transfer Binder] CCH FED. SEC. L. REP. ~ 91 ,615 at 95,310 (mem. S.D.N.Y. 
1965). See Goldman & Magrino, Some Foreign Aspects of Securities Regulation: Towards a 
R eevaluation of Section 30(b) of the Sewrities Exchange Act of 193./, 55 VA. L. REV. 1015, 

1030 (1969). 
66 Rubin, supra note 50, at 179. Perhaps the auLhors are more cynical than he, but it 

is our opinion that the point of convergence of the antitrust views of the world's naLions 
is very far off, and tha t previous attempts at agreement have been blatantly unsuccessful. 
Contemporary jurisdictional rules are very broad; still it is too much to expect any one 
n ation to argue global economies in an antitrust case. 
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Nicholas Katzenbach informed Michel Debn\ the Finance M inister 
of France (a "Schedule C" country), of the content of the new regula
tions, M. Debre announced that the French government was prepared 
to support the U.S. plan, even though it conflicted quite clearly with 
French foreign exchange controls, because of the weakness of the U.S. 
balance of payments.67 

Another example is found in Canadian-United States antitrust co
operation. Following a number of cases in which the United States 
ordered U.S. corporations to produce records of Canadian subsidiaries, 
to the indignation of both the public and the private interests con
cerned, an informal agreement on policy in such matters was nego
tiated between U.S. Attorney General Rogers and Minister of Justice 
Fulton of Canada. This agreement, popularly referred to as the Anti
trust Notification and Consultation Procedure,68 provides for informal 
harmonization of action in antitrust matters involving both countries. 
In a variety of other areas, moreover, U.S. courts have shown them
selves sensitive to the problem of intrusion into foreign jurisdictions 
and have not compelled action which would be contrary to the law of 
other countries. 69 

George W. Ball, now chairman of Lehman Brothers International, 
Ltd., is the spokesman for the opposing end of the spectrum.70 He feels 
that international incorporation is the optimal, if not the only, solu-

67 M. Debre was quoted as having told Mr. Katzenbach: "The principle of Mr. John• 
son's program inspires me with satisfaction." He went on, however, to express several 
reservations and warnings. These were: 

1. The program will meet with difficulty in other countries unless they are 
accompanied by firmer measures to r estrict demand in the U.S. 

2. It would be hard to aquiesce in lasting discrimination against developed 
countries, the implication being that the French would oppose granting Britain 
an exemption from the spending curb. 

3. Since the American subsidiaries are French companies under French law with 
the same access to the financial markets and government credits, if the new U.S. 
regulations are imposed on them "it will be impossible not to draw the conse
quences." Hess, French Endorse U.S. Dollar Policy, N.Y. Times, Jan. 7, 1968, at 32, 
col. I. 

68 Hearings on S. Res. 191 Before the Subcomm. on Antitrust and Monopoly of the 
Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 89th Cong., 2d Sess., pt. l, at 494 (1966). 

69 Motions for subpoenae duces tecum, however, are forcefully contested in cases in
volving foreign jurisdictions. See Sheehan, Thousands Linked to Swiss Deposits, N.Y. 
Times, December 5, 1969, at 22, col. I. Usually, efforts to quash such motions succeeded 
only after protracted efforts to remove the documents from the country in whid1 they 
were situated. See, e.g., United States v. Watchmakers of Switzerland lnfonnation Center, 
1965 Trade Cas. 1 71,352 at 80,492 (S.D.N.Y. 1965), wherein the critical portion of the 
summons was suppressed only after nine years of litigation. 

70 See Ball, CosmocortJ: The Importance of Being Stateless, COLUM. J. WORLD Bus., 
Nov.-Dec. 1967, at 6. 
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tio~. The Ball proposal envisions the creation of a body of supra• 
nat10nal law under which the global parent would be incorporated. 
This body of law would be a comprehensive companies law and would 
include, inter-alia, antimonopoly provisions and guarantees against un• 
compensated expropriation. The parent, no matter where its head
quarters are physically located, would operate under these provisions 
in an environment that is void of local interference on substantive 
corporate matters. The advantages that would accrue to an interna• 
tional corporation under this proposal appear to be increased freedom 
with regard to mergers, capital transfers and trade and investment 
decisions. 

The basic problem with the Ball proposal is that it simply cannot 
be achieved in the foreseeable future, although the authors agree that 
in the long run, it contains the most merit. Ball himself suggests that 
world-wide incorporation would likely be an extension of a regional 
plan, such as an EEC Company. Unfortunately there does not seem to 
be much progress being made within the EEC towards regional in• 
corporation.71 The reasons for this lack of progress are clear enough
the political problems standing in the way of an EEC company con• 
vention are enormous. Consider just these three issues: 1) should there 
be worker representation on the supervisory boards, 2) what should 
the tax status of an EEC company be, and 3) which groups should be 
allowed access to European incorporation? Although there has been a 
body set up within the EEC to consider these issues, the fact remains 
that little resolution of them has been achieved thus far.72 

71 Guido Colonna Di Paliano, Why Europe Needs Continental Scale Firms, EUROPEAN 

COMMUNITY, Sept. 1968, at 3. 
72 A group of legal experts from the six countries which was empanelled as a commis

sion to prepare a model "European company'' statute produced radical proposals for a 
special inter-governmental convention which would determine the ground rules for Euro
pean companies, have the force of law throughout the Community and operate side by 
side with the various national company law systems covering domestic companies (the 
supranationalist approach). This commission is now pressing for action along these lines. 

A familiar conflict has developed between the supranationalist approach and an inter• 
governmental one favored by the French whereby all countries add a new section to their 
company law statutes to allow a new type of company still based in one country or another 
and under the statutes of that country, but the statute governing it thus being uniform 

throughout the community. 
To complicate matters the Dutch are now arguing that because a European company 

convention lies outside the aims of the Treaty of Rome, there is no reason why other 
European countries wanting to join the EEC, such as Britain, should not be brought into 
any scheme that emerges. The Dutch also urge that since discussions are technically inter
governmental rather than community, other governments could take part now. 
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An intermediate path between the Rubin and Ball approaches is 
through international agreement on specific matters. Chart I sum
marizes post-World War II efforts in this connection, listing agree
ments affecting international investment by scope and format. The 
infinite array of domestic regulation in the fields of tax, foreign 
exchange controls, limitations on investment in certain areas, etc., has 
been intentionally omitted. (See page 324.) 

Only one serious attempt has been made to reach an agreement 
which was both multilateral in format and comprehensive in scope
the draft charter of the International Trade Organization.73 Although 
it is not possible to discuss the ITO at length,74 the draft covered a 
wide number of aspects of world trade: employment; economic de
velopment; commercial policy including tariffs, quantitative restric
tions, exchange controls, subsidies, anti-dumping and trademarks; 
restrictive business practices; commodity agreements; dispute resolu
tion and others. Its production consumed four years of informal work 
during World War II and two years of formal negotiation after the 
war by representatives of over 50 nations. Three major conferences 
were required to put the document in final form for submission to 
national legislative bodies for ratification. Although a few countries 
ratified it almost immediately upon completion, each ratification was 
contingent upon subsequent U.S. ratification. The treaty was quietly 
withdrawn from Congress as soon as it became apparent that ratifica
tion would not occur. Other countries then lost interest and two years 
later, the ITO was a dead issue. 75 

As the scope of a multilateral agreement narrows, its probability of 
ratification increases. The narrowing can be achieved either in content 
or through geographic limitation. A glance at the upper right block 
in the table shows that the successful restricted scope/ multilateral 
format agreements were either limited to a specific problem (e.g., tariff 
reduction, international monetary matters) or to membership limited 
to the developed countries of Western Europe. Of this type there are 
as many successful arrangements as unsuccessful ones.76 

73 See HAVANA CHARTER FOR AN INTERNATIONAL TRADE ORGANIZATION, supra note 27. 
See also Completion of ITO Charter Hailed as Hope for Troubled World, 18 DEP'T STATE 
BuLL. 441 (1948). 

74 For a discussion of the background, formation, and a detailed analysis of the Havana 
Charter for the International Trade Organization, see C. WILCOX, A CHARTER FOR WORLD 
TRADE (1949). 

75 See W. DIED0LD, THE END OF THE I.T.O. (Princeton Essays in Internat'l Finance 
No. 16, 1952). 

76 Multilateral agreements on restricted issues have been achieved mainly in the trade 
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A fourth suggestion which we feel is worth noting has been put 
forth by two young economists.77 Briefly, they propose the organization 
of industries along product lines within the national boundary in ac
cordance with the socialistic model. Such a plan would certainly make 
the extent of the enterprise coterminous with the state so as to provide 
the necessary political authority over the investor. They fail, however, 
to examine the performance of economies operating on this principle, 
notably those of the Soviet bloc. The economic costs in achieving 
efficient resource allocation among two or more Socialist countries 
are ignored, as are the human costs in the loss of individual rights.78 

TIIE PROPOSAL 

Consider now those issues which involve two or more states as well 
as the investor. Their roots clearly lie in managerial decisions taken 
by private companies, such as repatriation of profits as opposed to local 
reinvestment. The ensuing actions are regarded as detrimental by at 
least one of the countries involved, and are perceived as conflicts of 
government policies even though they stem from private corporate 

area. See generally Shawcross, Trade and the Tangled Web of Law, The Sunday Times, 
Mar. 5, 1967, at 33. The record is particularly dismal in the antitrust area. Furthermore, 
the antitrust provisions of geographical arrangements have not always been applied impar
ti ally. For example, in 1953, steel producers of five European Coal and Steel Community 
(ECSC) countries formed an export price cartel. When the United States objected, the 
ECSC High Authority asked that the cartel be dissolved. Its request was rejected. Since 
the governing body of the Community bas accepted a fairly restrictive, but probably cor
rect, interpretation of its powers under the ECSC Treaty, the High Authority docs not 
forbid an export agreement unless it curtails competition within the Common Market or 
leads to practices that would be illegal under the Treaty. It may, however, if it thinks 
necessary, impose maximum or minimum prices on exports. Ilut the Consultative Com
mittee and the Council of Ministers have both recommended against imposing maximum 
export prices and the High Authority has therefore never taken a fom1al step to invoke 
this power, although it has cautioned the cartel against raising prices, using its inherent 
powers to set the maximum as a lever to reinforce its "requests." See ,v. DIE.BOLD, THE 
SCHUMAN PLAN 491-501 (1959). 

Nonetheless, these export cartel agreements appear to violate the spirit of the GATT 
waivers which were intended to ensure equitable prices to Community producers in mar
kets outside the Common Market. 'When complaints arose that export prices were above 
internal Community prices, the High Authority answered that it did not accept a com
parison of domestic and export prices as the proper measure of equitable limits within 
which prices should be kept; it suggested that comparison with world prices was a much 
more suitable measure. In that regard, the Community fares well as compared to the 
United States and Great Britain. Id. 

77 See Hymer & Rowthorn, Multinational Corporations and lnternatio11al Oligopoly, in 
K!NDLEBERGER, mpra note 22 at 84. 

78 See, C. KINDLE.BERGER, FOREIGN TRADE AND THE NATIONAL ECONOMY ch. 10 (1962). 
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decisions. Fortunately, the conflicts are serious in only those handful 
of areas which we have discussed: taxation, antitrust policy, foreign 
exchange and export controls and securities regulation. Because these 
conflicts are universally accepted as posing a problem for solution, the 
authors are optimistic that meaningful progress towards resolution of 
multiparty disputes can be made in the near future. AJthough there 
is little hope for a resurrection of an ITO-type code, it seems likely 
that a contractual arrangement could be developed from agreement 
on a few fundamental concepts of substance and procedure. Then, 
as a seminal body of accepted principles emerge, broader and deeper 
agreement as to foreign investment practices would be generated. Per
haps after a guarded and gradual start gathered momentum, an inter
national treaty of substantial coverage could be accepted by the nations 
of the world. 

At the outset, it must be emphasized that all that is called for is a 
forum for the problems related to the international corporation and 
some procedures which could enhance dispute resolution in the two
or two plus-country case. This means agreement on only the most fun
damental of levels and a willingness to work towards global solutions 
to a global problem. 

The authors are mindful of the fact that multilateral agreements are 
most difficult to launch. They also are aware of the success that GA TT 
has achieved in a relatively narrow, but commercially important area. 
In our opinion difficulties are certain to arise if too much is attempted 
too soon. The ITO failed in part because it was an attempt at codifica
tion at the outset, a scope far greater than was possible either then or 
now.79 

What is proposed here we believe to be more acceptable in scope. 
We suggest an approach directed toward the formation of a General 
Agreement for the International Corporation, similar to the General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. W e urge that governments agree to 
the formation of a preparatory commission to draft in detail the few 
principles on which agreement is needed, and establish the limited 
international machinery it r equires. Specifically we suggest that an 
international group of experts and staff be impanelled for a period of 
up to two years to consider the problem of regulation of the interna-

79 Moreover, too many exceptions were built into the Charter to make it acceptable 
to most governments. It failed also because support of the business community was 
lacking. We strongly suggest that initial goals be kept modest and that the business 
community from the outset be involved in the process by means of self-regulation. 
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tional corporation. Their goal would be the creation of an interna
tional agreement based on a limited set of universally accepted 
principles. This agreement would be structurally similar to GATT. 

It is envisioned that questions could be submitted to the agency set 
up to administer the agreement by either countries or companies. The 
agency would then investigate the facts and the issues presented. Rec
ommendations to take or to cease action would be issued, but there 
would be n o compulsion to abide by them. If it succeeded in acquiring 
a reputation for thorough analysis and impartiality, the agency would 
in due course be able to have its decisions accepted voluntarily by 
participants. As its status in the world community improved, the 
agency could act as an ombudsman for corporations and countries 
seeking relief from oppressive policies. 

Sponsorship, budgeting and other administrative problems we leave 
to others. The costs of such a procedure may look fairly high and the 
results fairly low. In our opinion, however, international supervision 
is a much more preferable solution than complete laissez-faire or a 
return to nationalism. Degrees of possible international supervision 
differ. A thoroughly worked out international system, as proposed by 
Ball, seems Utopian at this time. It is necessary to start nearer the 
laissez-faire position, and to evolve a system, through trial, error and 
the establishment of precedent. But it is necessary, in our judgment, 
to act. The sooner a start is made, the sooner the world will be on a 
path towards global efficiency in resource allocation, production and 
distribution of goods. 
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CHART I 
POST WORLD 'WAR II AGREEMENTS TO PROMOTE INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT• 

Format 

Multilateral 

Bilateral 

Comprehensive 

International Trade Or
ganization (ITO )1 

Treaties of Friendship, 
Commerce 8: Navigation 
(FCN Treaties)l7 

Scope 
Restricted 

International Monetary Fund (I MF)2 
International Bank for Reconstruction 
8: Development (World Bank)3 
General Agreement on Tariffs 8: Trade 
(GATT)4 
United Nations Conference on Trade 
8: Development (U CT AD)5 
United Nations Committee on Inter
national Trade Law (UNCITRAL)6 
European Coal 8: Steel Community 
(ESC0)7 
European Community (Common Mar
ket)S 
European Free Trade Association 
(EFTA)9 
International Centre for the Settlement 
of Investment Disputes (ICSID)l0 
ECOSOC antitrust venture (U.N. Eco
nomic 8: Social Council)ll 
GA TT antitrust venture12 
Organisation for Economic Co•opera
tion 8: Development tax proposals,13 
insurance scheme,14 and property rights 
convention15 
Sohn-Baxter Treaty16 

Ta..x Treatiesl8 

• Those proposals which have not been approved are printed in italic type. 
1 See U.S. DEP'T OF STATE, PUB. No. 3117, HAVANA CHARTER FOR AN INTERNATIONAL TRADE 

ORGANIZATION (Commercial Pol. Series 113, 1948). 
2 Articles of Agreement, Dec. 27, 1945, 60 Stat. 1401 (1946), T.I.A.S. No. 1501, 2 U.N.T.S. 

39, amended May 31, 1968, T.I.A.S. No. 6748, - U.N.T.S. -. 
3 Articles of Agreement, Dec. 27, 1915, 60 Stat. 1440 (1946), T.IA.S. No. 1502, 2 U.N.T .S. 

134. 
4 Oct. 30, 1947, 61 Stat. A3, T.I.A.S. No. 1700, 55 U.N.T.S. 187. For text as currently 

amended see 4 CATT, BASIC INSTRUMENTS 8: SELECTED DocuMENTS (1969). 
5 UNCTAD was established by resolution of the U.N. Economic & Social Council and 

endorsed by the General Assembly in 1962. See UNCTAD, BAs1c DocuMENTS ON ITS 

ESTABLISKMENT 8: ACTIVITIES I , 4 (1966). 
6 Established by General Assembly Resolution 2205 (XXI) 1966, XXI GAOR, Supp. N-16. 
7 Treaty Establishing the European Coal 8c Steel Community, April 18, 1951, 261 

U.N.T.S. 140 (1957). 
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8 Treaty Establishing the European Economic Community, March 25, 1957, 298 U.N.T.S. 
11. 

9 Convention Establishing the European Free Trade Association, May 3, 1960, 370 
U.N.T.S. 3. 

10 Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes Between States and Nationals 
of Other States, [1966] 1 U .S.T. 1270, T.I.A.S. No. 6090, 575 U.N.T.S. 159. 

11 See U.N. Economic & Social Council, Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Restrictive 
Business Practices, U.N. Doc. E /2380 (1953). 

12 See GATT, Decisions of the Seventeenth Session, Dec. 5, 1960, GATT Doc. L/1397. 
13 OECD, DRAFr DOUBLE CONVENTION ON TAXES ON INCOME AND CAPITAL (1963); OECD, 

DRAFT DOUBLE TAXATION CONVENTION ON ESTATES AND INHERITANCES (1966). 
14 OECD, REPORT ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A MULTILATERAL INVESTMENT GUARANTEE 

CORPORATION (1965) (draft may be found at 8 HARV. INT'L L.J. 328 (1967). See also Martin, 
Multilateral Investment Insurance; The O.E.C.D. Proposal, id. at 280. 

15 OECD, DRAFT CONVENTION ON THE PROTECTION OF FOREIGN PROPERTY (1967), reproduced 
in 8 INT'L LEG. MAT'LS 117 (1968). 

16 See Sohn & Baxter, R esponsibility of States for Injuries to the Economic Interests of 
Aliens, 55 AM. J. INT'L L. 545, 548 (1961) (draft convention). 

17 E.g., Treaty with the Netherlands, March 27, 1956, [1957] 2 U.S.T. 2043, T.I.A.S. 

No. 3942, 285 U.N.T.S. 231. 
18 E.g., Income-Tax Convention with Trinidad and Tobago, Dec. 22, 1966, (1967] 3 

U.S.T. 3091, T.I.A.S. No. 6400. 
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A COMPARISON OF SPECIAL DRAWING 
RIGHTS AND GOLD AS 

RESERVE ASSETS 

JOSEPH GOLD 0 

The adoption of the term "special drawing rights" is a good ex
ample of John Selden's epigram: "Syllables govern the world."1 Even 
in French the term is unspectacular-"droits de tirage speciaux." The 
muted quality of the term was, of course, what recommended it to 
some negotiators and led to its adoption as a compromise. In the pro
tracted international bargaining from which the agreement on special 
drawing rights emerged, some negotiators were interested in emphasiz
ing that special drawing rights were a somewhat modest step in the 
development of the original financial transactions of the International 
Monetary Fund which are popularly referred to as "drawings." This 
attitude recalls another of Selden's dicta: "We have more words than 
notions."2 But this is not really true of special drawing rights. They 
are a new notion, and although they have borrowed from old notions, 
they are an Olympian leap beyond them. 

It is necessary to explain the environment in which the agreement 
on special drawing rights was reached. If a country is in deficit in its 
balance of payments, there is pressure on the exchange rate for its 
currency in the exchange markets. Under the Articles of the Fund, a 
member must adopt appropriate measures consistent with the Articles 
to see that exchange transactions within its territory involving its own 
and any other member currency take place only within certain narrow 
margins from the par values for the currencies established by the mem
bers with the Fund.3 This obligation helps to give effect to the Fund's 

• General Counsel and Director of the Legal Department of the International Monetary 
Fund. The opinions expressed are those of the author and not necessarily those of the 
Fund. 

1 T HE TABLE-TALK OF JOHN SELDEN 191 (Singer ed. London, undated). It seems appro
priate, in an article dealing with gold and "paper gold," to refer to a work in which 
Coleridge found so much "weighty bullion sense." 

2 Id. at 155. 
s Articles of Agreement of the International Monetary Fund, Dec. 27, 1945, art. IV, 

§§ 3, 4(b), 60 Stat. 1401 (1946), T .I.A.S. No. 1501, 2 U.N.T.S. 39, amended T.I.A..S. No. 
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objective of fixed and stable, although not rigid, exchange rates. Most 
members of the Fund perform this obligation with the use of monetary 
reserves. They provide their exchange market with one or more re
serve currencies which they hold, or which they obtain with other 
reserve assets, in order to prevent the depreciation of the exchange rate 
for their own currency beyond the permitted margin. The United 
States, however, maintains the value of its currency not by intervening 
in the market in this way but by converting with gold U.S. dollars 
tendered to it for this purpose by the monetary authorities of other 
countries.4 With the use of monetary reserves, a country can await an 
improvement in its balance of payments while it pursues any neces
sary corrective policies. If the disequilibrium in its balance of payments 
proves to be fundamental, it will have to consider a change in the par 
value for its currency.5 

The Fund holds resources in its General Account6 and augments the 
monetary reserves of members by selling foreign exchange to them 
for their own currencies for a period normally not in excess of three 
to five years. Beyond the goi.d tranche, i.e., an amount usually equal 
to a member's gold subscription and the net use made by the Fund of 
the member's currency subscription,7 the member's rights to purchase 
foreign exchange from the Fund are "conditional." This means that 
the member will be able to exercise these rights only after the Fund 
has examined the member's policies and concluded that they meet 
the Fund's criteria for the use of its resources, so that it is likely that 
the use of the resources will be no more than temporary. 

Members like to feel that they have adequate monetary reserves at 
their command in addition to the resources available to them condi
tionally in the sense described above. If they lack this sense of ease, 
they may resort to restrictive policies in order to economize in their 

6748 (approved May 31, 1968; entered into force July 28, 1969), - U.N.T.S. - [herein• 

after IMF Articles]. 
4 See, e.g., [1968] TREAS. ANN. REP. 224, 441; [1969] TREAS. ANN. REP. 286; IMF, THE 

INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND, 1945-1965; TWENTY YEARS OF INTERNATIONAL MONETARY 
COOPERATION, vol. I at 484-485, vol. II at 560 (1969) (hereinafter FUND HrsTORY]. 

5 IMF Articles, art. IV, § 5. 
6 The Fund conducts its transactions and operations through the General Account 

and the Special Drawing Account; transactions and operations involving special drawing 
rights are conducted through the latter account. IMF Articles, intro. art. ii, iii. 

1 A member's subscription to the Fund is equal to its quota, and is normally paid 
one-fourth in gold and three-fourths in the member's own currency, although the gold 
portion may be decreased and the currency portion correspondingly increased if the 
member's reserves are low. IMF Articles, art. III, § 3(b); see J. GoLD, THE REFORM OF 
THE FUND 8-9 (IMF Pamphlet Series No. 12, 1969). 
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use of monetary reserves and perhaps even to draw them away from 
other countries. They may restrict payments and transfers for current 
international transactions, or impose trade restrictions, or limit capital 
transfers, or refrain from granting foreign credit. It follows that the 
case for increased monetary reserves may not rest on widespread and 
persistent deficits in balances of payments, but instead the absence of 
deficits, and even the achievement of surpluses, engineered by "mea
sures destructive of national or international prosperity."8 

There are no international obligations which define what countries 
must regard as monetary reserves. It is true that definitions exist, but 
these apply only to the special purposes for which they have been 
adopted. Among the definitions that have been included in treaty law, 
the definition in the Articles of the Fund is one of the most elaborate 
and important.9 It is applied in order to determine: (1) the obligations 
of a member to repurchase its own currency from the Fund with gold, 
convertible currencies, or special drawing rights, and in that way ter-

s IMF Articles, art. I(v). See IMF, A REPORT TO THE BoARD OF GovERNORS oF THE INTER· 
NATIONAL MONETARY FUND CONTAINING THE MANAGING DIRECTOR'S PROPOSAL ON THE 
ALLOCATION OF SPECIAL DRAWING RIGHTS FOR THE FIRST BASIC PERIOD 3·15 (1969) [hereinafter 
MANAGING DIRECTOR'S REPORT]. 

9 The Articles provide: 
(a) A member's monetary reserves means its official holdings of gold, of convert

ible currencies of other members, and of the currencies of such non-members as 
the Fund may specify. 

(b) The official holdings of a member means central holdings (that is, the 
holdings of its Treasury, central bank, stabilization fund, or similar fiscal agency). 

(c) The holdings of other official institutions or other banks within its territories 
may, in any particular case, be deemed by the Fund, after consultation with the 
member, to be official holdings to the extent that they are substantially in excess 
of working balances; provided that for the purpose of determining whether, in 
a particular case, holdings are in excess of working balances, there shall be 
deducted from such holdings amounts of currency due to official institutions and 
banks in the territories of members or non-members specified under (d) below. 

(d) A member's holdings of convertible currencies means its holdings of the 
currencies of other members which are not availing themselves of the transitional 
arrangements under Article XIV, Section 2, together with its holdings of the 
cunencies of such non-members as the Fund may from time to time specify. 
The term currency for this purpose includes without limitation coins, paper 
money, bank balances, bank acceptances, and government obligations issued 
with a maturity not exceeding twelve months. 

(e) The sums deemed to be official holdings of other official institutions and 
other banks under (c) above shall be included in the member's monetary reserves. 

IMF Articles, art. XIX. 
Special drawing rights shall be included in a member's monetary reserves under 

Article XIX for the purposes of Article III, Section 4(a), Article V, Section 7(b) 
and (c), Article V, Section 8(£), and Schedule B, paragraph l. The Fund may 
decide that in calculating monetary reserves and the increase in monetary re
serves during any year for the purpose of Article V, Section 7(b) and (c), no 
account shall be taken of any increase or decrease in those monetary reserves 
which is due to allocations or cancellations of special drawing rights during the 
year. 

Id. art. XXV § 7(a). 
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minate its use of the Fund's resources after a purchase of foreign 
exch~nge from the Fund,10 (2) the fonn in which a member must pay 
certam charges to the Fund,11 and (3) the form in which it must pay 
an additional subscription when its quota in the Fund is increased.12 

In addition, domestic legislation, such as a central bank statute, may 
include a definition of what constitute the monetary reserves of a coun
try for certain domestic purposes. What is relevant to the problem of 
adequacy of monetary reserves, however, is not so much the definition 
of them for the special purposes of a treaty or domestic statute, but 
the view that is held by monetary authorities. It is on the basis of what 
they consider to be their monetary reserves that they will formulate 
their domestic and international economic and financial policy. If, 
for example, the monetary authorities regard certain currencies or 
certain rights of access to resources as reserve assets and include them 
in the total of their monetary reserves, the level of those assets and 
fluctuations in them will be likely to affect the policies of the mone
tary authorities, and perhaps public opinion as well, whether or not 
the assets are included in some legal definition of monetary reserves. 

Traditionally, gold has been regarded by all countries as a compo
nent in monetary reserves. With the evolution of the gold exchange 
standard, most countries have been willing to hold certain currencies 
as monetary reserves as well. The monetary authorities of most coun
tries have tended to hold, as some proportion of their reserves, and 
sometimes as their only reserves, the currency with which they inter
vene in their exchange market in order to maintain the exchange rate 
for their currency. The main reserve currency has become the U.S. 
dollar, and among the reasons for this development is the practice by 
which the United States maintains the value of the U.S. dollar by gold 
transactions. The U.S. dollar is not the only reserve currency, because 
the monetary reserves of some countries are held, in whole or in part, 
in other currencies, of which sterling and French francs are the leading 
examples. The holding of these and other currencies as monetary re
serves in these days is reinforced by the convertibility of the currencies 
that are held into U.S. dollars and through dollars into gold, so that 
a model of this system of monetary reserves can be constructed with 
gold as its base. 

The world's views of what constitutes monetary reserves have not 

10 IMF Articles, art. V, §§ 7(b), (c), sched. B. 
11 Id. art. V, § 8(f). 
12 Id. art. 111, § 4(a). 
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been static. In the more recent past, there was broad, although not total, 
acceptance of the idea that the right to make gold tranche purchases 
of exchange from the Fund and certain rights to the repayment of claims 
under loans to the Fund, which were developed by analogy to gold 
tranche rights, were worthy of inclusion in monetary reserves as re
serve assets. The de facto assurance that the Fund would not interpose 
an obstacle to gold tranche purchases by challenging a member's re
quest to make them has been transformed into a legal assurance by the 
same amendment of the Articles as the one which created the legal 
foundation for special drawing rights.13 The recognition that gold 
tranche rights and readily r epayable loan claims are reserve assets, at 
least for certain purposes of the Fund, can be found now in the Arti
cles,14 and th is recognition will probably be endorsed by all members 
for purposes beyond those of the Articles. 

In the decade of the sixties commentators began to argue that the 
inherent logic of the system would bring about a shortage of global 
monetary reserves, and some believed that a shortage existed already. 
There was a conviction that the volume of global monetary reserves 
should grow in an appropriate relationship to other economic factors, 
and that if the world lacked the means to maintain this relationship, 
national and international economic conditions would deteriorate. 
Evidence of the danger accumulated when monetary authorities became 
disturbed by the proportion of currencies in their reserves, the con
version of currency into gold, the failure of newly-mined gold to enter 
monetary reserves, and the drain of gold from monetary reserves into 
private hands. In these conditions, the resolve became firm that some 
way of increasing global monetary reserves must be found. The result 
of years of discussion, negotiation, drafting, and parliamentary action 
culminated in the amendment of the Articles on July 28, 1969,15 the 
birth of the Special Drawing Account on August 6, 1969 as a facil ity 
in the Fund through which special drawing rights could be generated 
and transactions and operations involving them would be conducted,16 

18 A member's proposed gold tranche purchases are not subject to challenge by the 
Fund. Id. art. V, § 3(d); see J. GoLD, supra note 7 at 7-26. 

14 IMF Articles, art. XXXIl(c). 
llS IMF, EsTABLlSHMENT OF A FACILITY BASED ON SPECIAL DRAWING RIGHTS IN THE INTER· 

NATIONAL MONETARY F UND AND MODIFICATIONS IN TH£ R uLES AND PRACTICES OF THE FUND; 

A R EPORT BY THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS TO THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS PROPOSING AMENDM.ENT 

OF THE ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT (1968) [hereinafter EXECUTI VE DIRECTORS' REPORT]. 

16 See Gold, Legal Technique in the Creation of a New International Reserve Asset: 
Special Drawing Rights and the Amendment of the Articles of Agreement of the Inter
national Monetary Fund, 1 CAsE WESTERN RES. J. INT'L L. 105 (1969). See also Gold, The 
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the decision of October 3, 1969 to allocate special drawing rights for 
a first basic period, 17 and the first allocation under that decision on 
January 1, 1970.18 

The solution to the problem of an adequate supply of global mone
tary reserves is the authority granted to the Fund to allocate special 
drawing rights to members participating in the Special Drawing Ac
count, and to cancel them if necessary. Special drawing rights are to 
be allocated "to meet the need, as and when it arises, for a supple
ment to existing reserve assets."19 The Fund is required to regard 
special drawing rights as reserve assets,20 and so in practice do the 
monetary authorities of participants in the Special Drawing Account 
even in the absence of any requirement in the Articles. 

The amended Articles provide that special drawing rights are to be 
a supplement to pre-existing reserve assets. Other reserve assets are 
not deprived of their character, and members are not required to change 
their practices in connection with the reserve assets that they had been 
holding. In particular, there has been no agreement that gold must 
cease to be a reserve asset or that it must have some other place in the 
esteem of monetary authorities. 

For a long time during the international debate on the problem of 
global monetary reserves there was discussion of the need or the desire 
to create a reserve asset that would be "as good as gold" or "gold-like." 
It was agreed finally that this objective was an ignis fatuus, and that 
the experts should desist from the further pursuit of it. Instead, it 
would be more profitable for them to concentrate on the characteris
tics that the new reserve asset should possess, whatever might be the 
relationship of those characteristics to other reserve assets or whatever 
place the new creature might come to occupy in the taxonomy of re
serve assets. Elsewhere, there has been a study of the legal characteris
tics of special drawing rights,21 and that topic will not be rehearsed 
here except to the extent that certain qualities of special drawing 
rights are germane to what follows. The main purpose here is to com
pare certain aspects of special drawing rights with gold: or, if it please 

Next Stage in the Development of International Monetary Law: The Deliberate Con trol 

of Liquidity, 62 AM. J. INT'L L. 365 (1968). 
17 See MANAGING DIRECTOR'S REPORT, supra note 8. 
18 IMF Press Release No. 778, Jan. 2, 1970, republished in International Financial 

News Survey, Jan. 9, 1970, at 2. 
19 IMF Articles, art. XXI, § 1. 
20 Id. art. XXV, § 7(a). 
21 See J. GOLD, SPECIAL DRAWING RIGHTS (IMF Pamphlet Series No. 13, 2d ed. 1970). 
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the reader, to see in what ways special drawing rights are as good as 
gold or gold as good as special drawing rights. 

I. DELIBERATE CONTROL OF VOLUME 

The first and most obvious contrast between gold and special draw
ing rights is that the volume of gold production is not subject to direct 
international control, although there is now a certain measure of con
trol over the addition of gold to monetary reserves and the movement 
of gold out of monetary reserves. Elaborate provisions have been in
corporated in the Articles which settle the principles and procedures 
for the decisions that are taken on the allocation and cancellation of 
special drawing rights.22 The ability of the international community 
to take deliberate action to control the volume of global liquidity 
through the Special Drawing Account is the most remarkable advance 
in the international monetary system since the creation of the Fund. 
The procedure by which control is exercised distributes authority 
among the most senior international civil servant in the Fund and the 
two organs of the Fund. In addition, the procedure ensures that any 
decisions that are taken will represent the view of almost the whole 
community participating in the Special Drawing Account. To date, 
106 of the 116 members of the Fund have become participants in the 
Account.23 

The procedure for the allocation or cancellation of special drawing 
rights must begin with a proposal of the Managing Director arrived 
at after he has satisfied himself that it is consistent with the principles 
of the Articles and after he has conducted consultations that have en
abled him to ascertain that there is broad support among participants 
for the proposal.24 In the discharge of his duties, the Managing Direc
tor, like the rest of the staff, owes his duty entirely to the Fund and to 
no other authority.25 The proposal cannot go forward unless it re-

22 See IMF Articles, art. XXIV, §§ 2, 4. 
23 IMF Press Release No. 778, Jan. 2, 1970, republished in International Financial 

News Survey, Jan. 9, 1970, at 2. Only 104 participants received an initial allocation 
effective Jan. 1, 1970, because China "opted out" of the allocation of special drawing rights 
for the first basic period and Yemen Arab Republic became a participant after the first 
allocation was made. IMF, INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL STATISTICS, Sept. 1970, at 7. 

Fund members not yet participating in the Special Drawing Account are: Ethiopia, Iraq, 
Kuwait, Lebanon, Libyan Arab Republic, Nepal, Portugal, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, and 
Thailand. Id. 

24 IMF Articles, art. XXIV § 4(b). 
2G Id. art. XII, § 4(c). 
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ceives the concurrence of the Executive Directors, the organ con
sisting now of twenty directors appointed or elected by the mem
bers of the Fund,26 which is responsible for the conduct of the general 
operations of the Fund, 27 and of which the Managing Director is Chair
man. 28 If necessary, the Executive Directors would vote in order to 
determine whether to concur, and a majority of the votes cast, on the 
basis of the Fund's system of weighted voting, would be decisive.29 

The word "concurred," in contrast for example to "approved," indi
cates that the proposal remains the responsibility of the Managing 
Director even after the Executive Directors have decided to concur. 
Although the further progress of the proposal depends on the con
currence of the Executive Directors, they cannot amend the Managing 
Director's proposal. Their ·refusal to concur, however, might induce 
him to alter his proposal, but it is unlikely that difficuties of this kind 
would arise because of the consultations that the Managing Director 
must conduct before formulating a proposal. 

If the Executive Directors concur in the proposal, the Board of 
Governors votes on it. The Board is the senior organ of the Fund, in 
which each member has a governor and an alternate governor, with 
voting power weighted again according to quota.30 Authority to take 
decisions on allocations or cancellations of special drawing rights is 
a power that cannot be delegated by the Board of Governors to 
the Executive Directors. 31 A decision to allocate or cancel special draw
ing rights cannot be taken by the Board of Governors unless it is sup
ported by a majority of 85 percent of the total voting power of 
participants in the Special Drawing Account.32 

There is no comparable procedure under the Articles for controlling 
the volume of gold in global monetary reserves. There is, however, an 
indirect influence on volume in the duty of a member under the Arti
cles to refrain from paying a subsidy in the form of an addition to the 
price it pays to its gold producers when buying gold from them.33 

26 Id. art. XII, § 3. 
27 Id. art. XII, § 3(a). 
28 Id. art. XII, § 4(a). 
29 See id. arts. XII, § 5; XXVII(a). 
80 See id. art. XII, § 2. 
81 Id. arts. XXIV, § 4(a); XXVII(a)(i). 
32 Id. art. XXIV, § 4(d). 
33 It was recognized at the Bretton Woods Conference at which the Articles were 

drafted that members might grant some form of assistance to their domestic gold ex
traction industries, but that assistance must not take the form of an increment in the 
price. See IMF, SELECTED DECISIONS OF THE Exl:CUTIVE DIRECTORS AND SELECTED DOCUMENTS 
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The T wo-T ier System 

On March 17, 1968 an event occurred that introduced an important 
element of control over the volume of gold entering and leaving mone
tary reserves. Management of the price of gold in the market had cost 
the active members of the Gold Pool a massive amount of gold, and 
the stock of gold in their monetary reserves had been seriously de
pleted. The Governors of the Central Banks of these countries (Bel
gium, Germany, Italy, the etherlands, Switzerland, the United 
Kingdom, and the United States) issued a Communique34 in which 
they declared that they: 

believe that henceforth officially-held gold should be used only to 
effect transfers among monetary authorities and, therefore, they 
decided no longer to supply gold to the London gold market or any 
other gold market. Moreover, as the existing stock of monetary gold 
is sufficient in view of the prospective establishment of the facility 
for Special Drawing Rights, they no longer feel it necessary to buy 
gold from the market. Finally, they agreed that henceforth they will 
not sell gold to monetary authorities to replace gold sold in private 
markets . .. . The Governors invite the cooperation of other central 
banks in the policies set forth above. 

The Communique established the "two-tier" system by which the offi
cial and private gold markets were to be insulated from each other, 
newly-mined gold was to flow into the private market, and if no newly
mined gold was purchased by monetary authorities the volume of gold 
held by them, including the Fund, would not change although gold 
might flow back and forth among them. 

Fund Policy on Purchase of Gold 

A further development occurred on December 30, 1969, when, after 
an understanding had been reached between the United States and 
South Africa on the marketing of newly-mined gold, the Fund adopted 
a decision setting forth a policy on the circumstances in which it would 

12-13 (Fou11h Issue, 1970) [hereinafter SELECTED DECISIONS); J. GoLD, THE FuNo AGREEMENT 

JN THE COURTS 32-36 (1962). 
84 FED. REs. B ULL., March 1968, at 254. For the attitude of other countries, see Hear

ing on the International Monetary Fund's Special Drawing Rights Proposal and the 
Current International Financial Situation Before the Subcomm. on International Finance 
of the House Comm. on Banking & Currency, 90th Cong., 2d Sess. 8-9 (1968). 
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purchase gold from South Africa.85 Under this policy a certain amount 
of newly-mined gold will flow into the Fund, and out of it when the 
Fund disposes of gold to its members.36 The Fund will purchase gold 
from other gold-producing members in circumstances similar to those 
in which it will purchase gold from South Africa. The effect of the 
new policy will be to infuse a certain amount of new gold into 
global monetary reserves. The precise amount cannot be foreseen be
cause it will be affected by the circumstances that prevail from time 
to time and the decisions of gold-producing members on the market
ing of gold. 

In comparing the control exercised by the international community 
over the volume of special drawing rights and gold in monetary re
serves there is one further difference to be noted. Decisions to allocate 
special drawing rights are decisions to supplement existing reserve 
assets as and when the need arises. \Vhether allocations will be made, 
and the size of any allocations, will be affected by any increases that 
have occurred or are expected to occur in the volume of gold and 
other reserve assets in global monetary reserves.37 

II. MONETARY CHARACTER 

Gold is a reserve asset but international law does not confine it to 
that role. From time immemorial it has been cherished by private 
persons for adornment and coveted as a store of wealth, and in more 
recent times it has been used increasingly in industry.38 The Articles 
of the Fund recognize the existence of markets in which private parties 
may buy or sell gold. Moreover, it will be seen below that the price 
at which gold is bought and sold, even by monetary authorities, in 
transactions with private parties need not be at, or based on, the parity 
price, i.e., a price corresponding to the par value of the currency for 
which the gold is traded. Article IV, Section 2 implicitly recognizes 
the legality under the Articles of private gold markets by insisting on 
the parity price only in gold transactions between monetary authori-

85 SELECTED DECISIONS, supra note 33, at 56-61. See IMF Press Releases No. 776, Dec. 30, 
1969, republished in International Financial News Survey, J an. 9, 1970 at 2-3; and No. 780, 
Jan. 13, 1970, republished in International Financial News Survey, Jan. 16, 1970, at 13-14. 

86 The most important dispositions of gold are those by which the Fund replenishes 
its holdings of currencies (see IMF Articles, art. VII, § 2) for sale in the exchange trans
actions conducted through the General Account. See id. art V, § 3. 

87 See MANAGING DIRECTOR'S REPORT, supra note 8, at 12-15. 
88 C.H.V. SUTHERLAND, GoLD: ITS BEAUTY, Powu AND ALLURE (3d ed. London, 1969). 
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ties. These transactions were made subject to regulation in this way 
because it was assumed that they were the transactions that would be 
most likely to affect the stability of the par values of currencies. It 
became apparent soon after the Fund came into existence that other 
transactions in gold might have dangerous effects, and in June 1947 
the Fund recommended to its members that they discourage interna
tional transactions in gold at premium prices and channel gold into 
monetary reserves as much as possible. Even this recommendation was 
not directed against domestic gold transactions. The policy did not 
succeed, and the Fund ceased to take action to insist on the observance 
of it, although the Fund has never resiled from the principles on which 
the policy was based.89 Later, the effort to control the price of gold 
in the market took the form of sating the market instead of starving 
it, and this in turn led to the two-tier system in which the market would 
not be fed with gold from moqetary reserves, but might engross the 
whole of new production. 

Article V, Section 6 of the Fund's Articles is an even more obvious 
acceptance of private gold markets. Indeed, one of its functions was 
to permit the post-war restoration of these markets, or at least the 
London market. It will be necessary to discuss this provision later in 
another context, but here it may be said that the provision creates a 
certain obligation for a member which wishes to sell gold in order to 
obtain the currency of another member to sell the gold to the Fund. 
But it is also provided that "Nothing in this Section shall be deemed 
to preclude any member from selling in any market gold newly pro
duced from mines located within its territories."40 

The subject need not be pursued further. The point has been made 
that there is a duality about gold, and that often it has produced mal
aise in the international monetary system. Special drawing rights are 
exclusively a r eserve asset. Their only function is monetary. Allocations 
of special drawing rights are made to members of the Fund that par-

89 See IMF, 1947 ANNUAL REPORT 78-79; IMF, 1952 ANNUAL REPORT 52-54; SELECTED 

DECISIONS, supra note 33, at 13-14; FuND HISTORY, supra note 4, vol. I at 179·83, 251-56, 
292-96; vol. II at 563-64, 574. 

40 IMF Articles, art. V, § 6(b). The tolerance of private gold markets by the Articles 
does not compel members to observe a similar tolerance under their domestic law. There 
is a great diversity of legislative and administrative regulation of the gold transactions 
at home and abroad in which residents may engage and in which non-residents may 
engage within the legislator's territory. The legal prescriptions have ranged from total 
prohibition, at least for residents, with exceptions usually for industry and the arts, 
to a broad permissiveness. See, e.g., [1968] TREAS. ANN. REP. 467-70 (amendments of the 
U.S. Treasury gold regulations). 
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ticipate in the Special Drawing Account under decisions for basic 
periods that normally are five years in duration,41 although it was 
decided that the first basic period shall be three years.42 The rates at 
which allocations are to be made are expressed as a percentage of the 
quotas in the Fund of participants in the Special Drawing Account.43 

A participant, may elect not to receive allocations under a decision for 
a basic period,44 but allocations can be made only to participants. 

The rule that only participants may receive allocations does not mean 
that other entities may not hold or use special drawing rights. The 
Outline approved by the Board of Governors as the basis for an amend
ment of the Articles that would create the Special Drawing Account 
included a reference to "other holders" without any mention of their 
identity other than the General Account of the Fund.45 One reason 
for this silence had been the difficulty of reaching agreement when 
the Outline was being negotiated on possible other holders and on 
the transactions and operations in special drawing rights in which 
they might engage. 

In the drafting of the Articles a cautious approach prevailed. The 
General Account is an "other holder" under a provision which pre
scribes the transactions and operations in special drawing rights in 
which the General Account may engage with participants.46 As a 
result, the General Account could own not inconsiderable amounts 
of special drawing rights. The Fund was not given a general au
thority to appoint further holders but it has been empowered to 
prescribe them from certain categories: countries that are not members 
of the Fund, members of the Fund that are not participants, and in
stitutions that perform functions of a central bank for more than one 
member. The power to prescribe an "other holder" is reserved to the 
Board of Governors and a majority of 85 percent of the total voting 
power of participants is necessary for a decision. Other holders may 
enter into transactions and operations as prescribed by the Fund, but 
only with participants.47 It is apparent that the provisions on "other 
holders" have been drafted restrictively, and that the characteristic 

41 IMF Articles, art. XXIV, §§ 2(a), (c). 
42 Resolution No. 24-12, Oct. 3, 1969, reprinted in MANAGING DIRECTOR'S REPORT, supra 

note 8, at 20-21. 
43 See IMF Articles, art. XXIV, § 2(b). 
44 See id. art. XXIV, § 2(e). 
45 See EXECUl'IVE DIRECTORS' R.EPORf, supra note 15, al 74-75. 
46 See IMF Articles, art. XXV, § 7. 
47 Id. arts. XXIII, § 3; XXVII(a). 
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these potential holders share is that they are all monetary authorities. 
Neither private parties nor official entities, whether national or inter
national, other than the categories that have been selected, may hold 
special drawing rights or engage in transactions or operations involving 
them. 

Although gold is not exclusively a reserve asset, its use as a reserve 
asset may resemble the use of special drawing rights. Subject to one 
important exception, gold is not normally used in the direct support 
of the exchange value of a currency. Gold is sold for currency, and, as 
in the case of special drawing rights, it is the currency proceeds that 
are put into the exchange market. The exception is, of course, the 
United States, which supports the value of its currency by using gold to 
purchase balances of its currency from the monetary authorities of 
other countries.48 Special drawing rights also may be used by a par
ticipant to purchase balances of its currency from another participant.49 

The provision under which this may be done is not confined to the 
United States but is of particular significance to that participant. Spe
cial drawing rights cannot be used to purchase balances of U.S. dollars 
without the agreement of the participant holding them. The holder 
may refuse the conversion with special drawing rights and may request 
gold. There is, in effect, a similar agreement between the United States 
and the holder when the United States uses gold to purchase balances 
of its currency. The United States has elected to support its currency 
with gold, but no holder is bound to present dollar balances for gold 
unless it wishes to do so. 

Although gold held in monetary reserves may be sold so that the 
proceeds can be put into the exchange market, it is also possible for 
monetary authorities to use gold in the direct settlement of obligations 
between them. Special drawing rights, however, cannot be used in the 
direct settlement of obligations between participants. In transactions 
between participants, special drawing rights can be transferred only 
for currency.50 Even if a transferor is indebted to a transferee, the 
transfer must be for currency, but, of course, the currency can then 
be used to make the settlement. 

Among the drafters of the amendments to the Articles, there were 
a number of reasons for the decision that special drawing rights would 

48 Id. art. IV, § 4(b). See FUND HrsTORY, supra note 4, vol. I at 484, vol. II at 560. 
49 Id·. art. XXV, § 2(a). 

60 Id. art. XXV, §§ 2(a), 4. The currency must be that of a participant and must 
satisfy the definition of "currency convertible in fact" (see note 60 infra). 
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not be transferable for gold. One was that a participant supports its 
exchange market with currency and not gold, and it was expected of 
participants that they would use special drawing rights only if they 
had a need to use reserves.51 Participants are expected not to make 
transfers of special drawing rights "for the sole purpose of changing 
the composition'' of monetary reserves,52 but it was feared that they 
might be tempted to do this for gold. Transactions of that kind could 
undermine the reputation of special drawing rights. Another reason 
was the ability of a transferee of special drawing rights to sell gold 
to the Fund in return for currency,53 which the transferee could then 
provide to the transferor.1>4 Finally, there was the view held by some 
that gold should continue to be its sovereign self and should not be 
made to share a condominium with special drawing rights. To avoid 
the impression of a constitutional change, there should be no com
merce between special drawing rights and gold. Others took the view 
that this was more an issue of aesthetics than economics, and that if 
special drawing rights could not earn respect without convertibility 
into gold they would not be able to earn it with that quality. 

III. Qum PRo Quo 

An issue related to the monetary character of the two assets has been 
mentioned already. This is the value for which gold or special draw
ing rights may be exchanged. It has been seen that the Articles permit 
gold transactions involving private parties even when the buyer or 
seller is a monetary authority and even when the gold is added to or 
sold from monetary reserves. Some of these transactions n eed not be 
based on the parity price for gold. The Articles impose on members 
the obligation not to buy gold at a premium or sell it at a dis
count.M This formulation, however, does not prohibit a member 

51 IMF Articles, art. XXV, § 3. 
1>2 Id. art. XXV, § 3(a). 
53 Id. art. V, § 6. 
54 Indeed, the Fund has now taken a decision to facilitate sales of gold by participants 

for this purpose by forgoing the charges that it could levy and the costs that it could 
collect on a purchase of gold. IMF, By-Laws, Rules and Regulations (28th Issue, Oct. 20, 
1969) [hereinafter Rules & Regulations], rules G-7, 1-8. . . 

115 Gold purchases based on par values. The Fund shall prescnbe a margm above 
and below par value for transactions in gold by me~bers and_ no member shall 
buy gold at a price above _par value plu~ the pres~nbed margm, or sell gold at 
a price below par value mmus the prescnbed margm. . 

IMF Articles, art. IV, § 2. The Fund has prescribed the margin in Rules & Regulauons, 

rule F-4. 
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from selling gold at a premium or buying it at a discount. The provi
sion was drafted in this way primarily in order to permit a member to 
sell gold to its residents at a premium as a counter-inflationary measure, 
but the provision does not confine these purchases and sales at non
parity prices to transactions between a member and its residents. 
However, it would not be possible for a member to exercise this 
apparent freedom by selling gold to another member at a premium or 
buying gold from another member at a discount because then that 
other member would be violating the prohibitions of the provision 
by buying gold at a premium or selling it at a discount. The nature 
of the provision then is clear. First, it recognizes that traditionally 
gold is not exclusively a reserve asset and may be held, bought, or sold 
by owners that are not monetary authorities. Second, it prohibits non
parity gold transactions between monetary authorities because un
avoidably these will be regarded as having a monetary implication. 

Special drawing rights do not have the dual character of gold. They 
can be held only by monetary authorities. Transactions and operations 
involving special drawing rights with the General Account are con
ducted normally at par.56 Transactions that occur between participants 
are conducted at exchange rates determined in accordance with pro
cedures that are found satisfactory by the Fund.57 For the United States 
dollar, the rate of exchange is the par value, and for other currencies it 
is, or is derived from, representative rates for spot delivery58 of the 
United States dollar.59 Market rates of exchange are used, and normally 
they are within margins of par values that are consistent with the 
Articles. The use of market rates, however, does not mean that the 
transferor of special drawing rights may make a profit or suffer a loss 
because of the exchange market quotations for the currency provided 
by the transferee. It is true that the transferee may provide any "cur
rency convertible in fact" that it selects,60 but if this is not the currency 

56 IMF Articles, art. IV, § l(b). In special circumstances, for example because a par 
value has not been established or because the value of the Fund's holdings has been 
adjusted under art. IV, § 8, the Fund's book rate may be applied. 

57 Id. arts. XXV, § 8, XXXII(b); Rules 8c Regulations, rules 0-3-0-5. 
58 The Articles distinguish between "spot" and "other" (including forward) exchange 

transactions. A spot exchange transaction calls for spot delivery of exchange, i.e., normally 
delivery by telegraphic transfer not later than 48 hours after the contract for the trans
action is made. 

59 Rules 8c Regulations, rules 0-3- 0-5. 
oo IMF Articles, art. XXXII(b); Rules 8c Regulations, rules 0-1, 0-2. "Currency convertible 

in fact" includes at the moment L11e U.S. dollar, sterling, and French francs, and balances 
of any one of them provided in transactions involving special drawing rights are con-
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convertible in fact that the transferor wants, the currency provided 
must be converted by the currency issuer into the currency wanted by 
the transferor, and the system is such that the return to the transferor 
will be the same as if the currency it wanted had been delivered by the 
transferee in the first instance.61 

The short point in what has been said so far is that the Articles 
permit non-parity prices in certain gold transactions but in transactions 
that occur between participants involving special drawing rights, 
the Articles require that the currency equivalent be calculated on the 
basis of market quotations, and these normally will be within margins 
of par that are consistent with the Articles. In this connection, there 
is another distinction. In order to protect the system of equal value 
in the return to the transferor of special drawing rights as described 
above, it is provided that no participant may levy any charge in re
spect of the provision or conversion of currency in connection with 
the use of special drawing rights.62 Even when the Articles require 
gold transactions to be conducted on the basis of the parity price, the 
buyer or seller may levy a charge that does not exceed the margin for 
gold transactions prescribed by the Fund. The present margin is one
quarter of one percent plus certain costs and charges or a flat one per
cent.63 

IV. VALUE 

The nature of the quid pro quo for gold and special drawing rights 
leads next to a discussion of the value of the two assets. Gold and 
special drawing rights are similar in that the value of them does not 
change with changes in the value of a currency. The unit of value of 
special drawing rights is fixed at the equivalent of 0._888 671 gram of 
fine gold.64 This corresponds to the value of the Umted State~ dollar 
of the present weight and fineness but would not change with any 
chano-e in the value of the dollar. Therefore, if the par value of a 
parti~ular currency were to be devalued, a unit of special drawing 

vertible into the others. In addition, "currency convertible in fact" includes the Belgian 
franc, deutsche mark, Italian lira, Mexican peso, and Netherlands guilder. Balance~ of 
them provided in transactions involving special drawing rights may be converted mto 

U.S. dollars. 
61 IMF Articles, art. XXV, § (8)(a). 
62 Rules & Regulations, rule 0-9. 
63 Rules & Regulations, rule F-4. 
64 IMF Articles, art. XXI, § 2. 
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rights would command more units of that currency than before the 
devaluation. This would be equally true of any quantity of gold also. 

The Articles do not contemplate any change in the value of special 
drawing rights even if there should be a uniform proportionate change 
in the par values of the currencies of members or, as it is sometimes 
called, a change in the price of gold. Under the Articles, it is possible 
for all currencies to maintain the same relationships among themsel
ves but for all to change in relation to gold.65 Only the Board of 
Governors can make a decision to change the price of gold, and a 
majority of 85 percent of the total voting power of the membership 
of the Fund is required for a decision.66 The effect of an increase in 
the price of gold would mean that a unit of special drawing rights, like 
a fixed quantity of gold, would command more units of any currency 
involved in the uniform change than before the increase. The value 
of special drawing rights, therefore, is absolute, and could be changed 
only by amendment of the Articles. That would require the support 
of three-fifths of the members of the Fund with four-fifths of the total 
voting power of all members.67 

V. INTEREST 

The owner of gold has no right to interest by virtue of holding gold, 
but the holder of special drawing rights receives interest on them. The 
Fund pays interest, in special drawing rights, to all holders at the 
same rate on their holdings of special drawing rights.68 Participants 
pay charges, at the same rate as the rate of interest, on the "net 
cumulative allocation" of special drawing rights to them.69 A partic
ipant's net cumulative allocation is the total of special drawing rights 
allocated to it minus the special drawing rights allocated to it that 
have been cancelled.70 If there are no cancellations, net cumulative 
allocations will be simply the total number of units allocated to each 
participant. It is obvious that a participant holding more units than 
were allocated to it will receive a net amount as interest, and that a 
participant holding fewer units than were allocated to it will pay a 
net amount of charges. 

65 Id. art. IV, § 7. 
66 Id. arts. IV, § 7; XII, § 2(b). 
67 Id. art. XVII(a). 
68 Id. art. XXVI, § I. 
69 Id. art. XXVI, §§ 2, 3. 
70 Jd. art. XXXll(a). 
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The charges, therefore, finance the interest. The Articles provide 
that the rate of interest shall be one and one-half percent per annum, 
but the Fund may increase or reduce this rate.n 

VI. FIDUCIARY CHARACTER 

The comparison of gold and special drawing rights has progressed 
naturally from one facet to another but there is an aspect of the in
quiry of such importance that examination of it must be delayed no 
longer. The topic is this: What is the legal basis for the acceptance of 
the two reserve assets? 

If the spotlight is turned on gold, a surprising proposition is re
vealed. Notwithstanding the historic acceptability of gold in trans
actions between monetary authorities, and the view that it has a 
fundamental position in the international monetary system, there is 
no general obligation in the Articles or in public international law for 
the monetary authorities of one country to accept gold tendered to 
them by the monetary authorities of another country for purchase or 
for the settlement of obligations. The Articles of Agreement recog
nize that a member may wish to support the value of its currency 
by following the practice of buying and selling gold freely for its 
currency for the settlement of international transactions.72 If it does, 
it will be deemed to be fulfilling its obi igation to see that exchange 
transactions within its territory involving its own currency and the 
currencies of other members take place within the permitted margins 
of par. It will be deemed to be maintaining the value of its own cur
rency in relation to gold and need not take other appropriate measures 
in connection with exchange rates. Although it may have been as
sumed by the drafters that at least one member of the Fund, the 
United States, would buy and sell gold freely for its own currency, all 
members have an option to follow the practice but no member has an 
obligation to act in this way. 

The Articles also provide that if a member has made its currency 
convertible in accordance with the Articles, it may have to convert 
balances of its currency that are tendered to it in certain circumstances 
by the monetary authorities of another member, and this obligation 
of conversion may be discharged either with gold or the currency of 

11 Id. art. XXVI, § 3. See also Rules & Regulations, rule Q·l. 
12 See id. art. IV, § 4(b ). 
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the holder of the balances.78 The obligation is circumscribed in a num
ber of ways, but when conversion is required under it, the member 
making the conversion is not bound to provide gold and has the option 
to provide the other member's currency. If the obligor elects to 
convert with gold, the obligee has to accept the gold or forgo the benefit 
of the provision. 

According to one reading of the Articles, the absence of a general 
obligation under the Articles binding members to purchase gold of
fered by other members can be explained by the thesis that the Fund 
itself is required to be a purchaser of gold. Under Article V, Section 
6, "any member desiring to obtain, directly or indirectly, the cur
rency of another member for gold shall, provided that it can do so 
with equal advantage, acquire it by the sale of gold to the Fund," and, 
according to one view of the provision, if a member is obligated to 
acquire the currency from the Fund, there is an obligation on the 
Fund to provide the currency. When the provision, read in this way, 
is combined with another provision under which a member is obli
gated to purchase gold from the Fund when the Fund deems it 
appropriate to replenish its holdings of the member's currency by 
selling gold to the member,74 it appears that the Fund is the market 
in which there are obligations with respect to both the purchase and 
sale of gold. It is these obligations that would establish a legal basis 
for the acceptability of gold as a reserve asset and reinforce its historic 
acceptability. 

After the establishment of the two-tier system7ll a competing, al
though probably not widely held, view was heard. According to this 
view, an obligation to sell gold to the Fund did not connote an obli
gation of the Fund to buy it, and the Fund could refuse any tender 
of gold if refusal would promote the stability of currencies. The legal 
issue has not been resolved, but although it has not become moot, it 
has not been allowed to prevent the establishment of a policy under 
which the Fund will purchase gold from its members. Adoption of 
this policy depended on the clarification of the circumstances in which 
the Fund would buy gold from the world's largest producer, South 
Africa. The Fund took that action by a decision of December 30, 1969 
which states that it was taken without prejudice to the determination 

73 See id. art. VIII, § 4. See also id. art. VIII, §§ 2-3, art. XIV, §§ 2-3, art. XIX(d) (in con
nection with convertibility). 

74 Id. art. VII, § 2. 
711 See note 34 supra and accompanying text. 
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of the legal position under the Articles.76 South Africa declared that 
normally it would sell to the Fund any gold that it was not selling in 
the market and the Fund stated that it took its decision on the under
standing that generally members did not intend to initiate official 
purchases of gold from South Africa. The prospect, therefore, is that 
the Fund will be the main or the sole purchaser of gold from South 
Africa among monetary authorities. It will be possible for the Fund 
to distribute this gold among members in some rational manner under 
its power to sell gold to replenish its holdings of currencies.77 

The doubt as to the Fund's obligation to purchase gold from a mem
ber has not been accompanied by any doubt as to the Fund's right to 
sell gold to a member, and the member's duty to buy it, when the 
Fund deems it appropriate to replenish its holdings of the member's 
currency. A similar provision has been adopted to enable the Fund 
to replenish its holdings of a member's currency with special drawing 
rights.78 

At the moment, therefore, there are no general obligations under the 
Articles or public international law for members to purchase gold 
from other members, and it is not established beyond controversy that 
the Fund is obligated to act as a purchaser under Article V, Section 
6. The international acceptability of gold rests, therefore, on extra
legal sentiments. It can be said to be a fiduciary reserve asset which is 
accepted in transactions between members not because of any back
ing of incontrovertible legal obligation which ensures its disposability 
for other resources but because of the faith that it can always be sold 
to 'Willing purchasers. 

The acceptance of special drawing rights rests on a firm foundation 
of legal duty. It is true that the Fund holds no resources as the counter
part of special drawing rights. A participant in the Special Drawing 
Account does not deposit any equivalent in its own currency or in 
any other resources when special drawing rights are allocated to it. 
Unlike the General Account, in which the Fund holds huge resources 
resulting in the first instance from the subscriptions of members, the 
Fund ordinarily will hold no assets in the Special Drawing Account. 
Moreover, although the Fund issues special drawing rights, they cannot 
be described as obligations of the Fund except in the settlements which 

76 See note 35 supra. 
77 See IMF Articles, art. VII, § 2. 
78 Id. art. XXV, § 7(d). 
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-
follow on the termination of a member's participation in the Special 
Drawing Account79 or in the liquidation of that Account.80 

Even though special drawing rights are not obligations of the Fund 
except in unusual circumstances, and even though the Special Drawing 
Account normally holds no resources, a participant can have complete 
confidence that it will be able to transfer its special drawing rights for 
currency convertible in fact because of the obligations that are built 
into the system. A participant tha t wishes to use its special drawing 
rights may request the Fund to designate a transferee.81 The Articles 
set forth the principles, which m ay be supplemented by such other 
principles as the Fund may adopt from time to time, on the basis of 
which the Fund designates transferees.82 The Fund cannot designate 
a participant to receive special drawing rights if it is holding, or to 
the extent that it would hold, special drawing rights in excess of three 
times its net cumulative allocation. In short, a participant must be 
prepared to hold special drawing rights equal to its net cumuJative 
allocation together with twice that amount. A participant may hold 
special drawing rights beyond that total, but only with its consent.83 

Neither the Fund nor a designated transferee may challenge a use 
of special drawing rights on the ground that the transferor is not ob
serving the expectation that it will use special drawing rights only if 
it has a need as defined by the Articles.84 This concept is discussed 
below. Accordingly, the designated transferee is obligated to accept 
the special drawing rights and provide currency convertible in fact, 
and the Fund is bound to record the transfer in the Special Drawing 
Account. The most serious sanction available to the Fund under the 
provisions dealing wi th special drawing rights is applicable to a viola
tion of the obligation of a participant to provide currency when 
designated. It is the immediate suspension of the designated partic
ipant's right to use any special drawing rights.85 The violation and the 
sanction, however, do not discharge the Fund from its duty to see that 
the transferor can make its transfer. "The Fund shall ensure that a 
participant will be able to use its special drawing rights by designating 

79 See id. art. XXX; sched. H. 
80 See id. art. XXXI; sched. I. 
81 See id. art. XXV, §§ 2(a), 3, 4. 
82 Id. art. XXV, § 5. 
83 Id. art XXV, § 4. 
84 Id. art. XXV, § 3(b). 
85 See id. art. XXIX, § 2(a); Rules & Regulations, rules R-l-R -8. 
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participants .... " 86 The Fund must designate another participant. 
The~e. are international obiigations, therefore, not only on designated 
part~c1pants ~ut also on the Fund that reinforce the transferability of 
special drawmg rights. 

VII. REGULATION OF USE AND HOLDING 

The use and holding of special drawing rights are regulated by a 
number of rules for which no analogies exist in connection with gold. 

A. Expectation as to Need 

The Articles provide that it is expected that a participant will not 
use its special drawing rights except to meet balance of payments needs 
or in the light of developments in its monetary reserves. A participant 
is expected not to use special drawing rights for the sole purpose of 
changing the composition of its monetary reserves as between special 
drawing rights and the total of its other monetary reserves (gold, for
eign exchange, and reserve position in the Fund).87 The definition of 
need is a broad one and is intended to avoid controversy about the 
definition of the balance of payments. It is also intended to permit a 
participant to acquire balances of its currency for special drawing 
rights with the agreement of the participants holding the balances even 
though the need to use special drawing rights is attributable to con
versions of the currency and not to a balance of payments deficit.88 

The expectation as to need does not create an obligation for a partic
ipant, and it has been seen that neither the Fund nor a designated 
transferee can challenge a transfer on the basis of the expectation. If 
a participant fails to fulfill the expectation, it will not be violating 
the Articles, but it must be designated to receive an amount of special 
drawing rights equal to the amount it used without fulfilling the ex
pectation even though its balance of payments and reserve position 
would not have justified designation.89 In addition, the Fund may 

86 IMF Articles, art. XXV, § 5(a). 
87 Id. art. XXV, § 3(a). For the definition of "reserve position in the Fund," see art. 

XXXIl(c). For the cases in which the Fund may grant exemptions from the expectation 
as to need, see art. XXV, § 3(c). 

88 See EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS' REPORT, supra note 15, § 15. 
89 IMF Articles, art. XXV, § 5(a). 
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decide to make representations to the participant.9° Formal judgments 
of this kind have considerable deterrent effect even though they may be 
followed by no further action. If a participant persists in ignoring the 
expectation, the Fund may suspend the participant's right to use spe
cial drawing rights acquired after the suspension.91 

Special drawing rights, then, may be used without challenge, but 
there is an expectation as to the circumstances in which a participant 
may transfer them, and certain consequences must follow and other 
consequences may follow if the expectation is not observed. The use 
of gold is not subject to any comparable rules. Monetary authorities 
may dispose of their gold to change the composition of their reserves 
or for any other purpose. 

B. Guidance 

In the negot1at10ns that led to the agreement on special drawing 
rights, an issue of great importance was whether a participant should 
be able to compel the acceptance of them by the transferee of its choice, 
or be free to agree on transfers with willing transferees, or be subject 
to the guidance of the Fund in the choice of transferee. The last of 
these courses was adopted,92 largely on the basis of the experience of 
the Fund in connection with its policy on the selection of currencies 
sold in its exchange transactions.93 One reason for this decision was 
that it would enable the Fund to protect participants by designating 
them only if they had a sufficiently strong balance of payments and 
reserve position, and in addition this would tend to ensure that there 
would be participants in that position and able to receive special draw
ing rights when other participants needed to transfer them. 

There is no similar restraint on monetary authorities wishing to 
dispose of gold. They may dispose of it to any purchaser, subject to the 
inhibitions which the parties to the Communique of March 17, 196894 

accepted. It should be noted, however, that South Africa has informed 
the Fund that it intends to sell its current production of newly-mined 

90 Id. art. XXV, § 3(b), 
91 Id. 
02 Id. art. XXV, § 5. The articles provide, however, for transfers without the guidance 

of the Fund in certain circumstances, and the Fund may extend the cases in which this 
is possible beyond even those expressly mentioned. Id. §§ 2(a), (b). 

93 See SELECTED DECISIONS, mpra note 33, at 37-43; FUND HISTORY, supra note 4, vol. I 

at 516-20, vol. II at 542-45. 
94 FED. REs. BULL., March 1968, at 254. 
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gold in an orderly manner on the market to the full extent of its current 
payments needs. In addition, it will be recalled that South Africa, when 
~elling gold, but not in the market, intends in practice normally to offer 
it to the Fund. In its decision on the circumstances in which it would 
purchase gold from South Africa, the Fund declared that it understood 
t~at members generally did not intend to initiate purchases of gold 
directly from South Africa.0s 

C. Reconstitution: Average Holdings 

Another doctrinal issue in connection with special drawing rights 
was whether they should be more like "credit" than an "asset," and 
therefore whether participants should be obligated to restore their 
holdings of them after use. The analogy of exchange transactions with 
the Fund, the effect of which must be reversed after a time, was in the 
minds of those who held the brief for "credit." The opponents of this 
view agreed that monetary reserves should be restored after a time, but 
to create an obligation to restore one type of asset would be to under
mine its general recognition as an asset. 

The difference of opinion was resolved by a purely pragmatic solu
tion. It is established that a participant may use its special drawing 
rights in full to meet a need to use reserves, but that over time it 
should maintain a certain average balance of special drawing rights, 
and the maintenance of this average may require a participant to recon
stitute its holdings of them. A participant's net use of special drawing 
rights must be such that the average of its daily holdings of them over 
any period of five years will not be less than 30 percent of the average 
of its daily net cumulative allocations over the same period. The Fund 
may modify or even abrogate the obligation of reconstitution, however, 
at the end of any basic period without the necessity for amending the 
Articles. 96 

There is nothing comparable to the obligation of reconstitution 
which compels a former owner to re-establish its stock of gold. 

D. Reconstitution: Harmonized Use 

The reconstitution provisions of the Articles include another rule, 
but one that deals not with the maintenance of average holdings of 

95 See note 35 supra. 
96 See IMF Articles, art. XXV, § 6; sched. G; Rules & Regulations, rules P·l-P-7. 
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special drawing rights but with a balance between holdings of them 
and holdings of other reserve assets. The objective is a harmonized use 
of the new reserve asset and other assets taken as a whole. The rule is 
not formulated in the mandatory and mathematical style of the other 
reconstitution rule. "Participants shall also pay due regard to the de
sirability of pursuing over time a balanced relationship between their 
holdings ... . " 97 

Gold is not subject to any similar rule, and it has sometimes been 
said that it is at "the bottom of the heap," although as part of a par
ticipant's reserve assets, other than special drawing rights, gold could 
be affected by the reconstitution rule of harmonized use. There is also 
a distant analogy in the rules for the calculation of the obligation of 
a member to repurchase its currency from the Fund after an exchange 
transaction conducted through the General Account. Repurchase obli
gations are designed to terminate a member's use of the Fund's re
sources in due time, and they may require proportionate amounts of 
each of a member's reserve assets, including gold and special drawing 
rights, to be paid to the Fund. The formulas involve proportionality 
in relation to the holdings of each reserve asset and to increases in 
them.98 

VIII. SUMMARY 

The most important features of special drawing rights and gold as 
reserve assets have been examined in the body of this paper. The 
comparison between them, however, has not been exhaustive. For ex
ample, under the Articles there are circumstances in which a partici
pant can be compelled to surrender special drawing rights, in return 
for value, to other participants,99 and special drawing rights could be 
cancelled if the Fund were to decide to contract the volume of global 
monetary reserves. Again, on the termination of participation in the 
Special Drawing Account100 or on the liquidation of the Account,101 

participants are entitled to the redemption of their holdings of special 
drawing rights. There are no comparable rules of law in connection 
with gold. 

On the whole, there are more dissimilarities than similarities between 

97 IMF Articles, sched. G, para. l(b). 
98 See id. art. V, § 7(b); sched. B. 
99 Id. arts. XXVI, § 5; XXX, § 3; sched. G, para. l(a)(iv). 
100 Id. art. XXX, § 2(b). 
101 Id. art. XXXI(c). 
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the old reserve asset and the new one. The volume of special drawing 
rights is subject to deliberate international control, but the production 
of gold is not, although the Communique of March 17, 1968102 and the 
Fund's decision of December 30, 1969103 now apply a measure of con
trol to the movement of gold into and out of the stocks of monetary 
authorities. Neither gold nor special drawing rights can be used for 
the direct support of a currency in the exchange market. Special draw
ing rights are exclusively a reserve asset, but gold is not. Gold may be 
used for the direct settlement of obligations, but special drawing rights 
can be transferred between participants only in return for currency. 
Special drawing rights can be transferred for currency at rates of ex
change that are regulated in accordance with the Articles, but gold may 
be sold at non-parity prices in some transactions, and even if monetary 
authorities are a party to the transaction. The value of special drawing 
rights is fixed absolutely in terms of gold, and neither they nor gold 
will be affected in value by a change in the value of a currency. The 
owner of special drawing rights receives interest on them, but interest 
is not earned by the holding of gold. A participant in the Special 
Drawing Account is entitled to transfer its special drawing rights, and 
a designated transferee is obligated to receive them. The Fund is obli
gated to designate transferees. There are no general obligations under 
the Articles or in international law compelling monetary authorities 
to buy or sell gold inter se. There are various legal rules that regulate 
the use and holding of special drawing rights for which there are no 
analogies in the case of gold. 

Are special drawing rights as good as gold, or better? The calculation 
involves a personal arithmetic, and perhaps there is no answer. In any 
event, " 'tis an idle question; for they all did well in their way." 

102 Fro. RES. BULL., March 1968, at 254. 
108 See note 35 supra. 
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THE ESCAPE CLAUSE AND ADJUSTMENT 
ASSISTANCE: PROPOSALS AND 

ASSESSMENTS 

STANLEY D. METZGER0 

Both the Nix.on Administration's trade proposals and the "Trade Act 
of 1970" recently reported out of the House Ways and Means Com
mittee contain several major revisions of current U.S. trade policy. This 
article will treat two of the most significant of these proposals. The first 
of these softens "escape clause" causality requirements and is designed, 
in the words of the President, to make "escape clause adjustment more 
readily obtainable."1 The second eases the prerequisites to adjustment 
assistance for those firms and workers injured in consequence of tariff 
reductions. The first proposed revision, either in the form proposed by 
the President or by the Committee, but particularly that of the Com
mittee, is a significant step backward from the goals of the trade expan
sion program which began a generation ago. The second, although a 
definite step forward procedurally, fails to provide adequate substantive 
relief and has other defects, notably in the Committee's version. In 
order to make clear the reasons for these views, it is necessary to 
discuss the "escape clause" and adjustment assistance concepts in some 
detail , analyzing their policy underpinnings both past and present. 

THE ESCAPE CLAUSE 

Historical Perspective 

The Trade Agreements program was launched in 1934 during the 
worst economic depression in recent memory, and on the heels of a 
world-wide curtailment of international trade largely caused by the 
generally low level of economic activity within nations. There was 
little doubt in men's minds, however, that a very substantial contrib
uting factor to the low state of international trade and general eco-

• Professor of Law, Georgetown University Law Center; Chairman, U.S. Tariff Com
mission, 1967-1969. 

1 President Nixon's Address to the Congress, Nov. 18, 1969, 5 PRES. Doc. 1617 (Oct.-Dec. 
1969), 115 CoNc. REC. S14,534 (daily ed. Nov. 18, 1969). See also text accompanying note 
76 infra. 
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nomic health had been the high-tariff, protectionist, beggar-thy-neigh
bor trade policies of the major trading nations of the world, led by the 
United States. 

Only four years earlier, in 1930, the United States had enacted the 
Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act, raising United States tariffs to the highest 
levels in history.2 When hearings began in the spring of 1929 on the 
bill which a year later became that law} the new tariff act was en
visioned largely as an accommodation to farm interests, who wanted 
greater tariff protection against agricultural imports than had been 
customary in tariff legislation of the past,4 the domestic protectionist 
interests traditionally having been composed almost exclusively of 
small and medium-size manufacturing establishments. But what had 
begun as a rather routine, log-rolling tariff act, changed quickly to 
a major protectionist effort in the spring of 1930, following the stock 
market crash of October 1929, and the consequent decline of economic 
activity during the first half of 1930.5 

The Smoot-Hawley Act presented a menacing threat to the eco
nomic interests of the major trading nations of the world. Thirty-four 
countries had protested it. 6 They had been joined by a thousand Amer
ican economists, led by then Professor Paul H. Douglas.7 The protests 
had been of no avail; President Hoover had signed the act, even though 
he could not plead ignorance of the possible consequences.8 The re
sult of the law was soon felt. Historian Carl Becker noted that "[b ]y 
offending nearly every important country in the world, it [the Act) 
played its part in destroying whatever little amity and good will among 

2 49 Stat. 590 (1930), as amended, 19 u.s.c. §§ 1301-1654 (1964). See F. TAUSSIG, THE 
TARIFF HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES 518-19 (1931) (comparison of ad valorem rates 
under the Tariff Act of 1922 and the Tariff Act of 1930). 

3 Hearings on H.R. 2067 Before the House Comm. on Ways & Means, 70th Cong., 2d 
Sess., v. 1-15; Hearings on HR. 2067 Before a Subcomm. of the Senate Comm. on Finance, 
71st Cong., 1st Sess., v. 1-4 (1929). 

4 The Ways and Means Committee report on the bill slated that, 
In order to make the tariff meet modern conditions t he present readjustment is 
undertaken. Under the Underwood Act of 1913 agricultural products generally 
were put on the free list. The restoration of these products to a dutiable status, 
where they properly b elong, by the Tariff Act of 1922 has been of immense 
advantage to the agricultural industries. In rec~nt _years there has ~een son~e d~· 
pression in agr~culture ..... I~ the present bill increased protecuon, which m 
some instances 1s very matenal, 1s proposed for them. 

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON WAYS & MEANS REPORT TO ACCOMPANY H.R. 2667, 71st Cong., 1st 

Sess. 5 (1929). 
5 See F. TAUSSIG, TARIFF H1sTORY OF THE UNITED STATES 491-512 (1931). 
6 See s. METZGER, INTERNATIONAL LAW, TRADE AND FINANCE 79 (1962). 

7 Later U.S. Senator from the State of Illinois. 
s See s. METZGER, I NTERNATIONAL LAW, TRADE AND FINANCE 79 (1962). 
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nations there was left."9 The nations affected, as Cordell Hull recounts, 
"goaded by what they regarded as almost an embargo keeping out their 
exports to the United States ... retaliated in kind."10 Great Britain 
exemplified world response, enacting a high tariff act in 193111 and in 
1932 establishing a tariff preference wall around the Commonwealth 
through the Ottawa Agreements.12 As a result of these actions the 
United States' share of the world's foreign trade fell by almost 30 
percent from 1929 to 1933.13 

By 1934, however, a new administration and a new Congress had 
decided to reverse this national tariff policy, believing it had contrib
uted to the economic depression at home as well as to the poor state 
of American foreign trade relations abroad. Instead of raising tariffs 
in a misguided effort to insulate the economy from a depression, they 
sought to improve domestic economic conditions by expanding foreign 
trade through reciprocal tariff reductions in agreements with foreign 
countries. 

The principal stated purpose of the Trade Agreements Act of 193414 

was to expand exports. It was fully realized that it was necessary to 
open the American market to imports if foreign countries were to be 
able to earn the foreign exchange needed to purchase our exports.15 In 
addition to this purpose, however, it was very clear to Cordell Hull, 
the father of the program, that its general foreign relations aspects 
were no less important. "To me," he said, it seemed "virtually impos
sible to develop friendly relations with other nations in the political 
sphere so long as we provoked their animosity in the economic sphere. 
How could we promote peace with them while waging war on them 
commercially?"16 He made this clear to the Congress: 

9 See C. BECKER, How NEW WILL THE BETTER WORLD BE? 220 (1944). 
10 C. HULL, THE MEMOIRS OF CORDELL HULL 355 (1948) [hereinafter HuLL]. In one year, 

for example, Switzerland's exports to the United States fell off 30.5%, as compared to 
a general decline of her exports of 11 %; her imports from the United States decreased 
29.6%, compared with a decrease of 5.4% in her imports from all countries. Id. at 355. 

11 Customs Duties Act of 1931, 22 Geo. 5, c. l at I. 
12 The Agreements were concluded at the International Economic Conference in 

Ottawa, August 20, 1932 and enacted in the Ottawa Agreements Act of 1932, 21! Geo. 5, 
c. 53, Public General Acts and Measures at 953. 

13 See HuLL at 354, and U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE, BURE.Au OF FOREIGN & DOMESTIC 
COMMERCE, FOREIGN COMMERCE YEARBOOK 373 (1935). 

14 48 Stat. 943 (1934). 
15 See Stewart, The Trade Agreements Legislation in Foreign Trade Policy, in STAFF 

FOR SUBCOMMITTEE ON FOREIGN TRADE POLICY OF THE CoMMITIEE ON WAYS AND MEA.Ns, 
COMPENDIUM OF PAPERS ON U.S. FOREIGN TRADE POLICY 508-511 (1958). 

16 HULL at 355. 
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Economic warfare results in a lowering of living standards 
throughout the world. . . . It offers constant temptation to use 
force, or threat of force, to obtain what could have been got through 
normal processes of trade. 

The basic approach to the problem of peace is the ordering of 
the world's economic life so that the masses of the people can work 
and live in reasonable comfort. 

Nations cannot produce on a level to sustain their people in well
being unless they have reasonable opportunities to trade with one 
another.17 

The Trade Agreements Act, embodying this approach, authorized 
the President to negotiate with other countries for a reciprocal lower
ing of tariffs and other trade barriers.18 Reductions under the 1934 Act 
were limited to 50 percent of the 1934 tariff rate levels and provided 
that commodities could not be transferred from the dutiable to the 
free lists.19 

17 Id. at 364. 
18 48 Stat. 943, now codified in 19 U.S.C. § 1351 (1964 Supp. II). The delegation to the 

President, which from the beginning was on a temporary basis, 48 Stat. 944, was extended 
12 times, the last extension, in the 1962 Act, allowing new trade agreements until June 
30, 1967. The Trade Agreements Act of 1934 was extended in 1937 (for 3 years), 50 Stat. 
24; in 1940 (for 3 years), 54 Stat. 107; in 1943 (for 2 years), 57 Stat. 125; in 1945 (for 3 
years), 59 Stat. 410; in 1948 (for 1 year), 62 Stat. 1053; in 1949 (for 2 years), 63 Stat. 698; 
in 1951 (for 2 years), 65 Stat. 72; in 1953 (for 1 year), 67 Stat. 472; in 1954 (for 1 year), 
68 Stat. 360; in J 955 (for 3 years), 69 Stat. 162; in 1958 (for 4 years), 72 Stat. 673; and 
lastly by the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, 76 Stat. 872, 19 U.S.C. §§ 1801-991 (1964) 
[hereinafter the 1962 Act]. 

19 48 Stat. 943-44. In the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1945, Congress authorized 
further reductions in tariffs by permitting the Executive to reduce duties by 50% of the 
rates in effect on Jan. l, 1945, which meant that a duty which had been reduced by 50% 
could be further reduced by another 50% in a trade agreement. 59 Stat. 410. That year 
marked the legislative high point of the trade liberalization program until the 1962 Act. 
From 1945 to 1962 extensions of the tariff-cutting power were modest (15% authority was 
granted in the 1955 Act, 69 Stat. 162, and 20% in the 1958 Act, 72 Stat. 673). The 1962 
Trade Expansion Act repeated the 1934 and 1945 Acts by authorizing fresh 50% reduc
tions in the rates in effect on July l, 1962. 76 Stat. 872, 19 U.S.C. § 1861 (1964). 

The major negotiations undertaken under the authorities granted were (1) 29 bilateral 
agreements under the 1934 Act's 50% reduction authority; (2) the multilateral tariff 
bargains utilizing the 1945 Act's 50% authority, negotiated under the aegis of GATT in 
1947 at Geneva, General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, Oct. 30, 1947, 61 Stat. A3, 
T.I.A.S. No. 1700, 55 U.N.T.S. 187 (hereinafter GATT]; in 1949 at Annecy, First Protocol 
of Modifications to GATT, Aug. 13, 1949, [1952] 3 U.S.T. 5368, T.I.A.S. No. 2745; in 1950 
at Torquay, Fifth Protocol of Rectifications to CATT, Dec. 16, 1950, [1953] 4 U.S.T. 29, 
T.I.A.S. No. 2764; (3) relatively small reductions under the 1955 Act (the J apanese Accession 
to GATT, [1955] 6 U.S.T. 5833, T.I.A.S. No. 3438) and again at Geneva in 1960-61 (the 
Dillon Round), and (4) the important Kennedy Round negotiations, Protocol to GATT, 
done June 30, 1967, entered into force for the United States Jan. 1, 1968, Pres. Proc. 3822, 
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The Emergence of the "Escape Clause" Quid Pro Quo 

It is fairly obvious that the Hull policy of freeing trade from arti
ficial barriers was not acquired without the payment of a price. Al
though plainly looking toward drastic curtailment of tariffs and other 
artificial barriers, it was necessary to make clear at the outset of the 
program that it was one intended to assist, not injure American indus
try and agriculture, and hence that the interests of domestic industries 
which might face serious import competition would be taken into 
account. Before any reductions were negotiated, those putatively af
fected would be given a chance to express their views both as to what 
the United States should and what it should not be prepared to offer 
by way of tariff concessions. An Inter-Agency Committee20 representing 
all of the government departments who speak for particular domestic 
interests which might be affected adversely by concessions (i.e., Agri
culture, Interior, Commerce, Labor, War and Navy) would advise the 
President. This policy of precautionary review prior to trade agree
ment negotiation was later codified legislatively and made more re
strictive by Section 3 of the 1951 Trade Agreements Extension Act, 
the "peril points" provision.21 

Industries concerned about injury from imports were nonetheless 
dissatisfied. Despite such advance precautions, they feared that the 
trade agreement concessions, once negotiated, might cause an increase 
in imports and in consequence the competing domestic industry in
jured seriously or threatened ·with such injury because of such in
creased imports. Accordingly, an "escape clause" was inserted a t the 
request of the United States in the bilateral trade agreement with 
Mexico in 1942, 22 specifically permitting the withdrawal of a conces
sion under those circumstances.23 This policy solidified when, follow-

3 C.f.R. 98 (1968); GATT: INSTRUMENTS EMBODYING THE RESULT OF THE 1964-67 T RADE 
CONFERENCE, H.R. Doc. No. 184, v. 5, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. (1967). 

20 Interdepartmental Committee on Trade Agreements established by Exec. Order 
10,082, June 27, 1934. 

21 65 Stat. 72. The 1951 intensification required the T ariff Commission to report "the 
limit to which" reductions might be made without causing or threatening serious injury, 
thus necessitating a precise guess, i.e., "no lower than 12% ad valorem." 

22 Agreement with Mexico Respecting Reciprocal T rade, 57 Stat. 833 (1943). 
23 The escape clause of the Mexican Agreement read as follows: 

If, as a result of unforeseen developments and of the concession granted on any 
article enumerated and described in the Schedules annexed to this Agreement, 
such article is being imported in such increased quantities and under such con
ditions as to cause or threaten serious injury to domestic producers of like or 
similar articles, the Government of either country shall be free to withdraw the 
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ing the enactment of the 1945 Trade Agreements Extension Act and 
while preparations were being made for the negotiations of the 
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GA TT), it became neces
sary for the Administration, in the words of former Secretary Acheson, 
to accept "some restrictions on executive power to reduce tariffs" in 
order to "save what we could of the trade-agreements program" from 
the ministrations of Senators Milliken and Vandenberg.24 Accordingly, 
President Truman issued an Executive Order requiring that an "escape 
clause" be inserted in all future trade agreements.25 

Article XIX of the GATT contains the escape clause principle, 
which reads as follows: 

If, as a result of unforeseen developments and of the effect of the 
obligations incurred by a contracting party under this agreement, 
including tariff concessions, any product is being imported into 
the territory of that contracting party in such increased quantities 
and under such conditions as to cause or threaten serious injury to 
domestic producers in that territory of like or directly competitive 
products, the contracting party shall be free, in respect of such 
product, and to the extent and for such time as may be necessary to 
prevent or remedy such injury to suspend the obligation in whole 
or in part or to withdraw or modify the concession.26 

The 1947 Executive Order27 established a procedure pursuant to 
which the President would decide in any case whether to invoke the 
"escape clause" of a trade agreement (either the GATT or one of the 
remaining bilaterals which had been amended to include escape 
clauses). This American domestic procedure was later codified in Sec
tion 7 of the 1951 Act,28 and remained in effect, with relatively minor 
legislative modifications between 1951 and 1962, until the 1962 Act, 
which made major changes in the 1951 formulations.29 

Under Section 7 of the 1951 Act, a domestic industry could apply to 
the Tariff Commission 

concession, in whole or in part, or to modify it to the extent and for such time 
as may be necessary to prevent such injury. 

Id. art. XI, 57 Stat. 845. 
24 D. ACHESON, PRESENT AT nm CREATION 200-01 (1969). 
25 Exec. Order 9832, 3 C.F.R. 624 (1943-1948 Comp.). 
26 GATT art. XIX, 61 Stat. A58. 
27 Exec. Order 9832, 3 C.F.R. 624 (1943-1948 Comp.). 
28 Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951 § 7, 65 Stat. 73 [hereinafter 1951 Act]. 
29 See notes 43-46 infra and accompanying text. 
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to determine whether any product is, as a result in whole or in part 
of the duty or other customs treatment, reflecting such concession, 
being imported into the United States in such increased quantities, 
either actual or relative, as to cause or threaten serious injury to 
·the domestic industry producing like or directly competitive 
products.30 

The Tariff Commission, within six months, had to report its findings 
to the President. If it found that such injury had been caused or 
threatened, it was required as well to recommend the tariff or quota 
relief necessary to remedy the injury- tariff relief being limited to no 
more than a rate 50 percent above the rate existing on July I, 1934.81 

The President could accept or reject the finding and recommendations 
of the Commission in whole or in part;32 if he failed to agree with the 
Commission, he had to report his reasons to the Congress.33 The Con
gress, by a procedurally "privileged"34 concurrent resolution requiring 
a two-thirds majority of both houses, might overturn his negative ac
tion, thereby causing the Commission's recommendation to be put 
into effect.85 This has never occurred. The President could, of course, 
utilize whatever legislative authority there might be to assist the in
dustry and its workers, and not accept the Tariff Commission's report 
and recommendations, and in fact, had done so in some cases.36 But 
the thrust of the escape clause procedure under the 1951 Act, until 
1962, was tariff and quota relief, with no special relief tools of other 
kinds to alleviate injury having been made available to the Presi
dent.37 

ao 1951 Act § 7(a), 65 Stat. 74. 
31 Id. The President's basic authority to increase tariff rates was limited under the 

original 1934 Act to 50% of the rates existing on July 1, 1934. 1934 Act § 350(a)(2), 48 
Stat. 988. 

32 Whether he could accept them in part had been cast in doubt under the 1951 Act 
by the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals. See United States v. Schmidt Pritchard & 
Co., Mangano Cycles Co., 47 C.C.P .A. 152 (1960). 

83 195 l Act § 7(c). 
84 Section 7 of the 1958 Act provided specific procedural privileges with respect to the 

concurrent resolution. Consideration of such a resolution by committee was limited to 
ten days, upon the expiration of which it would be in order to discharge the committee 
from further consideration. Debate on a discharge resolution would be limited to ten 
hours. The resolution then could not be amended or recommitted to committee, but 
must be voted up or down. 1958 Act § 7, 72 Stat. 677. 

35 1958 Act § 6, 72 Stat. 676. 
36 See U.S. TARIFF COMM'N, REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT ON THE "ESCAPE CLAUSE," In

vestigation No. 25 (1954) (groundfish fillets); and U.S. TARIFF COMM'N, REPORT TO THE 

PRESIDENT ON THE "EscAPE CLAUSE," Investigation No. 47 (1956) (groundfish fillets). 
87 The 1951 Act was limited to adjustment in the rates of duty, imposition of quotas 
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Major Changes in the Escape Clause in the 1962 Act 

T~e changes wrought in the escape clause by the 1962 Act, fully 
considered and deliberated by Congressional committees lono- well
informed upon the details of the trade agreements legislatio; were 
extensive and important.38 While many of these chano-es were signif-
• b 

icant,39 by far the most important was the tightening of escape clause 
"causation" requirements. 

Under the escape clause legislation prior to the 1962 Act, there was 
no necessity to find a causal connection between the concessions and 
increased imports.40 Earlier law had required that the customs treat
ment reflecting the concessions " in whole or in part" cause increased 
imports, and the Tariff Commission had long presumed that such 
treatment was at least in part the cause of an increase in imports. The 
Congress was fully aware of this position, it having been specifically 
noted with approval in the Report of the House Ways and Means 

or suspension of prior tariff concessions, to the extent necessary to protect domestic in
dustry from injury. 1951 Act §§ 7(a), (b), 65 Stat. 74. On the other hand, the 1962 Act 
provides for adjustment assistance for workers and firms adversely affected by tariff re
du ctions. See text accompanying note 48 infra. 

38 The addition of Adjustment Assistance, a major change, will be considered im
mediately following this section. 

39 The changes other than those relating to causation, included: restricting escape 
clause relief to cases of "actual," rather than "relative," increases in imports (no longer 
would a reduction in domestic production with no increase in imports justify escape 
clause relief); redefining the factors to be considered in determining whether a domestic 
industry has suffered "serious injury," i.e., eliminating some factors under the prior law 
that were relevant only to causation of injury, and offering as a general guideline to 
"take into account all economic factors which it considers relevant, including idling of 
productive facilities, inability to operate at a reasonable profit, and unemployment or 
underemployment," 1962 Act § 30l(b)(2); in addition, eliminating the requirement of 
the prior law to distinguish or "segment" those portions or subdivisions of an industry 
producing like or directly competitive products for the purpose of determining whether 
the "industry" was seriously injured by imports; redefining "imports directly competitive 
with domestic articles," to encompass those imports at an earlier, or later, stage of pro
cessing where the importation of the imported article has an economic effect on pro
ducers of the domestic article comparable to the effect of importation of articles in the 
same stage of processing as the domestic article, 1962 Act § 3405(4); reducing the voting 
requirement of the "concurrent resolution" of both houses, whereby the Congress may 
overturn the President's refusal to follow the Tariff Commission's recommendations (the 
voting requirement was reduced from 2/3 vote to simple majorities of both Houses, 1962 
Act, § 351 (2)(b)); and establishing a 4-year time limitation on the duration of the escape 
clause relief upon expiration of which the industry must petition for an extension of 
the relief for a period not to exceed 4 years. 1962 Act, § 35l(c)(l)(B). See S. METZGF.R, 
TRADE AGREEMENTS AND THE KENNEDY ROUND 44-55 (1964). 

40 See note 30 supra and accompanying text. 
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Committee on the bill which became the Trade Agreements Extension 
Act of 1958. 41 

So far as the causal connection between the increased imports and 
alleged serious injury was concerned, prior law required a finding that 
increased imports "have contributed substantially" toward causing or 
threatening serious injury.42 

In the 1962 Act, however, both of these causation requirements were 
greatly stiffened. The bill which became that Act emerged from the 
House Ways and Means Committee and the House of Representatives 
requiring the Tariff Commission to determine whether, "as a result 
of concessions granted under trade agreements, an article is being im
ported into the United States in such increased quantities as to cause, 
or threaten to cause, serious injury to the domestic industry producing 
an article which is like or directly competitive with the imported ar
ticle."43 The Senate Finance Committee was concerned that this provi
sion-having dropped the language of prior law, "in whole or in part" 
and "have contributed substantially"-might be interpreted to mean 
that concessions must be found to be the "sole" cause of increased im
ports and increased imports must be found to be the "sole" cause of 
injury.44 To avoid this complete turnabout in the first causation re
quirement, and an extreme change in the second, the Senate Commit
tee inserted the phrase ''in major part" in the first requirement-so 
that it read, "as a result in major part of concessions"-and it added 
a new subparagraph to make clear that the Commission must find that 
such increased imports have been "the major factor" in causing or 
threatening to cause injury.45 These changes were accepted and became 
part of the I 962 Act. As finally passed, the escape clause read: 

Upon the request of the President upon resolution of either the 
Committee on Finance of the Senate or the Committee on Ways 
and Means of the House of Representatives, upon its own motion, 
or upon the filing of a petition under subsection (a)(l) of this sec
tion (petition for tariff adjustment filed by a trade association, firm, 

41 H.R. REP. No. 1761, 85th Cong., 2d Sess. 9 (1958). Most of the material in the fol
lowing eight paragraphs derives from my supplementary statement in the Barber Chairs 
case, TC Pub. No. 230, 33 Fed. Reg. 932 (1968). 

42 Ch. 141, § 7, 65 Stat. 74 (1951), as amended, 19 U.S.C. § l364(b) (1958). 
43 H .R. 11970, Union Calendar No. 764, 87th Cong., 2d Sess., June 12, 1962, § 301(b)(l), 

at 27; LECISLATIVE HISTORY OF H.R. l I 970, at 1003 (1962). 
44 SEN. REP. No. 2059, 87th Cong., 2d Sess. 5 (1962); L EGISLATIVE HISTORY OF H.R. l 1970, 

at 1603 (1962). 
45 H.R. 11970, 87th Cong., 2d Sess., Sept. 19, 1962, § 30l(b)(l), at 36; § 30l(b)(3), at 36; 

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF H.R. 11970, at 1872 (I 962). 
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certified or recognized union, or other representative of an indus
try), the Ta.riff Commission shall promptly make an investigation to 
determine whether, as a result in major part of concessions gramed 
under trade agreements, an article is beino- imported into the 
United States in such increased quantities as 

0

to cause, or threaten 
to cause, serious injury to the domestic industry producing an 
article which is like or directly competitive with the imported 
article. 

In making its determination . .. the Tariff Commission shall 
take into account all economic factors which it considers relevant, 
including: idling of productive facil ities, inability to operate at 
a level of reasonable profit, and unemployment or underemploy
ment. 

[I]ncreased imports shall be considered to cause, or threaten to 
ca.use serious injury to the domestic industry concerned when the 
Tariff Commission finds that such increased imports have been the 
major factor in causing, or threatening to cause, such injury.4o 

The Senate Committee, in its Report, paraphrased and explained in 
more colloquial language what was meant by this language: the Tariff 
Commission "need find only that the tariff concessions have been the 
major cause of increased imports and that such imports have been 
the major cause of injury."47 

The inquiry as to causation in "escape clause" or industry petition 
cases under Section 30l(b)(l)48 of the Act is thus clear: were the tariff 
concessions "the major cause" of increased imports, and were such 
increased imports "the major cause" of the injury? If the answer is 
affirmative on both counts, those criteria for relief are met. If not, the 
case falls. Other causation criteria, whether exceeding or falling short 
of "the major cause" criteria, ·whatever their merits or demerits in 
achieving the results desired by their proponents, were not the Con
gressionally-adopted standards. "In whole or in part" and "contributed 
substantially," the earlier weaker constructions, were specifically re
jected by the Congress; and "but for" or other even weaker construc
tions obviously are also inconsistent with the Congressional choice.49 

46 1962 Act, §§ 301(b)(l), (2), 19 U.S.C. § l901(b)(l)·(3) (1964). 
47 SEN. REP. No. 2059, 87th Cong., 2d Sess. 5 (1962); LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF H.R. I 1970, 

at 1603 (emphasis added) (1962). 
48 Under § 301(b)(4) of the Act a trade association, firm or other representative of in

dustry may initiate escape clause relief by filing a petition for tariff adjustment with the 
Tariff Commission. 1962 Act § 30l(a)(I), 19 U.S.C. § 190l(a)(l). 

,19 See the Eyeglass Frames case, TEA-I -JO, TC Pub. No. 219, Oct. 1967 (32 Fed. Reg. 
14,167 (1967)) additional statement at p. 16, for a "but for" construction. The Senate 
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But For vs. Major Cause 

The "but for" interpretation of "the major cause" has been per
sistently advanced by one member of the Tariff Commission; however, 
it has not received the adherence of more than a total of two members 
in any escape clause proceeding, including one of the most recent.50 

Briefly, the contention is that " imports are in major part the result of 
trade concessions if, without the concessions, the imports would not 
have reached substantially their present level."51 Since this contention 
has about it an air of technical logic which can be confusing to one 
who has not considered it with some care it is desirable that it be 
examined at some length. 

Forty-six years ago, Professor Francis A. Bohlen of the University 
of Pennsylvania Law School, well-known authority on the law of torts, 
had this to say about the "but for" test in the common law of torts, 
absent legislative action of any kind: 

[T]he wrong must not only be a causa sine qua non or necessary 
antecedent of the harm, but in order that the wrong may be the 
legally proximate cause of the violation of the right, the causal 
connection must be so close that the person guilty of the wrong 
should be regarded as responsible for the violation of the right, 
which in fact results from it.52 

H ence, even when a legislature has not chosen a particular degree 
of causation to be the governing standard for determining liability in 
a given situation-even when courts are "at large" to decide what de
gree of causation to apply-they do not choose a mechanical test of 
"but for." They refuse to say, for example, in the situation where Joe 
visits his Aunt Minnie on the west side of town and on his return 
makes a wrong turn into a one-way street and hits a careful pedestrian, 
that the operative cause of the harm was the visit to Aunt Minnie. 
Rather, in that situation, where a court is completely free to choose 
the appropriate causation standard which should apply, it proceeds 

Committee on Finance in its Report on the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 had reiterated 
that "no industry can be given tariff adjustment ... unless there is a finding that the 
conditions in such industry have been, in major part, caused by increased imports re
sulting in major part from trade agreement concessions." SEN. REP. No. 2059, 87th Cong., 
2d Sess. 11 (1962); LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF H.R. 11970 at 1609 (1962). 

60 Pianos and Parts Thereof, TC Pub. No. 309, 34 Fed. Reg. 20,451 (1969). 
51 Id. 
52 Edgerton, Legal Cause, 72 U. PA. L. REv. 211, 343, 349 (1924). 
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more sensibly. As the late Judge Henry W. Edgerton, then Professor, 
put it: 

[I]t neither is nor should be possible to extract from the cases rules 
which cover the subject [legal cause] and are definite enough to 
solve cases; that the solution of cases depends upon a balancing of 
considerations which tend to show that it is, or is not, reasonable 
or just to treat the act as the cause of the harm- that is, upon a bal
ancing of conflicting interests, individual and social; that these 
considerations are indefinite in number and value, and incommen
surable; that legal cause is justly attachable cause.53 

Both Bohlen and Edgerton were talking about courts acting under 
common law-without any intervening specific legislative "balancing 
of conflicting interests" and determination of the specific degree of 
causation to be applied. Where a legislature has done this balancing, 
as in the 1962 Trade Expansion Act, and has deliberately adopted the 
strict standard of "the major cause," courts and administrative agencies 
of course must apply the legislatively adopted standard, if they are to 
do their duty; they are not free to adopt some other standard, even one 
which, unlike the "but for" test, might otherwise be tolerable. 

If it "is not the function of the courts to upset the balances among 
interests deliberately arrived at by the legislature,"54 it is clearly be
yond the authority of an administrative agency-a creature of the leg
islative process-to do so. It is thus clear that a "but for" test 
constitutes a flouting of the 1962 Act, amounting to an arrogation of 
legislative authority by members of an administrative agency for the 
purpose, and having the result, of turning a trade expansion statute 
into an engine of protectionism contrary to the Congressional purpose. 

Moreover, in applying "the major cause" criteria, the Commission 
was expected to examine all the relevant facts and circumstances, ex
cluding none, in order to arrive at its overall judgment whether these 
high degrees of causation were met-that between the concession and 
increased imports and that between such increased imports and alleged 
injury. The statute, indeed, required that the Commission "shall take 
into account all economic factors which it considers relevant" in mak
ing its determination under Section 30l(b)(l), the "escape clause" or 
"tariff relief for industry" provision. No hierarchies of relevant facts 

53 Id. at 211. 
l>4 D.C. National Bank v. District of Columbia, 348 F.2d 808, 810 (1965). 
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and circumstances were established in the 1962 legislation, nor had 
prior law done so. 

Congressional Intent Underlying This High Degree of Causation 

The Congress deliberately chose the high degree of causation de
scribed above because it was well aware, in the words of the House 
Ways and Means Committee, that "the granting of tariff adjustments 
in particular cases necessarily had an impact on our total foreign 
economic policy." Such action "necessitates the granting of tariff 
compensation to our trading partners on other products in order to 
counterbalance whatever United States tariffs are raised,"55 or involves 
the retaliation of others through withdrawal of concessions which had 
been accorded to the United States . 

This serious concern of the Congress in 1962 with the effects of tariff 
relief was no new development. Four years earlier, in 1958, the House 
Ways and Means Committee had gone out of its way to emphasize that 
"[ e ]scapes from international obligations authorized by the Congress 
in return for reciprocal obligations should not be lightly permitted." 
The Committee had added, contrary to the view of protectionists who 
wanted to deprive the President of discretion to refuse to accept a Tar
iff Commission injury finding, that since there are important effects of 
escape clause actions on our trading partners and the American public, 
"the President must continue to have discretion in escape clause cases 
because their effects on foreign relations and other aspects of the na
tional interest may outweigh the benefit to a particular industry."56 

This approach underlines the deliberation with which the Congress 
adopted the high degrees of causation which it required to be found 
before escape clause action would lie, and the seriousness with which 
these causation criteria must be considered and applied by the agency 
established to administer them. 

One of the key reasons underlying this stiffening of the standards of 
causation in 1962 was a Congressional intention to facilitate the antici
pated tariff negotiating round which would utilize the authority of the 
1962 Act. It was hoped that the next round (later termed the Kennedy 
Round)67 would result in substantial reductions in the Common Exter-

55 H.R. REP. No. 1818, 87th Cong., 2d Sess. 13 (1962); LEGISLATIVE HISTORY oF H.R. 

11970, at 1077 (1962). 
156 H.R. REP. No. 1761, 85th Cong., 2d Sess. 11 (1958). 
57 See note 19 supra and accompanying text. 
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nal Tariff58 of the EEC so that American exports to the EEC would 
not be seriously adversely affected. In this connection it was recoanized 
that the United States would not only need to have substantial tariff 
c?tting authority in order to be able to make reciprocal tariff reduc
t10ns, but that it would have to be prepared to give greater assurance 
of the stability of those reductions than had been the case under the 
1951 Act. America's trading partners, quite understandably, had been 
unhappy with the results of the Tariff Commission's application of the 
escape clause from 1951 to 1962 under the "in whole or in part" stan
dard. 

Under the 1951 Act's causation criteria, the Tariff Commission had 
decided in favor of escape action in no less than 33 cases (from 1948 to 
1962) and divided evenly in -s more.59 

I n the great majority of those cases (26 out of the 41) in which the 
President refused to invoke the escape clause, it was because he could 
not agree with a protectionist-dominated Tariff Commission that in
creased imports had sufficient causal connection to the alleged serious 
injury. The real reasons lay elsewhere. In some cases he found the in
efficiency of the domestic industry or changes in consumer preference 
to be responsible for whatever injury was sustained.60 In other cases he 
disagreed with the judgment that the injury was "serious." This 
record indicated a need to strengthen the causal link between increased 
imports and serious injury in order to avoid, so far as legislative direc
tion can serve to influence administrative results, a constant stream of 

58 The T reaty Establishing the European Economic Community provided for the 
eventual institution of a common external tariff, i.e., uniform tariffs for imports from 
non-member countries would be established for all six member countries. Treaty Estab
lishing European Economic Community, arts. 18-29, 298 U.N.T.S. 11 (English translation). 
The Common External T ariff schedule, effective July 1, 1968, establishes uniform duty 
rates on imports into the six member countries with the exception of certain agricultural 

products. 
59 U.S. TARIFF COMM'N, INVESTIGATIONS UNDER THE ESCAPE CLAUSE OF TRADE AGREEMENTS, 

TC Pub. No. 116 (15th ed. 1963). During this period the Commission instituted 135 
escape clause investigations. Id. at 8. When the Commission divides evenly on any case 
involving control of imports, the President's decision becomes that of the Commission. 
Tariff Act of 1930, § 330(d)(l), 19 U.S.C. § 1330(d)(l) (1964). 

60 See, e.g., Notice of the President's rejection of the Tariff Commission's recommenda
tion to invoke the escape clause, White House Press Release, Nov. JO, 1953, in U.S. TARIFF 
COMM'N, REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT ON THE !NVEST!CATION UNDER SECTION 7 OF THE TRADE 
AGREEMENTS EXTENSION ACT OF 1951 (1952) (tobacco pipes of wood); and Notice of the 
President's rejection of the Tariff Commission's recommendation to invoke the escape 
clause, Hhite House Press Release, March 29, 1957, in U.S. TARIFF CoMM'N, REP◊RT TO THE 
PRESIDENT ON ESCAPE-CLAUSE INVESTIGATION No. 55 UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF SECTION 7 
OF THE TRADE AGREEMENTS EXTENSION ACT OF 1951 (1957) (violins and violas). 
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invalid cases coming to the President. The substitution in the I 962 Act 
of "the major cause" for "contributed substantially" was the result. 

While this strengthening of the second criterion of causation-be
tween the imports and the injury-was important, a further problem 
remained. For many years, it had been surprising, to say the least, that 
no "first-criterion" causation at all had been deemed necessary; the 
Tariff Commission, once finding causation between imports and in
jury, had assumed causation between the tariff concession and the in
creased imports. Almost certainly the Congress, in enacting the 1951 
Act, had not appreciated that "in whole or in part" would become the 
underpinning for this conclusive presumption by the Tariff Commis
sion that the mere coincidence of the two meant that the first caused 
the second.61 To foreign countries who were hoping that the conces
sions, once negotiated, would not be upset without a strong showing 
that they, and not general economic or management reasons, were re
sponsible for any increased imports, this presumption represented a 
mockery of the very concept of a necessitous "escape" from a tariff con
cession. How could one permit the nullification of a concession when 
there was no showing that the alleged injurious increased imports 
were attributable thereto? 

Accordingly, there were the strongest reasons for concern that such 
an unwarranted "escape" not be permitted from those meaningful con
cessions which all anticipated would be made in the Kennedy Round. 
For unless the concessions were required to be the main reason for 
the increased imports, or at the least an important cause of the increase, 
there was surely no incentive to engage in difficult negotiations; the 
resultant concessions could too easily be upset in so-called "escape" 
clause proceedings. To "take it out on imports" under such circum
stances, without any causal connection having been shown between 
concession and increased imports, would amount to a reversion to pro
tectionism under the guise of "escape" from a concession. 

The practical importance during the past eight years of the 1962 Act 
change in this first criterion of causation-adopting a requirement that 
the trade agreement concession be "the major cause" of increased im
ports where no causation was required before 1962-cannot be exag
gerated. It has been the most important change, by far, in the 

01 The Tariff Commission apparently was concerned that the language of the 1951 
Act might be considered to offer slender support for its interpretation, for during the 
hearings on the 1958 Act, the Commission sought the House Ways & Means Committee's 
endorsement of the Commission's interpretation, through a sentence in the report on 
the bill. See note 43 supra and accompanying text. 
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tightening of the escape clause. Indeed, it is not too much to say that, 
next to the 50 percent tariff cutting authority granted in the 1962 Act, 
it proved to be the most important provision in that Act. 

In an early 1968 study of the "Administration of the Escape Clause 
Under the Trade Expansion Act of 1962," Professors Murray and 
Edgmand62 concluded, after examining the 20 escape clause cases de
cided by the Tariff Commission from 1962 until that time-in all of 
which the Commission had failed to find in the affirmative-that at 
least 15 negative findings had been made because the necessary causa
tion between the concession and increased imports could not be estab
lished. During the 1968-1970 period two more cases could be added, 
Barber Chairs,03 and Broomcorn,64 in both of which negative findings 
resulted for the same reason. This does not mean that the other cri
teria for relief had been met in these cases-far from it. But it meant 
that the more subjective determinations, such as whether an industry 
was "seriously injured" by the increased imports, were not reached be
cause the threshhold criterion for relief had not been met. 

Present Proposals for Escape Clause Changes 

A. The Administration Bill 

The reasons for the stiffened causation requirements of the 1962 Act 
have been discussed at length because these requirements have become 
the major targets of those who want to make it easier for domestic in
dustries to secure escape clause relief. For protectionists, it is natural 
enough that they seek such relaxation. The hope of some who are not 
protectionists but nonetheless want to relax the causation require
ments, however, is that by this means the industries which have pressed 
for quota relief through "voluntary" agreements611 might be induced 

62 Tracy W. Murray and Michael R. Edgmand, Assistant Professors of Economics at the 
Universities of New Mexico and Oklahoma, respectively. 

63 Barber Chairs, TC Pub. No. 228, 33 Fed. Reg. 932 (1968). See also Second Barber 
Chairs, TC Pub. No. 319, 35 Fed. Reg. 6623 (1970), where three Commissioners opposed 
escape clause relief on this ground. 

64 Broomcorn, TC Pub. No. 238, 33 Fed. Reg. 5118 (1968). In that case, the concession 
-a reduction from $20 to $10 per ton-had been made in 1941, more than 26 years 
before the escape clause proceeding, yet it was supposed to be responsible for increased 
imports in the 1960's, following a history of importation which had fluctuated with crop 
conditions in the United States. The Commission was unanimous, even the "but for" 
advocate maintaining a discreet silence. 

611 The United States has imposed quota restrictions on a number of imports, some 
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to refrain from continuing to exert pressure in that direction; and that 
other industries might be led to believe that they could secure escape 
clause relief, and in consequence refrain from continuing to oppose 
trade liberalization moves in the future. In short, easement of escape 
relief is put forward by some supporters of liberal trade policies as 
a form of strategic retreat. Since this effort has received support at the 
highest levels, it is useful to examine precisely what are envisioned as 
desirable changes in the causation standards, and to assess the wisdom 
of the suggestions. 

On January 14, 1969, Ambassador William M. Roth, then Special 
Representative for Trade Negotiations, who had labored long and ably 
in the service of America's liberal trade program during the Kennedy 
Round negotiations, reported to President Johnson on "Future United 
States Trade Policy."66 The Report was the culmination of consulta
tions with a Public Advisory Committee on Trade Policy, established 
by Executive Order67 and composed of a wide spectrum of leaders of 
business, industrial, labor, and financial organizations. It urged, by and 
large, a continuation and intensification of America's program for 
freer trade, and set its face against that protectionism which has been 
raising its head ever higher since the conclusion of the Kennedy Round 
in June 1967.68 Nonetheless, the Report recommended two changes in 
the escape clause-both in the important causation area which has 
concerned us. 

First, the Report recommended that the 1962 Act be amended "to 
eliminate the requirement that increased imports be causally linked 
to past tariff concessions."69 The sole reason advanced was the "record" 
of the Tariff Commission in not finding any cases to have satisfied the 
requirements for relief.70 No argument was offered on the merits as 
to why relief from concessions should be granted when the 1962 sta tu
tory "major cause" showing was not made.71 

unilaterally and others through "voluntary" agreements under which exporting countries 
agree to limit their exports of certain products to the United States. Examples of such 
agreements are the Voluntary Steel Agreement between the United States and Japan, 59 
DEP'T OF STATE BULL. 93-94 (1969); and the Long Term Arrangements Regarding Inter
national Trade in Cotton Textiles, done February 9, 1962, 13 U.S.T. 2672, T.l.A.S. No. 
5240, 471 U.N.T.S. 296. 

66 FUTURE OF UNITED STATES TRADE POLICY, REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT SUBMITTED BY 
THE SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE FOR TRADE NEGOTIATIONS (1969) [hereinafter ROTH REPORT]. 

67 Exec. Order No. 11,425, 3 C.F.R. 133 (1968 Comp.). 
68 ROTH REPORT at vii-viii. 
69 Id. at 45. 
10 Id. 
'fl Id. 
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Second, the Report urged that the second criterion of causation in 
the 1962 Act be changed so that the increased imports no longer need 
be "the major cause" of serious injury, but merely the "primary 
cause."72 Here, the Report was laboring under the misapprehension 
that because a few Commissioners, shortly after 1962, understood that 
"major cause" meant "majority cause," the Commission has since 
shared that view and acted upon it.73 

It can be said with some assurance that, at least in the 1967-1969 
period, this was wholly wrong. The author's view was that "major 
cause" meant the most important cause-more important than any 
other single cause but not more important than all the other causes 
put together; there were no Commissioners who espoused the other 
view. Hence, the reason advanced by the Report for its suggested 
change in language was based upon a false premise. It might well be 
suggested that the new language would not be a change in substance
"major" and "primary" in this context are synonymous. That being 
the case, there ·would seem to be no particular virtue in making the 
change, and, indeed, good reason for not doing so. For it is too easy 
for either a special gloss to emerge in the course of the adoption of the 
legislative change, if any ensues, or, more likely, for a weakening 
change to be substituted for the suggested "primary cause." One need 
not be a soothsayer to predict that, once opened up, any escape clause 
changes would move sharply in a protectionist direction, given the pro
tectionist trade attitudes which have been prevailing in the Congress 
since the summer of 1967. 

These escape clause suggestions have been adopted by the present 

72 Id. 
73 Some Commissioners, shortly after the 1962 Act was enacted, indicated their belief 

that "the major factor," and "in major part" were to be read as if they said, "the 
majority factor," i.e., 51% or more, as in the case of a majority shareholder. This was 
an inaccurate reading of the language, and has not been repeated in Commission decisions 
of the past five years. (Contrary to a dissenting opinion in Barber Chairs, the majority 
of the Commission did not interpret the statutory language, "the major factor," to mean 
the factor that is "larger than all others combined," as a reading of that opinion will 
readily disclose . .Barber Chairs, supra note 63, at 30.) "Major," by dictionary meaning, 
refers to "greater in dignity, rank, importance or interest," than any one else-not greater 
than all others put together. Ordinary usage is fully consistent. Thus, the "major" subject 
of a p erson attending college is the subject in which he specializes-he takes more credit 
hours in it than any other subject, but not more than in all his other subjects put to• 
gether. So, in the absence of a special gloss (and there was none), "the major cause" con
notes "the main reason" or the "most important reason," not the reason which is greater 
than all others put together. Congress was too well aware of the multiplicity of reasons 
for in jury to expect an agency to be able to quantify so delusively any one reason as 51 % 
responsible fo1· an alleged serious injury. 
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Administration. While President Nixon's Trade Message to the Con
gress of November 18, 196974 stated that his Administration had re
viewed the "policy of freer world trade" which the United States had 
"steadfastly pursued" during the past 35 years, and had found that its 
continuation was "in our national interest," he adopted Ambassador 
Roth's proposed escape clause changes. Calling for the same two 
amendments to the causation requirements of the escape clause, he 
urged that relief be made available "whenever increased imports are 
the primary cause for actual or potential serious injury," and he stated 
that the increase in imports "should not-as it now is-have to be 
related to a prior tariff reduction."75 Again, no reasons on the merits 
were advanced for abandoning the 1962 Act causation criteria, the 
President merely observing that the proposed changes would make 
"escape clause adjustments more readily obtainable,"76 as indeed they 
would. 

There had been a major dissent from Ambassador Roth's proposals, 
in his 1969 Report, for these changes in the escape clause causation re
quirements. 77 Carl J. Gilbert, then Chairman of the Executive Com
mittee of the Gillette Company, and a longtime friend of liberal trade, 
opposed "severing the causation link, as far as the escape clause is con
cerned, between the trade-agreement concession and the expansion of 
imports that is alleged to be the primary factor in causing the injury."78 

To "remove the causation link," he stated pointedly, 

appears to change the basic concept of the escape clause. The escape 
clause, with tariff increase and import quotas the major remedies 
(or among the major remedies) has always been and should con
tinue to be related to trade agreements, particularly since with
drawal of a trade-agreement concession would be a permitted 
remedy in such cases.79 

Where a trade agreement concession is only "a remotely contributing 
factor," he observed, "government remedies should be concentrated on 
domestic economic policies." 

There is no reason to believe that Mr. Gilbert has changed his views 
since becoming Ambassador Gilbert, following his appointment by 

74 See note 1, supra. 
75 Id. at 4. 
76 Id. 
77 ROTH REPORT at 52. 
78 Id. 
'19 Id. 
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President Nixon as the successor to Mr. Roth as Special Representa
tive for Trade Negotiations. The fact that the President's trade message 
of November 1969 did not reflect his views indicates strongly that the 
proposed escape clause changes represent what seems to be immediately 
politically expedient in response to protectionist pressures, not a judg
ment on the merits of an escape clause functioning properly within 
the context of a liberal trade policy. 

The damage to liberal trade policy which would result from relaxa
tion of escape clause criteria, without important countervailing advan
tages in other directions, is emphasized when one contemplates more 
closely the likely course of events in the administration of a relaxed 
escape clause in the near future. 

The Tariff Commission, a six-man body which by law is now charged 
with the factual investigation of escape clause cases, and is empowered 
to make findings of injury and recommendations of appropriate relief, 
has traditionally been dominated by protectionists. This protectionism, 
however, was ordained neither by nature nor by statutory directive. Un
like other agencies which have been by law mandated to "encourage" 
collective bargaining,80 or to "foster" the domestic merchant marine,81 

the Commission has never been assigned a policy role-it has never 
been charged with "protecting" American industry against import 
competition. Indeed, it has been instructed to eschew any "policy" role 
and act solely as an impartial fact-finding agency.82 Rather, its protec
tionist orientation has been ordained in the past two decades pri
marily by the Senate Finance Committee, which for many decades has 
been the protectionist's citadel in government,83 abetted by Admin
istrations which are preoccupied by too many other interests. 

Not only must all tariff and trade measures, which originate in the 

80 The National Labor Relations Act, which created the National Labor Relations 
Board was enacted for the express purpose of diminishing the causes of labor disputes 
burde~ing or obstructing interstate and foreign commerce "by encouraging the practice 
and procedure of collective bargaining." National Labor Relations Act, 49 Stat. 449, as 

amended, 29 U.S.C. § 151 (1964). 
81 The Merchant Marine Act of 1936 created the United States Maritime Commission 

to further the declared "policy of the United States to foster the development and encour
age the maintenance of the United States merchant marine." Merchant Marine Act of 
1936 49 Stat. 1985, as amended, 46 U.S.C. § 1101 (1964). 

8/ See Metzger, New Roles for the U.S. Tariff Commission, 1 LAW & POL. lNT'L Bus. 1, 

15 (1969). . 
83 There have always been liberal trade advocates on the Committee, though they have 

been a distinct minority. Senators Paul H. Douglas and Thruston B. Morton in earlier 
years, and Senators Fulbright and Gore today, are notable among these liberal trade 

proponents. 
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able House Ways and Means Committee and derive their basic shape 
therein, pass muster in the Senate Finance Committee, but more im
portantly for the T ariff Commission, all appointments to it must have 
the consent of the Senate Committee. This has meant that appointees 
known to be protectionists, or to have no known trade views, 84 can 
secure quick confirmation, while those whose records bespeak a belief 
in freer trade principles are delayed or defeated.85 

Presidents are made to understand these facts, as well as the special 
meaning attributed to the phrase-"the Commission is an arm of the 
CongTess." Unfortunately, what is often meant is that the protection
ists in Congress, led by the Senate Finance Committee, have consid
ered the Commission to be "their" agency, and that many who have 
served on the Commission (and some on the staff) have by shared senti
ment or otherwise acted upon that premise. Any struggle to change 
that conception, such as was briefly made in 1967-1968 by the Johnson 
Administration, must be stoutly maintained for a significant duration, 
if change is ever to prevail; and it has never been so maintained. The 
remedies for the poor situation thus created must therefore be sought 
elsewhere. 

Since the Commission has recently given clear evidence, in the Piano 
case,86 that without legislative assistance it can by "interpretation" 
change and soften the current stringent escape clause criteria and rec
ommend tariff relief, it seems clear that even greater protectionist 
results would ensue from a deliberately weakened escape clause, such 
as has been called for in the President's November 1969 message (and 

84 Unfortunately, a person of no known views in the tariff area is apt to be an instinc
tive protectionist. Freer trade, like olives, seems to be an acquired taste, involving some 
economic knowledge and concern for the common interests of men. See HENRY GEORGE, 
PROTECTION OR FREE TRADE (1886) at 11-13 and generally, for the most readable and per
suasive analysis of the case for free trade known to the writer. 

85 T he nomination in J 968 of Bernard Norwood, a first-rate economist with fine gov
ernment experience in trade negotiation, had to be withdrawn because of the Committee's 
protectionist opposition. And earlier, in 1961, Chairman Dorfman, also a liberal trade 
man, witnessed his nomination being held up approximately six months. 

Nor is the Senate Finance Committee's opposition to liberal trade men confined to the 
Commission. In 1969, Ambassador Gilbert's appointment as Special Representative for 
Trade Negotiations was held up for more than three months and then subjected to a 
floor fight led by Committee members; and in late 1968 John R ehm's appointment as 
Deputy Special Representative, following more than six years' service as General Counsel 
to Governor Herter and Ambassador Roth, had to be withdrawn, for the same protec
tionist reasons. All of these men were well qualified by prior background and experience, 
as compared with several easily confirmed TarilI Commission members whose acquaintance 
with international trade can charitably be characterized as nodding. 

86 Pianos and Parts Thereof, TC Pub. No. 309, 34 Fed. Reg. 20,451 (1969). 
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of course even more so by the Mills bill). In the immortal words of 
Texas Guinan, "Boys, you ain't seen nothing yet!" Since a protection
ist-dominated Commission appears to be a political fact of life for a 
long time to come, the only feasible course for advocates of liberal 
trade is to restrict the role of the Commission to that for which it was 
originally intended-pure fact-finding. When it becomes possible to 
amend the escape clause without risk that it will be turned into a fla
grantly protectionist device, it should be provided accordingly (as has 
already been proposed for adjustment assistance cases, discussed here
after) that the Commission be asked merely to report industrial facts, 
leaving it to the President to decide, upon advice of his principal 
agency advisors, whether those facts require tariff relief. For, while the 
staff of the Commission is well equipped to find facts, the Commission
ers generally have no special training in international trade matters, 
much less the necessary sensitivity to the foreign relations and other 
effects which can flow from trade restraints. 

B. The Trade Act of 1970 

On August 13, 1970, the House Ways and Means Committee re
ported out favorably,87 by a 17-8 vote, H.R. 18970, the "Trade Act of 
1970."88 As of this writing, it has not run the further gauntlet of House 
passage, Senate Committee modification, Senate debate and passage, 
and Presidential signature, veto, or pocket-veto before the expiration 
of this, the 91st Congress. 

Because of these circumstances, the shortage of time before this 
article must go to the printer, and the fact that this article is limited to 
a consideration of the escape clause and adjustment assistance, no at
tempt will be made to analyze all the provisions of the bill, which 
change a number of laws, including the Anti-Dumping and Counter
vailing Duty statutes, as well as impose quotas on textiles and shoes. It 
is enough to say a t this time that in the ,VTiter's opinion the bill chants 
a veritable dirge of protectionism, and that if it is enacted, with or 
without some of its cosmetic provisions designed to cover the damage it 
does to American trade policy, it will signal the end of America's 
successful liberal trade policy of the past 36 years, and a reversion to 
the sterile and dangerous protectionism of the Smoot-Hawley Act of 

87 H.R. R EP. No. 1435, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970). 
88 H.R. 18970, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970). 
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1930, which contributed so markedly to worldwide depression and 
international disharmony. 

A summary of certain of the prlnc1 pal portions of the bill which 
affect the operations of the escape clause seems, however, to be called 
for here. 

As was easily foreseeable, H.R. 18970 eliminates the causal connec
tion established by the 1962 Act between the tariff concession and in
creased imports-the first causation criterion. In addition, as was also 
indicated, the bill changes the second criterion-that increased imports 
constitute "the major cause" of serious injury-to the much weaker 
formulation- that they "contribute substantially," to such injury.89 

Thus, H.R. 18970 reinstates the escape clause causation criteria as 
they existed before 1962. As we have seen, the pre-1962 formulation 
led to 33 Tariff Commission findings that escape action was warranted, 
and 8 split decisions; the President disagreed with 26 of the 41 findings 
reaching him. 

In this latter connection, it is noteworthy that the President will no 
longer be able to break ties; the bill increases the T ariff Commission 
from six to seven members90 precisely in order to eliminate the Presi
dent's role as a tie-breaker. 

Beyond these changes, for the first time since the escape clause was 
originated in 194 7, the Committee sharply curtailed the President's 
discretion to accept or reject Tariff Commission findings and recom
mendations in escape clause cases. Such curtailment, as we have seen 
earlier, was a major objective of protectionists in 1955 and 1958, but 
failed enactment in either House of Congress. This time, ironically, 
under the leadership of Chairman Mills, who had fought so successfully 
in those earlier years to defeat such moves, the Committee bill effec
tively curtails this Presidential discretion. 

It does so in two ways. First, in the "ordinary" escape clause case, the 
President, upon receipt of an affirmative injury determination, "shall 
proclaim" such import restrictions as he determines to be necessary to 
prevent or remedy serious injury, "unless he determines that such 
action would not be in the national interest."91 This new approach 
marks a major curtailment in his hitherto untrammeled discretion in 
escape clause cases. For, under all earlier statutory provisions, from the 
1951 Act through the 1962 Act formulations, the President could fail 

89 Id., tit. I, ch. 2, § 301 (b)(l). 
90 Id., tit. III, ch. 2, § 31 l (a)(l). 
91 Id., tit. I, ch. 2, § ll3(a)(l)(A). 
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to take affirmative action following an affirmative Tariff Commission 
finding for any reason whatever, including his different judgment as 
to whether the facts of the case justified an affirmative finding. Indeed, 
in almost every past case where he refused to act he did so because he 
disagreed with the Tariff Commission on the merits that concession-fed 
increased imports had been the cause of serious injury, or that serious 
injury has been caused or threatened. 

The limitation on his discretion in this respect-his new need to 
bottom his refusal on "national interest" considerations-is aimed 
against his being able to do just that. Precisely the same result was 
sought in the House Committee in 1955, and 1958, and in the Senate 
in 1958 through the Kerr Amendment). Under that ~mendment, the 
President would have been permitted discretion to refuse to apply 
escape clause recommendations if he found there were "national secu
rity" considerations which were paramount. 

Under the Committee bill, no longer is it intended that the President 
will be able to disagree with the decisions of a protectionist majority of 
the Tariff Commission that increased imports had "contributed sub
stantially" to what such a majority would deem a "serious" injury. Nor, 
it would appear, could he "legitimately" (i.e., consistently with Con
gressional desires) refuse to take escape action because of possible trade 
retaliation by trading partners of the United States, even though under 
the bill he need not detail his "national interest" reasons. For he is 
enabled, under the bill, to use 20% tariff-reduction authority to make 
compensation for such escape action as he takes. Should the President 
interpret "national interest" so widely as to make "national interest" 
either the functional equivalent of disagreement on the merits, or in 
order to avoid a trade war, no doubt he would be accused of frustration 
of Congressional intention and in time we should witness the excision 
of "national interest" and the insertion of a flat-out provision making 
Tariff Commission determinations wholly binding. Great pressure is 
thus brought to bear upon him; of course, he could rely upon some 
major, non-trade factor, such as the likelihood of highly-charged inter
national political or security consequences fl.owing from the action, in 
invoking the exception, but these are rather rare circumstances. What 
was earlier said, therefore, about the likelihood of a large and steady 
flow of escape clause cases running from a protectionist Tariff Com
missoin to a steadily more beleaguered President, must rank as a wholly 
inadequate underst<1.tement. 

The second way in which the President's discretion is curtailed re-
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lates to an extraordinary new development in escape clause procedures. 
If a majority of the Tariff Commissioners make an affirmative escape 
clause injury determination, they must then, additionally, determine 
whether either of the conditions specified under (A) or (B) described 
below, in combination with the conditions specified in (C) below, exist. 

(A) Imports of the article under investigation constituted more 
than 15 percent of apparent United States consumption of the 
article in the first calendar year preceding the calendar year in 
which the investigation was instituted, the ratio of imports of such 
articles to consumption for such first preceding calendar year in
creased absolutely by at least 3 percentage points over the cor
responding ratio for the second calendar year preceding the 
calendar year in which the investigation was instituted, and the 
ratio of imports of such article to consumption for such first 
preceding calendar year increased absolutely by at least 5 per
centage points over the corresponding ratio for the third calendar 
preceding the calendar year in which the investigation was 
instituted. 
(B) As a result of increased imports (1) domestic production of 
the like or directly competitive product is declining or is likely to 
decline so as to substantially affect the ability of domestic producers 
to continue to produce the like or directly competitive product at 
a level of reasonable profit, and (2) production workers' jobs, man
hours worked, or wages paid production workers in the domestic 
production of the like or directly competitive product are declin
ing substantially or are likely to decline substantially. 
(C) (I) The imported article is offered for sale at prices which are 
substantially below those prevailing for like or directly competi
tive products of comparable quality produced in the United States 
and constitutes an increasing proportion of apparent domestic con
sumption, and (2) the unit labor costs attributable to producing 
the imported article are substantially below those attributable to 
producing like or competitive articles in the United States.92 

When a majority of the Commission makes such an additional injury 
determination, and determines what it considers to be an appropriate 
remedy- an increase in, or the imposition of, any duty or other import 
restriction, such as a quota-the President not only may not exercise 
his own judgment on whether such conditions exist, he must proclaim 
the precise remedy determined by the majority of Commissioners, 
unless he determines that such action ,.11ould not be in the national 

92 Id., tit. I, ch. 2, § 30l(b)(5). 
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interest.93 If he fails to do so, he must report to Congress, stating why 
he has failed, and Congress may, by concurrent resolution of a "con
stitutional majority," place the majority determination in effect.94 

This innovation was designed to set the stage for Tariff Commission 
quota determinations in order to remedy the injury found. Statutory 
quotas on textiles and shoes, with nothing for other industries desiring 
"parity" of protectionist treatment, was unacceptable to the Com
mittee. The "additional" determination technique was the compromise 
answer. Such Tariff Commission quota remedy determinations follow
ing an "additional" injury determination would require Presidential 
approval unless he made a "national interest" determination. If he 
made such a determination, it could be overturned by "constitutional 
majority" (not two-thirds of those present and voting) of both Houses, 
without his participation, as under the 1958 Act. As in the case of the 
"ordinary" escape clause proceeding, it was not intended that he should 
be able to disagree on the merits with the Commission's "additional" 
determination. Unlike that case, however, he would not be permitted 
to change the remedy; he could merely approve or disapprove. A dis
approval on "national interest" grounds would be effectively limited 
to the type of considerations connoted by that term as above indicated. 
But here, the Congress could overturn the President. 

It takes little imagination to perceive that the President would not 
invoke such an exception save in the extreme case of an immediate and 
massive international political or security consequence. The pressure 
upon h im would be even more intensive because, textile and shoe 
quotas having been imposed through the legislation, other industries 
whose claim was no more poorly based would have a case sounding in 
discrimination should he fail to approve a Commission quota deter
mination. The Congress no doubt would be faced with the same pres
sure should the President nonetheless invoke the exception. 

A further word on the "additional injury" determination under the 
Committee bill. Why a 3 percentage point increase followed by a 5 
percentao-e point increase in import penetration in a two-year period 
for a co~modity already holding 15 percent of the American market 
should be deemed presumptive of "injury" is baffling. The Committee 
Report95 nowhere attempts to explain why these numbers were chosen, 
or what relevance to injury they were thought to possess. Nor does 

93 See text at note 91 supra. 
94 H.R. 18970, tit. I, ch. 2, § ll3(a)(2), 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970). 
95 H.R. REP. No. 1435, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970). 
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combining such circumstances with the (C) condition-sales at lower 
prices than U.S. prices for the competing product, and lower labor 
costs in the production of the imported article (the normal attributes of 
any imports)-relieve the bafflement. What they amount to is an asser
tion that as a country we are in favor of trade on the basis of com
parative advantage only if in fact imports learn that their place must 
remain quite subservient to domestic producers. There is no resem
blance between such a conception and the liberal trade principles of 
the trade agreements program. 

Putting aside condition (A) in combination with (C), and looking at 
the alternative of (B) in combination with (C), we find the situation 
becoming steadily worse, if possible. For condition (B) does not even 
connote a different kind of circumstance from those normally attending 
the "ordinary" escape clause proceeding. A decline of domestic produc
tion and profits, and an increase of unemployment or underemploy
ment, are the normal benchmarks of serious injury under the "ordinary" 
escape clause provisions of the 1962 Act, as well as of the earlier statu
tory formulations. In combination with the normal circumstances of 
(C)-imports coming at lower prices, produced under lower labor 
costs-we therefore find ourselves adding "normal" escape clause cir
cumstance (B) to "normal" circumstance (C) and reaching an "addi
tional" injury determination designed to trigger a quota recommenda
tion which the President can overturn only in the truly extraordinary 
circumstance of a "national interest" determination. It is by no means 
an overstatement to observe that rarely has so much ingenuity in load
ing dice been practiced, to the end that the continuing successful 
American trade policy of the past generation may be brought down in 
rums. 

ADJUSTMENT ASSIST ANCE 

While the Nixon Administration's "escape clause" proposals repre
sent at best a misguided effort to attract support for a liberal trade 
policy while weakening it gravely, a more sensible view seems to have 
prevailed with regard to adjustment assistance. The Administration 
Trade Bill would relax the procedural standards necessary to ad just
ment assistance eligibility, a valuable, if small, step forward. To fully 
understand the significance of this change it is useful to place adjust
ment assistance in its trade context. 
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The Historical Perspective 

Not long after the escape clause became a part of the trade agree
ments program, two principal drawbacks of the concept were perceived. 

First: If a domestic industry were seriously injured in consequence of 
concession-engendered import competition, the only effective means 
available to alleviate the in jury was to "take it out on imports" by im
posing import restrictions, thus penalizing the more efficient foreign 
producer and his country, which would lose dollar earnings, as well 
as the American consumer and the American fabricator of imported 
goods. 

Second: If the domestic industry as a whole were not being seriously 
injured by such import competition, individual firms and workers who 
nevertheless might be so injured had no special means afforded to 
enable them to adjust to new lines of work; "escape" relief itself would 
not lie, and their adjustment problems were not differentiated from 
problems of adjustment caused by ordinary technological change, gov
ernment contract policy changes, and the like. 

The first formal proposal for adjustment assistance was put forward 
by David J. l\,fcDonald, President of the United Steelworkers of Amer
ica, as a member of the President's Commission on Foreign Economic 
Policy (Randall Commission) in 1954.96 During that year, a number of 
bills were introduced in Congress setting forth this proposal in formal 
terms, among them one introduced in the Senate (the first there intro
duced) by then Senator John F . Kennedy.97 Over the years, until 1962, 
such bills were a usual feature of the Congressional landscape, but 
none ever got as far as hearings until the Kennedy Administration 
adopted the idea and made it part of its presentation in the 1962 bill. 98 

While the motive power for adjustment assistance was furnished by 
organized labor, some sentiment had also developed for special adjust
ment provisions for firms. Accordingly, the Administration put to
gether a package which it hoped would prove to be an inducement to 
small business as well as labor to accept and perhaps support the con
tinuation of a liberal trade policy. The procedure for securing what 
adjustment assistance was made available was quite complex. 

96 UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON FOREIGN ECONOMIC POLICY, REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT 

AND CONGRF.SS (RANDALL COMMISSION REPORT) 54-58 (1954) (dissent). 
97 s. 3650, 83d Cong., 2d Sess. (1954); 100 CONG. REC. 8626 (1954). 
98 H.R. 9900, tit. III §§ 301-63, 87th Cong., 2d Sess., March 12, 1962. LEGISLATIVE His-

TORY OF H.R. 11970, at 101-112 (1962). 
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Eligibility of Workers and Firms 

Adjustment assistance procedures, for firms and workers, begin with 
a petition for a "determination of eligibility to apply for adjustment 
assistance" filed with the Tariff Commission by a firm, or by a group 
of workers or their certified or recognized union or other duly autho
rized representative. 09 Such a petition may be filed independently, or 
together with a petition for ':tariff adjustment" (escape clause relief) . 
As the House Report makes clear, "An industry investigation will be 
conducted whether the petition seeks tariff adjustment or other adjust
ment assistance or both."100 

If the Tariff Commission finds that the industry has been injured, 
under the criteria for escape relief discussed above, the President may 
do any of the following either individually or in combination: 

(a) Provide tariff relief; 
(b) Refer those firms comprising the industry to the Secretary of 

Commerce for certification of eligibility to apply for adjustment 
assistance; 

(c) Refer those workers concerned to the Secretary of Labor for 
such certifications.101 

If the President takes such action, then the Secretaries of Commerce 
and Labor, respectively, must certify as eligible to apply for adjust
ment assistance any firm or group of workers in such an industry upon 
a satisfactory showing that the increased imports which the Tariff 
Commission has determined to result from concessions granted under 
trade agreements have caused serious injury or threat thereof to such 
firm or gToup of workers.102 

If the Tariff Commission fails to find that the industry as a whole 
has been injured, where petitions for both tariff adjustment and ad
justment assistance have been filed, or when a petition for adjustment 
assistance alone has been filed, the President may still certify a par
ticular firm or group of workers to be eligible to apply for adjustment 
assistance if the Commission has found that "as a result in major part 
of concessions granted under trade agreements, an article like or di
rectly competitive with" an article produced by the firm (or such work-

oo Trade Expansion Act of 1962, § 30l(a)(2), 19 U.S.C. § 190l(a)(2) (1964). 
100 H. REP. No. 1818, 87th Cong., 2d Sess. (1962) (Report of the House Ways & Means 

Comm. on the 1962 bill which later became the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, 19 U.S.C. 
§ 1801 (1964)). 

101 Trade Expansion Act of 1962, § 302(a), 19 U.S.C. § 1902(a) (1964). 
102 See id. § 302(b), 19 U.S.C. § 1902(b) (1964). 
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er's firm) "is being imported into the United States in such increased 
quantities as to cause or threaten to cause, serious injury" to such firm, 
or unemployment or underemployment of a significant number or 
proportion of the workers of such firm or subdivision.103 While the 
Tariff Commission has six months within which to make its determina
tion and report on "tariff adjustment" under the escape clause,104 the 
Commission must report its determination of eligibility to apply for 
adjustment assistance "not later than 60 days after the date on which 
the petition is filed."105 

This interrelated and complex procedure was caused in large part 
by two mutually conflicting desires: (1) a desire to require a showing 
of a real causal connection between concession-engendered imports and 
injury to firms or workers where their industries were not injured as 
a whole, or where the ind.us try as a whole was injured but not each 
firm within it; and (2) a desire to get adjustment assistance to firms and 
workers within a relatively short period of time, for otherwise, in Lord 
Keynes' famous phrase, "in the long run, we'll all be dead." 

In developing the concept of adjustment assistance, the Congress, 
like the Administration, was fully aware that the traditional form of 
escape clause relief-increasing tariff rates or imposing quotas-even 
apart from its adverse "impact on our total foreign economic policy," 
could be quite " inappropriate to protect United States firms and 
workers." Tariff relief "cannot be specifically adapted to the individual 
requirements of those in an industry affected by imports." The fur
nishing of adjustment assistance other than tariff relief, on the other 
hand, was "fully consistent with our traditional practice of protecting 
American commerce and labor from serious injury resulting from im
ports,"106 while avoiding the difficulties flowing from tariff relief. 

Causation in Adjustment Assistance Cases 

While new forms of relief were thus provided, they were closely tied 
by the Congress to the criteria established for "escape clause" or 
"tariff relief," and not merely added as new general federal benefits 
unrelated to imports. This deliberate Congressional limitation upon 
elio-ibility to receive the kinds of assistance to be made available was 
ex;ressed in several ways. First, the same causation language in the 

103 See id. § 302(a), 19 U.S.C. § 1902(a) (1964). 
104 Id. § 301(£)(2), 19 U.S.C. § 1901(£)(2) (1964). 
105 Id. § 301(£)(3), 19 U.S.C. § 1901(£)(3) (1964). 
106 H. REP. No. 1818, 87th Cong., 2d Sess. 13 (1962). 
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section of the bill reported by the House Ways and Means Committee 
and passed by the H ouse relating to "tariff relief" was applied equally 
in those sections relating to adjustment assistance to firms and work
ers;107 the Senate Committee, in changing this statutory language (add
ing "in major part," and " the major factor"), also did so identically 
for both tariff relief and for adjustment assistance to firms and work
ers.108 Secondly, the House Ways and Means Committee specifically 
stated, in its Report on the bill, that it believed that it was " important 
that adjustment assistance in all instances be given only where it has 
been concluded that the conditions requiring assistance were caused by 
increased imports resulting from tariff concessions made under trade 
agreements. ''100 

The parallelism thus disclosed led the Tariff Commission to con
clude, not long after the enactment of the 1962 Act, in the Colton 
Sheeting Workers case,110 that the "statute allows no room for any dif
ferent interpretation or application" of the causation criteria for ad
justment assistance as compared with tariff relief. 

The case for identity of treatment on causation under existing law, 
as between " tariff relief" industry petitions and "adjustment assis
tance" firm and worker petitions, is clearly not weak. Congress of 
course can and does limit and qualify its bestowal of benefits in al
most every area in which it legislates, and has tended to limit and 
qual ify more stringently at the time it adopts a new and sometimes 
experimental program. At that time, the expense of the program is apt 
to be more conjectural, and the decision to adopt it is more likely to 
have been the result of lively debate and compromise. These factors 
were present when the Congress adopted the adjustment assistance pro
visions of the 1962 Act. They tend to support those who held (a major
ity of the Commission between 1962 and 1968) tha t the identity of the 
causation language of the statute itself in the "tariff relief" and "ad
justment assistance" eligibility provisions, requires identity of treat
ment.111 

107 H.R. 11970, 87th Cong., 2d Sess., June 29, 1962, §§ 30l(b)(l), 30l (a)(l), 30l(c)(2), at 
27-29; LEcisLATI\E HISTORY OF H.R. 11970, at 1455-1457 (1962). 

108 H .R. 11970, 87th Cong., 2d Sess., September 14, 1962, Calendar No. 2025, §§ 301(b) 
(1) and (3), 301(c)(l), (2) and (3), at 34-36; L EGISLATIVE HISTORY OF H.R. 11970, at 1542-44 
(1962). 

100 H. R EP. No. 1818, 87th Cong., 2d Sess. 23 (1962); LECISLATI\E HISTORY OF H.R. 11970, 
at 1087 (1962). 

110 TC Pub. No. 100, 28 Fed. Reg. 7534 (1963). 
111 Nor was their case necessarily weakened by the fact Lhat no petitions for relief 

had been granted from 1962 to 1969 under the stringent standards laid down by Con-
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Despite this respectable case for identity of treatment of causation 
in tariff relief and adjustment assistance cases, it was by no means 
clear that such a result had really been contemplated by the Congress. 
The ~ o~se Ways and Means Committee, in its Report accompanying 
the bill 1n 1962, after setting forth the causal criteria for tariff relief 
in industry cases, stated with regard to adjustment assistance to firms: 
"In investigations of particular firms, the test is substantially the same, 
but the inquiry is directed to the firm in question."112 

If the H ouse Ways and Means Committee believed that the test 
was exactly the same-if it believed that, in the words of the Commis
sion, " the statute allows no room for any different interpretation or 
application"-why did it go out of its way to use the term, "substan
tially the same"? It is very unlikely that the Committee did so inad
vertently. Apart from the fact that it has always dealt, and continues 
to deal, in highly technical and exact tax and tariff language, and in 
consequence has long been highly sensitive to the shadings of meaning 
of language, the Committee in the same 1962 Act had deliberately 
dropped the language, "had contributed substantially," from the sec
ond causation criterion of the tariff relief, or "escape clause," section.113 

Its use of the term "substantially the same" in its formal R eport on 
the bill at the very time it was dealing with the same word in the same 
bill in another context negatives any idea that its use was inadvertent. 

Moreover, the fact that adjustment assistance does not involve for
eign affairs complications, which the Committee had noted was a 
motivating factor in its stiffening of the requirements for "escape
clause" relief, affords additional support for the view that the Report's 
language, moderating to some degree the causation criteria in adjust-

gress. Since 1951, only two multilateral tariff negotiations bad occurred-in 1955 accom
panying Japanese accession to GATT, and the Dillon Round in 1960-1961. Both had 
been quite "thin" in tariff reduction results-only a small portion of the 15% and 20% 
tariff reduction authorities granted respectively by the 1955 and 1958 Trade Agreements 
Extension Acts, had in fact been utilized. See note 19 supra. Since the Congress was well 
aware of this fact, the proponents of the argument for identity of treatment of the causa
tion criteria could well argue that Congress, in all likelihood, was not legislating with a 
primary concern for " old" cases-cases of firms and workers claiming to be injured in 
consequence of tariff reductions which had been substantially efiectuated at least 11 years 
earlier. Rather they could argue, persuasively, that the Congress was primarily concerned 
with the possible future impact of tarilI bargaining involving the newly granted (in the 
1962 Act) 50% tariff reduction authority, which was not consummated in a trade agree

ment until June 1967. 
112 1-1. REP. No. 1818, 87th Cong., 2d Sess. 23 (1962); LEGISLATIVE H1sTORY OF II.R. 11970, 

at 1087 (1962) (emphasis added). 
113 Trade Expansion Act of 1962, § 80l(b)(l), 19 U.S.C. § 190l(b)(l) (1964). 
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ment assistance cases, was a deliberate expression of Congressional in
tention. The Senate Finance Committee, of course, had the House 
Report before it, but it said nothing to indicate disagreement with 
what the House Report had stated in this regard. 

"Substantially the same" standards for causation in adjustment as
sistance cases as those specified in the statute for tariff relief for indus
try cases are of course no model of clarity. Like all such language, these 
words must be read in their legislative context and applied so as to ef
fectuate the legislative purposes, including the limitations and quali
fications contained therein. In that context, it has been and remains 
the writer's view that "the major cause" causation criteria of existing 
law should be applied in adjustment assistance cases so as to find 
eligibility in a close or borderline case which might fall a little short 
were it an "escape-clause" case; but any effort to be more precise 
would founder, because it would go beyond any Congressionally ex
pressed standard in the context of a legislative background which per
mits very limited leeway. 

There is no doubt that this Congressional, "substantially the same," 
standard does not go far enough in taking care of adjustment assistance 
cases which should secure such assistance. In this respect the changes 
proposed by the Administration are useful and, in light of the current 
uncertain state of Tariff Commission interpretation in this area, quite 
timely. 

Until November 1969, the Commission had decided 27 cases of ad
justment assistance, six of them filed by workers, eight by firms and 
thirteen by industries, and had made no affirmative findings of eligi
bility.114 This was due in substantial part to the necessity for finding 
the high degrees of causation-"ma jor cause"-between concession 
and increased imports and between increased imports and serious in
jury. It was also a consequence of the fact that the 1962-1968 period 
had witnessed great growth in the domestic economy, the highest 
wages in American history, a steadily lower rate of unemployment, and 
great gains in corporate profits-in short, it was a time when, in Presi
dent Kennedy's phrase, there was a "rising tide which lifts all the 
boats." It would have been surprising indeed to find industries, firms, 
or workers making out credible cases of injury due to imports, almost 
no matter what the form of words used. 

There is little doubt that one of the reasons for the Commission's 

114 See Summary of Investigations under Section 301 of the Trade Expansion Act of 
1962, March 1970, available at the Office of the Sec'y, U.S. Tariff Comm'n. 
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identical treatment of the causation requirements in both escape clause 
and adjustment assistance cases from 1962 to 1968 was its concern 
th~t it could not, in the face of the identical statutory language, "dis
cnminate" in favor of adjustment assistance to specific firms and work
ers as against industries who desired tariff relief, and its belief that 
if it relaxed the causation standards for firms and workers, it would be 
pressured into doing the same in escape clause cases, thereby making 
the escape clause much more an engine of protectionism than the 1962 
Act had intended. vVhile the writer believed and believes that the 
Congress did intend a differentiation, albei t this intention was not 
clearly expressed, no cases were presented in the 1967-1969 period 
which came close to meeting even the more relaxed criteria he put 
forth-indeed, only one or two cases came before the Commission be
tween early 1968 and mid-1969. The economy was booming and firms 
as well as entire industries were doing quite well. 

In November 1969, however, with new members added to the Tariff 
Commission over a two-year period, and switches in approach by some 
existing members, the Commission decided 5 to I that three workers' 
cases met the eligibility requirements of the 1962 Act.115 Of the five 
voting affirmatively, three concurred in an opinion written by the 
original "but for" advocate.116 One of these three had consistently re
fused to follow the "but for" approach in escape clause cases, and has 
never explained the basis for this divergent approach to the same causa
t ion language. The other two affirmative voters offered no general r a
tionale for their determination, merely stating conclusions based upon 
the individualized facts of the cases; nonetheless, these facts could sup
port only some weak kind of "but for" approach. H owever, in several 
subsequent cases not materially weaker on the merits, two of this ma
jority of five Commissioners joined by the dissenter have found no 
eligibility, largely because of their inability to believe that increased 
imports were in major part caused by tariff concessions.117 In so doing, 
they have not followed a "but for" approach. 

The uncertainty and confusion presently existing with regard to 

115 Buttfield Pipe (Workers of the Weld Mill, Ambridge, Pa. Plan t, Armco Steel Corp., 
TEA-W-8, TC Pub. No. 297, Nov. 1969); Transmission Towers and Parts (Certain Work
ers of the Shiffler Plant, Pittsburgh, Pa., and of the Maywood Plant, Los Angeles, Cal. of 
the American Bridge Division, U.S. Steel Corp., TEA-W-9, JO, TC Pub. No. 298, Nov. 1969). 

110 See note 50 supra. 
111 See Men's, Youth's, and Boys' Footwear of Leather: Workers of the Eagle Shoe Mfg. 

Co., Everett, Mass., TC Pub. No. 321, 35 Fed. Reg. 8850 (1970); Women's an<l Misses' 
Dress Shoes with Leather, Yinyl or Fabric Uppers: Benson Shoe Co., TC Pub. No. 323, 

35 Fed. Reg. 8851 (1970). 
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eligibility for adjustment assistance is thus likely to continue in the ab
sence of clear Congressional action. 

The Administration Proposal for Changes in Adjustment 
Assistance Eligibility Standards 

The long record of noneligibility of firms and workers for adjust
ment assistance between 1962 and 1969 had convinced most people 
years ago that some relaxation was needed. Indeed, the almost uniform 
opinion to this effect-a rolling consensus such as is not often wit
nessed-is indicative that much more could have been essayed suc
cessfully in the direction of readily available adjustment assistance in 
the 1962 Act had there been a bit more boldness. At all events, much 
more needs to be accomplished now, and it appears that public opinion 
will be no obstacle. 

In the Automotive Products Trade Act of 1965,118 the Congress 
established eligibility requirements for adjustment assistance for firms 
and workers adversely affected by operations under the Canadian
American Automotive Products Agreement119 which were considerably 
less rigorous than those set forth in the Trade Expansion Act of 
1962.120 That Agreement had the effect of requiring major American 
automobile manufacturers to increase markedly the production of ve
hicles by their Canadian subsidiaries, and it was believed by many that 
this would necessarily result in a substantial shift in production from 
the United States to Canada-which has in fact occurred. In view of 
this, and the insistence of the United Automobile Workers of America, 
adjustment assistance to workers was permitted under much more re
laxed standards. Thus, under the 1965 Act a decline in U.S. output of 

118 Automotive Products Trade Act of 1965, 19 U.S.C. §§ 2001-33 (Supp. IV, 1965-1968). 
110 U.S.-Canadian Automotive Products Agreement, Jan. 16, 1965, [1966] 1 U.S.T. 1372, 

T.I.A.S. No. 6093. 
120 Under the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 eligibility for adjustment assistance re-

quires a finding that 
as a result in major part of concessions granted under trade agreements, an 
article like or directly competitive with an article produced by a domestic firm 
is being imported in such increased quantities as to cause or threaten to cause, 
serious injury to such firm. 

Trade Expansion Act of 1962, § 30l(c)(l), 19 U.S.C. § I90l(c)(l) (1964). On the other hand, 
under the Automotive Products Trade Act of 1965, if a disclocation of a firm or group of 
workers, an appreciable decline in U.S. automotive production and a conesponding 
increase in imports from Canada or a decrease in U.S. exports are established, injury 
to such firm or group of workers is presumed to flow from the concession granted under 
the agreement, and such firm or group of workers is eligible for adjustment assistance. 
Automotive Products Trade Act of 1965, §§ 302(b), (c), 19 U.S.C. §§ 2022(b), (c) (1964). 
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the product concerned and an adverse change ( either by increased im
ports or decreased exports) in the flow of trade with Canada will give 
rise to the presumption of a direct relationship between the dislocation 
and the operation of the agreement. This presumption is overcome 
only by a Presidential finding that the operation of the agreement has 
not been the primary factor in causing, or threatening to cause, the 
dislocation.121 

That these relaxed standards have borne fruit is clear from experi
ence under the 1965 Act. Fourteen out of twenty-one petitions filed by 
groups of workers have been granted by a special Automotive Adjust
ment Board,122 covering 2,500 workers. No petitions by firms have been 
made. About four-fifths of the eligible workers received weekly pay
ments totalling just under $4 million.123 

This record of assistance under the automotive agreement made or
ganized labor ever more insistent that there be a general legislative 
change in the 1962 Act which could result in assistance being granted, 
not denied. 

Accordingly, it was expected that Ambassador Roth's valedictory 
report in 1969124 would recommend changes in the adjustment assis
tance provisions of the 1962 Act. Pointing out that adjustment assis
tance for both firms and workers had "proved to be equally unwork
able," the Report proposed that the first criterion of causation required 
to be met-that tariff concessions must be the major cause of increased 
imports-be eliminated completely. And the second criterion of causa
tion-that increased imports be the major cause of serious injury-be 
changed so that increased imports need be only "a substantial cause of 
serious injury."125 It is noteworthy that the Report rejected any "but 
for" test, for both the escape clause and for adjustment assistance. 

The Roth Report further urged that an interagency board within 
the Executive Branch, following the pattern of the automotive board 
under the U .S.-Canadian agreement, rather than the Tariff Commis-

121 See Automotive Products Trade Act of 1965 § 302(b), 19 U.S.C. § 2022(b) (1964). 
See also Metzger, The U.S.•Canadian Automotive Products Agreement of 1965, 1 

J.W.T.L. 103, 106 (1967). . 
122 The President delegated his functions under Sec. 302 of the Automotive Products 

Trade Act to an Automotive Agreement Adjustment Assistance Board made up of the 
Secretaries of Labor (chairman), Treasury, and Commerce. Executive Order No. 11,254, 
3 c.F.R. 354 (1965). AAAA Board Regulations are at 29 C.F.R. pt. 1801 (Jan. I , 1970). 

123 See UNCTAD Secretariat, Adjustment Assistance Measures, U.N. Doc. TD/B/C. 

2/86 at 3-4 (1969). 
124 ROTH REPORT, note 66 supra. 
126 Id. at 47. 
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sion, should be responsible for applying the new test for adjustment 
assistance to workers and firrns.126 This was partly because the Com
mission's record had been a negative one, but it was also in recognition 
of the somewhat anomalous position in which the Commission would 
be put by having to differentiate in recommending adjustment relief 
to firms and tariff relief to industries on essentially the same set of 
facts and circumstances. Since such a differentiation is essentially based 
upon policy considerations, not upon particularized facts, it should be 
made by responsible policy officers of the Government, not by a fact
finding Commission. The Commission could continue to find the facts, 
as under the Automotive Products Trade Act of 1965.127 

Finally, the Roth Report proposed that adjustment assistance be 
made available when potential serious injury appeared, under flexible 
manpower programs involving better solutions than are now available 
to the problems of potential loss of pension and seniority rights, which 
reduces labor mobility; and that assistance be made available to sep
arate units of multi-plant companies and to groups of workers in them, 
when the injury is substantial to the unit but not to the entire parent 
firm.12s 

The President's trade message of November 18, 1969 adopted and 
reaffirmed these recommendations of the Roth Report, pointing out 
that "direct aid to those individually injured should be more readily 
available than tariff relief for entire industries." The President empha
sized that adjustment assistance "can be more closely targeted-it 
matches the relief to the damage; and it has no harmful side effects on 
overall trade policy. "129 

The proposals advanced by the Roth Report of January 1969 and 
by President Nixon in November 1969 are marked improvements over 
existing law. But they do not go far enough. For while simplifying sub
stantially the procedural prerequisites to adjustment assistance, the 
Administration approach neglects the substance of the program. 

In recent years, almost the entire attention of observers of the 1962 
Act's adjustment assistance provisions has been focused upon the 
failure of firms and workers to secure such assistance because of their 
inability to meet the stringent eligibility requirements of the 1962 

126 Id. 
127 See id. at 42-43. 
128 See id. at 44, 47. 
129 President Nixon's Address to the Congress, Nov. 18, 1969, 5 Pres. Doc. 1617 (Oct.

Dec. 1969), 115 CONG. REc. S14,534 (daily ed. Nov. 18, 1969). 
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Act.130 Naturally enough, this has tended to divert attention from an 
appraisal of the adequacy of the benefits themselves, both to "ease the 
transfer of factors of production from adversely affected industries"131 

and as an inducement to labor and industry at least to abate their op
position to, if not to support, affirmatively, a continuation of a liberal 
trade policy. For even if every applicant were to be deemed eligible 
for adjustment assistance, if the assistance itself is insufficiently attrac
tive or efficacious in helping to ease the transition to new endeavors, 
it is unlikely to deter firms and workers putatively vulnerable to im
port competition from seeking actively to undermine liberal trade. 

This lack of attention on the part of those immediately affected to 
the scale and scope of the benefits afforded by the 1962 Act has meant 
that little is known of their \'.iews concerning the inadequacies, if such 
they be, of the substance of adjustment assistance now offered. It may 
be, of course, that nothing that can be done by way of improvement in 
the scale of assistance will induce labor and small business to support 
liberal trade. Nonetheless, the nation having embarked upon the pro
gram, and the present Administration having put forward proposals 
designed to liberalize the eligibility requirement for receiving the 
assistance now available, it is desirable at the least to point out areas 
of possible improvement. 

The Substance of Current Adjustment Assistance Benefits 

Adjustment Assistance to Workers 

Workers deemed eligible to apply for adjustment assistance, may 
receive several forms of assistance: 

(I) trade readjustment allowances-a weekly cash allowance in
tended to supplement regular unemployment compensation and to 
be generally available for 52 weeks of unemployment, including weeks 
of training;132 

(2) vocational training allowances;133 and 

130 See Banner, "In Major Part," The New Causation Problem in the Trade-Agree
ments Program, 44 TEX. L. REV. 1331 (1966); Robertson, Adjustment Assistance under 
the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, 33 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 1088 (1965). 

131 L . B. PEARSON, PARTNERS IN DEVELOPMENT: REPORT OF THE COMMISSION ON INTER· 
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (1969). See generally UNCT AD Secretariat, Adjustment Assistance 

Measures, U.N. Doc. TD/B/C.2 / 86 (1969). 
132 Trade Expansion Act of 1962 §§ 322, 324, 19 U.S.C. §§ 1941, 1943(a) (1964). 

133 I d. § 326, 19 U.S.C. § 1951 (1964). 
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(3) relocation allowances, for workers unable to obtain suitable local 
employment, to cover the cost of moving the family to an area where a 
job is available.134 

Trade Readjustment Allowances. The cash allowances under the Act 
are paid only for weeks of unemployment135 beginning after the date 
determined under Section 302(d) as the beginning of the import
caused unemployment problem.136 The separation itself must occur 
after the beginning date but within two years of a certification that 
workers of the firm or subdivision are eligible for worker assistance. 
This two-year period can be shortened by a Presidential determination 
under Section 302(e).137 

To be entitled to trade readjustment allowances, a worker must have 
had substantial employment over the three years immediately preced
ing his separation from adversely affected employment in a firm or sub
division with respect to which there has been a certification of worker 
eligibility.138 Moreover, the worker must have been involuntarily sepa
rated due to a lack of work in the adversely affected employment.189 

The worker must have earned wages of $15 or more in at least one-half 
of the weeks of the three years; and, in the 52 weeks preceding his 
separation, he must have had 26 weeks of employment, at wages of at 
least $15, in a firm or firms the workers of which have been found 
adversely affected by imports.140 These employment requirements re
lating to entitlement to allowances are substantially more strict than 
those under the Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962141 

or under State unemployment insurance law.142 

134 Id. § 328, 19 U.S.C. § 1961 (]964). 
135 A week of unemployment is a week in which the worker earns less than 75% of 

his average weekly wage and either works in the adversely affected employment for less 
than 80% of his average hours, or, if he has been totally separated from the adversely 
affected employment and is working at some other job, is not working on a full-time 
basis. Trade Expansion Act of 1962 § 338, 19 U.S.C. § 1977(14) (1964). 

180 ld. §§ 302(d), 322(a), 19 U.S.C. §§ 1902(d), !94I(a) (1964). 
137 See id. § 322(b), 19 U.S.C. § 194l(b) (1964). 
138 See id. § 322(c)(2), 19 U.S.C. § 194l(c)(2) (1964). 
130 See id. §§ 322(a), 338(2), 19 U.S.C. §§ 194J(a), 1978(2) (1964). 
140 See id. § 322(c), 19 U.S.C. § 1941(c) (1964). 
141 Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962, 42 U.S.C. §§ 2571-642 (Supp. IV, 

1965-1968). 
142 The Manpower Act requires only one year of gainful employment at any time in 

the worker's past. Id. § 203(c), 42 U.S.C. § 2583(c) (1964). Of the 37 States where the un
employment insurance requirements can be expressed in terms of weeks of employment, 
only two have a requirement of more than 20 weeks in a 52-week base period, 15 require 
20 weeks, and 20 require less than 20 weeks. The District of Columbia unemployment in
surance law requires that the worker earn not less than $276 in not less than 26 weeks 
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The trade readjustment allowance for a week is 65 percent of the 
individual's average weekly wage but it cannot exceed 65 percent of 
the average weekly manufacturing wage.143 The individual's average 
weekly wage is determined on the basis of the so-called high-quarter 
formula typical of most State unemployment compensation laws.144 

The maximum amount that can be paid to any worker for a week is 65 
percent of the annual average weekly wage paid to production workers 
in manufacturing for the latest calendar year for which the figure has 
been published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the Department of 
Labor.145 The worker's weekly allowance will be reduced by one-half of 
any remuneration that he receives for services performed during the 
week of unemployment. This formula gives him an incentive to find 
work.146 

The Act provides that trade readjustment allowances will not dupli
cate benefits already available to the worker, but will merely supple
ment them, as necessary, to provide the designated level of weekly pay
ments for a potential duration of 52 weeks in most cases.147 A worker's 
trade readjustment allowance for a week is reduced by any unemploy
ment insurance to which he is entitled for such week, whether or not 
he has filed a claim for the unemployment insurance. If, for any week 

of the 64-week period preceding the date of filing of the claim for unemp1oyment benefits. 
19 D.C. Code Ann. §§ 46-307(c), 46-309(b) (1968). 

The Trade Expansion Act's test of separation due to lack of work is also more strict 
than under most State laws. A worker who leaves his job voluntarily may be eligible for 
State unemployment insurance if he had good cause but he would not be eligible for 
trade readjustment allowances under the Trade Expansion Act if he left voluntarily, no 

matter how good the cause. 
143 See Trade Expansion Act of 1962, § 323(a), 19 U.S.C. § 1942(a) (1964). 
144 See id. § 338(4), 19 U.S.C. § 1978(4) (1964). 
145 See id. §§ 323(a), 338(3), 19 U.S.C. §§ 1942(a), 1978(3) (1964). The amount of the 

trade readjustment allowance is further limited by the requirement that the total amount 
that a worker receives as trade readjustment allowance, remuneration for services per
formed during the week, and unemployment insurance and training allowance under the 
Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962, 42 U.S.C. §§ 2571-642 (1964), or the 
Area Redevelopment Act of 1961, 42 U.S.C. §§ 2501-12 (1964), cannot exceed 75% of his 
average weekly wage. Trade Expansion Act of 1962, § 323(e), 19 U.S.C. § 1942(e) (1964). 

146 See Trade Expansion Act of 1962, § 323(a), 19 U.S.C. § 1942(a) (1964). An adversely 
affected worker may receive his weekly trade or readjustment allowance for each week he 
is attending training. Id. § 323(b), 19 U.S.C. § 194l(b) (1964). The trade readjustment 
allowance would be in lieu of any training allowance he might receive under any other 
Federal law for worker training. Id. If, under another Federal law for the training of 
workers, an adversely affected worker who is taking training could receive a higher weekly 
payment, his trade readjustment allowance for a week of training will be increased to 

such higher amount. Id. 
147 See id. §§ 323, 324(a), 19 U.S.C. §§ 1942, 1943(a) (1964). 
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for which the worker is not taking training, he is found ineligible for 
State unemployment insurance solely on account of his claim for a 
trade readjustment allowance, his trade readjustment allowance will 
be reduced as if he had received State benefits.148 With respect to a 
worker who is taking training, however, unemployment insurance for 
a week would be deducted from his trade readjustment allowance for 
that week only if the worker received the unemployment insurance.149 

The Act prevents a worker from obtaining duplicate benefits by first 
exhausting his entitlement to benefits under unemployment insurance 
or a Federal training law and then applying for trade readjustment 
allowances. The potential duration of trade readjustment allowances 
is reduced by the n umber of weeks for which the worker received such 
other benefits when he later files for a trade readjustment allowance.150 

He is paid at that time the amount by which his trade readjustment 
allowance would have exceeded these other benefits for the prior 
weeks.151 

Under the Act, a worker may receive trade readjustment allowances 
for not more than 52 weeks, with two exceptions.152 A worker who is 
taking training may receive up to 26 additional weeks of allowances to 
assist him in completing his training.153 In view of the difficulty that 
older workers would have in finding jobs, a worker who was at least 
60 years old when he was separated is entitled to 13 additional weeks 

148 See id. § 323(c), 19 U.S.C. § 1942(c) (1964). 
149 The Act also provides that if an adversely affected worker is paid unemployment 

insurance under State law for a week during which he is taking approved training, the 
State may be reimbursed from trade readjustment allowance funds for the unemploy
ment insurance, to the extent of the trade readjustment allowance to which the worker 
would have been entitled. Id. § 323(a)(l), 19 U.S.C. § 1942(g)(l) (1964). It is intended that 
reimbursed unemployment insurance payments not be charged to employers' accounts 
and that trainees not have their eligibility for unemployment insurance reduced on 
account of such payments. This treatment of the relationship between payments to work• 
ers in training, reimbursement, and State unemployment insurance does not differ from 
that provided in the Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962, § 203(g), 42 U .S.C. 
§ 2583(g) (1964). 

150 See Trade Expansion Act of 1962, § 323(d), 19 U.S.C. § 1942(d) (1964). 
11n See id. Section 323 provides that payment would come into operation, for example, 

where unemployed workers have been receiving unemployment or training benefits and 
there is a § 302 certification of trade impact with a beginning date preceding the date of 
their layoff. 

1112 Id. § 324(a), 19 U.S.C. § l943(a) (1964). 
153 Id. The extra 26 weeks duration for workers taking training will not encourage 

workers to put off training, since a worker's referral to training is not within his control. 
If a worker refuses, without good cause, to accept training to which he may be referred 
early in the 52-week period, his allowance would be suspended. Id. § 327, 19 U.S.C. § 1952 
(1964). 
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if he remains unemployed, is available for work, and otherwise meets 
the requirements of the Act.154 No worker can receive both the addi
tional 26 weeks and the additional 13 weeks. 

The normal 52-week duration may be paid to a worker only for 
weeks of unemployment beginning within two years after the begin
ning of the appropriate week.155 The additional 26 or 13 weeks may be 
paid within three years.156 For a worker totally separated, the appro
priate week is the week of his most recent total separation.157 For a 
worker partially separated, the appropriate week is the first week for 
which he received a trade readjustment allowance following his most 
recent partial separation.158 

Vocational Training Allowances. The Act provides that every effort 
shall be made to return adversely affected workers to full employment 
through whatever testing, counseling, training, and placement services 
are available under any Federal law.159 If the training provided is not 
within commuting distance of the worker's residence, his transporta
tion may be paid, at not more than ten cents a mile, and while at the 
facility, he may be paid subsistence expenses not to exceed five dollars 
a day.160 These limitations are the same as those provided in the Man
power Development and Training Act.161 An individual who goes away 
for training and for any reason does not complete the course will 
receive transportation home. In determining "commuting distance" 
account will be taken of the established labor market area, patterns of 
place of work and place of residence, and usual community practice. 

Insofar as practicable, preference is to be given to training arrange
ments which coordinate the training program for workers with the 
readjustment program of the employers.162 Such arrangements afford 
the worker an opportunity to preserve his seniority and other rights 
and afford the employer an opportunity to rehire or retain his work 
force. The training offered to any worker should take his desires into 

account. 
Training is of such importance under the program enacted by this 

154 Id. § 324(a)(2), 19 U.S.C. § 1943(a)(2) (1964). 
155 Id. § 324(b), 19 U.S.C. § 1943(b) (1964). 
156 Id. 
157 Id. 
158 Id. 
159 Id. § 326(a), 19 U.S.C. § 195l(aJ (1964). 

160 Id. 
161 Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962, § 203(b), 42 U.S.C. § 2583(b) 

(1964). 
162 See Trade Expansion Act of 1962, § 326(b), 19 U.S.C. § 1951(b) (1964). 
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Act that trade readjustment allowances will be denied to a worker who, 
without good cause, refuses to accept suitable training to which he is 
referred, or fa ils to continue the course or to make satisfactory progress 
in it.163 The denial of allowances will continue until he accepts or re
sumes approved training. 

Relocation Allowances. A relocation allowance is provided by the 
Act for a totally separated worker who is the head of a family to make 
it possible for him to take a job in another location if he has no reason
able prospects for suitable reemployment locally.164 A worker is a 
"head of a family" if he has dependents who would make the move 
with him. 

A relocation allowance may be paid to a worker only if, for the week 
in which he appl ies for a relocation allowance, he is entitled to a trade 
readjustment allowance (or he would have been so entitled, except for 
certain circumstances, such as the fact that he has the new job, etc.).165 

A relocation allowance consists of both the reasonable and necessary 
expenses incurred in transporting the worker, his family and their 
household effects from their present location to that of the new job, 
and a lump-sum payment equivalent to two and one-half times the 
national average manufacturing wage.166 

The Act provides (as does the Manpower Training Act) that deter
minations as to the entitlement of individuals to assistance are final 
and conclusive, and not subject to review, except as the Secretary of 
Labor may by regulation provide.167 

Adjustment Assistance to Firms 

Following certification of eligibility to apply for the assistance,168 a 
firm may file its application with the Secretary of Commerce, indicat
ing its need for assistance.169 It must then prepare and submit its ad
justment proposal. Only after such a proposal is approved may the firm 
receive financial, technical, or tax assistance.11° 

The adjustment proposal must describe in some detail the nature 
and cost of the proposed adjustment effort, and the resources to be 

163 Id. § 327, 19 U.S.C. § 1952 (1964). 
164 Id. §§ 328-29, 19 U.S.C. §§ 1961, 1962(a) (1964). 
165 Id. § 329(b)(l), 19 U.S.C. § 1962(b)(l) (1964). 
166 Id. § 330, 19 U.S.C. § 1963 (1964). 
161 Id. § 336, 19 U.S.C. § 1976 (1961). Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962, 

42 u.s.c. §§ 2571-642 (1964). 
168 Sections 311-320 of the Act define the forms and terms of assistance to firms. 
169 Trade Expansion Act of 1962, § 3ll(b), 19 U.S.C. § 19ll(a) (1964). 
110 Id. §§ !H l(a), (b), 19 U.S.C. §§ 19ll(a), (b) (1964). 
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devoted to it from Federal and other sources. The firm may be fur
nished technical assistance in order to prepare an adequate adjustment 
proposal.171 

Adjustment proposals from firms applying for adjustment assistance 
are required to be certified by the Secretary of Commerce as: (1) giving 
reasonable assurance of contributing to successful adjustment; (2) giv
ing adequate consideration to the interest of workers involved; and 
(3) assuring a maximum self-help effort by the firm.172 

No financial or tax assistance and no further technical assistance may 
be given until the adjustment proposal has been certified. 

It is recognized that there may be some firms for which adjustment 
assistance is inappropriate; they could not adjust to their difficulties in 
this way. Even though such firms may have been certified as eligible 
to apply for adjustment assistance, the Secretary of Commerce may not 
authorize assistance unless he is satisfied that it will be of practical 
benefit to the applicant. Adjustment assistance, in short, is not to be 
treated as indemnification of past loss, but as constructive aid for the 
rehabilitation of a commercial enterprise. Adjustment plans that per
mit the rehiring of workers laid off due to increased imports resulting 
from trade agreement concessions are to be preferred. 

The Secretary of Commerce is required to submit each firm's certi
fied adjustment proposal to whatever Federal agency or agencies he 
determines to be appropriate to furnish the financial and technical 
assistance necessary to carry out such proposal.173 Such agencies may 
include the Small Business Administration, the Departments of Agri
culture and Interior, and the Area Redevelopment Administration. 
Each such agency determines whether any part of the assistance called 
for by the proposal comes within the legal authority, regulations, and 
policies of the agency, and whether it is prepared to furnish such as
sistance out of its own appropriations.174 If the agency, for any reason, 
is not prepared to furnish any or all the necessary assistance, it m~st 
promptly notify the Secretary of Commerce, who may. then furnish 
such assistance as remains necessary to carry out the ad1ustment pro-

posal.175 . 
Financial Assistance. Financial assistance may be furnished for plant 

171 See id. § 3ll(c), 19 U.S.C. § I9ll(c) (1964). 
112 Id. § 3ll(b), 19 U.S.C. § I9ll(b) (1964). 
173 See id. § 312(a), 19 U.S.C. § l912(a) (1964). 
174 See id. § 312(b), 19 U.S.C. § 1912(b) (1964). 
ms See id. § 312(c), 19 U.S.C. § 1912(c) (1964). 
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and equipment, including modernization and conversion and, in excep
tional circumstances, for working capital.176 

Loans made or deferred participations taken up are to bear interest 
at a rate no lower than four percent.177 Loans made, guaranteed, or 
covered by deferred participation agreements may have maturities of 
no more than 25 years (with a possibility of a ten-year extension for 
orderly liquidation).178 Private loans may be guaranteed or covered by 
participation agreements only if they are made at a reasonable rate of 
interest.179 An interest ceiling is provided on the portion of any such 
loan guaranteed or covered. Guarantees and deferred participation 
agreements are to be limited to 90 percent of whatever portion of a 
loan is made for adjustment purposes.180 

No financial assistance is to be provided unless the Secretary of Com
merce determines that there is reasonable assurance of repayment (al
though it is not necessary that collateral be required).181 Financial assis
tance is not to be furnished, if it is otherwise available to the firm on 
reasonable terms from non-Federal sources.182 

Technical Assistance. Technical assistance may include such aids as 
managerial advice, market analyses, research in and development of 
new or existing techniques and products, and any other technical 
service that would help promote adjust.ment to import competition. 
Subject to the requirement to make use of existing Government agen
cies to the maximum extent practicable or appropriate in extending 
technical assistance, the Act authorizes provision of technical assistance 
through non-Federal sources, on a contract basis or otherwise.183 Cer
tain types of technical assistance, such as management studies, might 
better be handled outside of the Government. A firm may be required 
to share the cost of technical assistance as appropriate.184 

Tax Assistance. The Act authorizes the Secretary of Commerce to 
certify eligibility for tax assistance when he determines that such 
assistance will materially help the firm to adjust and that the firm has 
sustained a loss which arose predominantly from a business seriously 
injured, in the loss year, due to increased imports resulting from a trade 

176 See id. § 314(b), 19 U.S.C. § 1914(b) (1964). 
177 Id. § 315(b)(l)(A), 19 U.S.C. § 1915(b)(l)(A) (1964). 
178 See id. § 315(d), 19 U.S.C. § 1915(d) (1964). 
179 Id.§ 315(c), 19 U.S.C. § 1915(c) (1964). 
180 Id. § 315(a), 19 U.S.C. § 1915(a) (1964). 
181 Id. § 315(e), 19 U.S.C. § 1915(e) (1964). 
182 Id. 
183 Id. § 313(b), 19 U.S.C. § 1913(b) (1964). 
184 Id § 313(c), 19 U.S.C. § 1913(c) (1964). 
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agreement concession.1811 The existence and amount of such loss are to 
be determined under the Internal Revenue Code.186 This will permit 
a firm to carry back the loss for tax purposes two years beyond the 
three years normally allowed. A firm without sufficient profits for the 
three taxable years preceding the loss year to take [ull advantage of 
the present carryback provisions, may receive a refund out of taxes for 
the two additional preceding years. Before adjustment assistance such 
a firm would only be able to get a tax advantage of the loss against 
possible future income. 

Proposals For Improvement Under an Expanded Program 

Assistance to Workers 

The assistance to workers, while much more substantive than that 
which is available to firms, appears to be both less significant than it 
was in 1962, and to have fallen short of enticing labor from its new
found fondness for quotas. Organized labor in men's clothing, women's 
clothing, textiles, steel, shoes, and glass, among other industries, have 
been supporting quotas in recent years, and the AFL-CIO on the 
national level has in recent years reacted to this protectionist pressure 
from its constituent unions by succumbing to it.187 

A maximum of 65 percent of his average weekly wage for a max
imum of 52 weeks is quite unattractive to a worker at a time when he 
witnesses an average annual rise in the cost of living of approximately 
6 percent-to say nothing of the even higher rate of inflation in food
stuffs and other elements which are more important to lower-income 
wage-earners. These benefits are little more than is otherwise available 
to workers through rising benefits in ordinary unemployment compen
sation under State laws, supplemented by Federal payments,188 leaving 

185 Id. § 317, 19 U.S.C. § 1917 (1964). The firm must file for tax assistance under this 
section within 24 months after the close of the taxable year for which it alleges a net 
operating loss. Id. 

186 INT. R.Ev. CODE of 1954 § 172. 
187 The AFL-CIO Convention of October 1969 adopted a resolution on international 

trade which recommended the renewal of the International Cotton Textile Arrangement 
(see note 65 supra) and the negotiation of supplementary agreements covering interna• 
tional trade in textiles and apparel made of other fibers. See also AFL-CIO, REPORT ON 
INTERNATIONAL TRADE OF THE ECONOMIC POLICY COMMITTEE TO THE AFL-CIO EXECUTIVE 

COUNCIL (1970) for sweeping support of import quotas to "protect" jobs. 
188 For example, the District of Columbia provides for unemployment benefits of at 

}east 50% of a worker's average weekly wage for 34 weeks of each year he is qualified to 
receive unemployment compensation. 19 D.C. Code Ann. § 46-307(d) (1968). 
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aside possible additional benefits now available under collective bar
gaining contracts. The benefits offered by adjustment assistance are 
thus much less attractive in 1970 than they appeared to be in 1962. So, 
too, are the training benefits. A maximum of six months' training 
benefits available under certain circumstances beyond the 52 weeks' 
adjustment allowance, appears to represent an inflexible duration in 
light of the fact that the most effective use of the "factors of produc
tion"-in this case labor-in the United States is in the direction of 
technologically advanced industries which require more extensive labor 
training than the 1962 Act's benefits now permit. 

Even under relaxed eligibility standards, it is difficult to believe 
that a marked improvement in the substance of adjustment assistance 
-such as an increase in readjustment benefits to 90 percent of the 
average weekly wage, for a period of 64 weeks maximum, together with 
a one-year maximum training benefit added thereto-would be an 
unduly burdensome cost to the United States. It would be a small price 
to pay for a sensible trade and foreign policy, as well as a decent recog
nition of the equities of those affected by impersonal forces. Such a 
liberalization of benefits would. be an indication of the Government's 
intention really to ease the transitional path for firms and industries. 
Moreover, it would speak at least as loudly in those accents as the pro
posed relaxation of eligibility requirements, and, together with that 
relaxation, it would represent a significant effort to wean organized 
labor from its current reversion to the short-sighted protectionism 
which had been embraced during the 1920s by the old, craft-dominated 
American Federation of Labor. 

For organized labor cannot be true to itself and at the same time fail 
to heed the eloquent words of Henry George: 

I would urge earnest men who aim at the emancipation of labor 
and the establishment of social justice, to throw themselves into the 
free-trade movement with might and main .... It is not merely that 
the free-trade side of the tariff controversy best consorts with the 
interests of labor; it is not merely that until working-men get over 
thinking of labor as a poor thing that needs to be "protected," and 
of work as a dole from gracious capitalists or paternal governments, 
they cannot rise to a sense of their rights; but it is that the move
ment for free trade is in reality the van of the struggle for the 
emancipation of labor.1so 

189 H. GEORGE, PROTECTION OR FREE TRADE 322 (1886). 
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Government should assist organized labor to regain its moorings-to 
return from its recent flirtations with that protectionism which served 
it so badly in the Great Depression, by increasing the substance of 
adjustment assistance no less than by making it easier to become eli
gible therefor. 

Assistance to Firms 

As for adjustment assistance to firms, the substance provided for in 
the 1962 Act is even more thin. A highly complex, rather than informal, 
"adjustment proposal" subprocedure following eligibility; financial 
assistance in the form of loans at not less than 4 percent, and in fact 
at the 7-8 percent cost to the Treasury of obtaining public money, with 
no grace periods permissible in respect of either interest or principal; 
and relatively minor tax benefits-this is not by any means a package 
of benefits calculated to induce benevolent tolerance, much less en
thusiastic support for a freer trade program. Even the marginal pro
ducer who would like to move into another business with promise of 
something better than a hand-to-mouth existence would have a hard 
time refraining from greeting such an "assistance" program with a 
Gallic shrug. 

In addition to a greatly simplified and informal adjustment proposal 
procedure, there should be other improvements in adjustment assis
tance to firms. If the United States can make concessional loans for 
development purposes in less developed countries for terms up to 40 
years, at a favorable interest rate of 3 percent, and with a IO-year grace 
period on principal repayment, in the interest of the successful conduct 
of the foreign relations of our country,190 surely we can offer more gen
erous terms, for the same basic reasons, to those whose successful do
mestic adjustment and development is important to the continuation 
of liberal trade. Indeed, given the existing paucity of substantive ad
justment assistance for firms, an improvement along the lines suggested 
in all likelihood would be far more impressive of the Government's 
serious intention to facilitate the adjustment of firms than would be a 
mere relaxation of the eligibility requirements, which is all that has 
thus far been proposed by the Administration.191 

Together with the improvements in eligibility requirements urged 
earlier in this section, an improvement in benefits would mark an 
impressive advance in our ability to assist firms and workers to adjust 

190 Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended, 22 U.S.C. § 2161 (Supp. IV, 1965-1968). 
191 See notes 125, 129 supra and accompanying text. 
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as a dynamic society seeks to serve the needs of its people through the 
most efficient allocation of all of its resources, human and material. 
These improvements in the substance and in the procedure of adjust
ment assistance could serve to indicate that the Government is more 
willing today than it was in 1962 to recognize its obligation to provide 
for the general welfare by easing the path to economic health and well
being of those who are thrown out of work or enterprise by impersonal 
forces, regardless of the extent to which they are "internal" or "ex
ternal." Eventually, it should make no difference in benefits or other
wise whether there is any alleged connection, however remote, between 
trade agreements and adversity. These changes will hasten that day. 

Changes In the Adjustment Assistance Program Wrought by 
the "Trade Act of 1970" 

Three major changes in adjustment assistance were made by H.R. 
18970. First, as earlier indicated, the Tariff Commission is no longer 
to make eligibility determinations for firms and workers; the petition 
goes to the President, who receives merely a factual report from the 
Commission. Secondly, the causation requirements between increased 
imports and injury were conformed to the new escape clause formula
tions. And thirdly, the amount of trade readjustment allowances pay
able to an adversely affected worker for a week of unemployment is 
increased from 65 percent of the worker's average weekly wage or 65 
percent of the average weekly manufacturing wage, whichever is lower, 
to 75 percent of each. This substantive improvement in assistance to 
workers (none is made in such assistance to firms) represents a Con
gressional advance over Administration proposals. 

Coupled with these desirable changes, however, was a further curtail
ment of Presidential discretion which the 1962 Act had granted. Under 
that act, the President has discretion to provide adjustment assistance 
or tariff relief, or nothing, when he receives an affirmative escape clause 
recommendation from the Tariff Commission. This was consonant 
with the idea that adjustment assistance would be utilized if feasible, 
with tariff relief, causing international difficulties as it does, to be 
utilized only if adjustment through domestic measures appeared to be 
inadequate. 

H.R. 18970 changes that conception, which is hardly surprising in 
view of the general protectionist thread of the bill. As we have seen, the 
Presidential discretion to refuse to accept an escape clause recom-
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mendation is curtailed by the bill. In addition, the bill provides that 
he no longer is to be able to utilize adjustment assistance in lieu of 
tariff relief. As the Committee Report states: 

Your committee is persuaded that provis10n for adjustment as
sistance should not be continued as a discretionary alternative 
action for the President in place of tariff adjustment action where 
the Tariff Commission has made an affirmative injury and remedy 
determination after an industry investigation.192 

This turns completely about the conception upon which adjustment 
assistance was based. Adjustment assistance, under the bill, is the booby 
prize to which firms and workers are relegated after they have tried
with very large chances of success-to curtail imports through bringing 
escape clause cases. 

192 R.R. REP. No. 1435, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. 32 (1970). 
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U.S. CUSTOMS ASPECTS OF 
SEABED OPERATIONS 

PETER BucK FELLER0 

I NTRODUCTION 

In large measure the significance of legal issues involving the ocean 
floor is dependent upon the commercial value of its resources. Al
though estimates of the extent of seabed resources are necessarily 
conjectural, because of the limited data available, experts agree that 
it is vast. It is believed, for example, that the seabed supply of man
ganese-oxide nodules, containing valuable concentrations of manga
nese, copper, nickel and cobalt, ranges between 90 billion and 1.7 
trillion tons,1 while phosphorite deposits number in the hundreds 
of billions of tons.2 Other minerals such as coal, iron, limestone, zinc, 
sulphur, potash and magnesium are also abundant.3 Total subsea pe
troleum reserves exceed 1 trillion barrels and may be larger than to
tal land reserves.4 The proved recoverable reserves of offshore petro
leum alone are 90 billion barrels.5 

The petroleum industry is presently the dominant factor in seabed 
resource development and is likely to remain so through the remain
der of the 20th century. Currently, about 17 percent of the free 
world's petroleum supply comes from offshore areas,6 most of it from 

• Member of the Bar of the District of Columbia. Office of T ax Legislative Counsel, 
U.S. Treasury Department. T he views expressed herein are those of the author alone 
and should in no way be taken as representing the views of the Treasury Department. 

The author gratefully acknowledges the research assistance of Thomas R. Sheran under 
the Cooperative Writing Program of LAW AND POLICY IN INTERNATIONAL B USINESS. 

1 V. MCKELVEY & F. WANG, WORLD SUBSEA MINERAL REsouRCES 11 (Dep't of Interior, 

1969). See Wakefield, Mining Hard Minerals Three Miles Under Water, IRON AGE, 
Oct. 23, 1969, at 61, and Vacuuming ores from the ocean floor, Bus1NESS WEEK, June 6, 

1970. 
2 MCKELVEY & WANG, supra note 1, at 10. 
s Id. at 9-10. 
4 3 PANEL REPORTS OF THE COMMISSION ON MARINE SCIENCE, ENGINEERING AND REs0URCES 

VIl-199 (Marine Resources, 1969) [hereinafter PANEL REPORTS]. 

5 MCKELVEY & WANG, supra note 1, at 8. 
6 Id. 
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depths under 105 meters.7 By 1980 offshore oil is expected to account 
for between 30 and 35 percent of the free world's oil supplys and 
undoubtedly a sizeable portion of that supply will come from depths 
greater than 105 meters. To date, the worldwide investment in off
shore oil has amounted to $18 billion, $13 billion of which is attrib
utable to United States companies.9 

The commercial attraction of seabed resource development is di
minished by, among other thin gs, a considerable degree of uncer
tainty as to the legal status of su bmarine areas beyond territor ial 
waters.10 It is axiomatic that business needs a stable and reasonably 
clear legal framework within which to operate. This is particularly 
important where seabed ventures are concerned, because of the large 
capital investment usually required and the substantial operatin g 
risks inherent in the hostile ocean environment. 

Developments in the international legal-political sphere affecting 
the uses of the ocean floor have been fast-moving and dramatic from 
the standpoint of the legal and business community.11 Perhaps the 

7 REPORT OF THE NATIONAL PETROU:UM COUNCIL, PETROLEUM RESOURCES UNDER THE 
OCEAN FLOOR 62 (reprint, 1969). Currently about 90% of the value of subsea mineral 
production is attributable to petroleum. 

8 REPORT OF THE COMMISSION ON MARINE SCIENCE, ENGINEERING AND RESOURCES, OUR 
NATION AND THE SEA: A PLAN FOR NATIONAL ACTION 122 (1969) [hereinafter MARINE 
SCIENCE CoMM'N REPORT]. 

o 2 PANEL R EPORTS V-9 (Industry and Private Investment). See also MCKELVEY & WANG, 
supra note 1, at 8-9. 

10 Large-scale technological applications simply cannot be undertaken in marine 
industries if property rights, market access, labor regulation, taxation, and the 
many other elements of the legal and regulatory environment remain in their 
present u ncertain condition. 

MARINE SCIENCE COMM'N REPORT at 160. 
11 On August 17, 1967, the Maltese representative to the U.N. proposed a "Declaration 

and Treaty Concerning the R eservation Exclusively for Peaceful Purposes of the Sea-Bed 
and Ocean Floor, Underlying the Seas Beyond the Limits of Present National Jurisdiction 
and the Use of their R esources in the In terest of Mankind." U.N. Doc. A/6695 (Aug. 18, 
1967), reprinted in H.R. REP. No. 999, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. 15-16 (1967). The Maltese 
proposal included plans for an international trusteeship to administer the resources of 
the seabed and ocean floor, which sparked considerable resistance in Congress. See e.g. 
H.R.J. Res. 816, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. (1967). 

In 1968, and again in 1969, Senator Pell of Rhode Island introduced comprehensive 
treaty proposals fixing the seaward limit of national jurisdiction and providing for an 
international regime for the area beyond. See S. Res. 263, 90th Cong., 2d Sess., 114 
CoNG. REC. 5181 (1968) a:id S. Res. 33, 115 CONG. REc. S598 (daily ed. Jan. 21, 1969). 

On Dec. 21, 1968, the General Assembly of the United Nations established a 42-nation 
Standing Committee on the Peaceful Uses of the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor beyond 
the limits of National Jurisdiction. G.A. R es. 2467-Ag, 23 U.N. GAOR Supp. 18 at 15, 

U.N. Doc. A/7258 (1969). 
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most significant development in recent months has been two United 
States initiatives to promote international agreements which would 
(1) fix the territorial sea at 12 miles with guarantees for free passage 
through international straits12 and (2) establish an ocean floor regime 
under which national claims over the natural resources of the seabed 
beyond the 200 meter isobath would be renounced by treaty.13 With 
respect to the latter proposal, such a treaty would, among other 
things, create an international trusteeship zone comprising the con
tinental margin (the continental shelf14 below 200 meters, the conti
nental slope, and the continental rise) in which the adjoining coastal 
state would act as trustee. Trustee nations would collect substantial 

On Dec. 15, 1969, the General Assembly adopted a resolution providing chat, pending 
the establishment of an international regime: 

(a) States and persons, physical or juridical, are bound to refrain from activities 
of exploration of the resources of the area of the sea-bed and ocean floor, and 
the subsoil thereof, beyond the limits of national jurisdiction; 
(b) No claim to any part of t11at area or its resources shall be recognized. 

G.A. Res. 2574-D, 24 U.N. GAOR, U.N. Doc. A/7834 (1969), reprinted in H earings on Issues 
R elated to Establishment of Seaward Botmdary of U.S. Outer Continental Shelf, Be/ ore 
the Special Subcomm. 01i Outer Conline11/al Shelf of the Senate Comm. on Interior b 
Insular Aflairs, 91st Cong., 1st &: 2d Sess., 108-109 (I 969-1970). In the opinion of tlle Seate 
Department, "[t)he resolution is recommendatory and not obligatory." Id. at 210 (leuer 
from John R. Stevenson, Legal Advisor, State Dep't). For a more detailed discussion of 
recent developments see Carter, 1'he Seabed Beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction, 
4 STAN. J . INT'L STUDIES l (1969), and Haight, The Seabed and Ocean Floor, 3 INT'L LAW. 

682 (1969). 
12 Address by John R. Stevenson on International Law and the Oceans, before the 

Philadelphia World Affairs Council and Philadelphia Bar Association on Feb. 18, 1970, 
at 5 (State Dep't Press Release No. 49). 

13 Sta tement by the President on U.S. Oceans Policy, 6 PRES. Docs. 677 (May 25, 
1970). On June 16, 1970 Senator Metcalf introduced S. 3970 to amend the Outer Conti
nental Shelf Lands Act (see note 53 infra) to implement the President's proposal. The 
United States introduced the proposal as a draft convention to the U.N. Seabeds Com
mittee meeting at Geneva. State Dep't Press Release No. 229, Aug. 3, 1970. 

14 Unless otherwise indicated, the terms "shelf", "continental shelf", and "outer conti
nental shelf" are used hereinafter synonymously to refer to submerged la nds, other than 
the abyssal ocean floor, beyond the territorial sea. There is a distinction between the 
geological definition of continental shelf and the legal concept described by that term. 
T he geological definitions of the shelf and related submarine features arc as follows: 

I. Continental shelf. The zone around the continent, extending Crom the low water 
line to the depth at which there is a marked increase of slope to a greater depth, 
typically at 100 fathoms (200 meters). 

2. Continental slope. The declivity from the outer edge of the continental shelf into 
greater depths. 

3. The continental rise. The continental slope is bounded on its seaward side by 
the continental rise, a vast apron of debris from the continent and of calcareous skeletal 
material from near the sea surface. The apron shape reflects the landward source of 
most o f the sediment. PANEL REPORTS \/111-13 n.21 (International Panel). 
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mineral royalties to be earmarked for international community pur
poses, in return for which each coastal state would receive a share of 
revenues attributable to the area for which it is responsible. In addi
tion, coastal nations would be entitled to impose taxes with respect to 
operations within their trusteeship zone.15 

While an international agreement along these lines is not likely 
to be achieved in the near future, there is much that can be done by 
the United States on a more immediate, unilateral basis to bring a 
greater degree of certainty into the seabed picture.16 There are a num
ber of areas of domestic law affecting commercial operations on the 
ocean floor which have generally not been given sufficient attention. 
Among these are the tax and customs laws of the United States. 

The duty provisions of the tariff laws of the United States apply 
to all articles imported into the "customs territory of the United 
States from outside thereof."17 General headnote 2 of the Tariff 
Schedules of the United States defines the term "customs territory 
of the United States" as including "only the States, the District of 
Columbia, and Puerto Rico." Since State boundaries do not extend 
beyond the three-mile territorial sea (except in the case of Texas and 
the west coast of Florida for certain purposes18) the definition, given 
its plain meaning, excludes the outer continental shelf from the cus
toms territory and thus appears to make mandatory the assessment 
of customs duties on minerals extracted from a site on the outer con
tinental shelf and shipped to a United States port. 

The answer to the basic definitional question may involve many 
millions of dollars in customs revenues. For example, if, as a mat
ter of law, the customs territory of the United States does not include 
the continental shelf, oil extracted from that area and brought to a 
U.S. port would appear to be subject to duty at the rate of 10.5 cents 

15 The President also stated that he would propose changes in the customs laws to 
accommodate the provisions of any future seabeds treaty. See note 169 infra. 

16 See Flipse & Greenwald, The Marine Operator's Role in the Rational Formulation 
of Principles of Law Governing Mining Activities in "Shared" Ocean Space, I MARINE 
TECHNOLOGY SOCIETY, MARINE TECHNOLOGY-1970, at 573 (6th Annual Conference &: 
Exposition) (proposal for a Deep Ocean Floor Resources Act to establish an interim 
national registry to record claims by U.S. nationals to mineral development sites on the 

ocean floor). 
17 Tariff Schedules of the United States (TSUS), general headnote 1, 19 U.S.C. § 1202 

(1964). 
18 United States v. L0uisiana, 363 U.S. l, 36-64 (1960); United States v. Florida, 

363 U.S. 121 (1960). 
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per barrel.19 The Bureau of Customs does not now treat continental 
shelf oil as dutiable, but should this practice be challenged in court 
and the challenge sustained,20 duties would be assessable not only on 
a prospective basis, but also, potentially, on a retroactive basis,21 to 
the effective date of the tariff schedules.22 Between 1963 and 1968 
total outer continental shelf production in the Gulf of Mexico alone 
was about 1 billion barrels23 (practically all of which was transported 
to the U.S. mainland), which suggests that customs duties in excess 
of $100 million are assessable for past continental shelf oil produc
tion.24 

19 TSUS, sched. 4, item 475.10 (crude petroleum testing 25 degrees A.P.I. or more). 
Crude petroleum testing at less than 25 degrees A.P.I. is dutiable at 0.125¢/gal. Id. 
item 475.05. There are 42 gallons of petroleum per barrel. Natural gas, which is also 
produced on the United States continental shelf, is duty-free. Id. item 475.15. 

20 Domestic manufacturers, producers, or wholesalers are accorded the right to chal
lenge the classification of imported articles made by customs officials by filing a written 
protest under § 516(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930. The domestic producer must show that 
he produces the same kind of product whose classification is being called into question; 
he does not, however, have to show or claim any adverse effect from the classification 
claimed to be in error. If the manufacturer's protest is rejected on the administrative 
level, the matter may be litigated in the Customs Court. Tariff Act of 1930 § 516, 19 
U.S.C. § 1516 (1964), as amended by Customs Administration Act of 1970, Pub. L. No. 
91-271, § 209, 84 Stat. 286. 

21 The possibility of retroactive assessment of customs duties arises from the fact 
that shipments of continental shelf oil into the United States have never undergone 
customs liquidation. Under § 516(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930, id., the liquidation of 
any entry is final and conclusive unless a protest challenging the classification, or rate 
of duty (if any) imposed on the goods in question is filed within 30 days after notice of 
liquidation has been sent to a complainant pursuant to a procedure detailed in the 
statute. It appears, therefore, that the customs treatment of such oil may still be open 
to challenge. 

The term "liquidation" refers to the process by which the amount of customs duty 
owing on each importation is determined, based on a decision as to the proper classifica• 
tion of the goods under the tariff schedules of the United States, the proper rate of duty 
applicable thereto, the value of the goods (if the duty is imposed on an ad valorem 
basis in whole or in part), and the quantity involved in each entry. 

22 The tariff schedules of the United States shall become effective as to articles 
entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption on or after August SJ, 
1963. 

Pres. Proc. No. 3548, 3 C.F.R. 298 (1959-1963 Comp.). 
23 U.S. DEP'T OF INTERIOR, PETROLEUM AND SULFUR ON THE U.S. CONTINENTAL SHELF 

36 (1969). 
24 A similar problem arises in connection with the oil import quota program, which 

was established by Presidential Proclamation 3279, dated March 10, 1959, 3 C.F.R. II 
(1959-1963 Comp.) pursuant to § 2 of the Act of July l, 1954, 19 U.S.C. 1352a (1964). 
The stated basis for the Proclamation was a finding that imports of crude oil, unfinished 
oil and finished products threatened to impair the national security. This is the only 
action ever taken under the national security provision of the Act. STAFF OF HouSE 
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There is no doubt that the United States is entitled to lecrislate 
with respect to the natural resource development of its conti~ental 
shelf under the Convention on the Continental Shelf. That Conven
tion is widely regarded as a codification, at least in part, of customary 
international law, which traces its beginnings, generally, to the Tru
man Proclamation of 1945. The principal question presented, there
fore, is to what extent that right has been exercised where the cus
toms laws are concerned. Part I of this article deals with the status 
of the continental shelf prior to the passage of the Outer Continen
tal Shelf Lands Act of 1953 (hereinafter the OCS Land Act), both 
from the standpoint of legislative jurisdiction and the scope of the 
customs laws, since historical factors have an important bearing on 
any interpretation of existing law. Part II analyzes the OCS Lands 
Act, while Part III examines customs legislation and administrative 
practice after 1953 with particular reference to the Tariff Classifica
tion Act of 1962, which introduced the definition of "customs terri
tory of the United States" adverted to above. The Convention on the 
Continental Shelf and other pertinent Law of the Sea provisions are 
discussed in Part IV in terms of their relationship to customs and 
customs-related legislation. 

WAYS & MEANS COMM., 90TH CoNc., 20 SESS., SELECTED PROVISIONS OF THE TARIFF AND 

TRADE LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES 96 (Comm. Print 1968). 
The statute permits the President to impose quantitative restrictions with respect to 

articles "imported into the United States." No statutory definition of "United States" is 
provided. However, the Proclamation contains a finding that within the continenta] 
United States (as distinguished from possessions, territories or the Commonwealth of 
Puerto Rico) there are two areas, one east of the Rocky Mountains (Districts I-IV) and 
the other west of the mountains (District V), having different oil producing capabilities 
and requiring different treatment under the quota program. With respect to the con
tinental United States the import quotas specified in the Proclamation apply only to oil 
imported into those Districts. Section 9 of the Proclamation defines the Districts in terms 
of the States of which they are comprised. Consequently, it can be argued that any oil 
brought into such Districts from outside thereof should be considered oil imported into 
the United States within the meaning of the statute, or at least within the meaning of 
the Proclamation. Again, the boundaries of the States and, therefore, the Districts do 
not extend beyond the three-mile territorial sea. It follows, accordingly, that oil extracted 
from the outer continental shelf is at least technically subject to the oil import quota. 

Article I, sec. 9, cl. 6 of the Constitution provides: 
No preference shall be given by any Regulation of Commerce or Revenue to 
the Ports of one State over those of another .... 

The purpose of the "no preference" clause was to prevent discrimination between ports 
based on their location in different states or regions. Since the oil import quota program 
constitutes a "Regulation of Commerce" and provides more favorable treatment to the 
ports of one group of states than to the ports_ of the re~aining gro~p of states, the 
constitutional validity of the program under this clause might be sub1ect to challenge. 
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I. THE STATUS OF OFFSHORE AREAS BEFORE 1953 

The Truman Proclamation-1945 

In the two decades beginning in 1930 and 1940, it became increas
ingly apparent that there were significant petroleum resources under
lying the submerged lands off the coast of the United States. In recog
nition of the economic potential of these reserves, President Truman 
issued a proclamation in 1945 stating that the United States regarded 
the natural resources of the seabed and subsoil of its continental shelf 
as appertaining to the United States and, therefore, subject to its ju
risdiction and control.25 

It is clear that prior to the Truman Proclamation the United 
States did not consider that it had extraterritorial jurisdiction over 
these submarine areas. In 1918, for example, the State Department 
informed a United States citizen, who had discovered oil in the Gulf 
of Mexico some 40 miles from the United States coast, that "the 
United States has no jurisdiction over the ocean bottom beyond the 
territorial waters adjacent to the coast. "26 Similarly, in 1944 the State 
Department, in response to an individual's assertion of "title and 
dominion" in the ocean floor beyond the territorial sea, stated that 
such a claim by a private person "has no legal effect and confers upon 
such person no rights with respect to submerged lands" beyond the 
three-mile limit.27 The significant point, of course, is that the State 
Department letter did not claim United States jurisdiction over such 
areas. 

Even under the Truman Proclamation, the jurisdictional claim of 
the United States extended only to the natural resources of the shelf 
and not to the submerged land itself.28 In any case, under the separa
tion of powers doctrine a Presidential Proclamation could not amend 
any preexisting statute which by its own terms was limited in terri-

25 Pres. Proc. No. 2667, 3 C.F.R. 67 (1943-1948 Comp.). Concerning the waters above 
the shelf, the Proclamation specified that their "character as High Seas," and "the right 
to their free and unimpeded navigation" were not affected. Id. "Generally, submerged 
land which is contiguous to the continent and which is covered by no more than one 
hundred fathoms (600 ft.) of water is considered as Continental Shelf." 13 DEP'T STATE 
BULL. 484 (1945) {press r elease accompanying the Truman Proclamation). 

26 II G. HACKWORTH, DIGEST OF INTERNATIONAL LAW 679, 680 (1941). 
27 Clingan, Triumphantly on the Reefs, 3 MARINE TECH. Soc'y J. 33 (1969). 
28 The Government of the United States regards the natural resources of the subsoil 

and seabed •. . as appertaining to the United States, subject to its jurisdiction 
and control . • . . 

3 C.F.R. 67 (1943-1948 Comp.). 
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torial application. At least up to 1953, therefore, it can be said with 
assurance that there was no basis for treating the continental shelf as 
being within the geographical United States for domestic law pur
poses, absent a specific statute to the contrary. That conclusion nat
urally applies to the term "United States" as used in successive tariff 
acts through the Tariff Act of 1930, and subsequent amendments. 
The Tariff Act of 1930, prior to its amendment by the Tariff Clas
sification Act of 1962, provided that the tariff schedules ,,vere appli
cable to articles "imported from any foreign country into the United 
States or into any of its possessions ( except the Virgin Islands, Amer
ican Samoa, Wake Island, Midway Islands, Kingman Reef, and the 
island of Guam)."29 The term "United States" was not specifically 
defined in the duty provisions, but it can be said with reasonable 
certainty that, prior to the passage of the OCS Lands Act of 1953, the 
shelf was not considered to be part of the United States for tariff 
purposes. That fact alone is not, of course, dispositive of the issue, 
since by the terms of the tariff act only articles imported from a for
eign country were subject to the tariff schedules. It is, therefore, nec
essary to determine whether the continental shelf was treated as a 
foreign country so as to make articles of continental shelf origin du
tiable upon their importation into the United States. 

The term "foreign country" when used in a geographical sense is 
ordinarily considered to mean territory under the sovereignty of a for
eign government30 and, absent evidence of a specific legislative intent to 
ascribe some other meaning to that term, the submerged lands adja
cent to the United States, but beyond its territorial waters, would 
not logically be considered a foreign country. However, it was found 
in Proctor & Gamble Manufacturing Co. v. United States31 that, with 
respect to importations of fish and fish products of high seas origin, 
there was sufficient evidence of Congressional intent to sustain the 
view that such importations were subject to the tariff schedules. 

The case arose out of a contract between the Proctor & Gamble 
Co. (the importer) and a Norwegian whaling company under which 
the latter sold a quantity of whale oil which was produced on a Nor
wegian flag factory ship on the high seas from whales captured on the 

29 Tariff Act of rn30 §§ 1, 201, 46 Stat. 590, 672 (1930), as amended, 19 U.S.C. § 1821 

(1964). . . 
so Burnet v. Chicago Portrait Co., 285 U.S. 1, 5 (1931); DeLima v. Bidwell, 182 U.S. 

1, 180 (1900). 
31 19 C.C.P.A. (Customs) 415 (1932). 
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high seas. When the Norwegian ship delivered its cargo of whale oil 
at the port of New York, the customs collector classified the oil as 
dutiable at 6 cents per gallon under the tariff schedules. After liq
uidation,32 the importer filed a protest action on the grounds that the 
oil was not imported from a foreign country and was therefore not 
subject to duty. The Customs Court upheld the collector's decision 
on the grounds that a foreign flag vessel was considered to be part of 
the territory of the flag country under international law and there
fore qualified as a "foreign country" for purposes of determining the 
origin of the imported whale oil.33 

On appeal the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals affirmed the 
lower court's decision, but relied on a different theory. The court 
agreed that given its ordinary meaning the term "foreign country" 
meant the territory of a nation other than the United States,34 but felt 
justified in looking behind the plain meaning of that term because 
of other specific provisions in the tariff act which would make the 
ordinary interpretation absurd as applied to imports of fish or fish 
products.3

ll Since the tariff act expressly provided that the products 
of American fisheries, including whale oil, were exempt from duty,36 

and since it further provided that whale oil was dutiable at the rate 
of 6 cents per gallon,37 the court concluded that Congress must have 
intended that whale oil "imported from sources other than American 
fisheries" was subject to duty without regard to whether such oil was 
imported from the territory of a foreign nation.38 The court stated 
that it was "a matter of common knowledge that whales are captured 
and killed, to a large extent, upon the high seas, and not within the 
territorial limits of any country."39 Furthermore, the court observed, 
whale oil produced by United States fisheries was either produced on 
factory ships upon the high seas or within the territorial limits of the 
United States. If the latter were the case, the statutory exemption for 
products of American fisheries would not be relevant since there 
could be no importation. The court concluded: "It is, therefore, in 

32 See explanation of "liquidation" in note 21 supra. 
83 T.D. 45,099, 60 TREAS. DEC. 356 (1931). 
84 19 C.C.P.A. (Customs) at 418. 
8ll Id. at 419. 
86 Tariff Act of 1930, § 201, para. 1730, 46 Stat. 679 (1930) (repealed). 
37 Tariff Act of 1930, § I, para. 52, 46 Stat. 597 (I 930) is identical to Tariff Act of 1922, 

§ 1, para. 53, 42 Stat. 865 (1922) (no longer in effect). 
88 19 C.C.P.A. (Customs) at 421. 
89 Id. at 420. 
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large part, whale oil produced upon the high seas to which the ex
empting statute must apply."40 

In assessing the legislative intent, the court also gave weight to the 
traditional United States tariff policy of promoting the domestic fish
ing industry by affording it tariff protection (i.e., by imposing duties 
upon competing foreign products).41 

The rationale of the Proctor & Gamble decision clearly could not 
have been applied so as to make continental shelf resources dutiable 
on the basis that the continental shelf came within the meaning of 
the term "foreign country." There were no specific provisions in the 
tariff act indicating that, as applied to the continental shelf, Congress 
intended that term to have a meaning other than its ordinary one. 
Certainly, there would have been no basis to contend that treating 
the shelf as a foreign country would have furthered a protective tariff 
policy. Prior to 1953, therefore, the continental shelf did not come 
within the scope of the term "United States" or the term "foreign 
country" for purposes of applying the customs laws. The same con
clusion pertains to the deep ocean floor, although, apart from the 
question of fish and fish products, that has not heretofore presented 
a practical problem. 

II. THE STATUS OF OFFSHORE AREAS UNDER 1953 LEGISLATION 

Submerged Lands Act-1953 

Since the early stages of offshore mineral development occurred in 
shallow areas relatively near to the shoreline, it is not surprising that 
one of the first legal issues to arise involved Federal versus State ju
risdiction over the submerged areas within the three-mile territorial 
sea.42 Even before the Creole Field was discovered about 1 ½ miles 
from the Louisiana coastline in 1938,43 the controversy had reached 
major proportions. In the previous year, a joint resolution had been 
introduced declaring that lands below the low water mark were a 
part of the United States.44 That resolution passed the Senate45 and 

40 Id. 
41 Id. 
42 See Metcalf, Tidelands Controversy: A Study in Development of a Political-Legal 

Problem, 4 SYRACUSE L. REV. 39 (1952); Shalowitz, Boundary Problems Raised by the 
Submerged Lands Act, 54 CoLUM. L. REV. 1021, 1022-26 (1954). 

43 U.S. DEP'T OF INTERIOR, PETROLEUM AND SULFUR ON THE U.S. CONTINENTAL SHELF 22 

(1969). 
44 S. J. Res. 208, 75th Cong., 1st Sess. (1937). 
45 81 CONG. REC. 9326 (1938). 
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was favorably reported by the House Judiciary Committee,46 al
though final action ·was never taken by the House. 

Another joint resolution, asserting title to these submerged lands 
in the States, was passed by both houses of Congress in 1945,47 but 
was subsequently vetoed by the President.48 In the same year the 
United States instituted the first of a series of suits against particular 
States in the Supreme Court to settle the jurisdictional and boundary 
questions.49 Out of these cases arose the principle that the United 
States had "paramount rights" (dominium and imperium) in the sub
merged lands lying seaward of the low water mark. In 1953, after 
more than 15 years of Congressional hearings, the Submerged Lands 
Act was enacted to quitclaim the mineral property interest of the 
United States within the three-mile territorial sea to those States 
bordering the oceans, including the Gulf of Mexico.60 It was also 
provided that any State which could establish a historical seaward 
boundary greater than three nautical miles was entitled to exercise 
jurisdiction over such areas up to three marine leagues, except for 
purposes affecting the international relations of the United States.151 In 
addition, United States jurisdiction and control over the natural re
sources of the seabed and subsoil beyond "the area of lands beneath 
navigable waters" (meaning the submerged lands under the territorial 
sea) was expressly confirmed.62 

Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act-1953 

Besides confirming United States rights with respect to the outer 
continental shelf, it was necessary to provide a mechanism for the 

46 H.R. R.EP. No. 2378, 75th Cong., 1st Sess., 83 CONG. R.Ec. 7178 (1938). 
47 H.J. Res. 225, 79th Cong., 1st Sess., 92 CONG. R.Ec. 9642, 10,310-16, 10,412, 10,415 

(1945). 
48 92 CoNc. R.Ec. 10,660 (1945). Veto sustained by the House, 92 CONG. R.Ec. 10,745. 
49 United States v. Texas, 339 U.S. 707 (1950); United States v. Louisiana, 339 U.S. 699 

(1950); United States v. California, 332 U.S. 19 (1947). 
60 43 u.s.c. §§ 1301-15 (1964). 

[T)itle to and ownership of the lands beneath navigable waters within the 
boundaries of the respective States ... are ... vested in and assigned to the 
respective States .... 

43 U.S.C. § 131 l(a)(l) (1964). 
The United States releases and relinquishes unto said States ... all right, title, 
and interest of the United States, if any it has, in and to all said lands, improve
ments and natural resources. 

ld. § 13ll(b)(l). 
111 Id. §§ 1312, 1314. 
CS2 ld. § 1302. 
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leasing and development of such areas. As a result, the Outer Con
tinental Shelf Lands Act was signed into law the same year.53 That 
Act represented a compromise between differences in the House and 
Senate approaches to the exercise of United Slates jurisdiction over 
the adjacent continental shelf areas beyond territorial waters. The 
House bill (H.R. 5134), which was cast as an amendment to the Sub
merged Lands Act, was reported by the House Judiciary Committee 
on May 12, 1953,54 and passed by the House the following day.55 

Among other things, the bill provided: 

Jurisdiction Over Outer Continental Shelf.-(a) It is hereby de
clared to be the policy of the United States that the natural 
resources of the subsoil and seabed of the outer continental shelf 
appertain to the United States and are subject to its jurisdiction, 
control, and power of disposition as provided in this Act. Federal 
laws now in effect or hereafter adopted shall apply to the entire 
area of the outer continental shelf.56 

On May 14, 1953, Senator Cordon, Chairman of the Senate Com
mittee on Interior and Insular Affairs, introduced S. 190 I as a pro
posed independent act governing the continental shelf. The bill 
repeated the statement of Congressional policy in H. R. 5134 that con
tinental shelf resources appertained to the United States and were 
subject to its jurisdiction, control and power of disposition, but 
adopted a different method of extending Federal laws to the shelf. 
Section 4 of the bill (Laws Applicable to Outer Continental Shelf) 
enumerated those Federal laws which were to apply to continental 
shelf activities and how they were to apply.r;7 The Longshoremen's 
and Harbor Workers' Compensation Act, for example, was extended 
to cover death or disability of an employee resulting from injury 
sustained in continental shelf operations by amending the definition 
of "United States" as used in that Act to include "the outer Conti
nental Shelf."58 

With respect to the customs laws, the bill provided: 

53 Pub. L. No. 83-212, 67 Stat. 462 (1953), 43 U.S.C. §§ 1331-43 (1964). 
54 H.R. REP. No. 413, 83d Cong., 1st Sess., 99 CONG. REc. 4824 (1953). 
66 99 CONG. REC. 4895 (1953). 
56 H.R. 5134, 83d Cong., 1st Sess. § 9(a) (1953). 
57 E.g., structures on the continental shelf were to be treated as U.S. vessels on the 

high seas for purposes of punishing offenses committed thereon or of determining _whether 
acts occurring on such structures constituted offenses under Federal law governing U.S. 
vessels. 

GS 43 U.S.C. § 1333(c)(3) (1964). 
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No merchandise of foreign growth or manufacture shall be brought 
upon any structure referred to in subsection (a) from any foreign 
port or place unless it shall have been entered for consumption in 
the United States in accordance with the customs laws and regu
lations.69 

In section 4(i) of the bill, "all prov1s1ons of law applicable with 
respect to the exportation of any commodity, article, material, or 
supply from a place in a State of the United States" were made ap
plicable to exportations from continental shelf structures. 

The original version of S. 190 I and the response which it generated 
in the Executive Branch provide a valuable insight into the preexist
ing customs law status of the outer continental shelf as understood 
in the Congress and the Executive Branch. 

First, the bill itself was apparently drafted on the assumption that 
the continental shelf beyond territorial waters was not a part of the 
United States, as such, for purposes of the customs laws. This can 
be inferred from the fact that the shipments made directly to a shelf 
structure from abroad would not have constituted an importation 
for customs purposes so as to make the tariff schedules apply, because 
the bill would have required such goods to be entered for consump
tion at a U.S. port60 before unlading at the structure in order to be
come dutiable. In addition , shipments of foreign goods directly to 
a point on the shelf from abroad, rather than to a structure thereon, 
would not have been subject to the prohibition, nor would the goods 
have been subject to the tariff schedules. 

Moreover, the bill did not deal with the customs treatment of ar
ticles originating on the continental shelf and brought directly to a 
U.S. port. In view of the provision treating goods exported from the 
shelf as goods exported from a State of the United States, and, more 

69 The bill also provided criminal penalties and procedures for violation of this prohi-
bition, including the following: 

Merchandise brought upon any such structure in violation of the provisions of 
this subsection shall be forfeited to the United States in the same manner as in 
the case of merchandise introduced into the United States in violation of section 
545 of title 18 of the United States Code. 

S. 1901, 83d Cong., 1st Sess. § 4(h)(l) (1953). 
60 Ports consist of the conjunctions of water and land areas which ships enter for 

the purpose of loading and unloading cargo and passengers. 
M. McDOUGAL & W. BURKE, TUE PUBLIC ORDER OF THE OCEANS 419 (1962). 

A port is part of internal waters, and therefore is as fully [sic] portion of State 
territory as the land itself. . 

J. STARKE, AN INTRODUCTION TO I NTERNATIONAL LAW 203 (1963). This suggests that a si te 
located on the continental shelf of the United States could not be a "port." 
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importantly, in view of the tariff provisions in effect at that time ap
plying the tariff schedules only to importations from a "foreign coun
try,"61 such articles were presumably not considered to be imported 
from a foreign country. Although no provision in the bill dealt with 
shipments from the U.S. mainland to a structure or place on the U.S. 
continental shelf, such shipments were clearly assumed not to consti
tute exportations.62 It should be noted, however, that section 4(k) of 
the bill provided: 

The specific application by this section of certain prov1S1ons of 
law to structures referred to in subsection (a) or to acts or offenses 
occurring or committed on such structures shall not give rise to 
any inference that the application to such structures, acts, or of
fenses of any other provision of law is not intended. 

In its report on the Senate bill, the Justice Department took the 
position that the blanket extension of Federal laws to the outer con
tinental shelf contained in the House bill was not sufficiently specific 
"in that it does not indicate what applicability is intended to be 
given to Federal laws which by their own terms apply only to speci
fied places that would not in terms include the outer Continental 
Shelf."63 On that basis the Justice Department report noted with 
approval that the Senate bill (S. 1901 in its original form) made 
"specific provision for the application, with modifications in some 
instances, of Federal laws relating to workmen's compensation, mort
gage recordation, labor relations, fair labor standards, immigration, 
and importation and exportation of goods."64 

The Treasury Department's report on the Senate bill pointed out 

61 Tariff Act of 1930, §§ I, 201, 46 Stat. 590, 672; 19 U.S.C. § 1001, paras. 1-97, § 1201, 
paras. 1601-807 (1946). 

62 For purposes of the drawback provisions of customs law (e.g., 19 U.S.C. 1313), the 
term "export" or "exportation" has traditionally been considered to mean the severing 
of goods from the commerce of the United States and their transportation to a foreign 
country. Swan & Finch v. United States, 190 U.S. 143 (1903). In an advisory opinion letter 
dated Aug. 13, 1963 (ref.: OB731) the Bureau of Customs ruled that a shipment to 
Antarctica was not an exportation and therefore was not eligible for a drawback payment 
because the destination was not a foreign country. Similarly, a shipment to an oil rig on 
I.he continental shelf was held not to be an exportation in an advisory letter dated June 
27, 1966 (ref.: MS731). By contrast, the Bureau of Customs recently held the lifting of 
a communications satellite into orbit to be an exportation for drawback purposes! T.D. 
68-206(1), 2 CuST. BULL. 442 (1968). 

63 Hearings on S.1901 and S.1901 Amendment Before the Senate Comm. on Interior & 
Insular Affairs, 83d Cong., Jst Sess. 699 (1953). 

64 Id. at 700. 
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that S. 1901 would not make all Federal laws applicable to outer 
continental shelf activities and submitted a two-part memorandum 
listing certain laws which were believed not to be applicable to the 
continental shelf under the bill and suggesting certain technical 
changes in the bill " to minimize any later difficulties in interpreta
tion or application."66 

On J une 15, the Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs 
reported an amended version of S. 190166 which was passed by the 
Senate shortly thereafter.67 The reported bill contained a broad ex
tension of Federal jurisdiction over the outer continental shelf sim
ilar to the one in H.R. 5134: 

The Constitution and laws and civil and political jurisdiction of 
the United States are hereby extended to the subsoil and seabed 
o{ the outer Continental Shelf and to all artificial islands and fixed 
structures which may be erected thereon for the purpose of ex
ploring for, developing, removing, and transporting resources there
from, to the same extent as if the outer Continental Shelf were an 
area of exclusive Federal jurisdiction located within a State .... 

The reported bill retained most of the provisions extending spe
cific laws to the shelf, but dropped the provisions dealing with the 
application of the customs laws. The explanation of the deletions in 
the Committee's report was that in view of the broad extension of 
jurisdiction in section 4 of the reported bill, explicit language was 
thought unnecessary.68 The Committee did, however, adopt Trea
sury's recommendation to vest jurisdiction over continental shelf 
customs disputes with the Customs Court and the Court of Customs 
and Patent Appeals.69 vVhen the House-Senate Conference Commit
tee reported out the bill70 which became the Outer Continental Shelf 
Lands Act, the reference to the jurisdiction of the Customs Court 
and the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals was omitted.71 

The scope and effect of the "extension provision" in section 4 of 
the OCS Lands Act is ambiguous and confusing. It was drafted by 
the Senate committee within a relatively short time period and re-

ois Id. at 694-95. 
66 S. REP. No. 411 , 83d Cong., 1st Sess. (1953). 
67 99 CONC. REC. 7265 (1953). 
68 S. REP. No. 4ll, supra note 66, at 24. 
69 Id. at 16. 
70 H .R. REP. No. 1031, 83d Cong., 1st Sess. (1953). 
71 In the Senate floor debates Senator Long expressed the opinion that the reference 

was unnecessary. 99 CoNc. R.Ec. 7257 (1953). 
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ported to the Senate amidst complaints that it had not been given 
adequate consideration.72 On the Senate floor, Senator Cordon de
scribed the kind of substantive problems facing the committee in 
this regard: 

What Federal laws are applicable; what should apply? In what 
court, where situated, does jurisdiction lie, or where should it be 
placed? Should new Federal law be enacted where existing statutes 
are wholly inadequate, or should the laws of abutting States be 
made applicable? The necessity for answering these questions is 
clear when we take note of the fact that the full development of 
the estimated values in the shelf area will require the efforts and 
the physical presence of thousands of workers on fixed structures in 
the shelf area. Industrial accidents, accidental death, peace, and 
order-these and many other problems and situations need and 
must have legislative attention.73 

His subsequent conclusion reflected his uncertainty as to the scope 
and effect of the committee's ,.,rork: "Your committee turned its at
tention to those questions, and it has tried to bring to the Senate in 
S. 1901 an answer to at least some of them. "74 

In presenting his section-by-section explanation of S. 190 I, Senator 
Cordon stated that "the committee, by a divided vote, determined 
to apply to the [ continental shelf] area, first , that body of basic Fed
eral law found in the United States Constitution .... Second, it was 
determined to make applicable the whole body of Federal law which 
applies today to those areas inside the States owned by the Federal 
Government under exclusive Federal jurisdiction."75 It is difficult to 
reconcile this sweeping approach with Senator Cordon's subsequent 
statement that the Committee found it necessary to "particularize" 
the manner in which certain specific Federal statutes apply to the 
continental shelf.76 

72 99 CONG. R.Ec. 7219, 7226 (1953). See generally 99 CONG. R.Ec. 7252-65 (1953) (state
ments of Senators Long of Louisiana and Holland of Texas). 

73 99 CONG. R.Ec. 6962 (1953). 
74 Id. Furthermore, the conference report made no mention of the extension of all 

Federal laws to the shelf, but did mention that "certain Federal laws are made applicable 
to the area" (emphasis added). H.R. REP. No. 1031, 83d Cong., 1st Sess. 12 (1953). 

75 99 CONG. REc. 6965 (1953) (emphasis added). After-enacted statutes, unless they 
specifically so provided, would not normally be regarded as applicable to the shelf under 
standard rules of statutory construction. Posadas v. National City Bank, 296 U.S. 497, 503 
(1936); States v. Yuginovich, 256 U.S. 450, 453 (1920). See 1 J. SUTHERLAND, STATUTES AND 
STATUTORY CoNSTRUCTION 463 (3d ed. 1943). 

76 99 CONG. R.Ec. 6964 (1953). 
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Section 4 (the "extension provision") is susceptible of several in
terpretations, none of them wholly satisfactory. First, it might be read 
as amending the geographical definition of "United States" whenever 
used in a Federal statute then in force to include the continental 
shelf. If that was the intent, it is hard to explain why a special provi
sion amending the definition of United States in the Longshoremen's 
and Harbor Workers' Act would have been thought necessary. 

Another interpretation is that section 4 was intended to extend the 
territorial sovereignty of the United States to the continental shelf 
(but to extend a more limited jurisdiction to the structures thereon). 
This seems to be the import of the term "political jurisdiction." On 
the other hand, the debates on the legislation contain a number of 
statements that the legislation did not have the effect of extending 
the territorial boundaries of the United States to the edge of the 
shelf,77 although there appears to have been some confusion on this 
score, with certain legislators apparently believing that the bill would 
have exactly that effect.78 

Section 4 could also be viewed as the assertion of the power or au
thority of the United States to legislate with respect to the continen
tal shelf, rather than the incorporation of the continental shelf into 
the geographical United States, thus formalizing the Congressional 
declaration of policy in the statute, as well as giving legislative force 
to the 1945 Truman Proclamation. The reference to areas of exclu
sive Federal jurisdiction within a State, therefore, would amount to 
a description of the nature of that power. It follows that the enumer
ation of specific Federal laws applicable to the shelf was an exercise 
of that power, and that laws not listed were not affected. 

Doubtless, other interpretations are possible. It should also be 
noted that the "extension provision" in section 4 is not substantively 
different from the blanket extension of Federal laws in H.R. 513479 

and, therefore, is subject to the same objections to the House bill 
raised by the Justice Department to the effect that, in the absence 
of specific language, such a formulation does not indicate how these 

77 For example, Senator Cordon stated, "By this act, the United States is not extending 
its national boundaries or its national sovereignty out into the high seas to the outer edge 
of the Continental Shelf." 99 CoNc. REC. 6963 (1953). 

78 In reference to a colloquy between Senator Daniel of Texas and Jack B. Tate, Legal 
Advisor, Dep't of State, Senator Ellender stated, "If the testimony which now appears 
in the committee hearings is read, I believe it will convince anyone that our extension of 
jurisdiction and control over the seabed and subsoil of this area really means an extension 
of sovereignty over the seabed and subsoil." 99 CONC. REc. 7223 (1953). 

79 See note 56 supra and accompanying text. 
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laws are to apply.80 To illustrate: If a domestic statute classifies U.S. 
citizens in terms of those working within the continental United 
States and those working without, and provides for different treat
ment of each class, surely that law applies to U.S. citizens working 
on the continental shelf, yet that fact alone does not determine which 
category they fall into and consequently how the law affects them. 

The significance of the foregoing discussion is that it necessarily 
leads to the conclusion that during the deliberations on the OCS Lands 
Act in 1953 both the Congress and the Treasury Department assumed 
the continental shelf resources were not subject to duty under existing 
law, and, consequently, there was no intent to change the existing 
law in this respect, because there was no need to do so. This helps to 
explain why none of the specific customs provisions considered by the 
Senate Interior and Insular Affairs Committee for possible inclusion 
in the shelf legislation dealt with the dutiability of U.S. continental 
shelf resources under the tariff schedules. It follows that the OCS 
Lands Act had no effect on the dutiable status of continental shelf 
resources imported into a U.S. port. By virtue of the fact that they 
were not imported from a "foreign country," as specified in the ap
plicable tariff provisions, such articles remained duty free. 

The proposition that the OCS Lands Act had no effect on customs 
laws in this respect is further borne out by reference to the tariff treat
ment of cargo sunken and abandoned on the shelf, and subsequently 
salvaged and entered into the United States. Such cargo, both before 
and after 1953, was (and continues to be) subject to customs duty 
upon entry.81 It has never been suggested that the movement of a 
sinking ship from a point on the high seas to a point on the shelf con
stitutes an entry into the United States or that the cargo becomes 
imported merchandise through such a process. 82 This has been so 

80 See note 63 supra and accompanying text. 
81 [T)he mineral resources under the subsoil and seabed of the outer continental 

shelf are considered by force of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act and e~· 
pecially sections 3 and 4(a)(l) thereof ~43 U.S.C. 1332,_ 1_333(a)(l)), not to he 
outside the customs territory of the Umted States, as d1stmct from cargo of a 
vessel wrecked outside territorial waters, which is considered to be imported 
when brought to a port of entry in the United States (see 19 U.S.C. 1483(1)). 

Letter from Robert v. McIntyre, Assistant Commissioner, Office of Regulations & Rulings, 
Bureau of Customs, to Mr. Matthew T. Adams, December 22, 1969 (quoted with Mr. 

Adams' permission). 
82 Quaere: If a vessel, outward bound from a U.S. p~rt, unloads supplies. pn a l!.S. 

continental shelf installation used for scientific research, 1s such a transportauon sub1ect 
to the coastwise laws which orovide that only U.S. vessels are eligible to engage in the 
coastwise trade? If the install~tion is supplied by a foreign vessel coming from a foreign 
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despite the fact that the "extension provision" of the OCS Lands Act 
applies to the "seabed and subsoil of the outer Continental Shelf," 
and not to the natural resources of the shelf alone. The report of the 
conference committee explained the legislative intent in this regard: 

[T)he jurisdiction and control of the United States is extended 
to the seabed and subsoil of the entire outer Continental Shelf 
adjacent to the shores of the United States instead of merely to 
the natural resources of the seabed and subsoil.83 

It ·would seem, then, that the dutiability of merchandise salvaged 
from the outer continental shelf was ambiguous prior to the entry 
into force in 1964 of the Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf 
which limits coastal state jurisdiction to natural resources. If the duty 
provisions in the tariff act were altered by the "extension provision" 
of the OCS Lands Act, any duty collections on salvaged cargo in such 
circumstances would necessarily have been ultra vires. On the other 
hand, the continued dutiable status of such merchandise after 1953 
might be considered as evidence that the customs authorities believed 
the applicable tariff provisions were unaffected by the OCS Lands Act.84 

III. CUSTOMS STATUS OF THE CONTINENTAL SHELF AFTER 1953 

The Tariff Classification Act of 1962 

Congress, in the Customs Simplification Act of 1954, 85 directed the 
Tariff Commission to study all the provisions of the customs laws per
taining to the tariff classification of imports for the purpose of revising, 
codifying and simplifying those provisions.86 It was specified, however, 
that no rates of duty were to be changed except incidental changes 
needed to carry out the Congressional mandate.87 This monumental 
task took more than 6 years to complete and culminated in the Tariff 

port, can that vessel validly be required to obtain advance permission from U.S. customs 
authorities? Are these supplies dutiable in light of the fact that under the Continental 
Shelf Convention coastal states are limited to the exercise of sovereign rights in con
nection with the exploration or exploitation of natural resources? 

83 H.R. REP. No. 1031, 83d Cong., 1st Sess. 12 (1953). 
84 But even so, there is a question of whether such merchandise was imported into the 

U.S. from a "foreign country," prior to the Tariff Classification Act of 1962. See notes 85-
92 infra and accompanying text. 

85 Pub. L. No. 83-768, § lOl(b), 68 Stat. 1136 (1954) (found in scattered sections of 19 
U.S.C.). 

86 Id. 
87 Id. 
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Classification Act of 1962.88 This Act amended the Tariff Act of 1930 
by adopting a new Title I, called the Tariff Schedules of the United 
States (TSUS), consisting of (1) general headnotes and rules of inter
pretation, (2) eight tariff schedules and (3) an appendix to the sched
ules. 

The key provisions in the TSUS for purposes of this paper are 
general headnotes 1 and 2.89 The first provides: "All articles imported 
into the customs territory of the United States from outside thereof 
are subject to duty or exempt therefrom as prescribed in general head
notes 3 (relating to the application of the rate columns to imports from 
insular possessions, Cuba, the Philippine Republic, Communist coun
tries, and all other countries)." General headnote 2 provides: "The 
term 'customs territory of the United States,' as used in the schedules, 
includes only the States, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico." 

Because the boundaries of States do not extend beyond the three
mile territorial sea (except in the case of Florida and Texas), the plain 
words of the statute exclude the outer continental shelf from the scope 
of the customs territory of the United States. Accordingly, general 
headnote I requires that customs duties at the rates provided in the 
schedules be assessed against resources extracted from the continental 
shelf and imported into the customs territory since they are imported 
from "outside thereof." 

There is nothing in the legislative history of the Tariff Classification 
Act of 1962 to support a different conclusion. The legislative history 
of the Act, which is largely found in the Tariff Classification Study 
of the Tariff Commission and its submitting report to the House Ways 
and Means Committee and the Senate Finance Committee, gives no 
indication that the customs status of the outer continental shelf was 
specifically considered.90 However, during the same year, Congress 
passed the Revenue Act of 1962,91 which, of course, went through the 
same legislative committees. The 1962 Revenue Act adopted an in
vestment credit with respect to purchases of certain kinds of property. 
Property "used predominantly outside the United States" was ex
pressly excluded, except, inter alia, property owned by a United States 
person and used "for the purpose of exploring for, developing, re-

88 Pub. L. No. 87-456, 76 Stat. 72 (1962). 

89 19 u.s.c. § 1202 (1964). 
90 TARIFF CoMM'N, TARIFF CLASSIFICATION STUDY-SUBMITTING REPORT 37 

91 Pub. L. No. 87-834, 76 Stat. 960. 
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moving, or transporting resources from the outer Continental Shelf."92 

Consequently, it is clear that in the same year that the Tariff Classifi
cation Act was passed, not only the responsible committees of the 
Congress, but the Congress itself, considered the outer continental 
shelf to be outside the United States in the context of Section 770l(a) 
(9) of the Internal Revenue Code, which defines the United States as in
cluding "only the States and the District of Columbia." The only 
difference between the Code definition of that term and the Tariff 
Classification Act definition of "customs territory of the United States" 
is the addition in the latter of Puerto Rico. This may explain why the 
customs status of the outer continental shelf was not considered in the 
context of the Tariff Classification Act. Since a strict reading of general 
headnotes I and 2 is, indeed, consistent with the Congressional thinking 
embodied in the Revenue Act later that year, there would have been 
no reason to raise the question-property used on the outer continental 
shelf was property used "outside the United States" and articles im
ported from the outer continental shelf were articles imported into 
"the customs territory of the United States from outside thereof." 

Administrative Practice 

The Bureau of Customs issued a ruling in May 1967 holding that 
"minerals obtained from the seabed of the Continental Shelf are taken 
from the territory of the United States and are therefore not imported 
merchandise."93 The stated basis for that ruling was the "extension 
provision" in section 4 of the OCS Lands Act of 1953.94 No mention 
was made of the Continental Shelf Convention, which came into force 
in 1964, or of general headnotes 1 and 2 of the Tariff Schedules of the 
United States. 

That ruling appears to be inconsistent with a published abstract 
of a Bureau of Customs decision made in 1957.95 The abstract, citing 
section 4 of the OCS Lands Act, stated that "the transportation of 
merchandise between a point in the United States and a rig" secured 
to the continental shelf was a "coastwise transportation" and, there
fore, subject to the coastwise trade laws, which prohibit foreign vessels 

92 INT. R.Ev. CODE of 1954, § 48(a)(2)(B)(vi). 
93 Letter from E.F. Kilpatrick, Director, Division of Tariff Classification Rulings, to 

J. Leslie Goodier of United Aircraft Research Laboratories, reprinted in INTERIM REPORT, 
H.R. REP. No. 999, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. 111 (1967). 

94 See notes 66-84 supra and accompanying text. 
95 T.D. 54,281, 92 TREAS. DEC. 8 (1957). 
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from engaging in transportation "between points in the United 
States."96 However, the formulation of the abstract necessarily implies 
that a site on the continental shelf where such a rig is located is not a 
"point in the United States," and, consequently, its validity may be 
open to question.97 

In any case, the adjacent continental shelf beyond territorial waters 
is not, as a matter of international and domestic law, part of the ter
ritory of the United States as the 1967 ruling states. The legislative 
history of the OCS Lands Act itself contains ample evidence that 
Congress only intended to assert a qualified jurisdiction over the shelf 
and did not intend to annex the submarine areas beyond the territorial 
sea to the territory of the United States.98 Moreover, the Convention 
on the Continental Shelf expressly limits the kind of jurisdiction which 
coastal nations are permitted to claim over their adjacent continental 
shelves.99 

Even admitting for the sake of argument that the United States has 
territorial sovereignty over the continental shelf, the conclusion that 
articles derived from the continental shelf are n ot subject to the tariff 
schedules cannot be supported on that basis alone. The dutiability of 
articles is a matter of legislative policy and definition, rather than of 
territorial sovereignty. Thus, goods entering into a foreign trade zone 
within the State of New York, for example, are not subject to customs 
duty, because Congress has specifically provided in the Foreign Trade 
Zones Act that such areas are outside the customs territory of the 
United States.100 The fact that such zones are within the territorial 
United States is, therefore, of no moment. Similarly, articles brought 
from the U.S. Virgin Islands are imported articles for purposes of the 
customs laws and dutiable in accordance with the tariff schedules.101 

Again, the fact that the Virgin Islands "belong" to the United States is 

96 46 U.S.C. § 883 (1964). This section also provides that vessels in violation of the 

prohibition are subject to forfeiture. 
97 The abstract also stated that a foreign vessel (which under the coastwise laws is not 

pennitted to engage in coastwise transportation) could transport merchandise directly 
to a rig from a foreign country if permission to do so were first secured by the Bureau 
in accordance with 19 U.S.C. § 1447 (1964). It should be noted in that connection that 
the predecessor of § 1447 was held to apply only to acts occurring within the territory 
of the United States. The Over the Top, 5 F.2d 838 (1925). 

98 See n ote 77 supra and accompanying text. 
99 See note 132 infra and accompanying text. 

100 19 u.s.c. § 81c (1964). 
101 TSUS, general headnote 3(a)(i), 19 U.S.C. § 1202 (1964). 
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immaterial in light of the definition of the term "customs territory of 
the United States" in general headnote 2.102 

Excise Taxes on Imported Merchandise 

Currently, distilled spirits, wines and beer are subject to excise taxes 
upon their production in or importation into the United States under 
Chapter 51 of the Internal Revenue Code.103 Because the tax on im
ports is collected by the Bureau of Customs on behalf of the Internal 
Revenue Service,104 it is useful to consider the relationship between 
the Internal Revenue Code and the Tariff Act of 1930, as they pertain 
to the continental shelf. 

As previously discussed, the Bureau of Customs has taken the 
position that continental shelf resources are not subject to the tariff 
schedules because the customs territory of the United States includes 
the continental shelf and, therefore, such resources are not deemed to 
be imported. By the same token, goods brought to the continental 
shelf or structures on the shelf from abroad are treated as imports. 
This poses a problem, however, when Customs is called upon to apply 
the excise tax on imported distilled spirits, wines and beer. Since the 
term "United States" is specifically defined in the Code so as to exclude 
the continental shelf,105 except with respect to those income tax pro
visions to which section 638 applies,100 it follows that, for purposes of 
the excise tax, distilled spirits, wines or beer brought to an installation 
on the continental shelf are not "imported into the United States." 
This conclusion is re inforced by a special Code provision which pre
scribes the territorial extent within which this tax applies.101 Since 

102 Similarly, lhe term "United Slates" used in a geographical sense in the anti
smuggling provisions of the customs law is defined to include all territories and possessions 
of the Unilecl Slates "except the \'irgin Islands, the Canal Zone, American Samoa, Wake 
Island, Midway Islands, Kingman Reef, Johnson Island, the Island of Guam." 19 U.S.C. 
§ 1709 (1964). 

10s 26 U.S.C. §§ 5041-5051 (1964; Supp. V, 1965-1969). 
104 19 u.s.c. § 3 (1964). 
105 The term "United States" ,,·hen used in a geographical sense includes only the 

States and the Distiict of Columbia. 
26 U.S.C. § 7701 (a)(9) (1961). 

106 Sec. 638 (relating to continental shelf areas) was added to the Internal Revenue 
Code by § 505 of the Tax Reform Act of 1969, Pub. L. , o. 91-172, 83 Stat. 487. For a 
comprehensive discussion of this provision see Adams, U.S. Tax Aspects of Seabed Opera
tions: Internal Revenue Code § 638 in Perspective, 2 LAW & POL. JNT'L Bus. 443 (1970). 

101 That limit is sel at the "exterior boundaries of the United State~" which, as pre• 
viously noted, excludes the continental shelf. 2G U.S.C. § 5065 (1964). Similarly the In
ternal Revenue Service issued a ruling in 1966 holding that shipments of tobacco products 
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the tax on imports of such products is conceptually a compensatory 
tax to put competing imports on an equal footing with domestically 
produced distilled spirits, wines and beer (i.e., border tax adjust
ment),108 the territorial application of the import tax must necessarily 
correspond to the application of the production tax. In short, it would 
be inconsistent to apply the excise tax on foreign shipments to con
tinental shelf structures, while the excise tax on production could not 
by the terms of the statute apply to distilled spirits, wines or beer pro
duced on such structures. 

The Continental Shelf of Puerto Rico 

Another factor which casts doubt on the validity of the Customs 
position is the fact that the OCS Lands Act deals only with submerged 
lands adjacent to the States of the United States. The term "outer 
Continental Shelf" to which the section 4 extension of Federal law is 
applicable is defined as the "submerged lands lying seaward and out
side of the area of lands beneath navigable waters, as defined in section 
2 of the Submerged Lands Act."109 The term "lands beneath navigable 
waters" is defined in the Submerged Lands Act as: 

(1) all lands within the boundaries of each of the respective States 
which are covered by nontidal waters that were navigable under 
the laws of the United States at the time such State became a 
member of the Union, or acquired sovereignty over such lands 
and waters thereafter, up to the ordinary high water mark as here
tofore or hereafter modified by accretion, erosion, and reliction; 

(2) all lands permanently or periodically covered by tidal waters 
up to but not above the line of mean high tide and seaward to 
a line three geographical miles distant from the coast line of each 
State and to the boundary line of each such State where in any case 
such boundary as it existed at the time such State became a mem-

outside the United States qualify for excise tax refunds on such products under 26 U.S.C. 
§§ 5704, 5706 (1964). The ruling stated that the geographical United States as defined in 
26 U.S.C. § 770l(a)(9) (1964) did not extend beyond the three-mile limit. Rev. Rul. 66-127, 

1966-1 CUM. BULL. 339. 
108 Since indirect t axes are reflected in product prices, tax neutrality in inter_na

tional trade requires that competing domestic and ~oreign prod~cts be s1_.1bJect 
to an equal rate of indirect ~axati~n ..... _The l?g1cal pro~ess1on of tlus ap
proach requires, as well, the 1mpos1t1~m by 1~p?rtrng countries of b<?rder ta_xes 
on incoming goods in order to equalize the indirect costs for domestic and im-
ported products. , 

Rosendahl, Border Tax Adjustments: Problems and Proposals, 2 LAw & PoL. !NTL Bus. 

85, 91 (1970). 
109 43 U.S.C. § 130l(a)(l) (1964). 
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ber of the Union, or as heretofore approved by Congress, extends 
seaward (or into the Gulf of Mexico) beyond three geographical 
miles, and 
(3) all filled in, made, or reclaimed lands which formerly were 
lands beneath navigable waters, as hereinafter defined; ... 110 

Consequently, to the extent the Customs position is dependent on 
the OCS Lands Act, the outer shelf of Puerto Rico clearly could not 
be within the "customs territory of the United States" (although 
Puerto Rico is) and goods extracted from the Puerto Rican shelf and 
brought to port in Puerto Rico or in the United States are necessarily 
dutiable in accordance with the tariff schedules. While apparently the 
Bureau of Customs has not yet been called upon to deal with the 
customs status of the Puerto Rican shelf, there appears to be no basis 
upon which it could arrive at the same conclusion reflected in the 1967 
ruling. Because of the patent absurdity of such a disparity of treat
ment, it would seem that the rule of statutory construction that an 
intent to bring about an absurd result shall not be attributed to Con
gress111 lends further support to the view that as a matter of law ar
ticles originating on the U.S. continental shelf are subject to the tariff 
schedules. 

IV. INTERNATIONAL LAW OF THE SEA 

Convention on the Continental Shelf 

In 1956 the International Law Commission of the United Nations 
recommended, after several years of study, that an international con
ference be called to adopt a set of principles on the law of the sea.112 

110 Id. § 130l(a)(3). 
111 See Hickock v. Mertens, 205 U.S. 202 (1907); Reagan v. United States, 182 U.S. 419 

(1901); Metcalf v. Watergown, 153 U.S. 671 (1894). 
112 The International Law Commission (I.L.C.) was established by General Assembly 

Resolution 174 (II) (November 1947). In 1950 the I.L.C. began efforts to formalize rules 
for the regulation of Nation-State activity in the oceans. See International Law Comm'n 
Report, 5 U.N. GAOR Supp. 12, at 21, U.N. Doc. A/1316 (1950). In 1953 the Commission 
was assigned the task of drafting and recommending to the United Nations an updated 
universal code of the sea. G.A. Res. 799, 8 U.N. GAOR Supp. 17, at 52, U.N. Doc. A/ 2630 
(1953). Three years later the Commission produced final draft articles, International Law 
Comm'n Report, 11 U.N. GAOR, Supp. 9, at 4-45, U.N. Doc. A/3159 (1956), and recom
mended that an international conference be convened in order to consider "not only the 
legal but also the technical, biological, economic and political aspects of the problem." 
Id. at 3. 
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Two years later such a conference was held in Geneva and produced 
four law of the sea conventions, including the Convention on the Con
tinental Shelf.113 That Convention was signed on September 15, 1958, 
for the United States.114 The Senate gave its advice and consent in 
May 1960,115 and the Convention was subsequently ratified by the 
President in March the following year.116 The Convention came into 
force on June 10, 1964, after ratification by the twenty-second nation
the United Kingdom.117 

The interpretation of the Convention with respect to the nature 
and geographical scope of a coastal state's rights over submerged lands, 
can be important in the application of the customs laws, since any in
consistency between its terms and prior statutory law must be resolved 
in favor of the Convention.118 The extraction of minerals from the 
continental slope, for example, will necessarily raise the question of 
the seaward boundary of the "legal" continental shelf. The construc
tion of a resort or scientific research facility on the outer continental 
shelf supplied by ship either from a U.S. or foreign port could bring 
into focus the nature of the sovereign rights of coastal nations under 
the Convention in relation to the customs laws (including the coastwise 
laws). One might ask whether the construction or operation of such 
facilities qualifies as the exploitation ( or exploration) of the natural 
resources of the shelf.119 If not, customs jurisdiction would be fore-

closed. 

113 See UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON THE LAW OF THE SEA OFFICIAL RECORDS (7 vols.), 
U.N. Doc. A/Conf. 13/37-43 (1953); Convention on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous 
Zone, U.N. Doc. A/Con£. 13 L. 52, [1964] 2 U.S.T. 1606, T.I.A.S. No. 5639, 516 U.N.T.S. 
205; Convention on the High Seas, U.N. Doc. A/ Conf. 12 L. 53 [1962) 2 U.S.T. 2312, 
T.I.A.S. No. 5200, 450 U.N.T.S. 82; Convention on Fishing and Conservation of Living 
Resources of the High Seas, U.N. Doc. A/Con£. 13 L. 54, [1966) l U.S.T. 138, T.I.A.S. No. 
5969, 559 U.N.T.S. 285; Convention on the Continental Shelf, U.N. Doc. A/ Conf. 13 L. 53, 

[1964) I U.S.T. 471, T.I.A.S. No. 5578, 499 U.N.T.S. 311. 
114 U.N., MULTILATERAL TREATIES DEPOSITED WITH SECRETARY-GENERAL 346, U.N. Doc. 

ST/ Leg/ Ser .D / 3 ( 1970). 
115 106 CONG. R.Ec. 11,192 (1960). 
116 [1964) 1 U.S.T. 471, T.1.A.S. No. 5578, 499 U.N.T.S. 311. 
111 This convention shall come into force on the thirtieth day following the date 

of deposit of the twenty-second instrument of ratification or accession with the 
Secretary General of the United Nations. 

Convention on the Continental Shelf, art. 11, para. l. 
11s Cook v. United States, 288 U.S. 102, 118-19 (1933). 
119 In United States v. Ray, decided J anuary 22, 1970, the Fifth Circuit considered the 

nature of United States rights over continental shelf areas. 423 F.2d 16. The case involved 
an action brought by the United States to enjoin defendants Ray and Acme ~eneral 
Contractors, Inc. from interfering with U.S. rights in coral reefs located on the continental 
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In view of the foregoing, a review of the possible interpretations 
of the Convention and its relationship to domestic law is appropriate. 

1. Seaward Boundary 

The term "continental shelf'' is defined in Article 1 of the Conven-
tion on the Continental Shelf as 

the seabed and subsoil of the submarine areas adjacent to the 
coast but outside the area of the territorial sea, to a depth of 
200 meters or, beyond that limit, to where the depth o[ the super
jacent waters admits of the exploitation of the natural resources 
of the said area. 

Thus, there are three limitations on the submarine areas which can 
be claimed as subject to the sovereign rights of coastal states: (1) the 
200 meter test, (2) the exploitability test, and (3) the adjacency test. 

(a) The 200 meter test. It is generally agreed that under the Geneva 
Convention coastal states have sovereign rights over the submerged 
lands which begin at the edge of the territorial sea and gradually de
scend seaward until they reach a depth of 200 meters (the 200 meter 

shelf some 41,12 miles off the southeast coast of Florida. United States v. Ray, 294 F. Supp. 
532 (S.D. Fla. 1969). The defendants had been engaged in building caissons on the reefs 
and filling them with materials dredged from the seabed for the purpose of establishing 
an island nation, Grand Capri Republic. Another party, Atlantic Development Corp., also 
claiming rights in the reefs, was permitted to intervene. 

The petition for injunction was based on two counts: (1) defendant's activities were 
causing irreparable injury to the reefs and constituted a trespass, and (2) their activities 
were conducted without the authorization from the Secretary of the Army required under 
33 U.S.C. § 403 and 43 U.S.C. § 1333(£). Id. at 536. The District Court denied the Gov
ernment's claim on the first count, holding that the United States did not have sufficient 
property rights in the shelf to sustain an action for trespass quare clausum fregit. Id. at 
541. However, the Government's claim on the second count was granted. Id. 

On appeal, the denial of the Government's first claim was reversed. United States v. 
R ay, 423 F.2d I (5th Cir. I 970). In doing so the appellate court did not disagree with 
the lower couil's conclusion about the nature of U.S. rights over the shelf, but found 
that neither ownership nor possession was necessary for the granting of injunctive relief. 
Id. at 22. A showing of an interest to be protected was held to be sufficient. Id. 

The court concluded that the United States had an aesthetic as well as a practical in
terest under the OCS Lands Act and the Convention on the Continental She)f in pre
serving the reefs for public use and enjoyment. Id. The Court also found that the United 
States has an important interest in "preventing the establishment of a new sovereign na
tion within four and one-half miles of the Florida Coast." l cl. at 23. 

The court appears to have taken the position that any activity which interferes with 
or otherwise affects the potential exploitation of seabed resources is subject to U.S. juris
diction even if it does not constitu te the exploration or exploitation of natural resources 
per se. The logic of that conclusion seems to leave little ,\hich is not amenable to U.S. 
jurisdiction where the continental shelf is concerned. 
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isobath).120 This area is thought to be "automatically" within the coastal 
state's jurisdiction because it is not subject to the exploitability test 
and is conclusively presumed to meet the adjacency test.121 Intermedi
ate depressions in this natural prolongation of the continental land 
mass would generally come within the "automatic" jurisdiction of the 
coastal state, even if they exceed 200 meters in depth at their deepest 
points.122 

(b) The exploitability test. There is a question whether "exploit
ability" in this context means technological capability or commercial 
feasibility.123 The commercial feasibility interpretation leads to anom
alous results. For example, if a foreign nation had the technological 
capability of recovering certain minerals off the U.S. coast in depths 
greater than 200 meters (where such recovery had no present commer
cial utility) and sought to use that capability to deprive the United 
States of the potential commercial value of such minerals, the com
mercial feasibility interpretation would mean that the areas concerned 
were not part of the U.S. continental shelf and therefore not subject 

120 "This figure [the 200 meter isobath] represents the point out to which coastal state 
sovereign rights over the natural resources of the seabed are u ndisputed." Statement by 
Eliot L. Richardson, Hearings Before the Special Subcomm. on the Outer Continental 
Shelf, of the Senate Comm. on Interior & Insular Affairs, May 27, 1970, at 6. 

121 [T]he coastal state's jurisdiction extends in any event as far as the 200 meter 
contour; or, to put it another way, it means that the submerged areas up to 
that contour are per se 'adjacent' to the coast. 

Jennings, The Limits of Continental Shelf Jurisdiction: Some Possible Implications of 
the North Sea Case Judgment, 18 I.L.C.Q. 819, 828 (1969). 

The area within the 200 meter isobath is exempt from the exploitability tests 
and automatically meets the adjacency test regardless of how far it extends from 
the coast .... In other words the area out to the 200 meter isobath is con
clusively presumed to be adjacent, subject to such questions as might arise 
concerning intervening deep depressions. 

NATIONAL PETROLEUM COUNCIL, P ETROLEUM RESOURCES UNDER THE OCEAN FLOOR, 79 n.4 
(preprint, 1969). See also Dean, Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf, 41 TULANE 

L. REV. 419 (1967). 
122 See North Sea Continental Shelf Cases, [l 969] I.CJ. I, reprinted in 8 INT'L LEGAL 

MAT'LS 340 (1969). 
The Court notes that the shelf areas in the North Sea separated from the Nor
wegian coast by the 80-100 kilometres of the Trough cannot in. any physical 
sense be said to be adjacent to it, nor to be its natural prolongation. They are 
nevertheless considered by the States parties to the relevant [North Sea] delimi
tations ... to appertain to Norway up to the median lines .... 

Id. at 365. 
123 It seems to be assumed that a particular depth 'admits of' exploitatio~ i~ it is 

technologically possible to exploit the resources at that depth .... Yet 1t 1s also 
reasonable to say that the concept of exploitability has an economic dimension, 
implying that it is practical to extract the resources. 

3 PANEL REPORTS OF THE COMMISSION ON MARINE SCIENCE, ENGINEERING AND RESOURCES 

VIIl-16 (International Panel) (1969). See Goldie, The Contents of Davey Jones's Locker
A Proposed Regime for the Seabed and Subsoil, 22 RUTGERS L. REv. 1, 17 (1968). 
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to U.S. jurisdiction. The technological capability or "state-of-the-arts" 
approach avoids this result since the demonstration by the foreign 
country of deep water technology would automatically bring the sub
merged area within the jurisdiction of the United States. Also, the 
commercial feasibility approach might require the abandonment of 
U.S. jurisdiction once obtained, if, for instance, the discovery of new 
sources of supply for a particular mineral renders a previously valuable 
seabed deposit presently unexploitable on a commercial basis. 

There is also the issue of how the seaward boundary of the conti
nental shelf proceeds outward as deep water technology develops. It 
might be argued that only the area in which exploitation is conducted 
is subject to the coastal state's jurisdiction where the depth is greater 
than 200 meters (the point-by-point approach). Such an interpretation 
would seem to be unrealistic, for it would mean that a general area 
below the depth of 200 meters might eventually be dotted with en
claves which constitute continental shelf areas of the adjoining states 
while the interceding areas would be outside national jurisdiction. An 
extension of the seaward boundary to a line uniformly equal to the 
greatest depth found to be exploitable would seem to be the preferable 
alternative (the lock-step approach). 

Yet this approach raises additional questions. If, for example, a U.S. 
enterprise has the capability of recovering minerals at depths of 250 
meters, and uses that capability off the U.S. coast, does the continental 
shelf of every coastal state extend to the 250 meter isobath, or does 
the shelf of the United States alone extend to that point?124 The 
generally accepted view is that, since an enterprise can fly any flag, 
every nation is entitled to an enlarged continental shelf in such cir
cumstances.125 One must consider whether the lock-step progression 
seaward should be limited in terms of the type of natural resource 
with respect to which a recovery technique has been developed, or 

124 For the view that rights beyond the 200 meter isobath are acquired only "as a result 
of national effort and achievement," see S. REP. No. 528, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. lI (1965). 

125 PANEL REPORTS, supra note 123, at VII1·16. 
Many nations that are comparatively undeveloped technologically have neverthe
less employed the technological skills of other countries to engage in mutually 
rewarding enterprises. 

Dean, Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf, 41 TULANE L. REV. 419, 426 (1967). 
Mr. Dean has suggested an additional ground for rejecting national capability as a limit. 

The principle of the equality of nations compels the conclusion that the defini
tion of 'continental shelf' is to be the same for each country, that the differences 
in technological expertise must not be reflected in boundary lines. 

Id. at 425. 
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whether meeting the exploitability test for one type of resource means 
that the test is met for all types of resources.126 

(c) The adjacency test. The adjacency test is usually viewed as a 
limitation u pon the exploitability criterion. Although there are some 
authorities who maintain that the concept of adjacency permits the 
coastal states to claim sovereign rights over submarine areas up to mid
ocean,127 the prevailing opinion is that at ]east the abyssal ocean floor 
was intended to be beyond national jurisdiction.12s The National Pe
troleum Council and others take the position that "adjacency" is re
lated to the geomorphic features of submerged lands and that the 
entire underwater land mass which forms the base of the continents 
(and islands) is necessarily adjacent to the terrestrial land mass which 
it supports.129 This school of thought concludes that the outer limits 

126 See Bernfeld, Developing the Resources of the Sea-Security of Investment, 2 INT'L 
LAW. 67, 72 (1967); Goldie, The Contents of Davey ]ones's Locker-A Proposed Regime 
for the Seabed and Subsoil, 22 RUTGERS L. R EV. I, 17 (1968); Nanda, Some Legal Questions 
on the Peaceful Uses of Ocean Space, 9 VA. J. INT'L L. M3, 364 (1969). See generally RE
PORT OF THE COMMISSION ON MARINE SCIENCE, ENCINE.ERINC AND REsOURCES, O UR NATION 
AND THE SEA: A PLAN FOR NATIONAL ACTION (1969). 

121 r A) continental shelf region can remain 'adjacent' to a coast on its landward 
side and yet eventually extend out to mid-ocean areas by means of a series of 
claims-each successive claim adding zones onto the further side of the shelf re
gion, which still remains 'adjacent' on its coastal side. 

Goldie, supra note 126, at I, 11. See also Bernfeld, Developing the Resources of the Sea
Security of Investment, 1 NAT. REs. LAw. 82-90 (1968); Oda, The Geneva Convention on 
the Law of the Sea: Some Suggestions for Their Revision, 1 NAT. REs. LAW. 103, 106 
(1968). Congressman Rogers of Florida proposed that individual nations should take the 
resources "off their own coasts," with coasts defined at the "midrange between nations." 
H.R. REP. No. 999, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. 42, 46 (1967). 

128 As was implied in the terms of resolution 2340 (XXII) the Ad H oc Committee 
recognized the existence of an area of the seabed and the ocean floor underlying 
the high seas beyond the limits of national jurisdiction. 

Report of the Ad H oc Committee to Study the Peaceful Uses of the Seabed and the Ocean 
Floor Beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction, para. 86, 23 U.N. GAOR, U.N. Doc. 

A/7230 (I 968). 
The notion ... that the effect of the "exploitability" ~l~use is that t_he o~ean 
of the world might eventually become nauonal lakes d1v1ded by median Imes, 
is now one that, if mentioned at a ll, is mentioned only to be summarily d ismissed. 

J ennings, The Limits of Continental Shelf Jurisdiction: Some Possible Implications of 
the North Sea Case Judgment, 18 I.C.L.Q. 819, 821 (1969). 

129 See NATIONAL PETROLEUM COUNCIL, PETROLEUM RESOURCES UNDER THE OCEAN FLOOR 
80 (preprint, 1969). "As a general rule, the limit of adjacency may reasonably be regarded 
as coinciding with the foot of the su bmerged portion of the continental land mass ..•. " 
COMMITTEE ON DEEP SEA MINERAL RESOURCES OF THE AMERICAN BRANCH OF THE INTER· 
NATIONAL LAw Assoc1ATION, INTERIM REPORT IX-XI (1968). 

The International Court of Justice has found "the most fundamental of all rules of 

Jaw relating to the continental shelf" to be 
that the rights of the coastal state i? respe~t of the are~ of t!'te continental shelf 
that constitutes a natural prolongation of 1ts land temtory mto and under the 
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of the continental shelf (which will eventually be reached as the ex
ploita bility test is met) includes the continental slope and at least 
the landward side of the continental rise.130 There is some argument 
that, irrespective of the language of the definition, the drafters of the 
Convention intended, more or less, to limit the coastal states' juris
diction to the continental shelf in its geographical sense, thus excluding 
the continental slope and the rise.131 

2. Sovereign Rights 

Article 2 of the Convention recites that coastal states exercise "sov
ereign rights" over the continental shelf "for purposes of exploring 
it and exploiting its natural resources."132 Such rights are exclusive in 
the sense that the coastal state has the right to exclude others from 
exploring or exploiting, or claiming, its continental shelf.133 No occu
pation or express proclamation is required to perfect or maintain 
these rights.13 4 

The term "sovereign rights" was adopted as a compromise between 
the concept of "jurisdiction and control," whose proponents included 

sea exists ipso facto and ab initio, by virtue of its sovereignty over the la nd, and 
a5 an extension of it in an exercise of sovereign rights for the purpose of ex
ploring the seabed and exploiting its natural resources. In sh ort , there is here an 
inherent right." 

This fundamenLal rule was said to be "enshrined in Article 2, of the 1958 Geneva Con

vention .... " North Sea Continental Shelf Cases, (1969] I.C.J. 4, reprinted in 8 lNT'L 
LEGAL MAT'LS 340, 357 (1969). See also N. ELY, LCGAL PROBLEMS IN UNDER Su MINERAL 
DEVCLOP~1ENT 20a (Society of Mining Engineers of AIME, preprint 1969). 

130 [I]t can reasonably be concluded that the coastal state's exclusive jurisdiction 
over the nalUral resources of the seabed and subsoil, was intended to, and does, 
encompass in general, the continental mass seaward to where the submerged posi
tion of that mass meets the abyssal ocean floor (including the continental shelf, 
continental borderland, continental slope, and at least the landward side of the 
continental rise overlapping the slope). 

NATIONAL PETROLEUM COUNCIL, supra note 129, at 3. 
[T]he exclusive sovereign rights of the coastal nations with respect to the seabed 
minerals now embrace the submerged land mass of the adjacent continent down 
to its junction with the deep ocean floor, irrespective of depth. 

AMERICAN BAR Ass'N, JOINT REPORT BY THE SECTION OF NATURAL RESOURCE LAw, THE 
SECTION OF I NTERNATIONAL AND COMPARATIVE LAW, AND THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON PEACE 
AND LAW THROUGII UNITED NATIONS 8-9 (1968). 

131 The law tha t the Convention was codifying or developing was inspired by the 
Truman Proclamation which applied to the continental shelf as geologically de
fined. The definition that emerged, then, should be seen as an effort by lawyers 
to approximate the geological definition in a form that affords precision and 
clarity. 

L. HENKIN, LAw FOR THE SE.A's MINERAL R.E.soURCE.S 19 (Institute for the Study of Science 
in Human Affairs, 1968). 

132 Convention on Continental Shelf, art. 2, para. 1. 
133 Id. art. 2, para. 2. 
134 Id. art. 2, para. 3. 
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the United States, and the concept of "sovereignty."135 Although there 
are those who contend that "sovereign rights" is equivalent to "sover
eignty,"136 the weight of authority supports the view that there is a 
significant qualitative distinction between the two concepts.137 If sov
ereignty is thought of as a particular bundle of rights recognized by 
international law as the indicia of independent nations, a lesser ag
gregation would be characterized as something less than sovereignty. 
In the context of the Convention, the concept of sovereign rights surely 
contemplates a smaller quantum of rights. Because of the extensive 
limitations in the Convention on the rights which coastal states can 
exercise with respect to continental shelf areas, the conclusion seems 
justified that such rights do not amount to coastal state sovereignty. 

The rights of coastal states are limited in terms of function (explo
ration and exploitation), object (natural resources),138 and geographic 
plain (the water column and air space above the shelf retain their 
international character).139 Furthermore, a coastal state is not per
mitted to impede the laying or maintenance of submarine cables or 
pipelines on the shelf, except as may be reasonably necessary to exer
cise its rights over exploration and exploitation.140 Unjustifiable inter
ference with navigation, fishing and conservation of living resources 
of the sea is also prohibited.141 The prohibition extends to interference 
with fundamental oceanologic or other scientific research carried out 
with the intention of open publication.142 

3. Physical Contact with the Shelf 

There is little question that under the Convention the rights of 
coastal states apply to structures which rest on, or are otherwise at
tached to or physically connected with, the continental shelf. The same 

135 s. Rl:P. No. 5, 86th Cong., 2d Sess. 9 (1960) (Report of Senate Committee on Foreign 

Relations on the Law of the Sea Conventions). 
136 See, e.g., Triggs, National Sovereignty Over Maritime Resources, 99 U. PA. L. Iu:v. 

82 (1950). 
137 See Griffin, The Emerging Law of Ocean Space, 1 INT'L LAW. 548, 567 (1967). 
138 The natural resources referred to in these articles consist ?f tl~e. mineral _and 

other nonliving resources of the seabed and subsoil t_ogether _with hv111g organisms 
belonging to sedentary species, that is to say, organisms which at the harvestable 
stage, either are immobile on or under the seabed or are _unable to move except 
in constant physical contact with the seabed or the subsoil. 

Convention on the Continental Shelf, art. 2, para. 4. 
189 Id. art. 3. 
140 Id. art. 4. 
141 Id. art. 5, para. l. 

142 Id. 
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holds true with respect to vessels anchored to the shelf, and engaged 
in exploration or exploitation of shelf resources. Such structures, ves
sels or attachments are properly considered extensions of the shelf. 
Consequently, persons and property present on such structures, vessels 
or attachments and contributing to an overall exploration or exploita
tion enterprise on the shelf would be subject to coastal state juris
diction, including tax and customs jurisdiction. 

However, the rights of coastal states with respect to shelf operations 
where there is no physical contact with the shelf poses a difficult 
problem of interpretation and application. Since the Convention pro
vides that the rights of coastal states over shelf areas shall not affect 
the legal status of the superjacent waters as high seas, or that of the 
air space above those waters, the susceptibility of seismic survey opera
tions, for example, to coastal state jurisdiction may be open to question. 
This problem must also be considered in determining the status of a 
variety of supporting services for continental shelf installations.143 

Where exploration activities are concerned, an argument can be 
made that any distinction between different methods of conducting 
seabed exploration based on actual contact with the seabed is artificial 
and, accordingly, does not foreclose coastal state jurisdiction under the 
Convention. This rationale is analogous to the principle that the law 
will not be interpreted to permit something to be done indirectly, 
where it is not permitted to be done directly. Thus, reading the 
Convention broadly, it would appear proper to conclude that as long 
as there is a real nexus between a particular activity relating to the 
continental shelf and the actual or potential exploitation of shelf re
sources, coastal state jurisdiction will obtain whether or not there is 
physical contact with the shelf. However, it would be proper to require 
some degree of proximity between the activity concerned and the 
continental shelf site to which the activity relates to establish this 
nexus. It should be noted in that connection that the Treasury De
partment in making its continental shelf recommendation to the Senate 
Finance Committee in 1969 took the position that income earned 
with respect to mineral exploration and development on the shelf 

143 See Guess v. Read, 290 F.2d 622 (5th Cir. 1961), cert. denied 368 U.S. 957 (1962). 
The court held that the state law did not apply to a factual situation involving an oil 
worker killed in a helicopter crash into the high seas, while on route to a drill site, 
because the helicopter was over the high seas. The decision, however, suggests that if the 
helicopter had crashed on the drilling barge before completing its take•off, a different 
result might have been reached. 
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would be subject to U.S. tax without physical contact as a precondi
tion.144 

Continental Shelf Fishery Resources 

In 1964 the United States enacted legislation prohibiting foreign 
vessels from taking any U.S. "Continental Shelf fishery resource," ex
cept as authorized by international agreement to which the United 
States is a party, or as permitted by the Secretary of the Treasury 
pursuant to a determination that such permission is in the national 
interest and that the State, Commonwealth or possession directly af
fected concurs.145 The statute, in conformity with the Continental 
Shelf Convention, defines the term "Continental Shelf fishery resource" 
as including living organisms of the sedentary species.146 The purpose 
of the legislation, in part, was to implement that Convention.147 

Pursuant to the legislative authority, the United States concluded 
an Executive Agreement with Japan in November 1964, authorizing 
Japanese fishermen to take king crab from the U.S. continental shelf 
in the Bering Sea, subject to quota and other limitations.148 A similar 
agTeement was concluded with the Soviet Union in the following 
year.149 These agreements have been renewed from time to time with 
downward adjustments in catch quotas.150 

Because neither the legislation, nor its history, nor the agreements 

144 See Hearings on H.R. 13270 Before the Senate Comm. on Finance, 91st Cong., 1st 
Sess. 771, 848-49 (1969) (technical memorandum of Treasury position). 

145 16 u.s.c. §§ 1081-85 (1964). 
146 16 U.S.C. § 1085(a) (1964). 
147 Windley, International Practice Regarding Traditional Fishing Privileges of Foreign 

Fishermen in Zones of Extended Maritime Jurisdiction, 63 AMER. J. !NT'L L. 490, 492 

(1969). 
148 Agreement with Japan Relating to Fishing for King Crab, Nov. 25, 1964, [1964) 2 

U.S.T. 2076, T.I.A.S. No. 5688, 533 U.N.T.S. 31. 
149 Agreement with the U.S.S.R. Relating to Fishing for King Crab, Feb. 5, 1965, [1965] 

1 U.S.T. 24, T.I.A.S. No. 5752, 541 U.N.T .S. 97. 
150 See Agreement Amending and Extending the King Crab Agreement of November 

25, 1964 with Japan, Nov. 29, 1966, [1966] 2 U.S.T. 2191, T.I.A.S. No. 6155; and Agreement 
with Japan Amending and Extending the Agreement of November 25, 1964, regarding 
the King Crab Fishery in the Eastern Bering Sea, Dec. 23, 1968, [1968) 6 U.S.T. 7650, 
T.I.A.S. No. 6601. For amendments to the agreement with the Soviet Union, see Agree
ment for Extending the Validity of the Agreement of February 5, 1965, with the U.S.S.R., 
relating to Fishing for King Crab, Feb. 13, 1967, [1967] 1 U.S.T. 190, T.I.A.S. No. 6218; 
and Agreement with thP. U.S.S.R. Extending and Amending the Agreement of February 5, 
1965, relating to Fishing for King Crab, Jan. 31, 1969, (1969] 1 U.S.T. 340, T.I.A.S. No. 

6636. 
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make any mention of U.S. tariff consequences which might be asso
ciated with such continental shelf fishing operations, several questions 
are left unanswered: Are the customs laws applicable to a factory ship 
anchored on the shelf for a period of two or three months? If supplies 
are brought to such a vessel from a foreign port, are they to be treated 
as importations subject to customs duties? 

Enforcement 

There seems to be an incongruity in the Law of the Sea Conventions 
between the rights of coastal states over their continental shelf resources 
(including the right to tax and impose customs duties) and the limits 
placed on their rights to enforce tax, customs, and other domestic laws 
beyond a 12-mile contiguous zone seaward of the coast. 

Article 24 of the Convention on the Territorial Sea and the Con-
tiguous Zone provides: 

In a zone of the high seas contiguous to its territorial sea, the 
coastal State may exercise the control necessary to: 
(a) Prevent infringement o( its customs, fisca l, immigralion or 

sanitary regulations within its territory or territorial sea; 
(b) Punish infringement o( the above regulations committed 

within its territory or territorial sea.151 

The Convention further provides that the contiguous zone shall 
not extend more than 12 mil es from the coast of the adjacent na
tion.1G2 In answer to an inquiry by the Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee, the State Department stated that Article 24 confirmed the 
U.S. practice of exercising customs jurisdiction over this extraterri
torial zone and enlarged the coastal state's jurisdiction by permitting, 
in addition, enforcement of fiscal, immigTation, and sanitary laws 
within that zone.153 Thus, if a foreign vessel, which has been engaged 
in the poaching of U.S. continental shelf resources beyond the 12-mile 
zone, terminates its physical contact with the shelf and ceases to engage 
in the outlawed activity before U.S. enforcement officials arrive on 
the scene, such vessel might claim that it is not subject to the juris-

161 Convention on the Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone, art. 24, para. 1, [I 964] 
2 U.S.T. 1606, T.l.A.S. No. 5639, 516 U.N.T.S. 205. 

152 Id. para. 2. 
urn Hearings on Executives ], K, L, M, N (Conventions on the Law of the Sea) 

Before the Senate Foreign Relations Comm., 86th Cong., 2d Sess. 93 (1960). 
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diction of the United States at that point in time under the rules of 
international law governing the high seas.154 

Prior to the Territorial Sea Convention, the United States had en
acted a series of statutes establishing special enforcement zones beyond 
the territorial limits of the United States, some of which permitted 
customs enforcement activities on the high seas as far as 62 nautical 
miles from the U.S. coast.155 It appears that the Convention on the 
Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone, being later in time, has the 

154 In that connection, the Treasury Department in congressional hearings on legis
lation to prohibit foreign fishing in U.S. waters opposed the inclusion of a prohibition 
against foreign vessels taking any continental shelf "fishery resource." The witness stated: 

If Congress intends to direct the Coast Guard to enforce the Continental Shelf 
provisions of the bill on the high seas against vessels of nations which are not 
signatory to any treaty or convention protecting the fishery resources of the 
Continental Shelf, it would be appropnate for it to include explicit language 
to this effect. But we do not think that any such provision should be included 
without serious consideration first being given to the question of what type of 
enforcement would be sanctioned or appropriate under international law. 

Hearings on S. 1988 (Fishing in U.S. T erritorial Waters) Before the Merchant Marine 
b Fisheries Subcomm. of the Senate Commerce Comm., 88th Cong., 1st Sess., ser. 31 
at 60 (1963). The legislation, as enacted in 1964, retained the continental shelf provision. 

155 I. Customs waters. Under 19 U.S.C. §§ 1586 and l 709(c) enforcement personnel of 
the United States are permitted to board foreign vessels on the high seas within an area 
12 miles from the coast, or within an area specified by treaty with respect to vessels of the 
treaty partner, for the purpose of enforcing the laws of the United States. However, 
the 18 bilateral "liquor" treaties negotiated primarily for the purpose of enforcing the 
Volstead Act uniformly provide for enforcement within a distance from shore not greater 
than can be traversed in one hour by the suspected vessel. See, e.g., Great Britain, 
43 Stat. 1761 (1924), T. S. No. 685; Germany, 43 Stat., 1815 (1924), T .S. No. 694. Thus, 
the extent of "customs waters," where treaty vessels are concerned, is likely to be 
greater than 12 miles. 
2. Areas adjacent to customs waters. The foregoing statutory provisions also apply where 
the importation of the merchandise concerned is prohibited, or consists of alcoholic 
liquors, and the unlading or transshipment occurs "at any place on the high seas adjacent 
to the customs waters of the United States." Although not defined in Lhe statute, the 
"adjacent" area has by judicial decisions been dclcrmined not to exceed 50 nautical 
miles seaward from the customs waters. The Reidun , 14 F. Supp. 771,774 (E.D .. Y. 1936). 
3. Custorns-enf or cement areas. Another provision authorizes the President to declare a 
"customs-enforcement area" beyond but aujacent to the "customs waters," whenever he 
finds that vessels "hover" in such areas so as to threaten or facilitate the unlawful intro
duction or removal of goods into or from the United States. No customs-enforcement 
area may extend laterally beyond 100 nautical miles in either direction from the "hovering 
vessel" concerned, and in no case may it extend seaward more than 50 nautical miles 
from the customs waters of the United States. Customs officers are authorized to board 
any vessel found in the customs-enforcement area, and examine the vessel or any person 
or merchandise found thereon to enforce the pertinent customs laws. 19 U.S.C. §§ 1701-11 

(1964). 
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effect of repealing these earlier statutes to the extent of the incon
sistency. 

It should also be mentioned that in 1966 the United States by statute 
created a special fisheries zone contiguous to the territorial sea of the 
United States which had the effect of excluding foreign fishing in that 
area.156 That statute appears unrelated to the purposes for which a 
contiguous zone is proper under the Convention (preventing or punish
ing infringement of the customs, fiscal, immigration or sanitation 
regulations of the coastal state occurring within the territory or terri
torial sea of that coastal state). The validity of the U.S. law in this 
regard may therefore be subject to question.157 

CONCLUSION 

It should be self-evident that the question of the dutiability of min
erals extracted from the U.S. continental shelf should be settled legis
latively, rather than by the courts. Legislation should be enacted as 
soon as practicable, explicitly providing that continental shelf resources 
shall be duty-free, effective retroactively to the date when the current 
tariff schedules took effect. Such legislation should also expressly in
clude the continental shelf of Puerto Rico within the customs territory 
of the United States and conform the geographical scope of the per
tinent excise tax laws to the geographical scope of the customs laws. To 
avoid unnecessary disputes where the oil import quota program is con
cerned the Presidential Proclamation should be amended to include 
U.S. continental shelf areas within the applicable Districts. 

Under current law a number of potentially exploitable minerals 
of the deep ocean floor, principally those contained in manganese 
nodules (manganese, nickel, cobalt, and copper) are normally subject 
to U.S. customs duties.158 Some of the articles have been accorded 
duty-free treatment under temporary legislation suspending the ap-

156 Act Establishing a Contiguous Fisheries Zone beyond the Territorial Sea of the 
United States, Pub. L. 89-658, 80 Stat. 908 (1966), 16 U.S.C. §§ 1091-94 (Supp. V, 
1965-1969). 

157 For the position of the Department of State that the establishment of such a zone 
would not be contrary to international law, see SENATE COMM. ON COMMERCE, TWELVE 
MILE FISHERY ZoNE, S. REP. No. 1280, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 2, 11 (1966). 

158 Certain copper-bearing ores are usually dutiable at 1.7¢/lb. on the copper content, 
under TSUS item 602.30, 19 U.S.C. § 1202, sched. 6 (1964). Nickel and cobalt ores are 
duty free under items 601.36 and 601.18 respectively. 
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plicable duty for two or three years (in the typical case).1119 Manganese 
ore, for example, containing over 10 percent manganese in weight is 
ordinarily dutiable at 0.25 cents per pound on the manganese con
tent,160 but that duty has been temporarily suspended under successive 
statutes, the most recent of which was signed into law in July of this 
year.101 

Understandably, the policy issues associated with the existence of 
tariff barriers to imports of minerals originating on the ocean floor, 
especially those produced by U.S. enterprises, have not heretofore 
been given thorough scrutiny. Deep ocean mining on a commercial 
basis has not until recently been more than a theoretical possibility. 
Now, however, it appears that industry is at the threshold of such com
mercial development.162 The formulation of a tariff policy with respect 
to deep sea mineral development is, consequently, a matter of real 
and immediate importance and should receive prompt attention by the 
Congress, as well as by the Executive Branch. 

Since customs duties are used fundamentally for the purpose of reg
ulating commerce with foreign countries in furtherance of certain 
economic, political and social policies of the United States, their ap
plication to minerals extracted from the deep seabed by American 
companies is difficult to justify. Among other things, ocean mining can 
serve the national economic interest by meeting domestic demand for 
minerals for which domestic reserves are insufficient. Ocean mining 
would not ordinarily involve the outflow of U.S. dollars to a foreign 
country and, therefore, would have no adverse effect on the trade 
balance of the United States. Where the seabed minerals produced by 
U.S. enterprises displace competing imports from foreign sources ( or 
where they are sold in foreign markets) there is a positive contribution 
to the U.S. trade balance. In 1967, for example, most of the domestic 

159 The import charge on copper was first suspended by the Act of May 22, 1951 
(Pub. L. No. 38, 82d Cong.) until June 30, 1954 and later extended to June 30, 1956 
(Pub. L. No. 7709, 83d Cong.). In 1966 the duty on certain copper im~orts was again 
suspended until June 30, 1968 (Pub. L. No. 89-468) and subsequently until June 30, 1970 
(Pub. L. No. 90-615). Pub. L. No. 91-298 extends the expiration date for an additional 

2 years. 
160 TSUS, item 601.27, 19 U.S.C. § 1202, sched. 6 (1964). 
161 TSUS, item 911.07, 19 U.S.C. § 1202, sched. 9 (1964), extended until June 30, 1973 

by Pub. L. No. 91-306 (July 6, 1970). . 
162 The first prototype mining test to recover nodules from deep water began m 

July 1970. Kaufman & Rothstein, Recent Developments in Deep Ocean Mining, 2 MARINE 

TECHNOLOGY-1970, supra note 16, at 935. 
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demand for nickel was supplied from foreign sources, representing a 
drain on the U.S. trade account of approximately $300 million.163 

More than half of the cobalt consumed in the United States that year 
was imported (about $16 million in value).164 Imports of manganese 
amounted to I. I million short tons, or $25 million. In addition, the 
United States is a net importer of copper, even though it has larger 
copper ore reserves than any other country.165 

Besides the balance of payments gains to be derived from removing 
barriers to ocean mining by U.S. enterprises, one must consider 
whether extensive reliance on imports to fill the domestic need for 
these minerals is in the best interests of the United States. A number 
of major foreign sources of supply for manganese, cobalt and copper 
are politically or economically unstable.166 Interruptions in the supply 
of these metals could have an adverse impact on the national economy 
and, perhaps, on national defense capabilities. 

The foregoing considerations would seem to justify a national policy 
to promote at least a residual source of supply of ocean floor minerals. 
This should be done first by legislation making the production of any 
American deep sea enterprise duty-free on a permanent basis. Such an 
approach is obviously more satisfactory than ad hoc, temporary duty 
suspensions, since it reduces the risk of legislative caprice or delay 
and thereby is more hospitable to longterm investment. A precedent 
for that concept is found in item 180.00 of the Tariff Schedules of the 
United States which provides that the products of American fisheries 
(meaning essentially the catch of American-owned fishing vessels 
manned by American crews) shall be duty-free.167 

163 Nickel imports amounted to 143,000 short tons. I DEP'T OF INTERIOR, MINERALS 
YEARBOOK I 967, at 80 I. The average price for nickel in 1967 was $.90 per pound. Laque, 
Deep Ocean Mining: Prospects and Anticipated Short-Term Benefits, in CENTER FOR 
THE STUDY OF DD10CRATIC INSTITUTIONS, PACEM IN MARIBUS 24 (Occasional Paper, June 
1970). 

164 I DEP'T OF INTERIOR, MINERALS YEARBOOK 1967, at 381. The average price of cobalt 
in 1967 was $1.85 per pound. Laque, supra note 163, at 25. 

1G5 Laque, supra note 163, at 24. 
166 The four principal producers of cobalt, for example, are the Congo, Cuba, New 

Caledonia and Zambia. Id. 
167 Products of American fisheries (including fish, shellfish, and other marine 

animals, spermaceti, and marine animal oils), which have not landed in a 
foreign country, or which, if so landed, have been landed solely for trans
shipment without change in condition. 

TSUS, item 180.00, 19 U.S.C. § 1202, sched. l (1964). Headnote of Subpart A states: 
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An American fishery, for the purposes of this subpart, is a fishing enterprise 
conducte? unde! the Amer~can fl~g by vessels of the United States on the high 
seas or m foreign waters m which such vessels have the right, by treaty or 
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The President's Oceans Policy Statement of May 23, 1970,168 as elab
orated in State Department testimony before the Special Senate Sub
committee on the Outer Continental Shelf, suggested that legislation 
along this line might be appropriate.169 H owever, the Statement seemed 
to imply that such a legislative proposal would await international 
agreement on a regime governing the ocean floor and continental 
margins. It is submitted that the justification for such legislation is 
equally valid whether or not such a multilateral treaty is concluded, 
and, therefore, should be entertained at the present time. 

Besides removing certain legal obstacles to ocean mining ventures, 
the desirability of Government inducements, such as guaranteed 
market prices, grants, special tax rules, and preferential financing and 
insurance terms, should be considered.170 In the area of customs law 
such an inducement might take the form of liberalized drawback 
rules171 which would permit the refund of customs duties on imported 
articles subsequently "exported" to an ocean floor mining site to be 
consumed there or used there for an extended period of time. As pre
viously pointed out, the use of the terms "importation" and "exporta
tion" in the customs law is not symmetrical, the former being more 
inclusive.172 If the desire for symmetry in this context is inconse
quential (as seems to be the case), then a policy of st imulating ocean 
mining ventures can appropriately be aided by a tariff system skewed 
in favor of such ventures. The allowance of customs duty drawback 
with respect to the orbiting of a communications satellite could be 

Id. 

otherwise, to take fish or other marine products and may include a shore station 
operated in conjunction with such vessels by the owner or master thereof. 

168 See note 13 supra. 
169 I will propose necessary changes in the domestic import and tax _laws and reg~

lations oI the United States to assure that our own laws and regulations do not dis
criminate against U.S. nationals operating in the trusteeship zone off our coast 
or under the authority of the international machinery to be established. 

Id. at 2. See Hearings Before the Special Subcomm. on Outer Continental Shelf of the 
Senate Comm. on Interior & Insular Affairs, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 11 (1970) (statement by 
Eliot L. Richardson, Under Sec'y of State). 

170 Giannini, Prerequisites to the Attraction of Capital Investment in Oceanography, 
2 MARINE TECHNO(..OGY-1970, supra note 16, at 755. 

171 The word "drawback" is a statutory term used to describe duties and internal 
revenu e taxes that are refunded upon removal of the goods to which they pertain from 
the customs territory of the United States and the exportation of the same goods, or articles 
made from them, or articles made from domestic goods of the same kind and quality on 
a substituted basis. The basic drawback provision is found in 19 U.S.C. § 1313 (1964). See 
U.S. TARIFF COMMISSION, STUDY OF TEMPORARY ENTRY PROVISIONS OF TITLE 19 OF THE 
UNITED STATES CoDE, TC PuB. No. 289 (1969). 

172 See notes 31 and 62. supra, and accompanying texL 
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regarded as a precedent for such treatment,173 on the supposition that 
a national policy favoring the development of an international com
munications satellite network was the dominant factor in that ruling. 
However, to maximize predictability, the allowance of drawback with 
respect to ocean mining operations should be expressly provided by 
statute. 

173 See note 62 supra. Several special drawback provisions also have precedent value. 
In 19 U.S.C. § 1309(b) (1964), for example, articles withdrawn from warehouse and laden 
as supplies (including equipment) on, or used in the repair or maintenance of, certain 
vessels or aircraft "shall be considered to be exported" for drawback purposes. See also 
19 U.S.C. §§ 1317, 1557 (1964). 
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U.S. TAX ASPECTS OF SEABED OPERATIONS: 
INTERNAL REVENUE CODE § 638 

IN PERSPECTIVE 

MATTHEW T. A.l>AMS 0 

I NTRODUCTION 

The exploration and exploitation of the natural resources of the 
oceans are proceeding at an accelerating pace. While these activities 
largely involve the discovery and production of petroleum, there are 
extensive deposits of other minerals on the seabed which will also be 
extracted.1 Developments in the law, however, have failed to keep 
pace with technological and commercial advances in this field. Do
mestic legislation and international agreements governing seabed re
sources were drafted in generalized terms, leaving specific problems 
of application to be resolved at some later time. Since much of the 
current, and prospective, commercial activity involves areas which in 
the past were considered unexploitable, questions are now beginning 
to arise which were either not fully resolved or were not considered 
adequately when specific language was adopted. The significance of 
these legal issues has increased proportionately with the economic 
stakes involved. Answers must now be developed since current com
mercial operations on the continental shelf,2 and beyond, will present 
many of these issues in the context of specific factual situations.3 

• Member of the District of Columbia, Florida and New York Bars. Partner in the 
firm of McClure and Trotter, Washington, D. C. 

The amhor gratefully acknowledges the research assistance of W. Thomas Rosemond, Jr. 
under the Cooperative ·writing P rogram of LAw AND Poucy JN INTERNATIONAL nus1NESS. 

1 ApproximaLcly 90% of the value of current subsea mineral production is attributable 
to petroleum. REPORT OF THE NATIONAL PETROLEUM COUNCIL, P ETROLEUM RESOURCES 
UNDER THE O CEAN FLOOR 62 (preprint 1969). For estimates as to the extent of other 
minerals with commercial potential, see generally, V. MCKELVEY & F. WANG, WORLD 
SunsEA MINERAL RESOURCES (Dept. of Interior, 1969) and 3 PANEL REPORTS OF THE 
COMMISSION ON MARINE SCIENCE, ENGINEERING AND REsOURCES VII (Marine Resources, 1969). 

2 Unless otherwise indicated, the terms "shelf", "continental shelf", and "outer con
tinental shelf" are used hereinafter synonymously to refer to submerged lands, Olher 
than the abyssal ocean floor, beyond the territorial sea. 

3 Similar issues are presented in an analysis of United States Customs Law applicable 
to the continental shelf and the deep ocean. Feller, U.S. Customs Aspects of Seabed 
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r n the area of income taxation, the basic problem is both jurisdic
tional and definitional. ,1/hether, or to what extent, the outer con
tinental shelf of the United States was, and is, within the Un ited 
States for purposes of the Internal Revenue Code is a deceptively 
simple question. Although a provision in the Tax Reform Act of 
1969 dealing with the tax status of the continental shelf areas repre
sents a start in the right direction, it furnishes only a partial answer 
since it has limited application.4 The state of the law for years pnor 
to 1970 remains uncertain. 

Specifically, the problem stems from the definition of the term 
" United States" contained in section 770 1 (a)(9) of the Code which 
provides: 

The term "United States" when used in a geographical sense in
cludes only the States and the District of Columbia. 

It is well established that state boundaries do not extend beyond the 
three-mile territorial sea ( except for certain purposes in the case of 
Texas and the West Coast of Florida).5 Given its plain meaning, the 
definition excludes the outer continental shelf from the geographic 
United States. A related issue is whether the term "foreign country", 
as used in the Code, includes the pertinent continental shelf of a 
coastal state. Bilateral tax treaties to which the United States is a 
party typically contain a definition of "the United States" similar to 
the Code definition. Therefore, the application of tax treaties raises 
the same definitional question. 

The overall revenue effects of treating the continental shelf as be
ing within or without the United States cannot readily be quantified 
since net income figures, as distinguished from expenditures, are n ot 
available. In addition, the tax status of the continental shelf has dif
ferent effects depending upon whether the taxpayer is foreign or do
mestic and, among domestic taxpayers, depending upon certain elec
tions available to them. However, the tax consequences to a particular 
taxpayer can be dramatic and the amounts involved are substantial. An 
understanding of some basic U.S. tax rules is necessary to appreciate the 

Operations, 2 LAW & PoL. I NT'L Bus. 402 (1970) [hereinafter cited as Feller] . The 
historical background is virtually the same for both tax and customs, and a more 
detailed presentation of legal developments outside the tax field is included therein. 

4 See notes 62 and 63 infra for the text of §§ 638 and 1441 (f) added to the In ternal 
Revenue Code by § 505 of the Tax Reform Act of 1969, Pub. L. No. 91-172, 83 Stat. 634. 

5 United States v. Florida, 363 U.S. 121 (1960); United States v. Louisiana, et al. 
363 U .S. I, 36-64 (1960). See note 65 infra. 
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ramifications of treating the continental shelf as within or without 
the United States or a foreign coastal state:6 

1. The United States taxes its citizens, residents, and domestic 
corporations on their worldwide income. In cases where income is 
derived from foreign sources and taxed in the country of source, a 
foreign tax credit is provided to offset the U. S. tax on the same in
come in order to avoid double taxation. The amount of credit al
lowed is subject to a limitation based upon the effective United States 
tax rate applied to foreign source income. This limitation may be 
computed on either a "per country" or an "overall" basis. Under the 
"per country" limitation, a separate calculation is made with respect 
to the income from and the taxes imposed by each foreign country. 
Under the "overall" method, all income from sources without the 
United States and all foreign income taxes are aggregated for pur
poses of computing the limitation. Maximizing the amount of foreign 
source income in these calculations maximizes the amount of allow
able foreign tax credit which will ordinarily be to the taxpayer's ad
vantage. Under the "overall" method, the limitation on the allowable 
foreign tax credit is significantly affected depending upon whether 
U.S. continental shelf income is characterized as derived from sources 
within or without the United States. Under the "per country" calcu
lation, it is necessary to determine whether income from foreign con
tinental shelf operations is derived from sources within the adjacent 
coastal state. 

2. In general, the United States taxes foreign corporations and 
nonresident aliens only on income derived from sources within the 
United States. A U.S. shareholder of a foreign corporation is nor
mally taxed on the income of such corporation only when it is dis
tributed to him. Thus, in determining ,,vhether a nonresident alien 
or foreign corporation is subject to U .S. tax with respect to activities 
on the U.S. continental shelf, the characterization of the place where 
property is located, where services are performed, or where income 
is generated as within or without the United States may be crucial. 

3. Finally, there are a number of specific provisions in the Code 

6 For detailed explanations of the international aspects of U.S. Federal income taxation 

See generally B. BnTKER & L. EBB, TAXATJON OF FoREICN I NCOME, CASES AND MATERIALS 

(2d ed. 1968); s. ROBERTS & w. WARREN, U.S. I NCOME TAXATION OF FOREICN CoRPO~ATIO~S 

AND NONRESIDENT ALIENS (1968); Owens, International Aspects of Income Taxation, m 

HARVARD LAW SCHOOL I NTERNATIONAL TAX PROCRAM, WORLD TAX SERIES: TAXATION IN THE 

UNITED STATES ch. 11 (1963). For an extensive bibliography of the literature in this area 

see E. OWENS, BIBLIOCRAPHY ON TAXATION OF FoREICN OPERATIONS AND F OREICNERS (1968). 
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which are only operative if the persons, property, or activity con
cerned is deemed to be located within a particular foreign country. 
Of these, some of the more important are: 

(a) Section 91 l(a)(2)-which provides an exclusion from gross in
come of up to $20,000 of earned income for United States citizens 
who are "present in a foreign country or countries" for at least 510 days 
during a period of 18 consecutive months. 

(b) Section 921-which provides a special deduction for certain 
domestic corporations which qualify as Western Hemisphere Trade 
Corporations. One condition which must be met is that the corpora
tion must be one "all of whose business (other than incidental pur
chases) is done in any country or countries in North, Central, or 
South America or in the West Indies." 

(c) Section 954-which provides special treatment for income of 
controlled foreign corporations with respect to certain transactions 
"outside the country under the laws of which the controlled foreign 
corporation is created or organized." Treating an area or an activity 
as being within or without a foreign country may be necessary in order 
to determine whether the income generated is subpart F income under 
the Code.7 

In all of these sections the geographical definition of the foreign 
country or possession is critical to relevant determinations under the 
Code. 

International Law 

The rights exercisable by a coastal state over its continental shelf 
are determined under international law. The 1958 Convention on 
the Continental Shelf8 (hereinafter referred to as the Geneva Conven
tion), to which the United States is a party, has an important bearing 
on the application of the domestic tax law of the United States to 
continental shelf operations.9 The Internal Revenue Service has on 

7 Other examples of the importance of precisely locating persons, property or activities 
within a particular foreign country or possession include: 

1. Section 955(c)-which provides as a condition to a foreign corporation's qualifying 
as a "less developed country corporation," that 80% or more of assets used in trades or 
businesses be "located in less developed countries"; 

2. Section 931-which provides special treatment for certain income "derived from 
sources within a possession of the United States." 

8 Convention on the Continental Shelf, (1964] 1 U.S.T. 471; T.I.A.S. No. 5578, 499 
U.N.T.S. 31 I (hereinafter cited as Geneva Convention]. 

9 This convention was one of four conventions on the international law of the sea 
adopted by the 1958 conference in Geneva convened upon the recommendation of the 
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at least one occasion referred to the Convention in defining "foreign 
country" for tax purposes.10 The Tax Reform Act of 1969 utilized 
the expression "in accordance with international law" in defining 
certain rights exercisable by coastal states over the continental shelf 
and thereby incorporated international law into the Internal Reve
nue Code.11 

Under the Convention, coastal states exercise "sovereign rights" 
over the adjacent continental shelf for purposes of exploring and ex
ploiting its natural resources.12 Such rights are exclusive with the 
coastal state13 and are functionally limited.14 The rights exercisable 
by coastal states are applicable to structures on the shelf, including 
anchored vessels, in addition to the seabed and subsoil. Unjustifiable 
interference with navigation, fishing and certain scientific research is 
prohibited.16 

The term "continental shelf" is defined in article I of the Conven-
tion as: 

the seabed and subsoil of the submarine areas adjacent to the coast 
but outside the area of the territorial sea, to a depth of 200 meters 
or, beyond that limit, to where the depth of the superjacent waters 
admits of the exploitation of the natural resources of the said 
area[.] 

This definition contains three limitations (a 200-meter test, an ex
ploitability test, and an adjacency test) on the geographic extent of 
the submarine areas which can be claimed as subject to the sovereign 
rights of coastal states. The physical limits of the continental shelf 

International Law Commission of the United Nations. See generally UNITED NATIONS CON
FERENCE ON THE LAw OF THE SEA OFFICIAL RECORDS (7 vols.), U.N. Doc. A/ Conf. 13 
(1953). The convention came into force on June IO, 1964. Geneva Convention, art. 11, 
para. l. 

10 See note 85 infra. 
11 INT. R.Ev. CooE of 1954, § 638, added by Tax Reform Act of 1969, § 505, Pub. L. 

No. 91-172 (Dec. 30, 1969). See note 62 infra. 
12 Geneva Convention, art. 2, para. I. For a general discussion of the Convention see 

Feller, supra note 3, at nn.112-44. 
18 The coastal state has the right to exclude others from exploring or exploiting, or 

claiming, its continental shelf. Geneva Convention, art. 2, para. 2. Neither occupation nor 
express proclamation is required to perfect or maintain these rights. Id. art. 2, para. 3. 

14 The extensive limitations in the Convention upon the extent of the rights of the 
coastal states indicate that "sovereign rights" are not as broad as coastal state sovereignty. 
The rights are limited in terms of function (exploration and exploitation), object 
(natural resources), and geographical plain (the water column and air space above the 
shelf retain their international character). Id. art. 2, para. 4; arts. 3, 4. 

11> Id. art. 5, para. I. 
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are presently the subject of considerable controversy.16 It is obvious, 
however, that the seaward boundary of the continental shelf will 
eventually have to be defined in specific terms in order to apply the 
domestic tax law of the United States.17 For example, mineral op
erations conducted on the continental slope beyond a depth of 200 
meters will require an administrative determination of the seaward 
boundary of the continental shelf area. 

The principal issue dealt with here is not whether the United 
States has tax jurisdiction over its continental shelf, but rather 
whether, or to what extent, such jurisdiction has been exercised. 
Prior law will be analyzed to determine whether before the passage 
of the Tax Reform Act of 1969, the outer continental shelf was 
treated as being within the "United States" for tax purposes. Virtu
ally all of the legislation dealing with the continental shelf tends 
to support the conclusion that it was not. In addition, the limited 
scope of the statutory language added to the Code by the Tax Reform 
Act will be illustrated by examining various types of activity con
ducted on the continental shelf of the United States. The new defi
nition of "foreign country" will be compared with prior law to de
termine what, if any, change has been effected. Finally, the relation
ship of the Code amendments to the existing income tax treaties of 
the United States will be considered. The Internal Revenue Code 
is written with great particularity and, as a result, is likely to be ap
plied by administrators and courts literally rather than on a broad 
policy basis. In this light, the Tax Reform Act provisions appear to 
be unnecessarily limited in their application. 

THE U.S. CONTINENTAL SHELF THROUGH 1969 

The Law Prior to 1953 

Prior to 1953 there was no statutory or other basis for treating the 
continental shelf as being within the United States for tax purposes. 
The term "United States" as defined in successive Revenue Acts be
ginning in 1918 through the Internal Revenue Code of 1939,18 ex-

16 For a detailed discussion of this question see M. McDOUGAL &: W. BURKE, THE 
PUBLIC ORDER OF THE OCEANS (1965); Feller, supra note 3; Goldie, The Content of Davey 
]ones's Locker-A Proposed Regime for the Seabed and Subsoil, 22 RUTGERS L. REv. l 
(1968). 

17 For an example of the type of problem that will arise see text at note 75 infra. 
18 l MERTENS, LAw OF FEDERAL INCOME TAXATION § 1.07, n.56. (Zimet ed. 1965). 
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eludes the outer continental shelf by virtue of the wording of the 
statute. This interpretation of the statutory language was reflected 
in a 1938 ruling. issued by the Internal Revenue Service which held 
that taxes imposed by the Social Security Act with respect to employ
ment within the United States were not applicable to services per
formed on a barge permanently anchored five miles beyond the 
boundary limits of a State.19 The geographical definition of the 
Unitea States in that Act was virtually identical to the Internal Rev
enue Code definition.20 The ruling concluded that the term "United 
States" as used in the Act "excludes all territory outside of the States." 

Moreover, the United States did not claim jurisdiction over these 
submarine areas prior to the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act of 
1953.21 While the Truman Proclamation,22 issued in 1945, had indi
cated that the United States regarded the natural resources of the 
seabed and subsoil of its continental shelf as appertaining to the 
United States and, therefore, subject to its jurisdiction and control, 
that claim extended only to the natural resources of the shelf and not 
to the submerged lands itself. 23 

The Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act of 1953 

The Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act24 (hereinafter the OCS 
Lands Act), enacted in 1953, declared the policy of the United States 

19 S.S.T. 264, 1938-1 CuM. BULL. 392, which was declared obsolete by Rev. Rul. 

67-440, 1967-2 CUM. BULL. 425. 
20 Sec. 1101 (a). When used in this Act-

(1) The term "State" ... includes Alaska, Hawaii, and the District of Columbia. 
(2) The term "United States" when used in a geographical sense means the States, 

Alaska, Hawaii, and the District of Columbia. 
Social Security Act of August 14, 1935, tit. 11, §§ 110l(a)(l)·(2), 42 U.S.C. §§ 130l(a)(l)·(2) 

(1964). 
21 In 1918 the State Department stated that "the United States has no jurisdiction 

over the ocean bottom beyond the territorial waters adjacent to the coast." See II 
H ACKWORTH, DIGEST OF INTERNATIONAL I.Aw 679, 680 (1941). In 1944 the State Department 
asserted that the claim by a private person of "title and dominion" in the ocean floor 
beyond the territorial sea "has no legal effect and confers upon such person no rights 
with respect to submerged lands" beyond the three-miles limit. See Clingan, Triumphantly 

on the Reefs, 3 MARINE TECH. Soc'v J. 33 (1969). 
22 Pres. Proc. No. 2667, 3 C.F.R. 67 1943-1948 Comp. See also 13 DEP'T STATE BULL. 

484 (1945). 
23 The proclamation provided: 

The Government of the United States regards the natural n~sources_ o~ t~e 
subsoil and seabed ... as appertaining to the United States, subject to its JUDS· 

diction and control ... . 
3 C.F.R. 67, 68 (1943-1948 Comp.). 

24 43 u.s.c. §§ 1331-43 (1964). 
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to be "that the subsoil and seabed of the outer continental shelf ap
pertain to the United States and are subject to its jurisdiction, con
trol and power of disposition."25 Section 4(a)(l) of that Act provides 
in part: 

The Constitution and laws and civil and political jurisdiction of 
the United States are extended to the subsoil and seabed of the 
outer Continental Shelf and to all artificial islands and fixed struc
tures which may be erected thereon for the purpose of exploring 
for, developing, removing, and transporting resources therefrom, 
to the same extent as if the outer Continental Shelf were an area 
of exclusive Federal jurisdiction located within a State.26 

The section also provides specific rules concerning the jurisdiction 
of United States district courts, the Longshoremen's and Harbor 
Workers' Compensation Act, the Labor Relations Act, Coast Guard 
Regulations, and obstructions to navigation. The Act expressly amends 
the definition of "United States" as used in the Longshoremen's and 
Harbor Workers' Compensation Act, to include "the outer continen
tal shelf and artificial islands and fixed structures thereon."27 How
ever, the Act also contains a provision indicating that the specific 
applications of the statute are nonexclusive: 

The specific application by this section of certain provisions of 
law to the subsoil and seabed of the outer Continental Shelf and 
the artificial islands and fixed structures referred to in subsection 
(a) of this section or to acts or offenses occurring or committed 
thereon shall not give rise to any inference that the application 
to such islands and structures, acts, or offenses of any other provi
sion of law is not intended.28 

The comments of the pertinent Executive agencies fou_nd in legis
lative history of the OCS Lands Act were primarily directed toward 
the earlier versions of the legislative proposal and, therefore, are not 
conclusive with regard to the meaning of the above quoted provi
sion.29 Commenting on the language used in the House bill, the Jus-

25 Id. § I 332(a). 
26 Id. § 1333(a)(l). 
21 Id. §§ 1333(b)·(f). 
28 Id. § l 333(g). 

29 The extension provisions of the Act represented a compromise between the approaches 
taken in the House and Senate bills. The House bill provided: 

Jurisdiction Over Outer Continental Shelf.-(a) It is hereby declared to be the 
policy of the United States that the natural resources of the subsoil and seabed 
of the outer continental shelf appertain to the United States and are subject to 
its jurisdiction, control, and power of disposition as provided in this Act. Federal 
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tice Department indicated that a blanket extension of Federal laws 
to the outer continental shelf would not be sufficiently specific3° and 
cited with approval the specific extension to certain Federal laws in 
the Senate version.31 The Treasury, in a memorandum commenting 
on the Senate bill ("Nonapplicability of Existing Laws to Operations, 
Personnel, or Structures on the Outer Continental Shelf under 
S. 190 l "), 32 made it clear that the Internal Revenue laws relating to 
income taxes, excise taxes, and taxes imposed by the Federal Insur
ance Contributions Act, the Federal Unemployment Tax Act and the 
Marihuana Tax Act of 1937 would probably not be covered.33 There 
is no specific indication in the legislative history of the House bill, 
the Senate bill, or the Act as passed that the Internal Revenue Code 
would be modified or amended in any way. 

The effect of the extension- provision on existing Federal statutes, 
not specifically referred to in the OCS Lands Act, is unclear. It could 

laws now in effect or hereafter adopted shall apply to the entire a1·ea of the 
Outer Continental Shelf. 

H.R. 5134, 83d Cong., 1st Sess. § 9(a) (1953) (emphasis added). The Senate bill provided: 
Laws Applicable to Outer Continental Shelf-(a) All acts occurring and all 
offenses committed on any structure (other than a vessel), which is located on 
the outer Continental Shelf or on the water above the outer Continental Shelf 
for the purpose of exploring for, developing, or removing the natural resources 
of the subsoil or seabed of such outer Continental Shelf, shall be deemed to have 
occurred or been committed aboard a vessel of the United States on the high 
seas and shall be adjudicated and determined or adjudged and punished 
according to the laws relating to such acts or offenses occurring on vessels of the 
United States on the high seas. 

S.1901, § 4, 83d Cong. 1st Sess. (1953) (before amendment by the Senate Comm. on 
Interior & Insu lar Affairs). Sec. 4 also included specific references to existing statutes, 
customs qu estions, and special rules regarding the employment of aliens. One of these 
specific references, to the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, stated that 

goods produced upon or at any structure referred to in subsection (a) shall be 
deemed to have been produced in the United States. 

See id. The Senate Committee on Interior & Insular Affairs amended §4 to read as it 
was finally passed (see text accompanying note 26 supra), having deleted certain specific 
references to existing legislation referred to above. 

30 Hearings on S. 1901 and S. 1901 Amendment Before the Senate Comm. on Interior 
b Insular Affairs, 83d Cong., 1st Sess. 699 (1953). 

31 / d. at 700. It should also be noted that the "extension provision" in § 4 is not 
substantively different horn the blanket extension of Federal laws in H.R. 5134 and is 
thus subject to the same objections to the House bill raised by the Justice Department. 

82 Id. at 694. 
33 If i t is desirable to cover services performed on the outer continental shelf 

by a citizen or alien to the same extent as if such services w~r~ perfo~?1ed. in 
the United States, it would be necessary to amend the defimuon of Um_ted 
States" in the Internal Revenue Code accordingly. To assure that such services 
would be covered under the Social Security Act for purposes of t_h~ old-age ~nd 
survivors' insurance benefits, it is necessary to correlate the defimt10n of Umted 
States contained in the Social Security Act. 

Id . at 696. 
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be argued that the OCS Lands Act amended every definit ion of the 
United States which refers to "States" so as to include the outer con
tinental shelf. However, the specific amendment to the definition of 
the "United States" appearing in the Longshoremen's Act would 
seem to preclude that interpretation. Even if the OCS Lands Act 
is read as applying the Internal Revenue Code to continental shelf 
areas, there is no indication that specific Code provisions would be 
changed. The Internal Revenue Code was "applicable" to continental 
shelf areas in the same sense that it was applicable to Puerto Rico, the 
Virgin Islands, and other possessions over which the United States 
exercises jurisdiction and control.34 However, these areas are not 
within the general definition of the United States under the Code. 

In a more general sense, the Internal Revenue Code has always 
been "extended" to the continental shelf area since the Code applies 
to United States citizens and corporations regardless of where they 
are located. The Code denotes certain income as being from sources 
within and all other income as being from sources without the geo
graphical United States.3

1'.> Certainly the Code applies to all income 
of domestic taxpayers, yet that fact alone does not determine the 
source of the income. Whether the OCS Lands Act, in fact, altered 
preexisting tax law in this respect, is problematical. The Revenue 
Act of 1954 and subsequent legislative developments indicate that 
the Congress did not view the OCS Lands Act as amending the In
ternal Revenue Code. 

The Revenue Act of 1954 

The Internal Revenue Code of 1954 reenacted the definition of 
the United States contained in the 1939 Code. The "United States," 
used in its geographical sense, has been a defined term in the Internal 

84 In addition to the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands, the 
following are included within the category of United States "possessions": The Panama 
Canal Zone, American Samoa, Wake Island, the Midway Islands and Guam. See note 89 
infra. See generally MERTENS, LAW OF FEDERAL INCOME TAXATION (Zimet ed. 1964-1970); 
S. ROBERTS & W. WARREN, U.S. INCOME TAXATION OF FOREIGN CORPORATIONS AND NON· 
RESIDENT ALIENS (1967). 

86 Part I of Subchapter N of the Internal Revenue Code contains the principal rules 
for determining whether income is derived from sources within or without the United 
States. INT. REv. CooE of 1954, §§ 861-64. These provisions impose no tax and grant no 
exemptions. They merely prescribe the criteria for determining whether certain items 
of gross income shall be treated as derived from a source within the United States or 
from a source without the United States. 
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Revenue law since 1918.36 The definition has remained unchanged 
as to the area covered, although prior references to the Territories 
of Alaska and Hawaii were changed when they achieved statehood.37 

B:cause the statutory language is identical and because the legislative 
history reveals no intent to expand the definition, it can be inferred 
that Congress regarded the reenactment as pro forma and intended 
no change in meaning.38 The Internal Revenue Service has taken 
the position, however, that the OCS Lands Act amended the 1939 
Code definition of the United States and, consequently, that the 1954 
Code definition carried the OCS Lands Act amendment with it.39 As 
indicated above, the legislative history of the OCS Lands Act does 
not support that proposition. Normal rules of statutory construction 
regarding after-passed statutes would appear to require a contrary 
interpretation.40 Later amendments to the Code clearly indicate that 
the outer continental shelf is not considered subsumed within the 
term "United States" as defined in section 7701. 

36 Sec. 1 of the Revenue Act of 1918, 40 Stat. 1057, provides that the term "United 
States" when used in a geographical sense includes "only the States, the Territories of 
Alaska and Hawaii and Dist1ict of Columbia." 

37 INT. REV. CODE of 1954, §§ 770l(a)(9)-(10), as amended by Pub. L. No. 86-70, § 22(a), 
73 Stat. 146 (Alaska, J an. 3, 1959) and Pub. L. No. 86-624, § 18(i), 74 Stat. 416 (Hawaii, 
Aug. 21, 1959). 

38 Courts may not, absent compelling circumstances to the contrary, enlarge statutory 
definitions so as to include a situation or condition which, it might be assumed, the 
legislature would have covered by an enlarged definition if its existence had been con
templated. Lenox Realty Co. v. Hackett, 122 Conn. 143, 187 A. 895 (1936). It has been 
held that words defined in a prior statute are, prima fade, to be regarded as used in 
the same sense in a subsequent statute, and will be so interpreted unless the contrary 
appears. State v. Herr, 151 Wash. 623, 276 P. 870 (1929); Purtell v. Philadelphia & R. 
Coal & I. Co., 256 Ill. llO, 99 N.E. 899 (1912). Indeed, there is a presumption of some 
force that if a special meaning is attached to certain words in a prior act, those words 
should have the same significance when used in a subsequent act in relation to the 
same subject matter. Maddock v. Magone, 152 U.S. 368, (1893); Reiche v. Smythe, 80 U.S. 
(13 Wall.) 162 (1871). This is especially true where there is nothing in the context to 
indicate that a different meaning is intended. Brown v. Darden, 121 Tex. 495, 50 S.W.2d 
261 (1932). Although such a presumption is rebuttable by clear and convincing evidence, 
there is no evidence with which to rebut it in the case of the 1954 reenactment of the 

1939 Internal Revenue Code. 
39 Rev. Rul. 56-505, 1956-2 CuM. BULL. 891. See text at note 48 infra. 
40 After-enacted stautes, unless they specifically so provided, would not normally be 

regarded as applicable to the shelf under standard rules of statutory construction. Posadas 
v National City Bank, 295 U.S. 497, 503 (1936); States v. Yuginovich, 256 U.S. 450, 453 d 920). See 1 J. SUTHERLAND, STATUTES AND STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION 463 (3d ed. 1943). 
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The Revenue Act of 1962 

Among other things, the Revenue Act of 1962 established an in
vestment credit to encourage modernization of American industry.41 

Acquisitions which qualified for the investment credit were limited 
to "section 38 property" which was defined to exclude property used 
predominantly outside the United States. Certain specific exceptions 
to that exclusion, however, were provided, including property owned 
by United States persons used in exploring for, developing, remov
ing, or transporting natural resources from "the outer continen tal 
shelf."42 This statutory formulation necessarily implies that property 
used on the outer continental shelf was considered by Congress to 
be used predominantly outside the United States.43 

Amendment to the Code in 1966 

Section 617, which was added to the Code in 1966,44 provided that, 
at the election of the taxpayer, exploration expenditures in the case 
of domestic mining, paid or incurred during the taxable year for the 
purpose of ascertaining the existence, location, extent or quality of 
any deposit of ore or other mineral in the United States, or on the 
outer continental shelf, and paid or incurred before the beginning 
of the development state of the mining, would be allowed as a deduc
tion. In its report, the House Ways and Means Committee explained: 

For the purpose o f applying section 617, the term 'in the United 
States' includes only the States and the District of Columbia. Ex
ploration expenditures paid or incurred in connection with de
posits which although outside the United States are on the Outer 
Continental Shelf (as for example, certain sulfur deposits in the 
Gulf of Mexico) may be deducted under section 617.45 

41 Pub. L. No. 87-834, § 2, 76 Stat. 962, 26 U.S.C. § 38 (1964). Investment credit was 
terminated in large measure by the Tax Reform Act of 1969, § 703, Pub. L. No. 91-172 
(Dec. 30, 1969). 

42 INT. R.Ev. CODE of 1954, § 48(a)(2)(B)(vi). 
43 See STAFF OF J OINT COMM. ON INTERNAL REVENUE TAXATION, 87TH CONG., 1ST SESS., 

GENERAL EXPLANATION OF COMMITTEE DISCUSSION DRAFT OF REVENUE BILL OF 1961, at 9 
(Comm. Print 1961); H.R. REP. No. 1447, 87th Cong., 2d Sess. 12, app. ~ (1962). 

44 ! NT. R EV. CODE of 1954, § 6 17(a). Sec. 617 was amended by the Tax Reform Act of 
1969, § 504, Pub. L. No. 91-172, eliminating the reference to the outer continent.al shelf. 
The Senate Finance Committee Report makes a parenthetical reference to "oceanographic" 
explorations, but it is not clear whether that term was intended as describing exploration 
on the outer continental shelf of the United States. S. REP. No. 552, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 
188 (1969). 

46 H.R. REP. No. 1237, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 6 (1966) (emphasis added). See also S. REP. 
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Tax Reform Act of 1969 

The 1969 Tax Reform Bill (H.R. 13270), as originally passed by 
the House, contained an amendment to section 613 of the Code which 
would have limited the percentage depletion allowance for oil and 
gas wells to those wells located in the "United States and the outer 
Continental Shelf," again demonstrating the mutual exclusivity of 
those terms.46 The amendment was later dropped by the House-Sen
ate Conference Committee pursuant to a decision to retain the world
wide availability of the percentage depletion allowance for oil and 
gas wells. 47 

Past Administrative Practice 

In administering the tax laws in relation to the continental shelf, 
the Internal Revenue Service has not been altogether consistent. In 
1956, the Service was called upon to decide whether the documentary 
stamp tax on foreign insurance policies against U.S. risks was applica
ble to a U.S. continental shelf operation.48 Citing the OCS Lands Act, 
the Service stated that "the submerged lands known as the Continen
tal Shelf are a part of the United States." The ruling held that a for
eign insurance policy covering oil drilling operations on such sub
merged lands was subject to the tax since it was "within the United 
States." 

More recently, the Service has taken a position which appears to 
be contrary to the earlier ruling. A revenue ruling issued in 1966 
held that, under sections 5704 and 5706 of the Code, the removal of 
cigars and cigarettes from a factory or warehouse for shipment "be
yond the jurisdiction of the Internal Revenue laws of the United 

No. 1377, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 11 (1966), and H.R. REP. No. 1925, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 4 
(1966) (conference report). 

46 H.R. 13270, § 501 (Natural Resources), 91st Cong., 1st Sess. The provision of the 
House-passed act would h ave amended INT. R.Ev. CooE of 1954, § 613(b) (relating to per
centage depletion) by providing new percentage depletion rates with respect to certain 
minerals. The pertinent section provided: 

(1) 20 percent-oil and gas wells located in the United Stat~s, in its possess_io~s, 
in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, or on the Outer Continental Shelf (w1thm 
the meaning of section 2 of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act, as amended 
and supplemented; 43 U.S.C. 1331). 

See also H.R. REP. No. 71-413, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. pt. 2 at 104 (1969). 
47 See H.R. REP. No. 782, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 315 (1969). 
48 Rev. Rul. 56-505, 1956-2 CUM. BULL. 891, 892. See INT. R.Ev. CODE of 1954, §§ 4371, 

4372(d). 
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States" was permissible without payment of excise taxes otherwise 
imposed, or with a refund for such taxes.49 The ruling states: 

Since the United States, as defined in section 7701 of the Code, 
means the 50 states and the District of Columbia, such shipments 
may be made to any country, possession, island, etc., as long as such 
place is outside of the United States; that is, beyond the 3-mile 
limit[.] 

While neither of these rulings involved income taxes, they do provide 
an official interpretation of the definition of "United States" in the 
Internal Revenue Code. They appear to be irreconcilable. In light 
of subsequent administrative practice and in view of legislative ac
tion and deliberations since 1956, the documentary stamp tax rul
ing, which indicated that the OCS Lands Act had effected an amend
ment to the Internal Revenue Code, appears to be an administrative 
aberration.5° Certainly, under the Code as amended by the Tax Re
form Act of 1969, that ruling is no longer appropriate.51 

THE TAX REFORM AcT OF 1969 AND PRIOR LAw 

When hearings on the tax reform bill were opened before the 
Senate Finance Committee in September 1_969, the Treasury Depart
ment recommended that the definition of "United States" in section 
770 l (a)(9) of the Code be amended to include the continental shelf 
in accordance with international law, and that the term "foreign 
country" be defined to include the adjacent continental shelf areas.02 

40 Rev. Rul. 66-127, 1966-1 CUM. BULL. 339; accord: Rev. Rul. 65-207, 1965-2. CuM. 
BULL. 538. 

50 The validity of this ruling has been questioned by commentators. 
In view of the very explicit definition of the United States in section 7701 (a)(9), 
it is believed that the tidelands area constituting the outer continental shelf be
yond the boundary of any state is not within the United States for the purpose 
of the documentary stamp tax on the instruments granting oil and gas leases. 

Heard, Tax Aspects of Tidelands Operations, 15 ANNUAL INSTITUTE ON OIL & GAS LAW 
AND TAXATION 577, 589 (1964). See also Peck, Federal Documentary Stamp Tax Aspects 
of Oil and Gas Transactions, 12 ANNUAL TULANE TAX INSTITUTE 270, 290 (1963). 

ol That ruling dealt with § 4371 of Chapter 34, Subchapter D, of the Internal Revenue 
Code of 1954. Sec. 638 is limited to Chapter I of the Code. Whatever the scope of § 770l(a) 
(9) prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1969, it would seem that the outer continental shelf 
can no longer be treated as included within the general definition of the "United States" 
for those Code sections outside the purview of § 638. 

52 See Statement by Ass't. Sec'y of Treasury Edwin S. Cohen, Hearings on R.R. 13270 
Before the Senate Comm. on Finance, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 697 (1969), and Technical 
Memorandum of Treasury Position, id. at 771, 848-49. 
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The stated purpose of the recommendation was to "clarify" the tax 
status of the shelf in order to remove existing uncertainties which 
could discourage natural resource development in such areas or which 
could produce tax preferences for certain taxpayers with continental 
shelf operations. 

During the course of the Finance Committee's deliberations, the 
subject of the geographical scope of tax treaties was also considered. 
However, a Treasury recommendation which would have extended 
the coverage of existing tax treaties to continental shelf areas, where 
the treaty partner concurred, was not adopted.53 Another recommen
dation, made by a taxpayer, which the Finance Committee did not 
adopt was that any continental shelf provision "should make it clear 
that it is declaratory of existing law."54 

What finally emerged from the Finance Committee was not a 
change in the general definition section of the Code, but an amend
ment which was made a part of Subchapter I (Natural Resources) 
of Chapter 1 (Income Taxes). The amendment was limited in appli
cation to certain income tax provisions. No effective date was pro
vided for the amendment, a fact which might suggest that it was re
garded as being declaratory of existing law.55 On the other hand, 
during the Senate floor debate on the Tax Reform bill, section 638 
was explained by Committee Chairman Russell Long as a "modifica-

53 Continental shelf areas should also be taken into account for tax treaty purposes 
in such cases where the other country indicates its concurrence. 

Technical Memorandum of Treasury Position, supra note 52, at 849. 
54 Pursuant to a discussion with Senator Long of Louisiana, Mr. Collado, executive vice 

president of Standard Oil Co. (N. J.), submitted a memorandum which stated in part: 
(W)hile we recognize the need for clarification of the law in this area, we think 
that the proposal set forth is consistent with the position taken by taxpayers and 
the Internal Revenue Service in past administration of the U.S. income tax law. 
Accordingly, we think that any le~is!ation enacted on this subjec~ should !11ake 
it clear that it is declaratory of ex1stmg law and should ~ot provide a b~s1s for 
permitting either taxpayers or the Inter1:al Revenue Service to take a d1~e.rent 
position with respect to taxable years pnor to the enactment of the prov1S1ons. 

Hearings, supra note 52, pt. 5 at 4418. In light of Rev. Rul. 66-127 and the legislative 
history of other provisions of the Code previously discussed, the accuracy of the conclu
sion in the memorandum regarding prior administrative practice is questionable. 

The Senate Finance Committee Report states that 
the committee believes it appropriate to clarify the status of continental shelf 
areas with regard to application of the income tax provisions of the code to 
natural resource activity. 

S. REP. No. 552, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 189 (1969). 
55 Most sections of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 had effective date provisions. The only 

other major substantive provision without an effective date was § 415 of the Act (new 
Code § 385) authorizing the issuance of regulations to distinguish corporate debt from 

equity. 
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tion" of the term "United States" and as an "extension" of U.S. tax 
jurisdiction, as distinguished from general political jurisdiction. 56 

As indicated in the report of the Senate Finance Committee, the 
state of the law prior to the date of enactment of section 638 is not 
clear. There are two conflicting possibilities. First, that the general 
definition of the United States in the Internal Revenue Code was 
amended by the OCS Lands Act so as to include the outer continen
tal shelf within the definition. Alternatively, the general definition 
of the United States could be given its plain meaning and the con
tinental shelf areas would have been treated under the Code as being 
outside the United States. In either case, section 638 is not declara
tory of prior law. 

If the OCS Lands Act had effected an amendment to the general 
definition provisions of the Code, prior to the passage of section 638, 
all provisions of the Internal Revenue Code including estate taxes, 
gift taxes, documentary stamp taxes, alcohol and tobacco taxes would 
have been affected. Section 638 applies only to certain income tax pro
visions. The specificity of section 638 in this regard indicates that for 
other tax purposes, the continental shelf is to be considered outside 
the United States.117 In addition, sedentary fishing, a natural resource 
under the Geneva Convention, was excluded from coverage under 
section 638.118 Thus section 638 would relinquish rather than extend 
tax jurisdiction. Such an interpretation is contrary to the explanation 
of the provision in the Senate floor debates.119 There is nothing in the 
legislative history of section 638 which indicates that Congress was 
consciously limiting rather than extending tax jurisdiction. If the 
general definition of the United States was expanded by the OCS 
Lands Act, the current status of that definition with respect to Code 
sections outside of Chapter I is entirely unclear. 

56 115 CoNc. REC. S16,450 (daily ed. Dec. II, 1969). 
57 Sec. 638 is limited to the application of the provisions of Chapter 1 of the Code 

(§§ 1-1388). It does not include estate and gift taxes, employment taxes, excise taxes, or 
procedure and administration. The Conference Committee Report indicates that § 638 
applies to the "employment tax provisions of the Code" but the statutory language clearly 
excludes those provisions. R.R. REP. No. 782, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 315 (1969). Further
more, Chapter 1 does not include all of the provisions relating to income taxes. The tax 
on self-employment income, the withholding tax on non-resident aliens and foreign 
corporations, consolidated returns, and other provisions are not included in Chapter 1. 
The amendment to § 1441 (also in Tax Reform Act of 1969, § 505) clearly indicates that 
the limitation of the application of § 638 to Chapter 1 was intentional rather than 
inadvertent. 

118 See text at note 68 infra. 
59 See text at note 56 supra. 
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If, as indicated by its legislative history, section 638 is an extension 
of United States tax jurisdiction, then the OCS Lands Act could not 
have effected an amendment of the general definition of the United 
States for tax purposes.60 In light of the substantial authority indicating 
that the continental shelf was not within the Code definition of the 
United States under prior law, an adverse retroactive application of 
section 638 could be contested as violative of the due process require
ment of the Constitution.61 

SECTION 638 

Section 638, entitled "Continental Shelf Areas," was added to the 
Internal Revenue Code by section 505 of the Tax Reform Act of 
1969.62 The same section of the Act also amended section 1441 (re
lating to withholding of tax on nonresident aliens) of the Code by 
cross-referencing that section to section 638 for purposes of determining 
the "source of income derived from, or services performed with respect 

60 In addition to the forgoing discussion, see note 50 supra. 
61 The retroactive deprivation of property rights has been held unconstitutional under 

the due process clause of the Fifth Amendment. Lynch v. United States, 292 U.S. 571, 579 
(1934) (statutory abrogation of outstanding insurance policies). The due process clause 
has similarly been invoked in tax cases. Untermayer v. Anderson, 276 U.S. 440 (1928) (gift 
tax imposed pursuant to a statute passed after the gift was made). However, a tax may 
be made retroactive for a relatively short period of time to the approximate date that 
the legislative process began. United States v. Hudson, 279 U.S. 498 (1937) (upholding the 
validity of a tax on profits from the sale of silver made retroactive 35 days within which 
time the legislation was pending in Congress). See also First National Bank v. United States, 
Pattullo v. United States, 420 F.2d 725 (Ct. Cl. 1970); cert. denied, 38 U.S.L.W. 3487 
(U.S. June 8, 1970). 

62 Sec. 638. Continental Shelf Areas. 
For purposes of applying the rrovisions of this chapter (includi~g scct~ons 86l(a) 
(3) and 862(a)(3) in the case o the performance of p~rsonal services) with respect 
to mines, oil and gas wells, and other natural deposus-

(1) the term 'United States' when used in a geographical sense includes the 
seabed and subsoil of those su bmarine areas which are adjacent to the ter
ritorial waters of the United States and over which the United States has 
exclusive rights, in accordance with international law, with respect to the 
exploration and exploitation of natural res~urces; and . , 
(2) the terms 'foreign country' and 'possession of the Unit~ States when 
used in a geographical sense include the seab~d ~nd subsoil of those s~b
m arine areas which are adjacent to the terntor~al waters of the for~1gn 
country or such possession and _over which the_ fore1_gn cou_ntry (or the Um~ed 
States in case of such possession) has exclus~ve n ghts, m. ac~ordance with 
international law, with respect to the explorat10n and exploi~auon of natural 
resources, but this paragraJ?h ~hall apply. in t?e _ca~e ?f a £~reign country only 
if it exercises, directly or indirectly, taxing 1unsdicuon with respect to such 
exploration or exploitation. . . . . 

No foreign country shall, by reason of the apphcatlon of this section, be treated 
as a country contiguous to the United States. 

Tax Reform Act of 1969, § 505(a), Pub. L. No. 91-172 (Dec. 30, 1969). 
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to, the exploration and exploitation of natural resources" on the U.S. 
continental shelf.63 Section 638 provides special definitions of the 
terms "United States", "foreign country", and "possession of the 
United States". The definitions are limited in application to the pro
visions of Chapter I of the Code, with respect to "mines, oil and gas 
wells, and other natural deposits," including in parenthetical terms, 
"sections 86l(a)(3) and 862(a)(3) in the case of the performance of per
sonal services." 

Where section 638 is applicable, the term "United States" is defined 
as including the seabed and subsoil of the submarine areas adjacent 
to the territorial waters of the United States over which the United 
States exercises exclusive rights, in accordance with international law, 
with respect to the exploration and exploitation of natural resources. 
A corresponding definition of the terms "foreign country" and "pos
session of the United States" is also provided, except that in the case 
of a foreign country the definition applies only if the adjacent country 
exercises taxing jurisdiction over the continental shelf. The section 
also provides that continental shelf areas shall not be taken into ac
count for purposes of determining whether a foreign country is con
tiguous to the United States.64 

The geographical extent of the continental shelf areas described in 
the statute is uncertain and presumably will remain so until the sea
ward boundary of the shelf can be satisfactorily settled under inter
national law. The landward boundary of the outer continental shelf 
is the seabed and subsoil beneath "territorial waters." The term 
"territorial waters" is used to indicate that part of the sea which ex
tends to a line running parallel to the shore to a specified distance 

63 Sec. 1441(£) of the Internal Revenue Code added by § 505(b) of the Tax Reform Act, 
provides: 

For sources of income derived from, or for services performed with respect to, 
the exploration or exploitation of natural resources on submarine areas adjacent 
to the territorial waters of the United States, see section 638. 

It is interesting to note that new § 1441(£) is merely a cross-reference to § 638. Under the 
construction rule provided in § 7806(a) of the Code, it could be argued that the entire 
provision is to be given no legal effect. Sec. 7806 p rovides in part: 

(a) Cross-References.-the o·oss-reference in this title to other portions of the 
title, or other provisions of law, where the word 'see' is used, are made only for 
convenience, and shall be given no legal effect. 

64 The term "contiguous foreign country", as used in the Internal Revenue Code, refers 
to Canada and Mexico. See, e.g., INT. REv. CooE of 1954, §§ 152(b)(3), 1504(d). See also 
Treas. Reg. § 3l.340l(a)(6)-1A(b), 26 C.F.R. § 3l.340l(a)(6)-IA (1970). Apparently, the 
final sentence of Section 638 was inserted to prevent any possible argument that a country 
such as Cuba or the Soviet Union should be treated as contiguous to the United States 
by virtue of having contiguous continental shelves. 
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therefrom. The United States had adopted a three-mile territorial 
sea.65 The Treasury Department has not yet taken a position on the 
geographic extent of the continental shelf for tax purposes.66 

Section 638 refers to the submarine areas over which the United 
States has "exclusive rights" under international law. On the other 
hand, the Geneva Convention, which presumably applies under the 
statutory reference to international law, is written in terms of the 
"sovereign rights" of coastal states. However, since the Convention 
states that these sovereign rights are exclusive, it might be assumed 
that the term "exclusive rights" was intended to be synonymous with 
the term "sovereign rights" in the Convention.67 

Although section 638 is found in the "Natural Resources" sub
chapter of the Code, the definitions it provides only apply with respect 
to "natural deposits." The use of that term restricts the scope of the 
section to mineral resources. 68 In short, other resources, such as seden-

85 For domestic purposes only, however, the "boundaries" of Texas and the West Coast 
of Florida extend 3 maritime leagues (9 nautical miles) into the Gulf of Mexico. See 
note 5 supra. Presumably, the area lying between 3 maritime miles and 3 maritime leagues 
off of the coasts of these two States is included within the general definition of the United 
States. Therefore, § 638 appears to be merely surplusage as applied to these areas, and 
activities and property located there would be treated in the same manner as if they were 
located within territorial waters. A recent proposal would fix the territorial sea at 12 miles 
with guarantees for free passage through international straits. Address by John R. Steven
son on International Law and the Oceans, Before the Philadelphia World Affairs Council 
and Philadelphia Bar Associations 5 (Feb. 18, 1970) (state Dep't Press Release No. 49). 

66 We have not, at this time, taken a position on the precise seaward limits of the 
Outer Continental Shelf, and, indeed, have not yet found it necessary to do so in 
the everyday application of the tax and customs laws. 

Leu er of January 22, 1970 from John S. Nolan, Deputy Ass't Sec'y of the Dep't of the 
Treasury to Senator Metcalf, in Appendix to Hearings Before the Special Subcomm. on 
Outer Continental Shelf of the Comm. on Interior b Insular Affairs, 91st Cong., 1st and 

2nd Sess. 291 (1970). 
67 Since the outer limit of United States dominion over the continental shelf is in 

terms of "sovereign rights" under international law, the term "exclusive rights" might 
describe a lesser composite of rights. As noted at note 97 infra, the recently proposed 
income tax comention with Trinidad and T obago uses the term "sovereign rights". It is 
doubtful that any meaningful differentiation will develop when forthcoming regulations 
implementing § 638 are compared with the forthcoming technical explanation or regula• 
tions issued under the tax convention. 

68 The structure and wording of other provisions in Subchapter I support this con
clusion. Sec. 613(a), for example, provides for percentage depletion allowances for mines, 
oil and gas wells, and other natural deposits (timber is not eligi~le). T~ese _are enu_merated 
in § 613(b) which ends with the basket category-"all other mmer~ls (with sp~c1fied ex• 
ceptions). The deduction of development expenditures ~nder § 616 1s a_llowe_d w1l~ respect 
to a "mine or other natural deposit (other than an 011 or gas well) if paid or incurred 
after the existence of ores or minerals in commercially marketable quantities has been 
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tary species and marine plant life, which constitute natural resources 
within the meaning of the Continental Shelf Convention, are excluded. 
Consequently, income derived from the development of these excluded 
resources is treated as being from sources without the United States. 
The foreign relations implications of assessing income taxes on Japa
nese and Soviet crab fishermen operating on the U.S. continental 
shelf under Executive Agreements with their respective governments 
may have dictated this exclusion, at least where sedentary species are 
concerned. 69 Another consideration in this regard may have been the 
practical problems of enforcing such a tax. 

In analyzing section 638, one must consider the basic structure of 
the first sentence, which is the key to the scope of the provision: 

For purposes of applying the provisions of this chapter (including 
sections 86l(a)(3) and 862(a)(3) in the case of the performance of 
personal services) with respect to mines, oil and gas wells, and 
other natural deposits ... 

An examination of this phrase leads, initially, to at least two widely 
d ivergent conclusions. At one extreme, the language might be viewed 
as limiting the scope of the provision to mineral production income, 
since Subchapter I, in which section 638 appears, deals only with 
natural resource production. However, the legislative history indicates 
that section 911, which is not in Subchapter I, would be affected.70 It 
follows that something more than production income alone was in
tended to be included in the "with respect to" formulation. At the 
other extreme, one might read the quoted language as encompassing 
all provisions of Chapter I which relate to any person, property, or 
activity having a significant nexus with mineral resources of the con
tinental shelf. That interpretation is undermined by the parenthetical 

disclosed." (Emphasis added). Finally, § 1.611-1 of the Regulations uses the term "mineral 
deposit" as equivalent to "natural deposit." 

69 In 1964, legislation was enacted to prohibit foreign vessels from the tenitorial waters 
of the United States except under international agreement or with permission pursuant 
to a "national interest" determination. Pub. L. No. 88-308, 78 Stat. 194 (1964), 16 U.S.C. 
§§ 1081 -85 (1964). Agreements have been entered into with Japan (1964) and the Soviet 
Union (1965) under that legislative authority. There is no indication in either the legisla
tion or the agreements that the U.S. tax consequences associated with such continental 
shelf fishing operations were ever considered. See Feller, supra note 3, at nn.145-50. 

70 See Hearings on H.R. H270 Before the Senate Comm. on Finance, 91st Cong., 1st 
Sess. 771, 849 (1969) (technical memorandum of Treasury position). 
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reference to personal services.71 Since no mention of personal services 
would have been necessary if the Congress had intended the "with 
respect to" language to convey broad coverage, it must be assumed 
that something less than the broad interpretation was intended. There 
is, therefore, an unfortunate gray area within the statute. 

The parenthetical reference to personal services in section 638 and 
the legislative history of the amendment to section 1441 imply that 
personal services performed by an individual are to be distinguished 
from other services in determining the source of continental shelf in
come. The Senate Finance Committee Report, for example, explains 
that new section 1441 (f) "makes it clear that wages or salaries received 
for personal services performed" on the continental shelf in connection 
with mining or exploration "constitutes income from sources within 
the United States." Since the legislative history indicates that this 
amendment was limited to personal services, payments made to foreign 
corporations for services rendered on the continental shelf might not 
be subject to United States withholding tax.72 Only personal services 
"with respect to mines, oil and gas wells, and other natural deposits" 
are covered under section 638. Whether the services of a cook aboard 
a seismic survey vessel or an offshore drilling rig would fall within 
this category is open to question. 

A broad interpretation of the "with respect to" language of section 
638, which would include all services rendered by corporations as 
well as by individuals in connection with exploration or exploitation, 
might be adopted, but there would then be no plausible explanation 
of the parenthetical reference to personal services. Even under a broad 
interpretation of the statute, service income from exploration activities 
(e.g., geographical or seismographic surveys, core sampling, etc.) may 

71 The necessity for the parenthetical phrase "(including sections 861 (a)(3) and 862(a)(3) 
in the case of performance of personal services)" is completely unclear since §§ 86I(a)(3) 
and 862(a)(3) are both in Chapter 1 of the Code and both refer exclusively to personal 
services. 

72 Corporations, as well as individuals, may render "labor or personal services." Hawaiian 
Philippine Co., 100 F.2d 988 (9th Cir. 1939), cert. denied, 307 U.S. 633 (1939); Rev. Rul. 
60-55, 1960-1 CuM. Buu. 270. However, the specificity of the Senate Finance Committee 
Report's language regarding "wages and salaries," the reference to e1_Tiploymcnt taxes. in 
the Conference Committee Report, and the failure to make any mention of § 1442 which 
deals with the withholding tax applicable to foreign corporations, imply that the amend
ment to § 1441 was intended to apply to services performed by individuals rather than 
those performed by corporations. See S. REP. No. 552, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 190 (1969) and 
H.R. REP. No. 782, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 315 (1969). 
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be outside the scope of section 638 if the exploration is unsuccessful 
in the sense that it does not lead to the development of a mineral 
deposit. Since such exploration is conducted before the establishment 
of a mine, oil or gas well, or other natural deposit, the income derived 
therefrom is arguably not within the "with respect to" language of 
the statute.78 Likewise, services performed by a corporation on the 
shelf, not directly associated with the exploration or exploitation of 
natural resources, such as catering, could be considered beyond the 
scope of the provision. 74 On the other hand, new section 1441 (f) was 
clearly intended to apply to wages and salaries derived by individuals 
from the exploration or exploitation of shelf resources. Since no dis
tinction is made in section 638 between successful and unsuccessful 
exploration activities, the broader interpretation could probably be 
sustained. The same principle would seem to apply in determining 
the source to which deductible exploration expenses would be al
located. 

A more difficult question, however, arises when exploration is con
ducted on the seabed at depths below 200 meters. Since under inter
national law,75 the seaward boundary of the U.S. continental shelf is 
dependent upon the "exploitability" of submerged areas beyond the 
200 meter isobath, an exploration (but not exploitation) capability 
necessarily means that such an area is not one over which the United 
States exercises exclusive rights.76 Therefore, such an area would be 

78 The issue would be whether "a mining, oil or gas well, or natural deposit" must exist 
before persons, property or activities fall within the purview of § 638. Conceptually the 
point is closely related to the "exploitability" concept in determining the seaward limit 
of the continental shelf under international law. See text following note 75 infra. 

74 In Rev. Rul. 66-340, 1966-2 CUM. BULL. 283, the Internal Revenue Service held that 
a domestic corporation operating a food service program aboard vessels ,vhich sail between 
North America and the West Indies could not qualify as a Western Hemisphere Trade 
Corporation under § 921 of the Code. The basis for the ruling was that business done on 
the "high seas" cannot be considered as being done within a country or countries. It is 
doubtful whether similar services performed on continental shelf drilling rigs would 
qualify as being within the adjacent coastal state even after the passage of § 638, since 
such income would not appear to be "with respect to . . . mines, oil and gas wells, or 
other natural deposits." 

75 As indicated (supra note 16), under the Geneva Convention the continental shelf 
extends beyond 200 meters to where the depth of the superjacent waters admits of the 
exploitation of the natural resources of the said area. For a discussion of this concept, 
see Feller, supra note 3, at nn.120-31. 

76 The line between "exploration" and an "exploitation" capability may be very diffi
cult to draw. In 1968, a United States lessee drilled a well in 1,299 feet of water (395 metres), 
penetrating rock to a depth of 13,622 feet. That well was plugged and abandoned. But 
the Convention's test of exclusive coastal jurisdiction in a submarine area is not whether 
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deemed to be without the United States for tax purposes. Once an ex
ploitation capability is achieved at those depths, the seabed at that point 
would probably qualify as a continental shelf area of the United States 
under international law, and the production income would in turn 
qualify as U.S. source income. 

Another problem involving an interpretation of international law 
may arise in determining the types of activity over which a coastal 
state may exercise "sovereign" or "exclusive" rights. The Geneva Con
vention provides that the rights of the coastal states shall not affect 
the legal status of the superjacent waters as high seas, or the air space 
above those waters.77 Therefore, it is an open question as to whether 
a seismographic survey operation, which is not in any way physically 
attached to or connected with the shelf, is subject to coastal state juris
diction when conducted in international waters. The Geneva Con
vention is not specific as to which of its provisions takes precedence 
in a situation of this kind, but it would seem that where there is a 
definite nexus between an activity and the exploration or exploitation 
of shelf resources that the coastal state should have jurisdiction. In 
hearings before the Senate Finance Committee, the Treasury Depart
ment indicated that physical contact with the shelf would not be 
required to assert tax jurisdiction.78 This would appear to be the 
proper result since there is no equitable reason for differentiating a 
core sampling operation and a seismographic survey for tax purposes. 

Even where an activity would be subject to coastal state jurisdiction 
under international law, the language of section 638, read in con
junction with other provisions of the Code, may treat certain types of 
income as being derived from sources without the United States. In
come derived from the sale of purchased goods, other than mineral 
production, regardless of where purchased, on the U.S. continental 
shelf would n ot seem to qualify as U.S. source income under section 

a well successfully drilled there strikes oil, but whether the depth of the superjacent 
waters admits of the exploitation of the natural resources of the said areas. "This well 
proved that the depth of the water did admit of such exploitation." N. ELY, LEGAL PROB
LEMS IN UNDER SEA MINERAL DEVELOPMENT 20a (Soc'y of Mining Engineers of AIME, pre
print 1969). But see Rev. Rul. 70-287, INT. REv. BuLL. No. 1970-23, at 22 (holding that 
expenditures paid or incurred by a mining company in connection with core drilling 
to ascertain the existence of ore or other mineral in sufficient quantity and quality to 
justify commercial exploitation are "exploration expenditures" within the meaning of 
sections 615 and 617 of the Code). 

77 Geneva Convention, art. 3. 
78 Technical Memorandum of Treasury Position, Hearings on H.R. 13270 Before the 

Senate Comm. on Finance, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 771, 848-49 (1969). 
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638.79 Ordinary equipment rentals would appear to give rise to foreign 
source income where the property is used on the U.S. continental 
shelf.80 

Foreign Countries 

The definition of foreign country contained in section 638 mirrors 
the definition of United States previously discussed, except that in 
order for the definition to be operative, an additional requirement 
must be met- the foreign country must exercise tax jurisdiction (in 
accordance with international law), "directly or indirectly" with re
spect to exploration and exploitation of the adjacent submerged lands. 
The status of U.S. taxpayers engaged in foreign continental shelf 
activities is, therefore, under the control of the foreign coastal state. 

Although it appears in approximately 100 sections of the Code, there 
is no statutory definition of the term "foreign country." Section 638 
provides only a partial definition. The Regulations under section 911 
define "foreign country" as "territory under the sovereignty of a gov
ernment other than that of the United States."81 On that basis, the 
Tax Court has held that Antarctica, not being subject to the sovereignty 
of any government, is not a foreign country within the meaning of 
section 911(a)(2) of the Code.82 Similar treatment is accorded U.S. 

70 Income derived from the purchase of personal property within the United States 
and its sale without the United States is income from sources without the United States. 
INT. REV. CooE of 1954, § 862(a)(6). In the case of purchased goods, the gain is treated 
as derived entirely from sources within the country in which they are sold (except in 
the case of goods purchased in a possession and sold in the United States). In the case 
of goods produced by the taxpayer, the gain is treated as derived partly from the country 
in which they were produced and partly from the country in which sold. See S. ROBERTS 
& W. WARREN, U.S. INCOME TAXATION OF FOREIGN CORPORATIONS AND NONRESIDENT ALIENS 

Vl/3F (1968). Income derived from the ownership or operation of any farm, mine, oil or 
gas well, other natural deposit or timber is ordinarily sourced at the original location of 
the natural resource rather than at the place of sale. Treas. Reg. § I.86l·(b)(l), 26 C.F.R. 
§ 1.861-(b)(l) (1970). Income from the sale of supplies or equipment on the continental 
shelf would not seem to be "with respect to" mining or natural deposits under § 638. 
Furthermore, the Geneva Convention would not seem to extend the jurisdiction of the 
coastal state to this type of commercial activity. 

80 Income from rentals or royalties from property located without the United States 
is foreign source income_ INT. R.Ev. CODE of 1954, § 862(a)(4)- Unless the rental payments 
are geared to mineral production, it is difficult to see how they could be considered to be 
"with respect to" exploration or exploitation of mineral resources. 

81 Definition of 'foreign country.' The term "foreign country" means territory 
under the sovereignty of a government other than that of the United States. 
It does not include a possession or territory of the United States. 

26 C.F.R. § l.911-l(a)(9) (1970). 
82 Larry R. Martin, 50 T.C. 59 (1968). See also Rev. Rut. 67-52, 1967-1 CuM. BuLL. 186. 
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citizens working on the high seas, an area over which no state has re
cognized sovereignty.83 In Souza v. Commissioner,84 the Tax Court 
held that the taxpayer, who had been fishing more than three miles 
from the Peruvian coastline, was not physically present in Peru for 
purposes of section 91 l(a)(2) on the grounds that the United States did 
not officially recognize a claim of sovereignty by the Peruvian Govern
ment over an area stretching to a distance of 200 miles from its coast. 

As shown earlier, coastal nations do not have sovereignty over sub
merged lands adjacent to their shores beyond the territorial sea. The 
Continental Shelf Convention recognizes that coastal nations have 
only limited "sovereign rights" with respect to such areas. Therefore, 
under a strict reading of the definition of "foreign country" in the 
Regulations under section 911, continental shelf areas would not have 
been included in that term· prior to the passage of section 638. 

It would seem that the Service could have taken the position in 
drafting regulations under the Code that the exercise of "sovereign 
rights" over the continental shelf, for purposes of exploring and ex
ploiting its natural resources, would, in the context of activities con
ducted for this purpose, be sufficient to include such areas within the 
littoral country for United States tax purposes. Alternatively, the 
Service might interpret its own regulations broadly in this respect to 
make the "exercise of sovereign rights" equivalent to "sovereignty" 
for tax purposes. In at least one instance, prior to enactment of section 
638, involving the performance of services on a foreign continental 
shelf, the Service adopted such an interpretation. An unpublished 
ruling was issued which held that services performed on the conti
nental shelf of a foreign country are performed within that country 
for purposes of section 954(e)(2) of the Code.85 Under that section, 

The court cites to Treas. Reg. § I.911-l(b)(7), which is identical to § l.9ll·l(a)(9) except 
that it broadens the definition of foreign country to include a " ... territory under the 
sovereignty of a government other than that of the United States and ... the air space 
over such tenitory." 26 C.F.R. §§ l.911-l(b)(7), -l(a)(9) (1970). 

83 William M. Bebb, 36 T.C. 170 (1961) (presence on a foreign vessel on the high seas 
did not constitute presence in a foreign country within the meaning of § 9ll(a)(2)). 

84 Frank Souza, 33 T.C. 817 (1960). 
85 The issue involved in the unpublished revenue ruling, issued in 1968, was whether 

conLrolled foreign corporations organized under the laws of coastal states, deriving sub
stantially all of their income from the performance of services (contract drilling for 
mineral resources) in international waters over the adjacent continental shelf, would be 
deemed to have derived income from the performance of services outside the country 
under the laws of which the controlled foreign corporations are created or organized. 
After reviewing § 954(e) of the Code and § l.954.4(c) of the Regulations, the revenue 
ruling stated that the ultimate question was whether the service income of the controlled 
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the performance of services by a controlled foreign corporation outside 
the country of incorporation, for or on behalf of a related person, 
would be subpart F income to a United States shareholder for which 
the income tax deferral privilege, normally accorded the earnings of 
foreign corporations, is denied.86 

During the hearings on the Tax Reform Act of 1969, the Treasury 
took the position before the Senate Finance Committee that section 
911 would be "affected" by the proposed changes in the definition of 
"foreign country," which suggests prior law was considered to have 
been different.87 A contrary conclusion, however, is not necessarily 
inconsistent with Treasury's position, if one takes into account the 
fact that the "foreign country" provision in section 638 requires that 
tax jurisdiction be exercised by the foreign coastal state, either directly 

foreign corporations should be considered to be derived from sources within the coastal 
state. After noting that the term "country" as used in § 954(c) of the Code is not defined 
in the Code or Regulations thereunder, the ruling (citing Commissioner v. Chicago Portrait 
Co., 50 F.2d 683 (1931) and Burnet v. Chicago Portrait Co., 285 U.S. I (1931), found that 
the expression "foreign country", used in a territorial sense, embraces all of the territory 
subject to a foreign sovereign power. The ruling, applying this interpretation of the 
term "foreign country", concluded that territory which is subject to the sovereign power 
of a country should not be considered territory "outside the country" for purposes of 
§ 954. 

The ruling reviewed the history of the particular area in question in great detail. On 
the basis of those findings, it was determined that the contiguous foreign countries had 
effectively subjected the mineral rights in the continental shelf to the exercise of sover
eignty. Although the particular coastal states involved were not parties to the Geneva 
Convention, the ruling states that the position taken by the coastal states with respect to 
the continental shelf area in question was consistent with international law recognized by 
the United States as a party to the Convention. The ruling then referred to the legislative 
purpose of subpart F which was stated to be the elimination of "tax haven abuses" (de
fined as devices to avoid either U.S. or foreign taxes which could be expected to be im
posed under normal business operating conditions). See S. REP. No. 1881, 87th Cong., 
1962-3 CuM. BULL. 707 at 708. The ruling noted that the controlled foreign corporations 
would be subject to tax by the coastal slates in all respects in the same manner and lO 

the same extent as if those subsidiaries were performing services entirely within the land 
area of the coastal states. The ruling held, for the above reasons, that the service income 
of the controlled foreign corporations from sources within the specified areas would not 
be deemed to have been derived from the performance of services outside the country 
of incorporation for purposes of § 954(e)(2). 

86 For an explanation of the mechanics of Subpart F of the Code, sec INT. R.Ev. CODE 
of 1954, §§ 951-64, under which a controlling United States shareholder of a foreign 
corporation is taxed, essentially as though a dividend had been distributed, on certain 
specified current income of the corporation. See S. ROBERTS & W. WARREN, U.S. INCOME 
TAXATION OF FOREIGN CORPORATIONS AND NONRESIDENT ALIENS, X/?B, X7C (1968); foreign 
base company services income is discussed at X/7C(5). 

87 Technical Memorandum of Treasury Position, supra note 78, at 849. 
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or indirectly, over the adjacent continental shelf in order for that sub
merged area to be treated as a foreign country. Consequently, this 
requirement might be viewed as a new feature which "affects" section 
911 even if continental shelf areas were treated as part of the adjacent 
foreign country under prior law. 

The additional "triggering" requirement that foreign countries 
must exercise direct or indirect tax jurisdiction with respect to their 
continental shelves presents certain problems of interpretation. Pre
sumably, "indirect" taxing jurisdiction refers to situations in which 
the foreign country obtains jurisdiction under its own law by requiring 
the mineral production to be brought on shore for sale or by requiring, 
as a condition to granting rights in the mineral deposit, the creation 
of an onshore permanent establishment.88 Tax jurisdiction is probably 
being "exercised" under the statute even though no tax is payable to 
the foreign country because of a specific exemption. 

If, under foreign law, the producer is subject to foreign tax, but a 
contractor employed by the producer is not, it appears that the pro
ducer may be within the foreign country and the contractor outside 
thereof for U.S. tax purposes. It is not clear whether the location of 
an individual employee is determined through his employer or only 
on the basis of his own foreign tax status. If the taxation of the oper
ation as a whole is controlling, then the employees of the taxed pro
ducer would be treated as being in the foreign country and the 
employees of the untaxed contractor would be outside the foreign 
country. If the location of individual employees is determined only 
by reference to their own tax status, some interesting complications 
may result if the employees do not pay foreign taxes. If the employee 
simply evades foreign taxes by not filing returns (although legally re
quired to do so), presumably the foreign country has "exercised" the 
jurisdiction. If the foreign country does not require a tax, except in 
the case of a specific exemption, it would be more difficult to conclude 
that tax jurisdiction was being exercised over the individual. The 
same distinctions between the nonpayment of tax, exemption from 
tax, and liability for tax may also arise in the case of corporations not 
resident in the adjacent coastal state. This sort of distinction may be 
difficult to deal with in practice. 

88 For example, the United Kingdom requires that all petroleum recovered from the 
continental shelf be delivered on shore in the United Kingdom unless written consent is 
obtained to deliver it elsewhere. Morris, The North Sea Continental Shelf: Oil and Gas 
Legal Problems, 2 lNT'L LAW. 191, 200 (1968). 
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A more satisfactory rule would treat all related activities as within 
the foreign country for U.S. tax purposes if the coastal state exercises 
tax jurisdiction over the exploration or exploitation of its continental 
shelf area. There appears to be no reason to make distinctions between 
similarly situated U.S. taxpayers based upon the vagaries of foreign 
law. The certainty which such a rule would provide would seem to 
outweigh any unwarranted benefits which taxpayers might derive. It 
is submitted that this should be the proper result under section 638 
with respect to activities related to, or individuals engaged in, activities 
related to the exploration and exploitation of natural resources on a 
foreign continental shelf. 

Under section 638 of the Code, the definition of a foreign country, 
at least with respect to the issues discussed above, will be clarified to 
some extent. Certainly an individual employed in the exploration for, 
or exploitation of, natural resources on the continental shelf of a 
foreign country will be considered present in that country for purposes 
of section 9 I 1 (a)(2) if he is subject to tax. Also, where foreign taxes 
are paid with respect to continental shelf operations, the income from 
such operations will be deemed to be from sources within the adjacent 
coastal state for the purpose of computing the foreign tax credit under 
section 904(a)(2). The Service's previously adopted position under sec
tion 954(e), that income from sources on the continental shelf are 
deemed to be from sources within the adjacent coastal state, would 
continue to be appropriate. 

A similar question might also arise under section 921 of the Code 
with respect to activities carried on by United States corporations 
operating on or about the continental shelves of countries in the 
Western Hemisphere. Presumably, if all of the corporation's activities 
are subject to tax by the appropriate foreign country, it would qualify 
as a Western Hemisphere Trade Corporation. However, if any part of 
such corporation's business (other than incidental purchases) is not 
subject to tax by a country or countries in North, Central, or South 
America or in the West Indies, the corporation could not qualify as a 
Western Hemisphere Trade Corporation under section 921. This 
anomalous result would be avoided if the Treasury were to adopt the 
approach suggested above and take the position that if a foreign 
country exercises tax jurisdiction over any part of the exploration or 
exploitation of mineral resources on the continental shelf that all 
related activities would be deemed to be performed within such country. 
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Possessions 

For most purposes of the Internal Revenue Code, possessions of the 
United States are treated as though they were foreign countries.so That 
is, taxes paid to possessions are creditable against United States tax 
liability, and income from possessions is considered foreign sourced. 
Unlike foreign countries, the possession need not exercise tax juris
diction with respect to its shelf for the section 638 definition to be 
operative. This means that jf a possession either does not have the 
power to tax shelf operations under its organic statute, or does not 
choose to do so, income from its continental shelf would be deemed to 
be from sources within the possession even though no tax is payable 
to the possession. 

Relationship of Section 638 to Income Tax Treaties 

The United States has entered into a number of bilateral mcome 
tax conventions with other nations, primarily for the purpose of pre
venting double taxation. These treaties contain substantive rules ap
plicable to the nationals of the contracting states. The definition of 
the United States, as including or excluding the continental shelf 
area, is particularly significant in applying the exemption from U.S. 
taxation afforded, under the treaties, to the "industrial and commer
cial profits" of a foreign enterprise which does not maintain a 
"permanent establishment" in the United States.90 Reciprocal tax 
exemption is afforded a United States enterprise which does not main
tain a permanent establishment in the foreign treaty country. Each 
treaty contains a definition of "United States" for purposes of the con
vention which typically provides: 

89 The term "United States" when used in the Code does not include possessions. INT. 
REv. CODE of 1954 § 770l(a)(9). Therefore, possessions, although not foreign countries, 
are treated as foreign under most sections of the Code. For example, since by definition 
a corporation incorporated under the laws of a possession cannot be "domestic" under 
§ 770l(a)(4) then it becomes a foreign corporation under § 770l(a)(5). For purposes of a 
particular section of the Code, one or more of the possessions may be treated by express 
statutory provision otherwise than as a possession. See id §§ 876, 931. 

90 However, the mere fact that a foreign enterprise has a permanent establishment in 
the United States does not necessarily mean that it is subject to tax since under the Code 
it must also be engaged in trade or business in the United States and it must have income 
from sources within the United States. For a detailed discussion of the permanent estab• 
lishment provisions see S. ROBERTS & W. WARREN, U.S. INCOME TAXATION OF FoJU:JcN 
CORPORATIONS AND NONRESIDENT ALIENS lX/12 (1967). 
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The term "United States" means the United States of America, 
and when used in a geographical sense, means the States and the 
District of Columbia.91 

For reasons given above regarding the definition in section 770l(a)(9) 
of the Code, this definition does not include the continental shelf. 

While proposing the adoption of section 638, the Treasury De
partment recommended to the Senate Finance Committee that con
tinental shelf areas should also be taken into account for tax treaty 
purposes in those cases where the other country "indicates its con
currence."92 Presumably, the Treasury was requesting permission to 
effectuate an amendment of existing treaties without formal Senate 
concurrence where such amendment is acceptable to the other con
tracting state.93 By making this request, the Treasury, in effect, con
ceded that under the definition of our existing treaties, the domes
tic outer continental shelf is not included within the term "United 
States''. 

As a general rule, a subsequent act of Congress will supersede out
standing treaties where such intent is evidenced.94 Having amended 
the Code only with respect to Chapter 1, and having made no men
tion of treaties in the report of the Senate Finance Committee or 
the Conference Committee report, it would appear that in enacting 
section 638, the Congress has not evidenced the requisite intent to 
change the definition of the United States for treaty purposes. Con
sequently, under many, if not most, of our treaties, the United States 

91 E.g., Income Tax Treaty with France, art. 2(l)(a). This definition also appears in 
existing income tax conventions between the United States and Japan, the Netherlands, 
and the United Kingdom. Older treaties still make specific reference to "the Territories 
of Alaska and Hawaii," e.g., Income Tax Convention with Canada, protocol, para. 5. 
See generally 2 LAW&: POL. lNT'L Bus. 255-58 (1970) and CCH TAX TREATIES REP. 

92 Technical Memorandum of Treasury Position, supra note 70 at 849. 
93 Legislation of this type would have superseded any prior treaty (to the extent of any 

inconsistency) under the general rule that where there is an inconsistency between a 
treaty and subsequent legislation, the latter prevails. See note 96 infra. Sec. 894(b) of the 
Code, since it provides tax benefits only, is a precedent for legislative preemption of prior 
treaty provisions where the acquiescence of the treaty country can be implied. See also 
Revenue Act of 1962, § 31, Pub. L. No. 87-834, 76 Stat. 1069, which negated any incon
sistent prior treaty obligations which were in conflict with the provisions of that Act. 

94 An act of Congress enacted after an International Agreement of the United 
States becomes effective, that is inconsistent with the agreement, supersedes it 
as domestic law of the United States, if the purpose of the Congress to supersede 
the agreement is clearly expressed. 

Restatement of Foreign Relations Law, § 145(1). However, where Congress does not intend 
to modify treaty obligations, it has specifically indicated its intent. See INT. REv. CooE 
of 1954, § 7852(d). 
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will not be able to tax the nationals of our treaty partners with re
spect to activities conducted on the outer continental shelf of the 
United States. For example, if a U.S. taxpayer formed a Canadian 
corporation which conducted drilling operations on the United States 
continental shelf, the Canadian company, by virtue of our income 
tax treaty with Canada, would not be subject to U.S. tax on its in
come. Presumably, however, the income of such corporation would 
have a U.S. source for other purposes of the Code. In certain cases, 
dividends from such a corporation would be foreign source income 
for purposes of the foreign tax credit, but in other situations, a divi
dends received deduction under section 245(b) may be available.95 

If, in lieu of adopting section 638 of the Code, Congress had 
amended the general definition of the United States in section 
770l(a)(9) and indicated an intent to amend existing treaties, pre
sumably, treaty nationals and other foreigners would be granted 
equal treatment. The United States might still resort to unilateral 
administrative action in amending its treaties where no objection is 
raised or accord is indicated by a treaty partner.96 

95 Where certain foreign corporations have 50% or more of their gross income effec• 
tively connected with the conduct of a trade or business within the United States, a 
proportionate part of dividends from such corporations will be treated as having a U.S. 
source. I NT. REV. ConE of 1954 § 86l(a)(2)(B). (The Canadian corporation in the example 
would have effectively connected income. See id. §§ 638, 864(c).) However, for purposes of 
the foreign tax credit, dividends from a foreign corporation are treated as income from 
sources without the United States to the extent that they exceed the amount which is 
100/85th of the amount of the deduction allowable under § 245(a) in respect to such 
dividends. Thus, to the extent that dividends are not entitled to the dividends received 
deduction (i.e., dividends received by individuals or from foreign corporations whose in
come does not qualify the dividends for the deduction), they would be treated as foreign 
source for purposes of the foreign tax credit. For a discussion of the relationship between 
§ 86l(a)(2)(B) and § 245(a), see E . OWENS, THE FOREIGN TAX CREDIT, § 4/3B4a, at 224-27 
(1961). Sec. 245(a) provides a deduction with respect to dividends from certain foreign 
corporations which are "subject to taxation under this chapter." In the text h ypothetical, 
the Canadian corporation would probably not be "subject to tax" by the United States 
since under the Canadian income tax treaty the United States is defined in terms of "the 
States." However, § 245(b), which provides a 100% dividend received deduction, does not 
have the "subject to taxation" condition. A literal reading of that self-contained section 
would appear to permit the 100% dividends received deduction with respect to dividends 
from foreign corporations meeting its conditions. The Code and the treaty would seem 
to produce an anomalous result in the case of certain Canadian corporations which are 
not subject to Canadian tax on non-Canadian source income (commonly referred to as 
"4K companies"). It would appear that no tax would be due either Canada or the United 
States on repatriated earnings of a wholly owned Canadian "4K" subsidiary of a U.S. 
company, all of whose income is from sources on the U.S. continent~! shelf.. . " . 

96 A number of income tax treaties contain a "competent authonty prov1S1on which 
allows the appropriate officials of the respective treaty partners to define terms for 
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The recently proposed treaty between the United States and Trin
idad and Tobago contains a definition of both countries which spe
cifically includes their continental shelves.97 In the words of the Pres
ident's Letter of Transmittal to the Senate: 

This convention is the first to contain a definition of the conti
nental shelf for the purpose of applying the treaty rules to income 
earned from the exploration or exploitation of natural resources 
on the continental shelf.98 

The President's Letter was based upon a communication from the 
Secretary of State which was even more explicit on this point: 

[T]his is the first income-tax convention signed by the United 
States to contain geographic definitions of the contracting states 
which include their respective continental shelves.99 

Article 2 of the proposed treaty contains the following definition of 
the United States: 

(1) In this Convention, unless the context otherwise requires: 
(a)(i) The term "United States" means the United States of Amer
ica; and 

(ii) When used in a geographical sense, the term "United States" 
means the States thereof and the District of Columbia. Such term 
also includes (A) the territorial sea thereof and (B) the seabed and 
subsoil of the adjacent submarine areas beyond the territorial sea 
over which the United States exercises sovereign rights, in ac
cordance with international law concerning the continental shelf, 
for the purpose of exploration and exploitation of the natural 
resources of such areas, but only to the extent that the person, 
property, or activity to which this Convention is being applied is 
connected with such exploration or exploitation. 

This definition covers all persons, property, or activities connected 
with the exploration or exploitation of natural resources and is, 
therefore, broader in scope than section 638. While there will still 
be some borderline cases under the definition contained in the pi_:o-

purposes of the treaty. However, such basic changes would appear to be beyond the scope 
of the competent authority provisions if continental shelf coverage is a negotiable item. 
See text at notes 100, 101 infra. 

97 See STAFF OF SENATE COMM. ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, 9Isr CONG., 2D SESS., TAX CON

VENTION WITH TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO (EXEC. D) (Comm. Print 1970). 
98 Id. at iii. 
99 Id. at vi. 
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posed treaty, certainly all activities directly related to the exploration 
or exploitation of natural resources would be included. Thus, for 
example, it is clear that the rendition of services by a corporation in 
connection with exploration or exploitation , would be subsumed un
der the definition. This result appears to be preferable to the limited 
approach taken in section 638. 

Since the publication of the Trinidad and Tobago treaty, a pro
p osed income tax convention with Finland, containing a typically 
limited definition of the term "United States", has been announced.100 

The logical conclusion is that the treaty definitions must be applied 
according to their plain meaning and that treaty coverage for con
tinental shelf areas appears to be a negotiable item. Presumably, 
where coverage is not expressly provided, continental shelf areas 
are not included in the geographical definitions in the treaties. 
Whether the Trinidad and Tobago treaty represents a general change 
in U.S. tax treaty policy will be clarified when pending treaty nego
tiations with other coastal states are completed.101 

Whether the definition of the foreign country in traditional U.S. 
tax treaties includes the continental shelf will depend upon the do
mestic law of that country or perhaps upon international law prin
ciples.102 There appears to be no policy reason for not applying in
come tax treaties to the continental shelves of the parties. Specific 

100 STAFF OF SENATE COMM. ON FORElCN RELATIONS, 91ST CONG., 2D S~., TAX CoN

VENTION WITH FINLAND (EXEC. E) (Comm. Print 1970). 
101 The United States is currently discussing revision of its existing income tax con

ventions with Belgium (Treasury Department Press Release, Dec. 18, 1969) and Norway 
(id., J an. 21, 1970). These two countries have recently negotiated a Taxation Agreement 
between themselves which includes in the definition of the respective countries the sea 
floor and substratum bordering territorial waters over which they exercise sovereign rights 
with regard to exploration and exploitation. That ageement entered into force on 
October 25, 1969. -- U.N.T.S. - -. 

102 The seabed and its sub-soil in the submarine areas outside the coast of the 
Kingdom of Norway are subject to Norwegian sovereignty in respect of the ex
ploitation and explora.ti_on _ of natural deposits,. to ~uch ex~ent as the depth of 
the sea permits the utihsauon of natural dep~>Slts,_ 1rr~specuv~ of any other ter• 
ritorial limits at sea, but not beyond the median h ne m relat10n to other states. 

Royal Decree of 31st May, 1963. Det kgl department for industri og handicrafts Lou
giuning vedr~rende den norske kontinentalsokkel (Legislation concerning the Norwegian 
Continental Shelf with unofficial English translation) 4 (Oslo-Nonvay 1970). The geo
graphical definition of the Nonvegian area covered by the current U.S.-Norway income 
tax treaty is limited to "the Kingdom of Norway." Convention with Norway for the 
Avoidance of Double Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion with respect to Taxes 
on Income, [1951) 2 U.S.T. 2344. Under the language of the Royal Decree quoted above, 
the continental shelf area appears to be outside "the Kingdom of Nonvay" and there
fore such area would be outside the scope of the convention. 
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language should be adopted in future treaties to accomplish this re
sult. Renegotiation of our existing treaties with coastal nations, how
ever, would be a time-consuming process. If amendment of such 
treaties by administrative action is not feasible, the Congress should 
indicate an intention to have section 638, or, preferably, a definition 
similar to that contained in the proposed Trinidad and Tobago 
treaty, apply to all existing U.S. tax treaties.103 

CONCLUSION 

The author believes that section 638 is not declaratory of prior law 
and that the outer continental shelf was not included in the general 
definition of the United States in the Internal Revenue Code before 
the enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1969. It is recognized, how
ever, that an argument can be made that the OCS Lands Act effected 
an amendment to the Code under which the shelf would be treated 
as being within the United States for tax purposes. It is possible the 
Internal Revenue Service will attempt to apply section 638 on a re
troactive basis. However, to the extent that such application will ad
versely affect taxpayers, they would be justified in claiming that sec
tion 638 should be applied only prospectively in light of the substan
tial authority to the contrary. Because of the continuing uncertainty 
as to the applicable law for prior years, the government may be 
"whipsawed" by taxpayers who will accept or reject retroactivity at 
their option. vVhatever position is taken by the Service, the issue of 
the tax status of the continental shelf area prior to the enactment of 
section 638 is likely to be resolved in litigation. 

In light of the questions raised by the limited scope of section 638, 
the Congress should reconsider the Treasury proposal of a general 
definitional change in lieu of section 638. In the absence of some 
overriding policy considerations, treating the exploration and exploi
tation of the continental shelf differently for some tax purposes than 
for others seems inappropriate. Even with respect to the income tax 
provisions, the application of section 638 is not altogether clear, par
ticularly with regard to income producing activities ancillary to ex
ploration and exploitation. Wherever possible, the statute should be 
interpreted broadly to include all persons, property or activities re
lated to the exploration or exploitation of the mineral resources of 
the shelf. Perhaps the regulations to be issued under section 638 will 

103 Sec. 894 of the Code is an example of such action. See note 93 supra. 
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resolve some of the ambiguities in the statutory language, but to the 
extent that such regulations fail to deal with the issues raised in this 
article or to the extent that regulations broadly interpreting the 
statute are not upheld in litigation, such legislation would be desir
able. 

With respect to income tax treaties, it would seem that unless the 
parties indicate a contrary intent, the treaties should include the re
spective continental shelves of the contracting parties. In general, it 
would seem preferable to have the same definition of the United 
States in the Code and under the treaties. If administrative action 
to amend existing treaties cannot be undertaken, Congress has the 
power to effect a unilateral amendment of our income tax conven
tions. The Treasury might consider approaching the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee, rather than the Senate Finance Committee 
alone, with such proposal. 

While no legislation can reasonably be expected to solve all of the 
problems in this area, there are certain steps which could be taken 
now to bring greater predictability to the domestic income tax law 
applicable to the seabed.104 In addition to clarifying section 638 in 
the manner indicated, consideration should be given to removing 
other impediments and to providing incentives for the exploration 
and exploitation of seabed mineral resources. For example, there is 
some question as to whether the requisite "economic interest" neces
sary to claim percentage depletion can be obtained in the deep ocean 
beyond national jurisdiction.1011 In order to secure a politically stable 

104 Large-scale technological applications simply cannot be> undertak~n in marine 
industries if property rights, market access, labor regulation, taxat10n, and the 
many other elements of the legal and regulatory environment remain in their 
present uncertain condition. 

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION ON MARINE SCIENCE, ENGINEERING AND R.EsOURCES, OUR NATION 

AND THE SEA: A PLAN FOR NATIONAL ACTION, 160 (1969). 
105 One of the most confused areas of the natural resources tax law involves the 

"economic interest" concept which is necessary to claim depletion. An economic interest 
does not require the holder to have legal title or even an ownership right in the minerals 
in place. However, it is clear also that in order to claim depletion some interest in the 
"minerals in place" must be established. The rule is usually expressed in terms of two 
tests: 

(1) a capital investment in the mineral in place; 
and 

(2) a return on the investment which is realized solely from the extraction of the 
mineral. 

It is difficult to see how a taxpayer could establish a capital investment in the minerals 
in place in many forms of deep ocean mining. Virtually all the equip~ent would, by 
necessity, be moveable a11d there would be no "owner" from whom nghts could be 
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source of supply of strategic minerals, and to improve the balance 
of payments position of the United States, any doubts concerning the 
availability of percentage depletion should be removed by administra
tive or legislative action. 

Undoubtedly, the establishment of an international regime such 
as that proposed by President Nixon on May 23, 1970, to govern the 
exploitation of both the continental margin (under a trustee arrange
ment) and the deep ocean floor, will create other tax problems which 
will have to be resolved.106 One question which is likely to arise, for 
example, is whether payments to an international governing body 
should be treated as deductible royalties or creditable foreign taxes. 
However, there is no reason to postpone taking action now to deal 
with many of the current problems in this area. 

purchased or leased. In view of the confused state of the law, it cannot definitely be 
said that an "economic interest" could not be established, nor, by the same token, 
can it be said with assurance that such an interest could be established. For a general 
discussion of the current state of the law regarding the "economic interest" concept see 
SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE SECTION OF TAXATION OF THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, REPORT 

ON PROP0SED REVISION OF GENERAL COUNSEL'S MEMORANDUM 22730, 22 TAX I.AW. 263 
(1969). 

106 Statement by the President on U.S. Oceans Policy, 6 PRES. Docs. 677 (May 25, 1970). 
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NOTES 

PATENTABLE SUBJECT MATTER UNDER 
NATIONAL AND MULTINATIONAL 

SYSTEMS 

The technological explosion which has occurred during this century 
has produced extensive advances in production techniques, communi
cations and transportation systems; all of which have facilitated the 
creation of worldwide markets for a broad range of products. As the 
competition in these markets becomes more international in character, 
extra-national protection for industrial property rights1 gains in
creasing importance. Thus it has become standard practice for many 
companies to seek patent protection in a number of foreign countries.2 

1 Industrial property rights include patents, utility models, industrial designs, trade
marks and other indications of origin, and general unfair competition rights. Inter• 
national Union for the Protection of Industrial Property (Paris Union), March 20, 1883, 
art. I, 25 Stat. 1372 (1887), T.S. No. 379 (effective June II , 1887). A patent is a statutory 
right granted to inventors for a fixed time period to exclude others from manufacturing, 
using or selling their invention. Report of the Secretary-General, The Role of Patents 
in the Transfer of Technology to Developing Countries, U.N. Doc. E/3861/ Rev. I, at 
9 (1964) [hereinafter cited as U.N. Report]. Utility model rights are similar to patent 
rights but are shorter in duration. They are granted for contributions to technical 
knowledge which do not quite meet the requirements of invention necessary for the 
grant of a patent. Id. at II; Otani, Introduction to the Japanese Patent System, 7 PTC 
J. R.Es. & ED. 13, 14-15 (1963). Originators of ornamental designs may obtain protection 
similar to that for patented inventions. See, e.g., 2 A. WALKER, PATENTS §§ 157, 158 (2d 
ed. Deller 1964); Patent Act of 1952, § 171, 35 U.S.C. § 171 (1964). A trademark may be 
broadly defined as "any mark, or medium that can be conceived by the senses, that is 
capable of distinguishing merchandise, products or services of a (natural or juridic) per
son from those of another." Beier & Reimer, Preparatory Study for the Establishment 
of a Uniform International Trademark Definition, 45 TRADEMARK REP. 1266, 1297 (1955). 
See 3 CALLMAN, UNFAIR CoMPETITJON, TRADEMARKS AND MONOPOLIES § 65 (3d ed. 1969). 
The term "unfair competition" encompasses a broad range of activities, the protection 
of which is generally based on the protection of industrial or commercial goodwill. See 
generally l CALLMAN, supra, § 4.l. 

2 See, e.g., address by W . O. Quesenberry before a joint symposium of the Patent, 
Trademark & Copyright Section and International Law Section of the American Bar 
Association, in Philadelphia, Pa., Aug. 6, 1968, in 50 J. PAT. OFF. Soc'y 509 (1968). Of 
23,000 United States patent applications on which foreign applications were later filed, 
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In 1969, for example, the worldwide total of patent applications filed 
by non-nationals (applicants filing in other than their own country) 
outnumbered the worldwide total for applications filed by nationals 
with their own patent offices.3 

The logistical problems arising from the vast numbers of patent ap
plications flowing among nations and the concomitant expense to both 
inventors and national patent offices have led to increased efforts in 
international patent cooperation.4 Thus far the efforts made toward 
establishing multinational patent laws have met with little success, 
largely because of the reluctance of nations to forgo control of the 
patent monopolies existing within their borders. As this control is 
manifes ted through many aspects of patent law, each point on which 
national law varies can become a hindrance to international agree
ment. The purpose of the present note is to analyze the present degree 
of variance in one aspect of Patent Law-that of the subject matter 
for which patents will be granted. The other major aspects of patent 
law-formal requirements, utility requirements and inventive height 
requirements15-are either areas in which there is already substantial 

the foreign applications totaled 115,000-an average of five foreign filings for each United 
States application. Id. at 511. It has been suggested that in order to obtain complete 
protection for an important invention patents must be sought in up to 30 countries. 
Meller, Toward a Multinational Patent System, 44 J. PAT. OFF. Soc'v 227, 229 (1962). 

8 8 I ND. PROPERTY, Dec. 1969, annex at 2·3. The totals for countries having statistics 
are 676,925 worldwide patent applications, with 290,072 applications from nationals within 
the respective countries and 379,374 applications from non-nationals. In addition, ]08,116 
applications were filed for Inventor's Certificates, including 107,932 applications from 
nationals and 184 applications from non-nationals. Patents granted in 1968 for countries 
having statistics are 345,503 world,\·ide, with 134,503 patents granted to nationals and 
211,000 to non-nationals. In addition, 25,086 Inventor's Certificates were granted with 
24,926 being granted to nationals and 160 granted to non-nationals. Id. 

4 See Inter-Governmental Conference for the Setting Up of a European System for the 
Grant of Patents, EEC Press Release No. BR 3 e/69 ern/ PA / mk, May 21, 1969, at 2. 
International industrial property cooperation has historically been closely related to 
economic alliances. For discussion of the history of international patent cooperation, 
see Finniss, Les droits nationat1x de propriete industrielle, 77 LA PROPRIETE 1NDUSTRl£LLE 

133, 134-39 (1961); Goldsmith &: Burside, Harmonization of European Patent Laws, 46 
J. PAT. OFF. Soc'v 48 (1964); Lewin, The Proposal for Unification of the Patent Systems 
in Scandinavia, 47 J. PAT. OFF. Soc'v 355, 357-58 (1965); Meller, Toward a Multina
tional Patent System, 44 J. PAT. OFF. Soc'v 227, 230-32 (1962); Robbins, The European 
Patent Convention-Some Present Viewpoints of the European Patent Profession, 45 J. 
PAT. OFF. Soc'v 295 (1963); Westerman, A Common Patent in the Common Marhet, 3 
VA. J. I NT'L LAW 35 (1963); Note, International Patent Cooperation, 20 STAN. L. REV. 

1000 (1968). 

15 See notes 14-17 infra and accompanying text. 
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a~eement among nations,6 or areas in which agreement is rapidly 
bemg reached.7 Moreover, differences in national treatment of subject 
matter patentability have in fact proven to be a major stumbling block 
preventing the implementation of at least one international system.8 

This note presents a comparative analysis of the areas of subject matter 
for which patents may be obtained under the present national systems 
and under the proposed international systems. 

I. BACKGROUND 

A patent generally gives a patentee or his assignee the right to ex
clude others from practicing the patented invention9 for a prescribed 
period of time which varies among national systems.10 In addition to 
limitations on the period of protection under a patent, the scope of 
protection is also restricted in many countries by compulsory licens-

6 Many of the formal requirements are covered by the Paris Union, supra note I, and 
by the European Convention Relating to the Formalities Required for Patent Applica
tions, Dec. 11, 1953, 218 U.N.T.S. 27. National utility requirements are generally in 
agreement. See note 17 infra. National inventive height requirements are also generally 
in agreement. Cf. Note, The Proposed European Patent Law, A Summary Analysis, 45 J. 
PAT. OFF. Soc'y 153, 159 (1963). See generally OCTROOIBUREAU Los EN STIGTER, MANUAL 
FOR THE HANDLING OF APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS, DESIGNS AND TRADE MARKS THROUGH· 
OUT THE WORLD (1968) (hereinafter cited as MANUAL INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY]; U.N. Report, 
supra note 1, app. D. 

7 The Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) drafted by the International Bureaux for 
the Protection of I ntellectual Property (BIRPI) was signed by 20 member states in 
Washington on June 19, 1970. The aim of the PCT is to reduce the duplication of effort 
presently occurring when many national patent offices examine applications for the same 
inventions. Under the PCT much of the work of patent application examination will 
be done by an international searching authority. Member states can then decide whether 
to grant a national patent based on national law and the report prepared by the inter
national searching authority. Thus one application and one examination could be the 
basis for many national patents in the member states. A copy of the PCT appears at 876 
O.G. PAT. OFF. 341 (1970). 

8 One reason that the Nordic Patent System has not been put into operation is that 
the four countries have been unable to agree what should be patentable. Borggard, The 
New Nordic Patent L egislation, 7 IND. PROPERTY 189, 190 (1968). See also Godenhielm, 
The Scandinavian Patent Community, 4 IND. PROPERTY 10 (1965); Lewin, The Proposal 
for Unification of the Patent Systems in Scandinavia, 47 J. PAT. OFF. Soc'Y 355, 368 (1965). 

9 See note 1 supra. "The franchise which the patent grants consists altogether in the 
right to exclude everyone from making, using, or vending the thing patented, without 
the permission of the patentee." Bloomer v. McQuewan, 55 U.S. (14 How.) 539, 549 (1852). 
See I A. WALKER, PATENTS 36-40 (2d ed. Deller 1964); Patent Act of 1952, § 271, 35 U.S.C. 

§ 271 (1964). 
10 In most countries the term of a patent is between 14 and 20 years. J. BAXTER, WORLD 

PATENT LAW AND PRACTICE 105-08 (1969). 
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ing, 11 by revocation or expropriation of the patent by the State, 12 or 

11 U.N. Report, supra note 1 at 13, 32. A compulsory license is a patent license which 
the patentee is forced to grant to a prospective user by the government, usually because 
the patentee has abused the patent monopoly or because the public interest requires the 
patent to be available to licensees. The compulsory license must be distinguished from 
compulsory working requirements. In countries having compulsory working requirements 
the patentee or his licensees must work the patented invention within the country to the 
extent required by the country's market. Id. at 32-33. See Olcou, Realistic Aspects of 
Working Foreign Patents, 45 J . PAT. OFF. Soc'v 315 (1963). The severity of compulsory 
working requirements on foreign patentees who are unable to work the patented in• 
vention within every country where they have patent protection has been alleviated by 
a trend toward the less stringent requirement of compulsory licensing. U.N. Report, 
supra note 1, at 14. Among member states of the Paris Union, compulsory licenses to 
correct patent abuse may be granted only after three years from the date of the patent 
grant. International Union for the Protection of I ndustrial Property, March 20, 1883, 
art. 5A, para. 4, 25 Stat. 1372, T .S. No. 379 (effective June 11, 1887). See notes 69-70 infra 
and accompanying text. If the abuse is not corrected by the compulsory licenses, then 
patent revocation proceedings can be brought as of two years a fter the issuance of the 
first compulsory license. Id. Since licensing itself does not ordinarily fulfill compulsory 
working requirements, countries which grant a compu lsory license under a patent (usually 
to the patentee's competitor) place the patentee in the anomalous situation of either 
making sure his competitor's efforts are successful enough so that the demand for the 
product in that country is satisfied, or having his patent revoked. Olcott, supra at 315. 
An inventor would face further problems if working his patent would infringe someone 
else's patent. Id. at 317. 

Such provisions relate to any kind of patented invention. Where the invention involves 
an area affected with a deep public interest such as national defense, public health, 
trade balance improvements, development of national resou rces and general industrial 
development, various countries have provided for compulsory licensing without regard 
to the existence of any patent abuse, and without regard to any time r equirements. U.N. 
Report, supra note I, at 24, 32, app. D. The omission of a 3-year period after the grant 
of the patent in these cases has been held not to violate art. 5 of the Par is Union because 
the article applies only to compulsory licenses for abuse of the patent grant. Parke, Davis 
v. Comptroller-General ex parte British Drug Houses Ltd., [1954] 71 Pat. Cas. 169. 

There has been much disagreement as to the effectiveness of compulsory licenses in 
protecting the public interest. The primary argument for compulsory licensing is that 
it will promote lower prices and more plentiful supplies, both of which are in the public 
interest. In the drug industry, which is the most frequent target of compulsory licensing 
devotees, compulsory licensing is said to permit profit from the manufacturer at the 
bulk sales level with free competition in the finished drug product market, reducing the 
end cost of drugs to the consumer. Schifrin, The Ethical Drug Industry: The Case For 
Compulsory Patent L icensing, 12 ANTITRUST B ULL. 893, 912-15 (1967). The argument 
against compulsory licensing (using the drug industry as an example) is that it discourages 
outlays for original research to produce new drugs, as evidenced by the fact that those 
countries which have compulsory licensing produce fewer new drugs than those without 
compulsory licensing; that the drug industry is more competitive where patent grants 
are not devalued by compulsory licensing; and that the price of drugs is high even in 
those countries which have compulsory licensing or even in those countries which preclude 
patent p rotection for drugs. See generally Frost, The Case Against Drug Patent Com-
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by restrictions on the type of protection available in certain fields.13 

puls~ry Licensing, 7 PTC J. R.Es. & ED. 84 (1963). Where compulsory licenses are available, 
relatively few have been applied for or granted. Olcott, supra at 317; Robbins, The 
Eur~pean Patent Convention-Some Present Viewpoints of the European Patent Pro
fe~sio~, 45 J. PAT. OFF. Soc'y 295, 304 (1963). In the United Kingdom, only nine ap
phcauons were received fo1· compulsory licenses in the public interest for food and 
medical inventions between 1949 and 1960, with an additional 37 requests being filed 
from 1960 through 1964. SWEET & MAXWELL, T HE PATENTS Acrs-1949-1961, at 118-19 
(1969). The limited number of applications could be construed as an indication of in
creased amenability to voluntary licensing. The United States has resisted both compulsory 
licensing and working provisions, but finds compulsory licensing more acceptable than 
compulsory working. Vernon, The International Patent System and Foreign Policy, in 
STUDY OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON PATENTS TRADEMARKS & COPYltlGHTS, SEN. Doc. No. 63, 
85th Cong., 1st Sess. 35-36 (1957). It should be noted, however, that while no general 
provisions for compulsory licensing exists in the United States, the same result is obtained 
by judicial relief when a patentee uses the patent in a manner the courts deem to be 
contrary to the antitrust laws. See, e.g., Besser Mfg. Co. v. United States, 343 U.S. 444, 
447 (1952); United States v. U.S. Gypsum Co., 333 U.S. 364, 366 (1948); Hartford-Empire 
Co. v. United States, 323 U.S. 386, 417 (1945); U.N. Report, supra note I, at 34-35; 
Frost, The Case Against Drug Patent Compulsory Licensing, 7 PTC J. R.Es. & ED. 84, 
88 (1963). 

12 U.N. Report, supra note 1, at 13-14. 
18 Id. at 32. T here are three types of patent protection: product protection (patent 

coverage of an invention which is a product), process protection {patent coverage of an 
invention which is a process), and product-by-process protection {patent coverage of a 
product of an invention which is a process). Thus, for example, an inventor invents a 
new machine which performs a new process for making aspirin. He may obtain product 
protection for the machine and process protection for the process, but he may not obtain 
product protection for aspirin, since he did not invent aspirin. However, many countries 
extend process protection to the product made by the process. See, e.g., Patent Law of 
Dec. 1, 1967 (Sweden), translation in 7 IND. PROPERTY 172 (1968). In those countries, the 
inventor would be able to obtain product-by-process protection-not for aspirin in gen• 
eral-but for any aspirin made by his process. In the United States, however, the inventor 
could only obtain process protection because under U.S. law the fact that a novel process 
for producing a previously known product has been invented is not a sufficient basis for 
granting product-by-process protection. In re Pilkington, 411 F.2d 1345; 162 U.S.P.Q. 145, 
(1969); Note, Product by Process Claims, 28 J. PAT. OFF. Soc'Y 852, 854 (1946); cf. Cochrane 
v. Badische Anilin & Soda Fabrik, 111 U.S. 293 (1884). Product protection is the best type 
of protection for most purposes because it gives the patentee an action for infringement 
against anyone who makes, sells or uses the product. (See notes 1, 9 supra.) Thus a 
patentee having product protection can choose his defendant from any of the participants 
in the channel of trade of the infringing product-manufacturers, importers, whole
salers, retailers or consumers. Process protection is somewhat less desirable, since one 
does not "make" or "sell" a process, and thus a suit for direct infringement lies only 
against the user of the process. In some countries a patentee having process protection 
has a suit for contributory infringement in certain circumstances against persons other 
than users of the patented process. See, e.g., Patent Act of 1952, §§ 271(b)-(d), 35 U.S.C. 
§§ 27l(b)-(d) (1964). Further, since access to a manufacturer's operations is usually limited, 
infringement of a process patent is generally more difficult to detect and prove. Product• 
by-process protection is more desirable than process protection alone, since it is in• 
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The requirements an applicant must meet in order to obtain a 
patent on his invention may generally be put into four categories
formal requirements, utility requirements, inventive height require
ments and patentable subject matter requirements.14 The formal 
requirements include prescribed standards for the application and 
drawings, time limits within which the application must be filed and 
requirements governing who may file the application.15 All countries 
require that the invention have some utility in order to be patentable.1 6 

To meet the inventive height requirements, an invention must gen
erally be novel, i.e., the invention must not have been publicly known 
before the inventor discovered it, and must be sufficiently different 
from all prior related knowledge to merit a patent.17 Finally, the in-

fringed by anyone who makes, uses or sells the product. Thus the inventor of a new 
process for making aspirin who obtained product-by-process protection could choose his 
defendant from any of the participants in the channel of trade of aspirin which was 
made by the patented process without the patentee's permission. When sued for in
fringement of a product-by-process patent, the defendant has a complete defense if he 
made the product by any process other than that of the patent, but the defendant 
usually bears the burden of proof. See, e.g., MANUAL I NDUSTRIAL PROPERTY, supra note 6, 
Netherlands section, 11. 

14 The extent to which these requirements are enforced prior to the issuing of a 
patent depends on the extent the applications are examined by the patent office of the 
particular country. Many countries, including Canada, Great Britain, Israel, Japan, the 
Netherlands, Russia, Sweden, the United States and West Germany examine applications 
for compliance with all four types of requirements. U.N. Report, supra note I , app. D. 
Others, including Belgium, Greece, Guyana, Iran, Lebanon, Portugal, Syria, Tunisia, 
Turkey, United Arab Republic, and Venezuela, examine only for compliance with the 
formal requirements. J . BAXTER, WORLD PATENT LAw AND PRACTICE 63-68 (1969). Some 
countries indirectly impose utility and inventive height requirements by confirming a 
patent in their country based on a patent granted in a country which imposes such 
requirements. Confirmation patents are available in the following countries: Argentina, 
Barbados, Belgium, Bolivia, Burundi, Chile, Columbia, Congolese Republic, Costa Rica, 
Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Iran, Iraq, Jamaica, 
Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Ruanda, Spain, Tangier, Turkey, Uruguay and Venezuela. J. 
BAXTER, WORLD PATENT LAw AND PRACTICE 8-12 (1969). These countries generally do not 
condition all patent grants on the prior acquirement of a foreign patent but use the 
grant of a foreign patent as a means of expediting the processing of applications in 
their patent offices. 

15 See, e.g., European Convention Relating to the Formalities Required for Patent 
Applications, Dec. 11, 1953, 218 U.N.T.S. 27. 

16 The United States merely requires that an invention be useful. 35 U.S.C. § IOI 
(1964). See generally I A. WALKER, PATENTS §§ 83-101 (2d ed. Deller 1964). The European 
patent systems generally require industrial utility for inventions, which would exclude 
some inventions which would be patentable in the United States. Note, The Proposed 
European Patent Law, A Summary Analysis, 45 J. PAT. OFF. Soc'y 153, 158 (1963). 

17 See, e.g., 35 U.S.C. §§ 102, 103 (1964). 
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vention must not pertain to areas of subject matter for which patents 
are. de~i~d.18 These patentable subject matter provisions limit the 
availability of patent protection as a matter of national policy either 
?~ denying any protection for certain types of inventions19 or by lim-
1t1ng the types of protection available.20 

II. PATENTABLE SUBJECT MATTER UNDER NATIONAL LAws 

The various municipal approaches to subject matter patentability 
begin with the assertion that all subject matter is patentable. For ex
ample, an early British law provides that "any manner of new manu
factures" shall be patentable.21 Modern patent statutes in other coun
tries contain similarly liberal provisions.22 It is this broadly articulated 
rule that is the foundation of the diverse body of national laws which 
catalogue its exceptions. 

A. Areas of Uniform National Treatment 

While nations differ widely in the patent treatment afforded certain 
controversial areas of subject matter, there is general agreement with 

18 See section II infra. 
19 Italy, for example, denies protection for medical inventions. See notes 41, 43 infra 

and accompanying text. 
20 For the practical effect of restrictions on types of protection available, see Parke, 

Davis & Co. v. Centrafarm, 14 Recueil de la Jurisprudence de la Cour 81 (Cour de 
Justice de la Communaute europeenne 1968), 2 CCH COMM. MKT. REP. ~ 8054 (1970), 
wherein the inventor invented a new pharmaceutical and a process for making it. A 
process patent was obtained in the Netherlands, which does not grant product protec
tion for pharmaceuticals, but extends the process protection to products made by the 
patented process. See notes 41, 43, 44 infra and accompanying text. The patentee 
could not obtain any protection in I taly, since Italy does not allow patents for either 
medical products or processes. See id. The Court held that it was not a violation of the 
antitrust provisions of the Treaty of Rome to prevent importation into the Netherlands of 
products made in Italy. See Plaisant, The Parke, Davis Judgment and Industrial Property 
Rights, 8 IND. PROPERTY 46 (1969). 

21 The Statute of Monopolies, 21 James l, c. 3, § VI (1623), in 17 HA.LseuRY's STATUTF.S 
OF ENGLAND 619 (2d ed. 1950). 

22 ·whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, 
or composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may 
obtain a patent therefor .... 

Patent Act of 1952, 35 U.S.C. § IOI (1964); 
Any invention relating in particular to a product, 3: p~ocess,. an application or 
a combination of means, shall be patentable. The said invenuon must be of an 
industrial character . . . . 

Law No. 68-1 of Jan. 2, 1968 (France), [1968] J.O. 13, translation in 7 IND. PROPERTY 

67 (1968). 
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regard to certain types of invention. For example, patents are uni
formly refused for inventions which are contrary to law and morals, 
either by express statutory provisions23 or through adjudications based 
on the premise that a patent is granted in exchange for a contribution 
to the public good and that what is solely contrary to law or morals is 
not contributory to the public good and hence is not the proper sub
ject of a patent grant.24 A machine, the sole use of which would be 
to defraud the public, would be refused a patent on these grounds. 

Scientific principles and laws of nature are also uniformly considered 
to be outside the reach of patent protection.25 In the United States this 
exclusion was used to invalidate Morse's patent claim on the principles 
of the telegraph-transmission of symbols by electromagnetic energy
but the exclusion did not invalidate the patent claim for the apparatus 
based on the principle.26 Abstract ideas or theories, systems of doing 
business, and financial schemes also constitute an area in which patent 
protection is uniformly denied under national patent systems.27 A new 
method of computing square roots or a plan for selling investment 
shares would not be patentable under this exclusion. Protection is 
denied in these areas because matter such as business or scientific 
theories and principles are considered to be in the public domain and 
cannot be taken therefrom and made the subject of a patent monopoly. 

Since national treatment of these areas is uniform they present little 
in the way of a barrier to international patent cooperation. By far the 
more important subject matter restrictions are those dealt with below 
which are placed on certain non-mechanical products and the processes 
for their manufacture.28 

23 E.g., Patent Act of 1954, § 2(1) (Switzerland), translation in LANG, FOREIGN PATENT 
LAWS WITH COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 15 (1968). 

24 See, e.g., Fuller v. Berger, 120 F. 274 (7th Cir. 1903), cert. denied, 193 U.S. 668 (1904). 
25 See, e.g., Funk Bros. Seed Co. v. Kale Inoculant Co., 333 U.S. 127, 76 U.S.P.Q. 280 

(1948); Law No. 68-1 of J an. 2, 1968, art. 7(1) (France), [1968) J.0. 13, transiation in 7 
IND. PROPERTY 67 (1968). 

26 O'Reilly v. Morse, 56 U.S. (15 How.) 62 (1853). 
27 See, e.g., Stahl & Larsson's Application, [1965] Pat. Cas. 596 (denial of patent for 

method for automatically recording the journey of passenger in a transportation system 
so as to determine fare); Loew's Drive-In Theaters, Inc. v. Park-In Theaters, Inc., 174 
F.2d 547, 81 U.S.P.Q. 149 (1st Cir. 1949), cert. denied, 338 U.S. 822 (1949) (patent invalid 
for drive-in system for conducting motion picture theatre business); In 1·e Sterling, 70 
F.2d 910, 21 U.S.P.Q. 519 (C.C.P.A. 1934) (check book with stubs and detachable checks 
unpatentable). 

28 In accordance with the broad mandates in the patent statutes, all countries uni
formly provide patent protection for apparatus including machines and mechanical parts. 
See generally l A. WALKER, PATENTS § 16 (2d ed. Deller 1964); MANUAL INDUSTRIAL PROP-
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B. Areas of Differing National Treatment 

The treat~e°:t given an invention in many countries depends on 
the field of its intended use. Product protection is often denied for 
inventions in fields closely connected with the general welfare, such 
as food products and medicines, or in infant industries which are 
deemed to need some type of competitive advantage against foreign 
patent holders. Some countries also deny process protection for in
ventions in these areas. As will be seen, there is a marked difference 
between the present national treatment of these fields and the treat
ment they will receive under proposed international systems. 

(1) Foodstuffs 

Inventions relating to foodstuffs are considered to be affected with 
a public interest, since foodstuffs are essential for the health and wel
fare of the populace, and processes for making foodstuffs directly affect 
the quantity and quality of foodstuffs available. While many countries 
grant product protection for foodstuffs,29 a substantial number deny 

ERTY, supra note 20; U.N. RePort, supra note 1, app. D. Mechanical processes, i.e., 
processes which correspond to the working of an apparatus, are also uniformly a proper 
subject for patent protection. Cf. Cochrane v. Deener, 94 U.S. 780 (1877); In re Tarczy
Hornoch, 397 F.2d 856, 158 U.S.P.Q. 141 (C.C.P.A. 1968); G.E.C.'s Application, [1943) 
60 Pat. Cas. 1. 

29 Ordinance No. 66-54 on Patents and Certificates of Inventorship of March 3, 1966 
(Algeria); Patent Act of Oct. 11, 1864, amended 1957 (Argentina); Patents Act of Sept. 27, 
1952, amended 1962 (Australia); Patent Act of 1916, amended 1955 (Bolivia); Patents De• 
cree No. 682 NS of Oct. 29, 1955 (Cambodia) (adopts French Patent Act of 1844); Patents 
Ordinance of Jan. 1, 1907, amended 1949 (Ceylon); Provisional Regulations on Patents 
and Certificates of Inventorship of 1950 (China); Patents Decrees of 1886, amended 1947 
(Congo Republic); Industrial Property Act of 1896, amended 1953 (Costa Rica); Industrial 
Property Act of April 4, 1936, amended 1963 (Cuba); Patent Act of 1911, amended 1957 
(Dominican Republic); Patent Law of 1913 (El Salvador); Law No. 68-1 of Jan. 2, 1968 
(France), [1968] J.O. 13, translation in 1 IND. PROPERTY 67 (1968); Patent Act of June 13, 
1967 (W. Germany), [1967) BGBl. I 56; Patent Act of Aug. 18, 1937 (Guatemala); Patent 
Act of 1922, amended 1924 (Haiti); Patent Act of 1919, amended 1957 (Honduras); Patent 
and Designs Act of 1911, amended 1958 (India); Patent Act of 1935, amended 1949 (Iraq); 
Patent Act of 1964 (Ireland); Patents and Designs Ordinance of 1924, amended 1965 
(Israel); Patent Decrees of June 29, 1939, amended 1959 (Italy) (subject to approval of 
Superior Board of Health as not harmful); Patent Law of 1957, c. 283 (Jamaica); Patents 
and Design Law of Feb. 17, 1953 (Jordan); Patent Law of 194-6 (S. Korea); Law of Jan. 19, 
I 951 (Laos); Federal Patents Acts of I 957, Patents Act of 1958 (Malawi); Industrial Prop
erty Ordinance of 1829 (Malta); Mauritius Revised Ordinances of 1945, cc. 406, 413; 
Industrial Property Law of Dec. 31, 1942, amended 1949 (Mexico); Patent Act of 1955, 
amended 1956 (Monaco); Patents Act of Nov. 26, 1953 (N. Zealand); Patent and Designs 
Act of 1911, amended 1960 (Pakistan); Administrative Code of 1916 (Panama); Patent 
Act of 1925, amended 1945 (Paraguay); Industrial Promotion Law of Nov. 30, 1959, c. 6 
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such protection,30 on the premise that what is essential for the daily 
welfare of the people should not be the subject of a monopoly.31 A 
majority of the countries which deny product protection do grant 
patents for processes of making foodstuffs.32 The distinction is grounded 
on the theory that the patent grant for processes will foster research 
and development into alternative and more efficient processes.33 The 
patent laws of only a few countries have extended the protection for 
a patented process to the product made thereby.34 Several socialist 

(Peru); Law of June 20, 1947, Republic Act No. 165, amended 1953 (Philippines); Federal 
Patents Act of 1957, Patents Act of 1958 (Rhodesia); Patent Act of 1952, amended 1960 
(South Africa); Law Concerning the Protection of Commercial and Industrial Property 
of 1946 (Syria); Patents and Designs Ordinance of 1900, amended 1950 (Trinidad and 
Tobago); The Patents Act of 1949, 12, 13 & 14 Geo. 6, c. 87 (United Kingdom); Patent 
Act of 1952, 35 U.S.C. (1964) (United States); Patent Act of 1941 (Uruguay); Patents Act 
No. 12 of 1957 (Vietnam); Patents Act of 1958 (Zambia); in MANUAL INDUSTRIAL PROP· 
ERTY, siipra note 6. 

30 Decree No. 2301 of July 25, 1956 (Albania); Patent Act of 1950, amended 1967 
(Austria); Industrial Property Law of Aug. 27, I 945, amended 1960 (Brazil); Decree on 
Inventions, Technical Improvements and Propositions of Rationalization of 1954 (Bul
garia); Industrial Property Law of I 925, amended l 947 (Chile); Act No. 34 on Inventions, 
Discoveries and Proposals of I mprovement of July 5, 1957 (Czechoslovakia); Patents Act 
of Dec. 20, 1967 (Denmark); Patents Act of 1928 (Ecuador) (only most necessary food
stuffs u npatentable); Patents Act of Dec. 15, J 967 (Finland); Patent Law of Sept. 6, 
1950, amended 1963 (E. Germany); Patents and Designs Ordinance of Jan. I, 1938, c. 342 
(Guyana); Patent Law of 1895, amended 1949 (Hungary); Patent Act of 1923, amended 
1954 (Iceland); Patent Law of April 13, 1959 CTapan); Law No. 4 of 1962 Relating to 
Patents, Designs and Industrial Models (Kuwait); Patents Designs and Industrial Models 
Law No. 8 of Nov. 25, 1959 (Li bya); Patents Act of 1928 (Lichtenstein); Patent Law of 
J une 30, 1880, amended 1945 (Luxembourg); Patent Act of Nov. 7, 1910, amended 1963 
(Netherlands); Patent Act of 1899, amended 1955 (Nigeria); Patents Act of Dec. 1, 1967 
(Norway); Law Relating to the Protection of Inventions, Models and Designs of May 31, 
1962 (Poland); Code of Industrial Property of Aug. 24, 1940 (Portugal); Industrial Prop
erty Act of July 26, 1929, amended 1957 (Spain); Patent Act of Dec. I, 1967 (Sweden); 
Patent Act of June 25, 1954 (Switzerland); Patent Decrees of Dec. 26, 1888, amended 1956 
(Tunisia); Patent Act of 1879, amended 1932 (Turkey); Statute on Discoveries, Inven
tions and Rationalization Proposals of Apr. 24, 1959 (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics); 
Law on Patents, Designs and Industrial Models of Aug. 16, 1949, amended 1955 (United 
Arab Republic); Industrial Property Act of Oct. 14, 1955 (Venezuela); Law on Inventions 
and Technical Improvements of Oct. 31, 1960 (Yugoslavia); in MANUAL INDUSTRIAL PROP· 
ERTY, siipra note 6. 

81 See U.N. Report, supra note I, at 12-13. 
82 Of the countries listed, note 30 su.pra, the following grant patents for processes of 

making foodstuffs: Austria, Brazil, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Ecuador, East 
Germany, Guyana, Hungary, Japan, Kuwait, Libya, Luxembom-g, the Netherlands, 
Nicaragua, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Tunisia, United Arab Republic, 
Venezuela and Yugoslavia. MANUAL INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY, supra note 6. 

88 See U.N. Report, supra note l , at 12. 
84 Patent Act of 1950, amended 1967 (Austria); Patent Act of June 13, 1935, amended 
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<:oun_tries which do not extend patent protection to foodstuffs per se 
~rov1~e for the granting of certificates of authorship in particular 
s1tuat10ns.35 An example is the Soviet Union, which grants certificates 
of authorship for foodstuffs obtained by non-chemical processes.36 

In order to preclude patent protection of recipes or foodstuffs made 
from recipes, some of the countries which grant product protection 
for foodstuffs limit this protection to foodstuffs which are not the mere 
mixture of known ingredients possessing only the sum of the known 
properties of the ingredients or the processes making the same by mere 
admixture.37 This limitation has been imposed through statutory lan
guage in some patent systems,38 while in others it has evolved through 
judicial decision.39 

(2) Medicines 

Medical inventions are also considered to be affected with a public 
interest. The ready availability of medicines at low cost is necessary 
to maintain the public health and welfare. 1\1any countries have ex
cluded medicines from product protection,40 largely because of the 

1954 (Canada); Patents Act of Dec. 20, 1967 (Denmark); Patent Act of June 9, 1950, 
amended 1963 (E. Germany); Patent Act of June 13, 1967 (W. Germany), [1967] BGBI. I 
56; Patent Law of April 13, 1959 Qapan); PaLent Act of Nov. 7, 1910, amended 1963 
(Netherlands); Patent Act of Dec. 15, 1967 (Norway); Law Relating to the Protection 
of Inventions, Models and Designs of May 31, 1962 (Poland); IndusLrial Properly Act 
of July 26, 1929, amended 1957 (Spain) (only if process is sole process for making food
stuff); Patents Act of Dec. 1, 1967 (Sweden); Law on Inventions and T echnical Improve
ments of Oct. 28, 1960 (Yugoslavia); in MANUAL INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY, supra note 6. 

35 Decree No. 2301 of July 25, 1956 (Albania); Decree on Inventions, Technical Im
provements and Propositions of Rationalization of l 954 (Bulgaria); Statute on Discoveries, 
Inventions and RationalizaLion Proposals of April 24, 1959, amended 1965 (Union of 
Soviet Socialist Republics); in MANUAL INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY, supra note 6. In contrast 
to a patent, a certificate of authorship entitles the inventor to no exclusive rights, only 
to the right of authorship. The right to use the invention is solely in the State, which 
gives permission to socialized organizations to use the invention. Indemnification is 
granted to the inventor in relation to such use. MANUAL INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY, supra 
note 6, U.S.S.R. section, at I; Edgerton, Patent Protection for Pharmaceutical Prnducts 
in the U.S.S.R., 49 J. PAT. OFF. Soc'y 835, 836 (1967). 

36 MANUAL INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY, supra note 6, U.S.S.R. section, at 3. 
37 Of the countries listed in notes 29 and 32 supra, the following include this limita

tion on the patentability of inventions relating to foodstuffs: Australia, Japan, Malawi, 
New Zealand, Poland, Rhodesia, South Africa, United Kingdom, United States and 

Zambia. 
38 E.g., The Patents Act of 1949, 12, 13 & 14 Geo. 6, c. 87, § 10(1); in 17 HALSBURY'S 

STATUTES OF ENGLAND 637 (2d ed. 1950). 
39 See In re Levin, 178 F.2d 945, 84 U.S.P.Q. 232 (C.C.P.A. 1949). 
40 All nations that exclude foodstuffs from patentability, supra note 30, also exclude 
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public need for medicines and the relative lack of competition among 
them.41 H owever, a significant number of countries do grant patent 
protection for processes of making medicines,42 and some of these 
countries have extended the protection for the process to the medicine 
made by t-he process. 48 

The scope of patent protection for medicines is obscured by the fact 
that the patent systems and the authorities that implement them have 
no settled definition for the term "medicine."44 

Compulsory licensing has been adopted in a number of countries to 
make patented medical inventions available to the public at low prices 
and with a reasonable return to the patentee.45 As in the foodstuff 
area, the scope of patentability has also been limited by denying patents 
for mere mixtures of known ingredients or the processes of making 
the same by mere admixture.46 Certificates of authorship provide a 
form of protection for medicines in a few socialist countries in the 
absence of any patent protection .47 

(3) Chemicals 

The reasons for denying product protection for new chemicals are 
not as clear as those advanced in the foodstuff and medicine arts. 

medicines. In addition, Argentina, Bolivia, China, Iran, I raq, I taly, Morocco, Paraguay, 
Peru, South Korea, Uruguay and Vietnam, which provide product protection for food
stuffs, supra note 29, exclude medicines from protection. MANUAL INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY, 
supra note 6. 

41 U.N. Report, supra note I , at 12. 
42 Only Albania, I taly, Mexico, South Korea and Turkey do not grant patents for 

processes for making medicines. MANUAL INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY, supra note 6. The reason 
for the patent grant is that it will further researcl1 into more efficient processes which will 
provide cheaper and more plentiful medicines. U.N. Report, supra note I , at 12, 13. 

43 Of the nations that extend protection to the foodstuff made by a patented process, 
supra note 34, only Canada does not extend protection to the medical product made by 
a patented process. Switzerland also extends the protection to the medical product. 
MANUAL I NDUSTIUAL PROPERTY, supra note 6. 

44 J apan, for example, considers a material to be a medicine if it produces a physiolog
ical effect upon introduction into the human body. J arkovsky, A Comparative Review of 
Japanese and U.S. Patent and Related Laws, 50 J. PAT. OFF. Soc'y 76, 82 (1968). See also 
Otani, Introduction to the Japanese Patent System, 7 PTC J. RES. & Eo. 13, 16 (1963); 
Yamashita, Some Aspects of Pharmacetttical Patents in Japan, 44 J. PAT. OFF. Soc'Y 291 
(1962). Japan distinguishes between human medicines and veterinary medicines, allowing 
p atents for the latter. J arkovsky, supra, 50 J . PAT. OFF. Soc'v at 81. This distinction does 
not exist in any other patent system. MANUAL INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY, supra note 6; U.N. 
Report, sitpra note 1, app . D. 

45 See notes 11 -13 sitpra and accompanying text. 
46 See notes 37-39 supra and accompanying text. 
47 Countries cited note 35 supra. 
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While the exclusion was probably originally based on the premise that 
chemicals always existed in nature and thus could not be invented, 
that premise can no longer be considered valid, for many of the mod
ern chemicals never existed until they were made by man. Undoubt
edly the major reason for denial of chemical product protection is 
that the technological state of a nation's chemical industry is deemed 
so poor as to warrant free use of foreign products rather than pro
tection of its own inventions. 48 

When a chemical can be used as a medicine or a foodstuff, its pa
tentabili ty will be governed by the laws applicable to those areas. If a 
chemical has possible end uses outside of those restricted areas, pro
tection may be granted for those limited uses.49 

All countries which have patent systems grant protection for pro
cesses for making chemicals.50 Although there has been a definite trend 
toward allowing product protection in this field, 51 national treatment 
varies. 52 Typical of the nations that do grant product protection is 
the United States, which grants patents for chemical compounds un
der the standard of "any new and useful ... composition of matter 
•••• " 53 Nations that refuse to grant patents for chemical products 
have problems in classifying products as chemical or non-chemical. 
Japan, for example, does not consider alloys or glass to be chemical 

48 See Godenhielm, The Scandinavian Patent Community, 4 !ND. PROPERTY 10, 11 (1965). 

49 E.g., a product patent will issue in Japan for a mixture of chemicals useful both 
in agriculture and in prevention of human disease if the product claims are limited to 
the agricultural use. Jarkovsky, A Comparative Review of Japanese and U.S. Patent and 
Related Laws, 50 J. PAT. OFF. Soc'y 76, 81 (1968). 

50 MANUAL INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY, supra note 6. Nations not having patent systems 
include Afghanistan, Andorra, Burundi, Ethiopia, Ruanda, Saudi-Arabia, Sudan and 

Yemen. Id. 
51 E.g., West Germany and the Scandinavian countries have recently changed their 

laws so that product protection is available for chemicals. Patent Law of Dec. 20, 1967 
(Denmark); Patent Law of Dec. 15, 1967 (Finland); Patent Act of June 13, 1967 (W. Ger
many), [1967] BGBI. I 56; Patent Law of Dec. 15, 1967 (Norway); Patent Law of Dec. 1, 
1967 (Sweden); in MANUAL INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY, supra note 6. See Bardehle, The ~erm_an 
"Preliminary Law", 50 J. PAT. OFF. Soc'y 283 (1968); Godenhielrn, The Scandinavian 

Patent Community, 4 !ND. PROPERTY IO (1965). 

52 Of the nations that grant patents for foodstuffs, note 29 supra, only Bolivia, China 
and Uruguay refuse to grant product patents for chemicals. Of the nations which do not 
grant patents for foodstuffs, note 30 supra, Ecuador, Iceland, Monaco, Morocco and 
Ruroania will grant product patents for chemicals. MANUAL INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY, supra 

note 6. 
63 Patent Act of 1952 § iOl, 35 U.S.C. § 101 (1964). 
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substances even though chemical reactions take place in making them.64 

As in other areas, some protection for chemical products can be ob
tained in those nations which extend the protection of a patented 
process to the products made thereby.65 

C. Computer Programs-A Developing Area of Discord 

Although most countries have yet to consider the problem, there is 
a growing controversy in the more technically advanced nations as to 
the patentability of computer programs.trn A computer program may 
be defined as "a series of instructions which control or condition the 
operation of a data processing machine."57 While compu ter programs 
would seem to fit the categories of patentable inventions currently set 
forth in the national patent statutes,58 patents for them have been 
denied on the ground that they are abstract ideas or theories.59 France 
has enacted legislation specifically excluding programs by providing 
that patents shall not be granted for "systems of an abstract nature, in 
particular, progTams or sets of instructions covering the operation of 
a computer."Go Other countries, through administrative or judicial 
decisions, have shown resistance to program patentability. In two re
cent Austrian cases for example, process patents were denied for pro-

54 Jarkovsky, A Comparative Review of Japanese and U.S. Patent and Related Laws, 
50 J . PAT. OFF. Soc'y 76, 81 (1968). 

55 Of the nations that extend protection to the foodstuffs made by a p aLented process, 
note 34 sttpra, only Canada does not extend protection to a chemical product made by 
a patented process. Switzerland also extends such protection. MANUAL INDUSTRIAL PROP
ERTY, supra note 6. 

66 This controversy has been well recorded in the literature. See, e.g., Bender, Com
puter Programs: Should They Be Patentable?, 68 COLUM. L. REv. 241 (1968); Buckman, 
Protection of Proprietary Interest in Computer Programs, 51 J . PAT. OFF. Soc'y 135 
(1969); Huber, Patentschutz au/ dem Gebeit der datenverarbeitenden Anlagen, MITI.ElLUN· 
CEN PER DEUTSCHEN PATENTANWALTE (Mitt.) 23 (Feb. 1969); Koller &: Moshman, Patent 
Protection for Computer Software, 12 IDEA 1109 (1968); bhlschlegel, Zttr Schutzfiihigkeit 
von Rechenprogrammen fur Datenverarbeitungsanlagen, [1968] G£WER13LICHER REcHTS· 
SCHUTZ UNO UHREBERRECHT (GRUR) 679; Vogt, Kliirung patentrechtlicher Fragen zurn 
chemischen Analogieverfahren, 28 DIE PHARMAZEUTISCHE l NDUSTRIE 277 (1966); Wessel, 
Legal Protection of Computer Programs, 43 HARV. Bus. R.Ev. 97 (1965). 

67 REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT'S COMMlSSlON ON THE PATENT SYSTEM, "To Pll.OMOTE THE 
PROGRESS OF ... USEFUL ARTS" IN AN ACE OF EXPLODING T ECHNOLOGY 13 (1966). 

58 See note 22 supra and accompanying text. 

1>9 See, e.g., In re Abrams, 188 F.2d 165, 89 U.S.P.Q. 266 (C.C.P.A. 1951). It has been 
suggested that computer programs do not even involve a m ental step. Bender, Computer 
Programs: Should They Be Patentable?, 68 CoLUM. L. R.Ev. 241, 257 (1968). 

60 Law No. 68·1 of J an. 2, 1968, § 7(3), [1968] J.O. 13, translation in 7 IND. PROPERTY 
67 (1968). 
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grams~ primarily on the basis that they were mental processes.61 The 
programs were felt to be easily obtainable for any programmer once 
the method for solution of a problem is known, and since the solu
tion is an unpatentable equation or theorem, the programs were con
sidered unpatentable.62 

While the United States has previously held similar views,63 a recent 
decision of the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals has indicated that 
patents will now be granted for processes covering the operation of 
general-purpose digital computers,64 and the U.S. Patent Office has 
indicated acquiescence with the decision.66 Further, support for legis
lation which would deny patent protection for programs has been 
losing strength,66 so it is likely that the United States will continue to 

61 Lineare Programmierungseinrichtung III, 6ster. Patencamt, Nichtigkeitsabteilung, 
March 28, 1968, in GRUP INT. 381 (Nov., 1968); Zinszahlen-Rechenprogramm, 6ster. 
Patentamt, Bcschwerdeabteilung, Dec. 12, 1967, in GRUR I NT. 211 (June, 1968). 

62 Lineare Programmierungseinrichtung III, 6ster. Patentamt, Nichtigkeitsabteilung, 
March 28, 1968, GRUR I NT. 381, 382 (Nov., 1968). The program was also denied patent
ability when claimed in the form of punched cards or tape. 

63 In re Abrams, 188 F.2d 165, 89 U.S.P.Q. 266 (C.C.P.A. 1951). 
64 In re Prater et al., 415 F.2d 1393, 162 U.S.P.Q. 541 (C.C.P.A. 1969), modifying 415 

F.2d 1378, 159 U.S.P.Q. 583 (C.C.P.A. 1968). The particular process claims under con
sideration were denied because they were deemed so broad as to "read on a mental 
process augmented by pencil and paper markings" and therefore failed to comply with 
the statutory requirement that the claims particularly point out and distinctly claim the 
invention. Id. at 1404, 162 U.S.P.Q. at 550-51. However, the court made it clear that it 
was the scope of the particular claims and not the subject matter to which they pertained 
that was being rejected, saying: 

No reason is now apparent to us why, based on the Constitution, statute, or 
case law, apparatus and process claims broad enough to encompass the operation 
of a programmed general-purpose computer are necessarily unpatentable . . .. 

Id. at 1403, n.29, 162 U.S.P.Q. at 549. See also In re Bernhart, 417 F.2d 1395, 163 U.S.P.Q. 
611 (C.C.P.A. 1969). 

65 Address by William E. Schuyler, Commissioner of Patents, to the Georgetown Uni
versity Patent Law Society, Oct. 28, 1969. 

66 In 1966, the President's Commission on the Patent System recommended an explicit 
exception to the classes of patentable subject matter that would "eliminate whatever 
possibility that exists under the present statute, if any, for directly or indirectly obtaining 
a patent covering the operation of a data processing machine pursuant to a program." 
REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON THE PATENT SYSTEM, "TO PROMOTE THE PROG
RESS OF ... USEFUL ARTS" IN AN AGE OF EXPLODING TECHNOLOGY 13 (1966). A provision 
which would have excluded programs appeared in S. 1042, 90th Cong. 1st Scss. § 106 
(1967). This provision was deleted when the bill was revised in the following Congress, 
s. 2756, 91st Cong. 1st Scss. (1969). Chief Judge Worley of the Court of Customs and 
Patent Appeals does not favor a change in the present statute, but would prefer to decide 
where the line of patentability for computer programs will be drawn on a case by 
case analysis under the existing statute. In re Prater et al., 415 F.2d 1393, 1405, 162 U.S.P.Q. 
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grant such protection. Great Britain has refused protection for a com
puter program, but allowed protection for a programmed general-pur
pose computer.67 

Ill. THE CURRENT STATE OF PATENT COOPERATION 

A. The Paris Union 

The principle international patent agreement has been the Inter
national Union for the Protection of Industrial Property (Paris 
Union).68 However, the Paris Union contains no provisions that directly 
affect the substantive aspects of national patent law. It can be argued 
that the agreement has received such wide acceptance precisely because 
it does not attempt to set inventive standards or determine the classes 
of subject matter for which patents can be granted. The only require
ment which affects substantive law is that of national treatment for 
nationals of other member States.69 This requirement, common in trade 
agreements, merely prevents member States from reserving special 

541, 552 (C.C.P.A. 1969) (Worley, C.J. concurring). See Bender, Computer Programs: 
Should They Be Patentable?, 68 CoLUM. L. REv. 241 (1968); Koller &: Moshman, Patent 
Protection for Computer Software, 12 IDEA 1109 (1968). But cf. Note, Computer Programs 
and Proposed Revisions of the Patent and Copyright Laws, 81 HARV. L. REv. 1541 (1967). 

67 In Slee &: Harris' Application, [1966] Pat. Cas. 194, the British Patent Office refused 
patents for program claims of the following type: 

[a] method of operating a computer to solve a linear programming problem by 
an iterative algorithm, the computer having slow-access storage and limited 
capacity quick-access storage, in which ... 

but considered claims of the following type as being a manner of new manufacture and 
thus within the patentable subject matter range: 

[a] computer having slow and quick-access storage, when programmed to solve 
a linear programming problem by an iterative algorithm, the iterative algorithm 
being such that ... 

In each claim, the omitted body was identical, reciting the steps in the algorithm. The 
practical scope of the two claims is nearly identical in that both cover the program when 
it is fed into the computer and in that infringement occurs only when a computer is 
being operated by the program. Neither claim would cover the program itself. It is 
submitted that it is irrational to grant patent protection for one of the above types of 
claims and not the other, when the coverage under each is identical. The Australian 
Patent Office has adopted this position and has refused patent protection for both types 
of claims when the same application was presented for patent in Australia. Slee &: Harris' 
Application, [1968) F.S.R. 272. 

68 Signed March 20, 1883, 25 Stat. 1372 (1887), T.S. No. 379. As of December 31, 1969, 
there were 79 members (including East Germany). 9 IND. PROPERTY 3 (1970). The Union 
is administered by the United International Bureaux for the Protection of Intellectual 
Property (BIRPI), headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland. 

69 Paris Union, art. 2. 
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standards or classes of patentable subject matter for their own nationals. 
Th~s the Paris Union is operative primarily to ensure equal treatment 
for inventors of member States filing applications for patents in other 
member States. 

Since the Paris Union does not attempt to establish an interna
tional patent system it is not of major importance here. However, 
other agreements, both existing and proposed, do deal with substan
tive patent law on a transnational basis and it is these a!ITeements 

• 0 

which must face the hurdle of subject matter patentability. 

B. African and 111.alagasy Industrial Property Convention 

The first functioning multinational patent system was established 
by the African and Malagasy Industrial Property Convention, which 
was signed in Libreville by twelve nations on September 13, 1962, and 
became effective on January 1, 1964.70 Subsequently, in June 1969, 
Togo also became a member.71 In these thirteen nations a single ap
plication may be filed which, if granted, results in a patent that is 
valid and enforceable in each of them, and which may be invalidated 
in any one nation without affecting its validity in the others. 

A unique set of circumstances contributed greatly to the formation 
of the African and Malagasy Industrial Property Convention- the 
former status of its members as colonies of France. That all these coun
tries were former French colonies is most significant since their patent 
laws were all derived from and dependent on the French law.72 This 
similarity in national law substantially facilitated their agreement on 
a suitable multinational system. 

Of the 13 signatories all are developing countries which do not have 
the economic and technological assets necessary to support indepen
dent patent systems. The formation of a multinational system with 
each nation contributing a pro rata share of the expenses and know
how was the only means by which these countries could conserve these 
assets and still have a patent system. 

The Convention sets forth as patentable the invention of new in-

70 U.N. Report, supra note 1, at 16. The twelve nations arc Cameroon, Central Africa~ 
Republic, Chad, Congo (Brazzaville), Dahomey, Gabon, Ivory Coast, Madagascar, Mauri
tania, Niger, Senegal and Upper Volta. Id. The Convention appears in [1963] J OURNAL 

0FFICIEL DE LA REPUBLIQUP. MALGACHE u.0.R.M.) 1522. 
71 Grundmann, Patent Laws in New African States, 50 J. PAT. OFF. Soc'y 486, 495 

(1968). . 
12 u.N. Report, supra note 1, at 16. Cf. Frishauf & Bassard, Industrial Property in 

the Former French Overseas Territories, 44 J. PAT. OFF. Soc'y 754 (1962). 
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dustrial products, the invention of new means to obtain an industrial 
result or product, and the new application of known means to obtain 
an industrial result or product.78 Specifically exempted from patent 
protection are "[i]nventions contrary to public order or safety, to 
morals and laws" along with "pharmaceutical compositions or remedies 
of any kind" although processes, devices and apparatus serving to ob
tain pharmaceuticals are patentable.74 The restrictions on the patent
ability of pharmaceuticals and remedies are typical of similar pro
visions in the national systems of most emerging nations; but are not 
seen as necessary in view of the extensive provisions on compulsory 
licensing. 75 With the exception of pharmaceuticals and remedies, pat
ent protection is available under the Convention for all apparatus, 
products and processes including those pertaining to foodstuffs and 
chemicals. H owever, this protection is limited by compulsory licensing 
provisions which require working of the patent within three years 
after the patent grant or four years after the filing of the application, 
whichever is longer.76 The patent will be subject to compulsory licens
ing in all of the member nations where the working requirements 
have not been met. 

C. The Strasbourg Convention 

While not designed to establish a multinational patent system, the 
Strasbourg Convention represents an attempt by the Council of Europe 
to harmonize national patent laws.77 The Convention, which will take 
effect upon ratification by eight member States of the Council of 
Europe,78 would bring the substantive patent law of all signatories 
into accord. Upon entry into force, the Convention would be opened 
for accession by any member State of the Paris Union in addition to 
the other members of the Council of Europe.79 

73 App. I, art. 2, [1963] J .O.R.M. 1523 (author's translation). 
74 Id. art. 3. 
75 Id. arts. 35-45, [1963] J .O.R.M. 1526. 
76 Id. art. 35. 
77 Convention on the Unification of Certain Points of Substantive Law on Patents for 

Inventions, opened for signature Nov. 27, 1963, Europ. T. S. No. 47 [hereinafter cited as 
Strasbourg Convention]. Members of the Council of Europe are: Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, 
Denmark, W. Germany, France, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Nether
lands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, United Kingdom. 

78 Id. art. 9(2). 
79 Id. art. 10(1). 
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Among the provisions of substantive patent law harmonized would 
be those concerning patentable subject matter. The primary provision 
on patentable subject matter is set forth in article 1: 

In the Contracting States, patents shall be granted for any inven
tions which are susceptible of industrial application .... 

Industrial application is defined in article 3: 

An invention shall be considered as susceptible of industrial ap
plication if it can be made or used in any kind of industry includ
ing agriculture. 

The only exceptions to this broad scope are found in article 2 where 
"inventions contrary to 'ordre public' or morality" and "plant or an
imal varieties or essentially biological processes or the production of 
plants or animals" are excluded, but "micro-biological processes and 
the products thereof" are explicitly saved from this ban.80 Under these 
provisions, patentable subject matter would include most of the cur
rently disputed areas of patentability. Both product and process pro
tection would be granted for inventions in the fields of foodstuffs, 
medicines and chemicals. Computer programs are not specifically 
treated, but would seem to be patentable under the broad language 
of the Convention. 

To encourage ratification of the Convention, a grace period of ten 
years from the entry into force of the Convention is provided for re
tention of national patentability exclusions on food and pharma
ceutical products and agricultural or horticultural processes.81 The 
Strasbourg Convention does not consider or employ compulsory licens
ing as a means of inducing the agreement of member States to the 
broad patentable subject matter provisions. Only six of the seventeen 
members of the Council of Europe currently have subject matter pro
visions in their national laws which are in harmony with the conven
tion and, as of January I, 1970 only Ireland had ratified it.82 

so The proviso saving patentability of micro-biological processes and products makes 
it clear that pharmaceuticals of micro-biological origin, such as penicillin, would be 

patentable. 
81 Strasbourg Convention, art. 12. 
82 Member States of Industrial Property Conventions and Treaties other than those 

administered by BIRPI, as on January l, 1970, 9 IND. PROPERTY 34 (1970). The Convention 
has been signed but not ratified by Belgium, Denmark, West Germany, France, Italy, 
Luxembourg, Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom. Id. 
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D. Draft European Patent Convention 

Despite its dormant status since 1960, the Draft European Patent 
Convention is still under consideration by the European Economic 
Community (EEC).83 This system envisions the grant of a European 
patent which would provide patent protection in all member States.84 

The provisions of the Draft Convention relating to patentable subject 
matter are substantially the same as those of the Strasbourg Conven
tion.85 This result is to be expected as all member States of the EEC 
are also member States of the Council of Europe.86 The exceptions to 
patentability are again for inventions that are "contrary to 'ordre public' 
or morality" and "plant or animal varieties or essentially biological 
processes for the production of plants or animals."87 Other than these 
few exceptions, all apparatus, processes and products would be patent
able. Although computer programs are not mentioned, the lack of a 
specific provision under which they could be excluded plus the broad 
definition of "industrial application" provides a strong argument for 
patentability under the Draft Convention.88 

The Draft European Patent Convention contains a number of 
features that the Strasbourg Convention does not have. For example, 
the Draft Convention would permit the continuance of the respective 
national patent systems along with the European patent system for a 

88 The European Patent Is Alive and Well .•. , EUROPEAN COMMUNITY, April, 1969, 
at 4; EEC Press Release BR/3/69 (May 21, 1969). A translation of the Convention ap• 
pears in 45 J. PAT. OFF. Soc'y 182 (1963). 

84 Draft European Patent Convention, arts. 5, 18, 20. Article 5 has two variants by 
which the patent grant (1) would be limited to EEC nationals, or (2) would be open to 
non-nationals. The exclusion of non-nationals raises substantial questions of violation 
of the national treatment principle of the Paris Union. See Maier, A New Look at the 
European Patent: Limited Availability, 19 VAND. L. R.Ev. 257 (1965). But cf. Frayne, The 
EEC (Common Market) Patent and the National Treatment Principle, 52 TRADEMARK 

REP. 248 (1962). 
85 European patents shall be granted for any inventions which are susceptible 

of industrial application .... 
Draft European Patent Convention, art. 9. Industrial application is defined as: 

An invention shall be considered as susceptible of industrial application if it 
can be made or used in any kind of industry, including agriculture. 

Id. art. 14. 
86 EEC members: Belgium, France, West Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, the Nether

lands. See note 77 supra. 

87 Draft European Patent Convention, art. JO. Cf. note 80 supra and accompanying 
text. 

88 If this conclusion is correct, France and Austria would have to change their present 
treatment of computer programs in order to accept the Convention. See notes 60-62 
supra and accompanying text. 
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period of fifteen years, thus providing for a gradual transition to the 
ne~ system.89 However, the simultaneous existence of both systems 
durmg the grace period could lead to some rather interesting results. 
For example, protection might be obtained in a member state under a 
European Patent for subject matter denied the protection of national 
patents in the same state.90 

Compulsory licensing may serve to ease this difficulty and others 
which could arise from the temporary existence of a dual system and 
contribute as well to the acceptance of the Convention and its broad 
subject matter protection. Compulsory licensing is primarily available 
where the subject-matter of the invention "has not been manufactured 
or utilised within the territory of the Contracting States to a sufficient 
extent in relation to the combined needs of all those States."91 

Although the ratification of the Draft Convention is limited to mem
ber States of the EEC, any State which is a member of the Paris Union 
can accede to the Convention upon unanimous acceptance of the EEC 
member States.92 If a member State of the Paris Union does not desire 
to be bound by all the provisions of the Draft Convention, it may seek 
to associate with the Convention through an agreement with all the 
Contracting States which fixes the rights and obligations of the Asso
ciating State.93 These two provisions would enable the Draft Conven
tion, if adopted, to be extended beyond the member States of the EEC. 

89 Draft European Patent Convention, art. 6. 
90 Thus, for example, a European patent could be obtained for a pharmaceutical 

which would be valid in all the Contracting States including I taly, while an Italian 
national patent could not be obtained for a pharmaceutical under present Italian Law. 
Cf. Klotz, A Great opportunity Lost?-The New Draft Relating to a European Patent 
Law, 45 J. PAT. OFF. Soc'y 416, 420 (19&3); Robbins, The European Patent Convention
Some Present Viewpoints of the European Patent Profession, 45 J. PAT. OFF. Soc'y 295, 

305 (1963). 
91 Draft European Patent Convention, art. 136(1). The Convention is not clear as 

to whether a single compulsory license would suffice for the needs of the entire EEC 
since the license may contain a territorial restriction under art. 142(1). See G. OuoESMAN, 
THE DRAIT EUROPEAN PATENT CONVENTION 70-71 (1963). It would appear that where the 
compulsory license was restricted to a specific State, the combined needs of all the States 
would not be met and further compulsory licenses could be obtained until the combined 

needs were met. 
92 Draft European Patent Convention, art. 21 I. 
93 Jd. art. 212. The differences between accession and assooat1on are discussed in G. 

OuoESMAN, THE DRAIT EUROPEAN PATENT CONVENTION 5-8 (1963). It has been suggested 
that the United States cannot consti tutionally accede to the Convention, but could as
sociate with the Convention. Meller, Towards a Multinational Patent System, 44 J. PAT. 

OFF. Soc'Y 227,257·273 (1962). 
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Of the six prospective members of the Draft European Patent Con• 
vention, Belgium, France and Germany are already essentially in agree
ment with the patentable subject matter provisions in the Convention.94 

On the other hand Italy, Luxembourg and the Netherlands maintain 
restrictions against product protection for foods and medicines; and 
Italy, in spite of indications of change,95 continues to adhere to its 
longstanding position denying protection for medical processes. The 
lack of action since 1963 indicates that the compulsory license provi
sion of the Draft Convention and the 15-year grace period have not 
been as successful as hoped in convincing these nations to abandon 
their national systems for the approach embodied in the proposed 
treaty. 

E. The Nordic Patent System 

The Nordic countries are on the verge of a common patent system 
in which a patent granted by Denmark, Finland, Norway or Sweden 
would be valid and enforceable in all of those countries.96 In 1967 the 
four countries enacted substantially identical patent laws which went 
into effect on January 1, 1968.97 Each law contains provisions governing 
the grant of a multinational Nordic patent,98 which will enter into 
force upon further agreement.99 During the intervening time period, 
each law has transitional provisions in force which retain aspects of the 
previous patent laws in the respective countries.100 Until the countries 
agree to put into effect those sections establishing the Nordic Patent 
System, they will remain four separate patent systems whose laws are 
similar in most respects. 

Part of the reason for failure to agree is due to differences m views 

94 The present French provision prohibiting protection for computer programs is a 
possible significant distinction. See note 60 supra and accompanying text. 

95 U.N. R eport, supra note 1, at 13. 
96 Borggard, The New Nordic Patent Legislation, 7 IND. PROPERTY 189, 191-92 (1968). 
97 Patent Law of Dec. 20, 1967 (Denmark); Patent Law of Dec. 15, 1967 (Finland); 

Patent Law of Dec. 15, 1967 (Norway); Patent Law of Dec. 1, 1967 (Sweden); translations 
in 7 IND. PROPERTY 172 (1968). Translations of the regulations promulgated under these 
laws appear in 9 I ND. PROPERTY 49 (1970). 

98 Patent Law of Dec. 20, 1967, §§ 28-39 (Denmark); Patent Law of Dec. 15, 1967, 
§§ 28-39 (Finland); Patent Law of Dec. 15, 1967, §§ 28-39 (Norway); Patent Law of Dec. I, 
1967, §§ 28-39 (Sweden); translations in 7 IND. PROPERTY 172, 176-77 (1968). 

99 Id. § 28, 7 IND. PROPERTY at 176. 
100 Id. Entry into Force and Transitional Provisions, 7 IND. PROPERTY at 182-83, 

185-88. See note 104 infra and accompanying text. 
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as to subject mater patentability. The basic provision on patentable 
subject matter provides patent protection for "an invention which is 
capable of industrial application."101 Although not defined in the laws, 
the legislative history indicates that the term "industrial application" 
is to have the same meaning as it does in the Strasbourg Convention.102 

The exceptions to patentable subject matter are also identical with 
those of the Strasbourg Convention.103 The broad approach to patent
able subject matter under these provisions has been temporarily re
stricted by the transitional provisions which bar product protection 
for foods and medicines in all four countries and process protection 
for food processes in Denmark.104 Until the Nordic countries can 
agree to the elimination of these transitional restrictions on patent
able subject matter or to the adoption of permanent restrictions, the 
Nordic Patent System will not go into effect. 

Unlike the Strasbourg and Draft European Patent Conventions, 
process protection in the Nordic Patent System would be explicitly ex
tended to the product made by the patented process.105 Like the Draft 
European Patent Convention, the Nordic Patent System provides for 
compulsory licensing where "the invention has not been worked ... to 
a reasonable extent."106 

F. Model Law 

Although not an international patent system or even an agreement 
to harmonize national patent laws, the Model Law for Developing 

101 Id. § I, 7 IND. PROPERTY at 172. 
102 Borggard, The New Nordic Patent Legislation, 7 IND. PROPERTY 189, 190 (1968). 

The substantive provisions were in fact based on the provisions of the Strasbourg Con• 
vention. Godenhielm, The Scandinavian Patent Community, 4 IND. PROPERTY 10 (1965). 

108 The provisions provide the following exceptions from patentability: 
(1) an invention the exploitation of which would be contrary to morals or public 
order; (2) plant or animal varieties or essentially biological processes for ~he ~ro
duction of plants or animals; however, a patent may be granted for a m1crob1ol
ogical process and the products thereof. 

Patent Law of Dec. 20, 1967, § 1 (Denmark); Patent Law of Dec. 15, 1967, § 1 (Finland); 
Patent Law of Dec. 15, 1967, § 1 (Norway); Patent Law of Dec. l, 1967, § 1 (Sweden); 
translations in 7 IND. PROPERTY 172 (1968). 

104 Id. Entry into Force and Transitional Provisions, 7 IND. PROPERTY at 182-83, 185-88. 
1011 Id. § 3; 7 IND. PROPERTY at 172, See Borggard, The New Nordic Patent Legislation, 

7 IND. PROPERTY 189, 190 (1968), and Weiser, Patent and Antitrust Developments in the 
European Economic Community-A Sequel, 10 loEA 1, 2 (1966). 

100 Patent Law of Dec. 20, 1967, § 45 (Denmark); Patent Law of Dec. 15, 1967, § 45 
(Finland); Patent Law of Dec. 15, 1967, § 45 (Norway); Patent Law of Dec. l, 1967, § 45 
(Sweden); translation in 7 IND. PROPERTY 172, 178 (1968). 
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Countries on Inventions drafted by the United International Bureaux 
for the Protection of Intellectual Property (BIRPI) is also of interest 
here since it will lead to patent systems with similar standards of patent
ability in those countries which adopt it.107 As the title indicates, the 
Model Law was drafted specifically for developing countries which, 
due to their limited economies and technological development, need 
a patent system which will prevent exploitation of inventions to the 
detriment of the countries' development. The drafters, in considering 
this, provided in section I (I) that "any invention which is capable of 
industrial application is patentable," with industrial application being 
defined in section 2 in the same manner as in the Strasbourg Con
vention. 

The exceptions to patentability are also the same as those in the 
Strasbourg Convention.108 It was felt that this broad range of patent
able subject matter would encourage inventiveness and industrial in
vestment in each country, would render quality control of the patented 
products easier, and would tend to prevent importers from collusively 
setting conditions on importation and sale in the country.109 

Further protection of the public interest is provided by extensive 
provisions on compulsory licensing. 110 The basis provision provides for 
compulsory licensing for non-working or insufficient working within 
the longer of four years from the date of filing of the patent applica
tion or three years from the date of the patent grant.111 Where the 
patented products and processes have been declared to be of vital im
portance for the defense or the economy of the country or for public 
health, compulsory licenses are granted for non-working or insufficient 
working without regard to the above time periods.112 To date, only 
Algeria has adopted the Model Law.118 

107 BIRPI Pub. No. 8013 (Geneva 1965) [hereinafter cited as Model Law]. 
108 Id. § 5. See note 80 supra and accompanying text. 
100 Model Law, commentary to § 5. 
110 Id. §§ 34-44. 

[T]he Government of a country will be in a better position to defend the public 
interest if pha!·maceuticals ar:id food products are patentable. The owners of 
the patent havmg then the nght to exclude others from manufacture and im
portation, the Government may, through contractual or compulsory licenses, 
compel him [sic] to respect the interests of the public. 

Id. commentary to § 5. 
111 Id. § 34. 
112 Id. § 35. 
118 Grundman, Patent Laws in New African States, 50 J. PAT. OFF. Soc'y 486, 499 

(1968). 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

Acceptance of the Draft European Patent Convention, the Nordic 
Pate~t System and the Strasbourg Convention would require the pro
sp_ecttve member nations to make major alterations in their policies 
with respect to patentable subject matter, and in most cases substanti
ally enlarge the present scope of patent protection. Under all of these 
proposals the areas for which patents would be denied would presum
ably be limited to those areas where there is already universal agree- _ 
ment. This would seem to be the best road to follow. It is in line with 
the reasoning of the authors of the Model Law for Developing Coun
tries, i.e., that arbitrary restrictions on patentable subject matter are 
unnecessary so long as ther~ are adequate safeguards against patent 
misuse.114 This reasoning is even more applicable to developed, in
dustrialized countries. 

However sound the reasons for change, national policies are difficult 
to reconcile. The similarity of patent laws which so eased the imple
mentation of the first functioning multinational system-the African 
and Malagasy Industrial Property Convention--contrasts markedly 
with the circumstances presently confronting the other proposed sys
tems. Some compromise might be expected among the Nordic coun
tries to hasten implementation of the Nordic Patent System, but the 

114 Safeguards against misuse include compulsory licenses, which have been used by 
national legislatures as a means to justify broadening the scope of patentable subject 
matter. Prior to 1949, the United Kingdom would not grant patents for food or medical 
substances. Patents and Designs Act of 1919, 9 & 19 Geo. 5, r. 80, § 11.l, in 20 CHITIY's 
ANNUAL STATUTES 328 (1920). The 1949 Patents Act made food and medical substances 
patentable while providing for the issuance of a compulsory license to any interested person 
under patents for those substances. 12, 13 & 14 Ceo. 6, c. 87, § 41, i,i 17 HALSBURY's STATUTES 
OF ENGLAND 678 (2d ed. 1950). In issuing a compulsory license under the Act, the con• 
trolling rule is that these inventions "shall be made available to the public at the lowest 
p rice consistent with the patentees' deriving a reasonable advantage from their patent 
rights." Id. § 41(2). Section 41 must be distinguished from § 37, the general section on 
compulsory licenses, which provides for a compulsory license (l) where the patented 
invention is not being sufficiently worked within the United Kingdom, or (2) the demand 
for the patented article is not being met on reasonable terms or is met to a substantial 
extent by importation, or (3) working within the United Kingdom is being hindered by 
importation of the patented article. This section applies to all inventions including food 
and drugs but is subject to the time limits of the Paris Union. Section 41 is intended 
to ensure the availability of food and medical inventions at the lowest prices consistent 
with the patentees' reasonable advantage under their patent rights, while § 37 is designed 
to ensure sufficient working of the patented invention, with the price being only a 
secondary consideration. 
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diversity of law found among the members of the Council of Europe 
and the European Economic Community implies that large scale in
ternational cooperation affecting substantive patent law, in spite of 
indications of progress,116 will still be a· long time coming. 

116 See The European Patent ls Alive and Well ... , EUROPEAN COMMUNITY, April, 
1969, at 4. 
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LEGISLATIVE SURVEY: 91st CONGRESS, 
FIRST SESSION* 

This note presents in survey form all significant legislation relating 
to private international law approved during the 91st Congress, First 
Session (January 3 to December 23, 1969). The survey is divided into 
five broad categories: Investment and Foreign Assistance, International 
Trade, Taxation, Finance, and Nfaritime Affairs. The legislation de
scribed in each category is discussed in chronological order of passage. 

While an attempt has been made to provide the broadest possible 
coverage of those laws which are of significance to the international 
business community, some selection has been necessary. Thus those 
statutes which either deal predominantly with non-business issues or 
clearly fall within the realm of public international law have been 
excluded. 

I. INVESTMENT AND FOREIGN ASSISTANCE 

THE FOREIGN Ass1sTANCE AcT OF 1969 

Pub. L. No. 91-175 (Dec. 30, 1969)1 

A. Overseas Private Investment Corporation 

The most innovative aspect of the Foreign Assistance Act of 19692 

is the creation of the Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC)3 

to administer in modified form all of the existing programs designed 
to stimulate private U.S. investment in the less developed countries, 
with the exception of housing guaranties.4 

OPIC represents an attempt, along the lines suggested by the report 
• Legislation under discussion is cited to the public law number. For a convenient 

chronological compilation of the public laws, by session and number, see U.S. CoDE 

CONG. & AD. NEWS. 
1 For legislative history, see H.R. REP. No. 611, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. (1969); S. REP. 

No. 603, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. (1969); H .R. REP. No. 767, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. (1969). 
Passed: House, 115 CoNG. REC. Hll,230 (daily ed. Nov. 20, 1969); Senate, 115 CONG. REC. 
S16,660 (daily ed. Dec. 12, 1969); House and Senate passed Conference Report [herein
after cited as '69 For. Assist. Act]. 115 CONG. REc. Hl2,797, S17,302 (daily ed. Dec. 30, 

1969). 
2 Amending the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, 22 U.S.C. §§ 2151-2407 (1964; Supp. 

IV, 1965-1968) [hereinafter cited as '61 For. Assist. Act]. 
3 '69 For. Assist. Act § 105 amending '61 For. Assist. Act §§ 221-233. 
4 I. Investment insurance ("Specific Risk Guaranties") against loss from political 
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of the President's Task Force on International Development,15 to estab
lish a greater emphasis on private investment in the United States' 
foreign assistance effort.6 It purports to do this by removing existing 

risks (currency incontrovertibility; expropriation or confiscation; war, revolution or 
insurrection). Id. (new § 234(a)). 

2. Investment guaranties ("Extended Risk Guaranties") against loss of loan or equity 
investment. Id. (new § 234(b)). 

3. Direct loan investments. Id. amending '61 For. Assist. Act (new § 234(c)), including 
the Cooley loan program established by the Agricultural Trade Development Assistance 
Act of 1954 (P.L. 480). 

4. Surveys of investment opportunities. Id. amending '61 For. Assist. Act (new § 234(d)). 
5. Private technical services. Id. amending '61 For. Assist. Act (new 234(e)). 
The housing guaranty program (22 U.S.C. §§ 2181(2)(A), 2182(h), 2184 (1964), as 

amended (Supp. IV, 1965-1968)) remains under AID administration. See notes 53-59 
infra and accompanying text. 

At the end of fiscal year 1969 AID reported that outstanding Specific Risk Guaranties 
(covering U.S. private investment in 89 countries) totaled $6.8 billion. The reserve 
against possible future claims which is funded by insurance fees exceeded $78 million. 
No losses were reported. 

Under the Extended Risk Guaranty program, one guarantied project failed during 
fiscal year 1969, resulting in a claim payment of $6 million from AID guaranty reserves. 
More than $100 million of Extended Risk Guaranties issued since the program began 
in 1962 aided projects totaling some $500 million capital investment. Eight guaranties 
totaling $56 million were authorized in fiscal 1969, of which one guarantied an equity 
investment; the rest guarantied loans. (Under the program as administered by AID, 
loan proceeds generally have been required to be spent for U.S. goods and services.) 

Under the Cooley program, AID approved $60 million in local currency loans during 
1969, for 28 development projects of U.S. firms and their foreign affiliates or foreign 
firms using U.S. agricultural products. 

Under the pre-investment assistance program, AID approved 23 survey contracts with 
U.S. investors in fiscal 1969. Eighty surveys were previously approved, resulting in $80 
million total investments to date. (THE PRESIDENT'S] ANNUAL REPORT TO THE CONGRESS, 
THE FOREIGN ASSISTANCE PROGRAM l 7-21 (1969). 

As of Dec. 31, 1968, AI D had contracts for private technical services totalling $508 
million. Id. at 21. (No totals shown for 1969.) 

15 TASK FORCE ON INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT, U.S. FOREIGN ASSISTANCE IN THE l970's: 
A NEW APPROACH 4 (1969) [hereinafter cited as PETERSON REPORT]. 

6 Senator Jacob Javits, a leading proponent of OPIC, agrees. "(P]rivate investment 
will overtake public funds as the source of foreign aid within a year or two." Hearings 
on S. 2J47 Before the Senate Comm. on Foreign Relations, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 164 
(1969) [hereinafter cited as Senate Hearings]. However, in criticism of OPIC, i t has 
been suggested that the projects it aids may be resented in some areas because they 
still constitute a private United States presence supported by the United States govern
ment. See testimony of Congressman Rosenthal, Hearings on H.R. 11792 Before the 
House Comm. on Foreign Affairs, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 246 (1969) [hereinafter cited as 
House Hearings]. 

Does the wording [of the provision] sound like the U.S. is really concerned 
about assisting the less-developed countries to meet their needs? Or does it 
sound like it is primarily concerned about assisting the private enterprises of 
the U.S., and assisting the penetration of the less-developed countries by U.S. 
private investments and enlarging the U.S. presence within these countries? 
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private ~esources programs from the direct control of the Agency for 
Internat10nal Development (AID), and placing them under a new 
government corporation7 administered by public and private officials 
jointly.8 Such a structural change, it is claimed, wili bring a new element 
-skilled business judgment9-into the operation of these programs.10 

Those who are _familiar with_ ~frican, Asian and Latin American sensitivity 
abou~ the pa~t history of colomahsm, and who are aware of the cu1Tent political 
reaction against regimes appearing to subordinate their nation's interests to 
outside economic interests, should be aware of the implications of the present 
wording of this act. 

T estimony of Prof. Darell Randall, id. at 1319-20. 
Finally, the fear has been expressed that the placement of OPIC's programs under 

its partly private direction might even lead to the substitution of the short-term profit 
motive for that of long-term development. 

Congressman Culver, in arguing for stronger congressional controls on OPIC, sug
gested that private investment veniure capital would not have an interest in decent 
wages and tax reform "which will bring about probably a less attractive investment 
climate for them in the short run, but which may in the long run be the one thing 
that will save the underdeveloped world from blowing up." House Hearings, supra, 
at 253. AID Administrator John A. Hannah twice evaded a discussion of how OPIC 
would guard against this perversion of its aims. Id. at 254, 1060. For the future such 
a fear might be calmed if a multinational scheme of insurance and guaranties can be 
effectuated, as recommended by the Peterson Commission. 

Those multinational projects, open to investors in the host cou ntries, help to 
reduce nationalist sensitivities to foreign investment. 

PETERSON REPORT, supra note 5, at 22. 
7 The corporate form affords the usual advantages of a continuing legal entity and 

h as one additional strength: the presence of a balance sheet, which renders Congres
sional supervision easier. '69 For. Assist. Act § 105 amending '61 For. Assist. Act (new 
§§ 233, 240A). See Senate Hearings, supra note 6, at 165. 

8 '69 For. Assist. Act § 105, amending '61 For. Assist. Act (new § 233). T he Board of 
eleven directors will consist of six non-governmental businessmen and .five current 
government employees. OPIC's president will probably be from private business. Of 
the six non-governmental directors, at least one may be from small business background, 
one from organized labor, and one with experience in cooperatives. To further 
strengthen OPIC's contacts with the non-governmental community, there will be an 
advisory council of American businessmen. Id. amending '61 For. Assist. Act (new § 

239(f)). 
9 See testimony of John Alfred Hannah, Admin istrator of AID, House Hearings, 

supra note 6, at I 075 (1969). Herbert Salzman, Assistant AID Administrator, testified: 
These new directions, taken together, will put investment incentive programs 
on a businesslike basis, enlist greater participation of business know-how, gene~~te 
a broader understanding in the U.S. business co~cnunity of the opporturnt_1es 
for private investment in less-developed cou ntries, and make more effective 
the complementary roles of private investment and official assistance in de• 
velopment. 

Senate Hearings, supra note 6, at 216. 
1 0 AID has been characterized as 

not well eciuipped to handle a commercial banking, insurance business . ... 
AID or similar Government agencies ... do not pu t into the system_ what a 
private operation would in ma~inf;i c~rtain that the schell;e that is being con
sidered is really practical, that it is likely to operate efficiently. 

Testimony of Administrator Hannah, id. at 31. 
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OPIC is constituted as an agency of the United States under the policy 
guidance of the State Department,11 and its activities are subject, in 
various ways, to annual review by the Congress.12 

Under the new law, OPIC is required to abide by a number of often 
incompatible policies specifically set forth in the legislation.13 It may 
well be that such explicit policy guidance will render OPIC less flexible 
than was AID.14 Furthermore the precise relationships among OPIC's 
funds and accounts, 10 and the relative control over them by Treasury 
are unclear and will have to be worked out in practice. 

11 '69 For. Assist. Act § 105, amending '61 For. Assist. Act (new § 231 (preamble)). 
12 By means of its customary annual review, Congress retains control over OPIC's 

budget and maximum liabilities assumable under the investment guaranty and in
surance programs. Id. (new § 235(a)(3)). Detailed annual reports must be submitted 
by OPIC to Congrcs$ at the end of each fiscal year. Id. (new § 240A). In addition, 
Congress may limit the use of funds for operations and administrative expenses. Id. 
(new § 235(a)(3)). 

13 Id. (new § 231). These eleven undertakings are new, and represent an attempt by 
Congress to define areas of U.S. policy which OPIC should consider. They are: 

(a) to conduct its financing operations on a self-sustaining basis, taking into ac
count the economic and financial soundness of projects and the availability of 
financing from other sources on appropriate terms; 
(b) to utilize private credit and investment institutions and the Corporation's 
guaranty authority as the principal means of mobilizing capital investment 
funds; 
(c) to broaden private participation and revolve its funds through selling its 
direct investments to private investors whenever it can appropriately do so on 
satisfactory terms; 
(d) to conduct its insurance operations with due regard to principles of risk 
management including, when appropriate, efforts to share its insurance risks; 
(e) to utilize, to the maximum practicable extent consistent with the accomplish
ment of its purpose, the resources and skills of small business and to provide 
facilities to encourage its full participation in the programs of the Corporation; 
(f) to encourage and support only those private investments in less developed 
friendly countries and areas which are sensitive and responsive to the special 
needs and requirements of their economies, and which contribute to the social 
and economic development of their people; 
(g) to consider in the conduct of its operations the extent to which less de
veloped country governments are receptive to private enterprise, domestic and 
foreign, and their willingness and ability to maintain conditions which enable 
private enterprise to make its full contribution to the development process; 
(h) to foster private initiative and competition and discourage monopolistic 
practices; 
(i) to further to the greatest degree possible, in a manner consistent with its 
goals, the balance-of-payments objectives of the United States; 
(i) to conduct its activities in consonance with the activities of the agency pri
marily responsible for administering part I and the international trade, invest
ment, and financial policies of the United States Government; and 
(k) to advise and assist, within its field of competence, interested agencies of 
the United States and other organizations, both public and private, national 
and international, with respect to projects and programs relating to the develop
ment of private enterprise in less developed countries and areas. 

14 The former legislation provided little policy guidance and gave broad discretion 
to AID. The new legislation also grants broad discretion to OPIC, but provides the 
substantial policy guidance outlined above. 

111 These accounts are: 
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Certain substantive changes in these programs, however, may remedy 
past difficulties and imply imaginative new approaches for OPIC. The 
most important of these make some inroads into the strict investor 
eligibility requirement of the old legislation. Formerly no guaranty 
could be issued to an investor unless he was a U.S. citizen, a U .S. cor
poration, partnership or association "substantially beneficially owned 
by U.S. citizens," or a foreign corporation 95% beneficially owned by 
eligible U.S. corporations, partnerships or associations.16 AID inter
preted and administered these statutory limitations restrictively.17 

While the new statutory definition of an "eligible investor" remains 
nearly identical to the old,18 a new pilot program permits OPIC to 
guaranty19 loans by a limited number of foreign banks20 for agricultural 

I. A Revolving Direct Investment Fund for direct loans by OPIC, funded by repay• 
ments of direct loans u nder prior similar authority, and replenished by future income 
and revenues, including excess foreign currencies. '69 For. Assist. Act § 105 amending 
'61 For. Assist. Act (new §§ 232, 235(b), 234(c), 236). See notes 64-66 infra and accompanying 
text. 

2. An Insurance and a Guaranty Fund to be kept in the Department of the T reasury. 
The initial resources here will be provided from p1ior specific risk and extended risk 
guaranty reserves. These will be replenished, if necessary, by Congressional appropria• 
tion and OPIC income and revenues. Fifty million dollars of these Funds' initial re• 
sources will be transferred to AID for its Housing Guaranty Programs. Id. (new § 235(c)). 

3. Income and Revenues of OPIC, which may be used for replenishment of its other 
funds, expenses for administration and for other programs or for dividend payments. 
Id. (new §§ 235(e), 236). 

16 22 U.S.C. § 2183(c) (Supp. IV, 1965-1968). 
17 For example, AID normally insured only the U.S. share of the investment of a 

U.S. corporation which was only 51 % U.S. owned, whereas it insured the entire 
amount of an investment which was 90% U.S. owned. In both cases the non-U.S. share 
of the investment could have been insured under a different interpretation of the 
statutory definition of an "eligible investor." Furthermore, since an investment was 
defined (22 U.S.C. § 2183(a) (Supp. IV, 1965-1968)) as a "contribution of capital ... 
to an approved project" (emphasis supplied), AID interpreted an "investor" to be one 
who contributed directly to a project in a less-developed country rather than through 
an intermediary vehicle in a developed country. This administrative determination by 
AID has caused some de facto investors to be disqualified under prevailing statutory 

definitions of an "eligible investor." 
Interview with Harry Freeman, Director, Insurance Division, Office of Private Re• 

sources, AID, in Washington, D.C., May IO, 1970. 
18 '69 For. Assist. Act § 105 amending '61 For. Assist. Act (new § 238(c)). The only 

change was to expressly include "nonprofit associations" in the definition. These had 
been previously included by AID administratively. 

19 Under the old legislation, "guaranty" was used to denote both Specific Risk 
and Extended Coverage. Under the new legislation, "guaranty" is u sed exclusively 
to denote the former Extended Risk coverage (both political and commercial risks) 
while "insurance" is used to denote the former Specific Risk coverage (political risks only). 

20 OPIC "is authorized to issue guarantees ... to private lending institutions 
in not more than five Latin American countries .... " Id. (new § 240(b)). 
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credit and self-help projects. Thus eligibility is based for the first time 
solely on risk and potential economic benefit to the less developed 
country, rather than on domicile and national control. A second change 
permits OPIC to issue insurance21 on the U.S. share of multinational 
ventures22 "to investors not otherwise eligible"23 under the statutory 
definition and to make risk-sharing arrangements with foreign gov
ernments24 or multinational organizations25 "for sharing liabilities 
assumed under investment insurance" for such ventures. 

Other notable substantive changes include a new section which con
clusively protects guarantied investors from arguments that a guaranty 
contract is void because OPIC acted beyond statutory authority;26 and 
a revision which makes it clear that a guarantied loan investor or holder 
in due course without knowledge is not deemed responsible for the 
fraud or misrepresentation of another investor involved in the project,27 

provisions which are designed to improve the marketability of OPIC
guarantied loan paper.28 

OPIC's direct investment activities in private or mixed public-private 
firms will be limited initially to the $20 million authorized to be appro
priated for fiscal years 1970 and 1971,29 although the funds derived 
from loan income or made available from foreign currency holdings 

21 "Insurance" means the former specific risk guaranties. See note 4 supra. 

22 The statute uses the language "enterprises in which there is multinational par• 
ticipation, including significant United States private participation," thus avoiding 
the problem of defining "multinational joint venture." Id. 

23 The precise language is capable of a broad construction not requiring that benefits 
of the inscrance flow only to U.S. investors: "(T]he maximum share of liabilities so assumed 
shall not exceed the proportionate participation by eligible investors in the total pro
ject financing." '69 For. Assist. Act § 105 amending '61 For. Assist. Act (new § 234(a)(2), 
emphasis supplied). 

24 The number of national investment insurance and guaranty programs is increas
ing rapidly. At present, eight countries (Australia, Denmark, Germany, Japan, the 
Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, United States) have them and one more (Switzerland) 
is about to be inaugurated. All but the Germans, Japanese and U.S. programs have 
instituted in the past two years. Interview with Mrs. Shirley Boskey, World Bank, in 
Washington, D.C., May 5, 1970. 

211 The World Bank has drafted a proposal for a multinational scheme. Negotiations 
are presently in progress which should determine the plan's fate by August of 1970. 
Id. 

26 '69 For. Assist. Act § 105, amending '61 For. Assist. Act (new § 237(j)). 

21 Id. (new § 237(g)). 

28 See H.R. REP. No. 611, supra note l, at 28, 37. 

29 '69 For. Assist. Act § 105 amending '61 For. Assist. Act (new § 232). 
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of the Treasury also may be used for this purpose.80 The direct invest
ment authority is limited to loans; OPIC may not make equity in
vestment. Any stock which is acquired in any of its activities must be 
disposed of as soon as reasonably feasible.31 

Mining and oil operations are specifically excluded from the purview 
of OPIC direct loan investments32 because of the "political repercus
sions" that often accompany foreign investment by extractive industries 
in the less developed countries.33 The ban in prior law on participation 
in development surveys of "extraction opportunities" is continued.34 

Emphasis will be placed on "important" development projects in "agri
business ventures"35 and on identifying investment opportunities which 
are "particularly important in developmental terms for less developed 
countries."36 Also it is expected that U.S. small business, intermediate 
credit institutions, cooperatives, and organized labor will be more in
volved in private development efforts than heretofore.37 

The life of OPIC may be short. The law requires it to submit to 
Congress not later than March 1, 197 4 an analysis of the possibilities 
of transferring all or part of its activities to private hands.38 

B. Inter-American Social Development Institute 

Part IV of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1969 provides for the estab
lishment of an Inter-American Social Development Institute39 to give 
"a new direction, and a new emphasis, for United States assistance 
efforts in Latin America."40 It transfers from AID to "private, people
to-people rather than government-to-government, channels" the "sensi
tive" area of social and civic development.41 It is claimed that the Insti
tute will make available on a "nonpolitical basis" private, governmental 
and international resources for "self-help" undertakings in the social 

30 Id. (new §§ 236, 234(c)). See note 15 supra. 
81 Id. (new § 234(c)). 
32 Id. (new § 234 (c)). The guaranty and insurance aspects of OPIC activities are not 

affected by this prohibition. 
33 H.R. REP. No. 61 l, supra note l, at 33. 
34 '69 For. Assist. Act § 105 amending '61 For. Assi:.t. Act (new § 234(d)). 
36 H.R. R.EP. No. 611, supra note l, at 33. 
36 Id. 
37 Id. at 28, 33-34. See '69 For. Assist. Act § 105, amending '61 For. Assist. Act (new 

§§ 231 (e), 233(b), 234(e), 240). See note 8 supra (board of directors). 
38 '69 For. Assist. Act § 105, amending '61 For. Assist. Act (new § 240A(b)). 

30 Id. § 401. 
40 H.R. REP. No. 611, supra note 1, at 57. 
4t Id. at 4. 
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development field, and thereby "overcome an important gap in the 
machinery of the Alliance for Progress." It was the feeling of the House 
Committee on Foreign Affairs, which first proposed the new Institute, 
that although the Alliance for Progress has "done an impressive job in 
promoting industrial and economic growth," it had "proved much less 
effective in responding to the requirements of social and civic change" 
in Latin America. 42 

Programs presently administered by AID which are to be transferred 
include promotion of cooperatives, credit unions, and savings and loan 
associations; support for demographic research and related population 
programs,43 civic development, peasant leadership training, civic edu
cation, legal reform and aid, and democratic organization of labor.44 

As a nonprofit Government corporation, the Institute, which will be 
funded during fiscal years 1970 and 1971 by $50,000,000 out of moneys 
appropriated under Part I of the Foreign Assistance Act, may also re
ceive private contributions and resources entrusted to it by interna
tional lending agencies. 45 

C. Authorization of Funds 

Although total authorizations for foreign aid under the Foreign As
sistance Act of 1969 ($1,972,525,000) amounted to a figure slightly 
under that of the 1968 Act ($1,974,050,000),46 the actual appropriations 
made under the Act for fiscal year 1970 exceed those for 1969.47 Fur
thermore, in spite of evident disenchantment with the U.S. foreign aid 
program as administered by the Agency for International Development 
(AID),48 both Committees of the Congress indicate, through proposals 

42 Id. at 57-58. 
43 The Committees found that AID moved too slowly in this field. See S. REP. No. 

603, supra note I, at 24. 
44 H .R. REP. No. 611, supra note 1, at 58. 
45 '69 For. Assist. Act § 40l(s). See also H.R. REP. No. 611, supra note 1, at 59. 
46 See Note, L egislative Survey: Ninetieth Congress, Second Session, 1 LAw & PoL. 

INT'L Bus. 127, 129-35 (1969). 
47 1969: $1,760,700,000. H.R. REP. No. 611, supra note 1, at 3. 1970: $1,835,380,000. 

Foreign Assistance and Related Programs Appropriation Act, 1970, Pub. L. No. 91 -194 
(Feb. 9, 1970). 

4.8 See H .R. REP. No. 611, supra note 1, at 5; PETERSON REPORT, supra note 5, at 4, 36. 
Programs under the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, represent less than half of U.S. eco
nomic assistance abroad. Another quarter is represented by P.L. 480 agricultural product 
grants and credits, one-tenth is military assistance, and the balance includes the Peace 
Corps, and subscriptions and contributions to multilateral lending agencies (International 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development, International Development Association, 
Inter-American Development, and Asian Development Bank). See H.R. REP. No. 611, 
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TABLE I 
APPROPRIATIONS FOR 1969, AND FUNDS AUTHORIZED AND APPROPRIATED FOR 1970, 

UNDER THE FOREIGN AssISTANCE Acr OF 1961, AS AMENDED 

FY 1969 FY 1970 FY 1970 
Program A ppropriationsl Au thoriza tions2 Appropriationss 

Development loans 
(Millions of dollars) 

300.00 350.00 300.00 
Technical cooperation & 

development grants 167.00 183.50 166.75 
American schools & hospitals 14.60 25.90 25.90 

Local currency 5.10 3.00 3.00 
Desalting Plant 20.00 20.00 
OPIC, capital 20.00 20.00 

reserves (open) 37.50 
Alliance for Progress, grants 81.50 90.75 81.50 

loans 255.00 337.50 255.00 
Population programs4 (50.00) (75.00) (75.00) 
International organizations & 

programs 125.00 122.62 105.00 
Arab refugees 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Indus Basin 12.00 7.53 7.53 
Supporting Assistance 365.00 414.60 395.00 
Contingency Fund 5.00 15.00 12.50 
Administrative Expenses: AID 51.00 51.125 51.00 
Administrative Expenses 3.50 (open) 3.70 
Military Assistance 375.00 350.00 350.00 

1,760.70 1,972.525 1,835.38 

1 Foreign Assistance and Related Agencies Appropriation Act, 1969, Pub. L. No. 90-581 
(Oct. 17, 1968). 

2 Foreign Assistance Act of 1969, Pub. L. No. 91-175 (Dec. 30, 1969). 
a Foreign Assistance and Related Programs Appropriation Act, 1970, Pub. L. No. 91-194 

(Feb. 9, 1970). 
4 Earmarked out of technical cooperation funds. '61 For. Assist. Act § 292, 22 U.S.C. 2219 

(Supp. IV, 1965-1968). 

for OPIC49 and the Inter-American Social Development Institute,50 a 
continuing search for an effective program in this area. 

Table I shows the appropriations for 1969, and funds authorized and 
appropriated for 1970. 

Program for peaceful communications. The authority of the Presi
dent to furnish technical cooperation and development grants under 
Title II of the Foreign Assistance Act was expanded to programs for 
supra note 1, at 4, 5; PETERSON REPORT, supra note 5, at 6. As a 1·esult of the U.S. tied 
procurement policy, almost all AID dollars remain in the United States, and AID now 
exerts a net positive impact of almost $200 million on the U.S. balance of payments. 

H.R. REP. No. 91-611, supra at 7, 9. 
49 See notes 2-38 supra :md accompanying text. 
50 See notes 39-45 supra and accompanying text. 
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peaceful communications which make use of television and related 
technologies, for educational, health, agricultural, and community de
velopment purposes in less developed countries.111 

In carrying out the programs, AID will assist in research, training, 
planning, and project support in the use of TV, with maximum use 
of the International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium, and 
in close association with governmental and nongovernmental educa
tional, health, and agricultural institutions in the United States.52 

Housing guaranties. Section 105 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1969 continues through fiscal year 1972 the authority for AID to issue 
guaranties on a world-wide basis to U.S. investors for the construction 
of privately owned housing projects and related community facil ities,53 

and expands coverage to investments made "to strengthen [thrift and 
credit] institutions engaged directly or indirectly in the mobilization of 
local savings and financing of housing ... including home mortgages."54 

The expanded coverage is similar to existing programs for housing 
guaranties in Latin America55 which have proved successful in making 
private U.S. resources available to housing projects funded by local 
savings and loan institutions, housing cooperatives, and trade union 
groups, as well as commercial banks and finance companies.56 

The $130 million total face amount of world-wide guaranties that 
may be outstanding at any one time, along with the $550 million hous
ing guaranties authorized in Latin America, plus the previously au
thorized $30.1 million,57 provide housing guaranty programs totaling 
$710,100,000.58 In spite of the efforts of AID and "the U.S. homebuild
ing complex" to reduce costs through large scale production efficiency, 
the rise in general price levels in these countries prompted the Congress 
to raise the guideline figure for the unit cost for houses from $6,500 
to $8,500.59 

51 '69 For. Assist. Act § 104 amending '61 For. Assist. Act (new § 220). 
52 Id. 
53 Id. § 105 amending '61 For. Assist. Act §§ 221-233, 22 U.S.C. §§ 2181-93 (1964; 

Supp. IV, 1965-1968). Under the old program '61 For. Assist. Act § 22l(b)(2)(A), 22 U.S.C. 
§ 218l(b)(2)(A) (Supp. IV. 1965-1968)) housing guaranties totaling $30.1 million have been 
issued in 7 countries of Asia and Africa which provide for the construction of over 5,000 
units. H.R. REP. No. 611, supra note 1, at 27. 

54 H.R. REP. No. 611, supra note 1, at 27. 
55 '61 For. Assist. Act § 224(b), 22 U.S.C. § 2184(b) (Supp. IV, 1965-1968). 
116 H.R. REP. No. 611, supra note I, at 17. 
57 See note 53 supra. 
58 H.R. REP. No. 611, supra note 1, at 27. 
59 '69 For. Assist. Act § 105, amending '61 For. Assist. Act (new § 222(b)(5)). See H.R. 

REP. No. 611, supra note 1, at 17-18. 
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Prototype desalting plant. The Act authorizes a new appropriation 
not to exceed $20 million for a U.S. contribution to finance on a grant 
basis not more than 50 percent of the cost of building and operating 
a prototype water treatment and desalting plant in Israel. 00 

Amer{can schools abroad. Authorizations relating to American schools 
and hospitals abroad, almost double those from the previous year,61 

allocate funds to six institutions in Israel, two in Turkey, one each 
in Nigeria, Greece, Lebanon, and Egypt.62 Three million dollars of 
excess U.S.-owned Moroccan currencies were also authorized for use by 
the University of North Africa in Tangier, Morocco.63 

Revolving loan fund. The continuing revolving loan fund from loans 
made under present and previous foreign assistance legislation64 is 
abolished.65 The receipts from these may only be used when appro
priated, for development loans, Alliance for Progress loans, and capital 
funds for OPIC.66 

MISCELLANEOUS LEGISLATION 

A new formula is established for the election of certain members of 
the Board of Directors of the Communications Satellite Corporation 
(COMSAT).67 Under previous law, stockholders who were also com
munications common carriers elected six directors and all other stock
holders elected six, regardless of the relative ownership interest of the 
two groups. Now a new scale is provided which fixes at six the number 
of directors the carriers can elect, but allocates a proportionate number 
of carrier directorships to the general public when the percentage of 
the carriers' holdings falls to 45 percent or below.68 

60 '69 For. Assist. Act § 104, amending '61 For. Assist. Act (new § 219). See H.R. REP. 

No. 767, supra note l, at 25 (1969). 
61 $25,900,000 (1970); $14,600,000 (1969). S. REP. No. 603, supra note l, at 23. 
62 '69 For. Assist. Act§ 103(1) amending '61 For. Assist. Act § 214(c), 22 U.S.C. § 2174(c) 

(Supp. IV, 1965-1968). 
63 Id., amending '61 For. Assist. Act § 214(d), 22 U.S.C. § 2174(c) (Supp. IV, 1965-1968). 

See also S. REP. No. 603, supra note 1, at 23. 
64 The Mutual Security Act of 1954 and other predecessor authority repealed by the 

Foreign Assistance Act of 1969. H.R. REP. No. 61 I, supra note 1, at 14. 
65 '69 For. Assist. Act § l0l(b), amending '61 For. Assist. Act § 203, 22 U.S.C. § 2163 

(1964). See H .R. REP. No. 611, supra note l, at 14. 
66 The Act authorized appropriations of $20 million for fiscal years 1970 and 1971 to 

provide capital for OPIC. '69 For. Assist. Act § 105. See also note 29 supra and accom-

panying text. . . 
67 Pub. L. No. 91-3 (March 12, 1969), amending § 303(a) of the Commumcat10ns Satel-

lite Act of 1962, 47 U.S.C. § 733(a) (1964). 
68 H.R. REP. No. 24, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 2-3 (1969). 
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The termination date by which the Foreign Claims Settlement Com
mission is required to complete its affairs in connection with the settle
ment of claims with the Government of Cuba is extended to July 6, 
1972.69 

The Secretaries of State and Commerce are authorized to take steps, 
and are provided with $175,000, to organize and hold a diplomatic 
conference in Washington, D.C. during fiscal year 1970 to negotiate a 
Multinational Patent Cooperation Treaty.70 

II. INTERNATIONAL TRADE 

THE EXPORT ADMINISTRATION Acr71 

Pub. L. No. 91-184 (Dec. 30, 1969)72 

In replacing the Export Control Act of 1949,73 the Export Adminis
tration Act provides a small step toward the substitution of a new policy 
of export expansion for that of export control. Prompted by the desire 
to see a regrowth of United States trade with the countries of Eastern 
Europe, the Senate provided most of the impetus for a change in the 
focus of export control.74 In response to the rather liberal approach 
advanced in the Senate, the Administration took the position that no 
change was needed, arguing that it already had sufficient authority 
under the old act to liberalize trade.75 

69 Pub. L. No. 91-157 (Dec. 24, 1969), amending § 510 of the International Claims 
Settlement Act of 1949, 22 U.S.C. § 1643i (Supp. IV, 1965-1968). 

70 Pub. L. No. 91-160 (Dec. 24, 1969). 
71 The policy questions raised by the Export Administration Act will be treated at 

length by former Assistant Secretary of Commerce, Lawrence C. McQuade, in a future 
issue of this journal. 

72 For legislative history, see S. REP. No. 336, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. (1969); H.R. REP. 
No. 524, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. (1969); Conference Reports, H.R. REP. Nos. 681 and 786. 
91st Cong., 1st Sess. (1969). Passed: House, 115 CONG. REc. H9678 (daily ed. Oct. 16, 1969); 
Senate, 115 CONG. REC. Sl3,088 (daily ed. Oct. 22, 1969). Conference Report passed: 
House and Senate, 115 CONG. REC. Hl2,970, Sl7,738 (daily ed. Dec. 23, 1969) [hereinafter 
cited as Export Admin. Act]. 

73 50 U.S.C. App. §§ 2021-32 (1964; Supp. IV, 1965-1968). 
74 See S. 2696, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. (1969), entitled, significantly, "Export Expansion 

and Regulation Act." 
75 Hearings on H.R. 4293 Before the Subcomm. on International Trade of the House 

Comm. on Banking and Currency, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 131 (1969) (statement of Kenneth 
N. Davis, Jr., Assistant Secretary of Commerce). 
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The House apparently found itself in agreement with the Adminis-
• • 6 

trat10n v1ew7 and many of the Senate-passed proposals were lost in 
conference.77 Nevertheless the Senate initiative did result in a significant 
change in the Act's policy statements. It remains to be seen whether, in 
the absence of more detailed legislative guidance, the Act will effect 
a major change in Commerce Department administration. 

The principal policy embodied in the Act is: 

(A) to encourage trade with all countries with which we have diplo
matic or trading relations, except those countries with which such 
trade has been determined by the President to be against the na
tional interest, and (B) to restrict the export of goods and tech
nology which would make a significant contribution to the military 
potential of any other nation or nations which would prove detri
mental to the national security of the United States.78 

This new policy differs from the old approach in that it deletes all 
references to "Communist-dominated nations," substituting a new pol
icy of export expansion as the general rule in respect of all countries 
with which the United States has diplomatic relations.79 

Policy Background 

Several factors are cited by export control critics as contributing to 
their desire for change. First, the political and economic circumstances 
of the Soviet Union have changed since the passage of the Export Con
trol Act. 80 In 1949, the Soviet economy was struggling to recover from 
the effects of World War II and the denial of access to certain needed 
materials could have slowed that process. Now, however, the Soviet 

76 The managers on the part of the House insisted upon and prevailed in their 
position that the legislation in conference was for purposes of regulation and 
control, not for the purpose of trade expansion, and that the President continue 
to possess full authority to control exports for reasons of national security, 
foreign policy and short supply. 

H.R. REP. No. 681, supra note 72, at 8. 
77 Among the provisions in the Senate bill later stricken were: a requirement for the 

uniform application of export controls to all nations with whom the United States 
engages in trade (§ 3(3)); the creation of an Export Expansion Commission to find ways 
to expand trade, particularly in Eastern Europe (§ 10); and numerous references to a 
policy of export expansion rather than one of control (e.g., §§ 3(1), (5)). 

78 Export Admin. Act § 3(1). Other revisions in the old declaration of policy (50 
U.S.C. App. § 2022 (Supp. IV, 1965-1968)) are very minor, e.g., the substitution of 
"serious inflationary impact" for simply "inflationary impact" in subsection (2). 

79 Trade is therefore not encouraged with Communist China, Cuba, East Germany, 

North Korea or North Vietnam. 
so S. REP, No. 336, supra note 72, at 8. 
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economy is almost entirely self-sufficient, importing only four percent 
of its gross national product. A continued embargo under such cir
cumstances is clearly useless, indeed such an approach might con
ceivably increase the Russian war-making potential by encouraging 
even more self-reliance. 

With regard to the smaller countries of Eastern Europe, it is not 
clear that the control approach has ever been effective. Many observers 
have seen the American embargo as actually facilitating the consolida
tion of Russian control over this area.81 In any e~ent, it is plain that the 
United States has been virtually a non-participant in the recent boom 
in trade with these countries. In 1967, Eastern European trade with 
non-Communist nations amounted to $14 billion, with Western Europe 
and Japan accounting for nearly $9 billion. The United States, how
ever, while accounting for about 16 percent of total world exports, had 
only about three-tenths of one percent of all exports to Eastern Europe.82 

Second, export controls have often served as an irritant to American 
allies. While the United States, J apan and the countries of Western 
Europe have attempted to establish a co-ordinated policy of export con
trol through the establishment of an international Consultative Group 
and its Coordinating Committee (COCOM), the United States' list 
of proscribed articles has always been much longer than the COCOM 
list. Consequently, the United States has often resorted to the use of 
economic intelligence staffs in allied countries to inform it of the 
transshipment of articles prohibited by U.S. export controls or of the 
export of articles on the COCOM list.83 

Finally, the policy of export control has created considerable uncer
tainty within the U.S. domestic business community. Fearing prosecu
tion for the diversion or re-export of proscribed commodities, many 
businessmen have decided that it is safer simply not to export at all,84 

a rather undesirable result from a balance of payments point of view. 

Policy Implementation 

Whether the new policy of trade liberalization will become an ad
ministrative reality depends more on the Commerce Department than 
on the new statute, for the Export Administration Act changes little 
by way of specific directions for policy implementation, except to 

81 H.R. REP. No. 524, supra note 72, at IO (statement of H on. Thomas H. Ashley). 
82 Id. at 11. 

83 Id. at 9-10. 
84 S. REP. No. 336, sttprn note 72, at 14. 
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codify existing administrative practice. One exception, however, lies in 
the outlining of the criteria to be used by the Commerce Department 
in granting or denying an export license. Replacing the earlier require
ment that an item is not exportable if it contributes in any way to the 
"military or economic potential" of a proscribed country,86 the Act 
now allows an item to be freely exported if it is available from any other 
free world nation, unless "national security" considerations override, 
in which case an explanation to the Congress is required.86 Moreover, 
the policy focus is now limited to the control of goods of a military 
nature.87 

Among those provisions of the new law which codify existing admin
istrative practice are the numerous "new" provisions which attempt 
to foster a better working relationship between the Department and the 
business community. For example, the Act now stipulates that the 
Executive seek advice from "various segments of private industry" in 
formulating its policies,88 a practice which usually has been followed 
in the past.89 In addition, only those violations which are "knowing" 
are now subject to prosecution,00 although there has been no prosecu
tion of unwitting violators to date.91 Finally, an entirely new section is 
added which requires officials administering the Act to provide reasons 
to each exporter, upon request, as to why his license application is 
being delayed or denied.92 

Whether the policies of the Export Administration Act will be re
flected in Commerce Department practice will not be known until the 
Secretary makes his first report93 on the measures he has taken to imple
ment this new approach and the Congress has had time to react. That, 
plus the short life of the Act (until June 30, 1971),94 indicates the de
bate over export control is not over. 

86 50 U.S.C. App. § 2023(a) (Supp. IV, 1965-1968). 
86 Export Admin. Act § 4(b). The House favored retention of the existing language. 

H.R. REP. No. 524, supra note 72, at 5. 
87 Export Admin. Act§ 3(l)(B). 
88 Id. § 5(a). 
89 House Hearings, supra note 75, at 128. 
90 Export Admin. Act § 6(a). 
91 Interview with Mr. Aaron Tollin of the Export Control Office, in Washington, D.C., 

April 23, 1970. 
92 Export Admin. Act § 9 (Dec. 30, 1969). However, ~ 8 of the Act_ denies. exporte~s 

the protection of the Administrative Procedure Act, w1th the except10n of its public 
information provisions. 

93 The report is required by the new statute to be made in the second quarterly 
report following its passage. Id. § 4(a)(l). The report is therefore due on June 30, 1969. 

94 Id. § 14. 
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SUSPENSION OF DUTIES 

Duties were permanently suspended on crude chicory roots95 and 
temporary duty suspension was extended on the following commodities: 
certain metal scrap,96 electrodes imported for use in the production of 
aluminum,97 silk yarn,98 heptanoic acid,99 copying shoe lathes,100 and 
processed istle.101 

III. TAXATION 

INTEREST EQUALIZATION TAX EXTENSION 

Pub. L. No. 91-128 (Nov. 26, 1969)102 

The interest equalization tax was originally enacted on September 
2, 1964103 as a part of the Administration's program to ease the U.S. 
balance of payments deficit. Its object was to reduce the amount of U.S. 
portfolio investment abroad by imposing a tax on U.S. purchases of 
foreign securities sufficient to make foreign securites less attractive to 

95 Pub. L. No. 91-41 (July 9, 1969). 
96 Pub. L. No. 91-25 (June 13, 1969). T his suspension applies to: 
(I) Metal waste and scrap except copper, lead, zinc, and tungsten waste and scrap; 
(2) Unwrought metal (except copper, lead, zinc, and tungsten) in the form of pigs, 

ingots, or billets (a) which are defective or damaged, or have been produced from melted 
down metal waste and scrap for convenience in handling and transportation without 
sweetening, alloying, fluxing, or deliberate purifying; and (b) which cannot be commer
cially used without remanufacture; 

(3) Relaying or rerolling rails; and 
(4) Articles of metal to be used in remanufacture by melting except articles of lead, 

zinc, or tungsten. 
S. REP. No. 221, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 2 (1969). 

97 Pub. L. No. 91-26 (June 13, 1969). 
98 Pub. L. No. 91-28 (June 13, 1969). 
99 Pub. L. No. 91-36 (June 30, 1969). 
100 Pub. L. No. 91-56 (Aug. 9, 1969). 
101 Pub. L. No. 91-65 (Aug. 25, 1969). Crude istle was made duty free under the Tariff 

Act of 1930, 19 U.S.C. § 1202, item 192.65 (1964). 
102 For legislative history, see H.R. REP. No. 383, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. (1969); S. REP. 

No. 428, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. (1969); H.R. REP. No. 656, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. (1969). 
Passed: House, 115 CONG. REC. H7155 (daily ed. Aug. 7, 1969); Senate, 115 CoNG. REC. 
SI2,306 (daily ed. Oct. 9, 1969). Conference report passed: House, 115 CoNG. REC. Hll,095 
(daily ed. Nov. 19, 1969); Senate, 115 CoNG. REc. Sl4,689 (daily ed. Nov. 20, 1969). [here
inafter cited as T ax Extension Act]. 

~03 Pub. L. No. 88-563, 78 Stat. 809, INT. REv. CooE of 1954, §§ 4911-31, 6076, 6680-81, 
7241. 
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U.S. investors. Presumably, with the cost of capital equal in the United 
States and in their homeland, foreign corporations would seek capital 
from non-U.S. sources rather than from U.S. investors. Further, U.S. 
investors, on whom the tax was levied directly, would seek invest
ment opportunities at home, rather than pay the new tax. Thus, the 
capital outflow through portfolio investment which had increased mark
edly in the early 1960's, would be curtailed.104 

The tax has not been without opposition. The law has been accused 
of attacking the symptoms rather than the cause of the balance of pay
ments deficit; and it has been urged that the government's approach 
be directed instead against the import-export imbalance, government 
overseas spending, and inflationary trends tending to increase the prices 
of exports and the desirability of imports.105 Some have even contended 
that this short-term emergency measure would have opposite effects to 
its intended strategy in the long term; income from the very invest
ments curtailed will be reduced in the future, thereby contributing to 
any gap between dollar income and expenditure.106 All agree that, at 
most, the interest equalization tax should be only a temporary measure. 

Despite these objections, the interest equalization tax has been 
extended for the third time, but to have effect only until March 31, 
1971.107 This time, however, the act was amended to give the President 
the authority to lower the rate of tax (consistent with our balance of 
payments objectives) on new or original issues of foreign stock or debt 
obligations, below that established for old issues.108 Heretofore the 
President's authority to lower the tax rate was limited insofar as any 
new rate was required to be applied uniformly to all stocks or debts, 
outstanding and new.109 The purpose of the amendment is to gradually 
reduce reliance on the tax as a remedial measure, by encouraging its 
application only to old issues. While the tax on existing foreign issues 
and indebtedness at present levels will protect against sudden flows of 
capital out of the country, the lower rate on new foreign issues per-

104 s. REP. No. 1267, 88th Cong., 2d Sess. 1-9 (1964). See generally Knopping, Why an 
Interest Equalization Tax? 5 WM. & MARY L. R.Ev. 233 (1964); Note, Interest EqualiI.a
tion Tax, 17 STAN. L. R.Ev. 710 (1965). 

105 Hearings on H.R. 12829 Before the Senate Comm. on Finance, 91st Cong., 1st 

Sess. 67-70 (1969) (statement of Senator Javits). 
106 Id. at 104 (statement on behalf of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce). 
107 Tax Extension Act § 2. 
10s Id. § 3(a). 
109 INT. R.Ev. CODE of 1954, § 49ll(b)(2)(A). 
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mitted by the 1969 amendment will work toward an eventual phase
out of the tax without the sudden jolt that its immediate elimination 
would bring to the U.S. balance of payments position.11° 

In addition to effecting miscellaneous administrative changes, 111 the 
extension act also makes substantive modifications in the previous law: 

Transfers to foreign trusts.112 Transfers of money or other property 
into foreign trust funds are now presumed to be for the purchase of 
the stock of a foreign issuer, a presumption which may be rebutted 
only by the submission of proof to the contrary each calendar quarter. 
This amendment is intended to foreclose the creation of foreign trusts 
to purchase foreign issues and thus avoid the tax. The positive pre
sumption is intended to make enforcement easier by placing the burden 
of proof on the trust settler each quarter to show that this was not the 
result whether intentional or otherwise.113 

Foreign mineral processing joint ventures.114 Foreign debt obligations 
acquired by a U.S. person for the construction of a foreign mineral 
facility have always been exempted from the tax, if a substantial por
tion115 of the minerals processed in the facility were extracted outside 
the United States by the U.S. person or affiliated corporations. It was 
not clear, however, in the case of a joint U.S.-foreign venture, whether 
the substantial portion test applied to the entire facility or only the 
proportionate share attributable to the U.S. investor's loan.116 A new 
clause encourages such ventures by requiring that the test shall be 
satisfied if more than 50 percent of the ores and minerals, processed in 
the proportionate part of the facility attributable to the loan, are sup
plied by the U.S. person.117 

Transfer of export credit paper among affiliated corjJorations.118 For
eign debt obligations acquired in the financing of certain export credit 

110 See S. REP. No. 428, supra note 102, at 2; H.R. REP. No. 383 supra note 102, at 
13. 

111 See Tax Extension Act §§ 4(f) (transaction tax returns) and 4(g), (h) (reporting 
requirements of nonparticipating firms). 

112 Id. § 4(a), amending INT. REV. CODE of 1954, § 4912(b)(l). 
113 See H.R. REP. No. 383, supra note 102, at 14. 
114 Tax Extension Act§ 4(b), amending INT. REV. CODE of 1954, § 4914(c)(5)(B). 
115 The substantial portion requirement with regard to facilities totally financed by 

the U.S. person has been interpreted to be fulfilled if 35% of the minerals processed are 
supplied by the U.S. person. See H .R. REP. No. 383, supra note 102, at 15. 

110 See id. at 15-16. 
117 It is also provided that the U.S.-supplied ores and minerals must constitute no 

less than 10% of total amount of ores and minerals processed by the facility. 
118 Tax Extension Act § 4(c), amending INT. REv. CODE of 1954, § 4914(j). 
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transactions have always been excluded from the tax, unless the debtor 
transferred the obligation to an unauthorized U.S. person. A new 
amendment allows such transfer to another member of the same affil
iated group of corporations to which the debtor belongs, without loss 
of exclusion. 

Dealer resale exemption.119 Under existing law, a foreign commercial 
banking branch of a U.S. corporation may acquire foreign stock or debt 
obligations in the ordinary course of its banking business and pay no 
tax so long as these holdings do not exceed 3 percent of its local cur
rency deposits.120 Another exclusion is available to a U.S. securities 
dealer whenever he has, in effect, been merely the conduit between two 
foreign persons in the sale of foreign issues within a prescribed 90-day 
time limit.121 However, former law did not permit a transfer by the 
dealer or broker to a foreign commercial banking branch within the 
dealer resale exemption. The new law provides for such transfers to be 
exempt to the extent that they are within the acquiring foreign branch's 
3 percent exclusion. 

Certain domestic financing companies.122 Under present law, a do
mestic corporation might elect to be exempt from the interest equal
ization tax on foreign debt obligations it acquires as a result of its 
financing of the sales of products produced by affiliated companies in 
the United States or abroad. Prior law included conditions for eligibil
ity so restrictive as to substantially limit the provision's workability. 
The new law has loosened these conditions while retaining the basic 
requirement intended to protect our balance of payments position: in 
order to elect for exemption, the financing company must obtain all 
financing funds from foreign sources.123 

Certain lease transactions.124 Some uncertainty has existed as to 
whether leases entered into principally as financing transactions are to 
be treated as giving rise to debt obligations for purposes of the interest 
equalization tax. A new amendment125 makes it clear that they are to 

119 Id.§ 4(d), amending INT. REV. CODE of 1954, § 4919(c). 
120 INT. REV. CODE of 1954 § 4914(b)(2)(B). 
121 Id., § 4919(a)(2). If the issues are transferred to another dealer, he must re-sell to 

a foreign person wilhin 30 days after purchase in order for the original dealer-seller to 
be eligible for refund or credit of the tax. 

122 Tax Extension Act § 4(e), amending INT. Juv. CODE of 1954, § 492J. 
123 See H.R. REP. No. 383, supra note 102, at 18-19. 
124 Tax Extension Act § 4(i), amending INT. Juv. CODE of 1954, §§ 4914(c), 4920(a). 
125 Id. § 4(i)(3), amending§ 4920(a)(l)(A). 
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be so taxed. In determining whether a specific lease is really a substi
tute for debt financing, a number of criteria will be used,126 in conjunc
tion with anticipated guidelines from the Treasury Department.127 

Another amendment grants tax exemption for debt obligations 
arising out of export leases of tangible personal property where the 
U.S. lessor is the producer or manufacturer, or if he is not, where the 
transaction is guarantied or insured by an agency or instrumentality 
of the United States or where at least 85 percent of the transaction is 
attributable to U.S.-produced tangible personal property or U.S.-gen• 
erated services.128 

T Ax REFORM Acr OF 1969 

Pub. L. No. 91-172 (Dec. 30, 1969)129 

The Tax Reform Act of 1969 (TRA) contains but a few prov1S1ons 
that directly affect the taxation of foreign source income of U.S. cor
porations or the United States source income of foreign persons. These 
new provisions constitute only minor changes in the present law and 
share no apparent common policy. It appears that the relevant House 
and Senate Committees are awaiting the general revision of foreign tax 
policy now being planned by the Treasury.130 New section 638, which 

126 These criteria are outlined in the Senate report. They are the estimated 
residual value of the property to the lessor at the end of the lease; whether the 
lessor is required to perform substantial services in connection with the lease; 
the duration of the lease in relation to the useful life of the property; the level 
of rental payments in relation to the cost of the property; the terms of renewal 
or purchase options granted to the lessee; the nature of obligations assumed by 
the lessee under the terms of the lease as compared to the obligations of owners 
(such as the risk of loss, the payment of taxes, the payment of insurance); and 
whether the property was specifically acquired or produced to meet a specific 
request or unique requirement of the lessee. 

S. REP. No. 428, sup1·a note 102, at 23. 
121 Id. 
12s Tax Extension Act§ 4(i)(l), amending INT. REv. CODE of 1954, § 4914(c)(6). 
129 For legislative history, see H.R. REP. No. 413, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. (1969); S. REP. 

No. 552, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. (1969); H.R. REP. No. 782, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. (1969) 
(conference report). Passed: House, 115 CONG REc. H7150 (daily ed. Aug. 7, 1969); Senate, 
115 CONG. REc. S16,459 (daily ed. Dec. ll, J 969); Conference Report passed: Senate, 115 
CoNC. REc. S17,605 (daily ed. Dec. 22, 1969); House, 115 CONG. REc. Hl3,067 (daily ed. 
Dec. 23, 1969) [hereinafter cited as Tax Reform Act]. 

130 See, e.g., S. REP. No. 552, supra note 129, at 177, 308. 
In a speech before the Tax Session of the 56th National Foreign Trade Convention, 

Nov. 19, 1969, Ass't Sec'y of the Treasury for Tax Policy Edwin S. Cohen outlined some 
possible legislative proposals that may emerge from the study. 

Initially, Cohen explained that all proposals are being evaluated in light of several 
general criteria. One is the desirability and necessity of eliminating some of the com-
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spells out source-of-income rules for mineral exploration of continental 
shelf areas, merits separate attention, as it represents a first step toward 
the solution of some of the tax, customs, and international law prob
lems posed by advances in marine technology.131 

Taxation of Foreign Source Income of U.S. Corporations 

Section 901132 

A new subsection (e) is added to Code section 901, reducing the 
amount of foreign tax on mineral income133 that may be credited 
against U.S. tax,134 by eliminating the "spill-over" of excess credits at
tributable to the U.S. depletion allowance.135 

plexity of present tax law. Another is the desirability of neutralizing present tax policies 
which favor foreign direct investment in manufacturing over the exportation of U.S. 
manufactured goods. Finally, the Treasury is considering the necessity of observing 
"traditional and appropriate limits to the tax jurisdiction of each country." Cohen notes 
that the U.S. limits its tax jurisdiction by using the place of incorporation as the 
criteria for distinguishing between domestic and foreign corporations. He indicates, 
however, that other possible tests are under consideration, such as the "managed and 
controlled" test used by the United Kingdom and some other countries. 

The reform proposals now under study thus cover the full range of possibilities. On 
the one hand, U.S. owned foreign corporations might be taxed in the same manner as 
U.S. domestic corporations by eliminating the deferral of U.S. tax on the foreign sub
sidiary's earnings until the time when the earnings are actually distributed or the 
stock is sold. On the other hand, foreign direct investment income might simply be 
exempted from U.S. taxation and deductions for foreign losses terminated. 

The proposed "Trade Act of 1970" would create the device of a U.S. incorporated 
international sales corporation, the taxation of whose income would be deferred as long 
as it was used in the corporation's export business and not distributed to shareholders, 
thus affording the same deferral of tax currently available only to foreign subsidiaries. 
H.R. 18970, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970). 

131 See Adams, U.S. Tax Aspects of Seabed Operations, 2 LAW & POL. INT'L Bus. 
443 (1970) and Feller, U.S. Customs Aspects of Seabed Operations, id. at 402. 

132 Tax Reform Act§ 506, amending INT. REV. CODE of 1954, § 901. 
133 New Code § 90l (e)(2) broadly defines foreign mineral income to include not only 

income from the extraction and processing of minerals into primary products, but also 
income from the transportation, distribution or sale of the mineral or primary products. 

ld. 
134 Subject to the per-country or overall limitations on credit. See INT. REv. CoDE of 

1954, §§ 904(a)(l), (2). The per-country limits the amount of credit for taxes paid a for• 
eign government to the same proportion of U.S. taxes that the foreign source income 
from that particular country bears to the taxpayer's entire taxable income. The overall 
limitation limits the credit to the proportion of the taxpayer's U.S. taxes that the foreign 
source income from all countries bears to the taxpayer's entire taxable income. ld. (It 
should be emphasized that § 901 deals with the amount of credit initially allowed, not 

with the § 904 limitations to such credit.) 
185 See H.R. REP. No. 782, supra note 129, at 316, and SENATE COMM. ON FINANCE, 

91ST CONG., 1ST SESS., TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM OF TREASURY POSITION ON H.R. 13270, 
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Under the new subsection the amount of foreign taxes otherwise 
creditable under section 901 is reduced on a country-by-country basis 
by the amount that a particular foreign country's tax paid on mineral 
income (or, if smaller, the U.S. tax on that income computed without 
the U.S. percentage depletion allowance) exceeds the U.S. tax on that 
income computed with an allowance for depletion.136 

Section 954(b)(4)137 

The TRA amendment of Code section 954(b)(4) creates a different 
test for the availability of the subsection's exclusion from tax im
posed on undistributed foreign base company income of certain U.S. 
controlled foreign ("Subpart F") corporations.138 

Under Subpart F, a U.S. shareholder of a U.S. controlled foreign cor
poration139 must include in his U.S. gross income certain of the con
trolled corporation's "Subpart F income," of which one of the compo
nents is "foreign base company income."146 

TAX REFORM ACT OF 1969, at 75 (Comm. Print. 1969). This occurred when a U.S. tax
payer's tax on mineral income would have been equal to or higher than his foreign tax 
paid, except for the fact that his U.S. tax had been reduced by the operation of the 
U.S. depletion allowance. In such a case, since the full foreign tax, computed without 
regard to depletion, was still creditable, an excess credit was created which was used to 
offset U.S. tax on other foreign income. 

136 Tax Reform Act § 506, amending INT. REv. CODE of 1954, § 90l(e)(2). 
137 Tax Reform Act § 909, amending INT. REv. CODE of 1954, § 954(b)(4). 
138 The Subpart F legislation, INT. REV. CODE of 1954, §§ 951-64, applies primarily to 

U.S. controlled foreign corporations based in one country which export to or perform 
services in third countries, reaching their income before it is distributed to U.S. share• 
holders. See B. B1TTK.ER & J. EUSTICE, FEDERAL INCOME TAXATION OF CORPORATIONS AND 
SHAREHOLDERS § 6.52 (1966). Most foreign subsidiaries which operate in their country of 
incorporation are not covered by Subpart F and therefore their U.S. shareholders are not 
taxed on their earnings until distribution. To the extent that the effective tax rate of 
the country of incorporation-and-operation is lower than the U.S. tax rate, the foreign 
subsidiary has an advantage over the U.S. corporation that manufactures for export. 
Possible remedies for this inequity are under consideration at Treasury. See note I 30 
supra. 

139 A "controlled foreign corporation" is any foreign corporation of which more than 
50% of the total combined voting power of all classes of stock entitled to vote is owned 
by U.S. shareholders. INT. REv. CODE of 1954, § 957(a). A "U.S. shareholder" is a person 
who actually or constructively owns at least 10% of the total combined voting power of 
a controlled foreign corporation. Id. § 951 (b). Thus the stock held by a U.S. shareholder 
who owns less than 10% is not coumed toward the 50% required to make a foreign 
corporation "U.S. controlled." 

140 "Subpart F" income is the sum of (1) income derived from the insurance of U.S. 
risks and (2) foreign base company income. Id. § 952. Foreign base company income in
cludes foreign personal holding company income, foreign base company sales income, and 
foreign base company services income. Id. § 954(a). 
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Old section 954(b)(4) had excepted certain kinds of income from in
clusion as "foreign base company income." The test, as interpreted in 
the regulations issued under the section, was one of outcome: the 
income from a transaction was excludable if the U.S. shareholder 
satisfied the IRS that the creation or acquisition of the foreign su bsid
iary did not have the result of a substantial reduction of the subsidiary's 
foreign taxes relative to U.S. taxes on the same transaction. However, 
situations occurred where U.S. controlled foreign corporations were re
quired by changes in host-country investment regulations to dispose 
of investments in that country.141 Under the old law the exception 
would not have been available where the host country lightly taxed 
such a disposal, because a reduction of taxes on the transaction relative 
to U.S. taxes would have resulted, thus failing to satisfy the neutral 
outcome test. 

New section 954(b)(4) substitutes a "purpose'' test for the availability 
of the exception. Under the new test the U.S. shareholder must satisfy 
the IRS that neither the creation or acquisition of the controlled for
eign corporation, nor the transaction giving rise to the income in ques
tion had as one of its significant purposes a substantial reduction in 
taxes.142 

Sections 56-58143 

New sections 56 through 5S. impose a ten percent tax on specific items 
of tax preference, domestic and foreign.144 

141 S. REP. No. 552, supra note 129, at 289. 
142 The Senate Finance Committee Report indicates that as a rule if the income

producing activity is carried on within the country in which the corporation is created 
or organized, it will not be considered as having been established in that country for the 
significant purpose of reducing income taxes. Id. at 290. 

143 Tax Reform Act § 301, amending INT. REV. CooE of 1954, §§ 56-58. 
144 Section 57 lists the following items of tax preferences: 

(1) Excess investment interest. The amount by which investment interest expense 
exceeds the net investment income for the taxable year. (Applies only to in
dividuals, subchapter S corporations, and personal holding companies, and only 
until 1972, when the limitations on the deduction of interest, provided for in 
§ 221 of the Tax Reform Act, goes into effect. See Conference Report, H.R. 
REP. No. 782, supra note 129, at 299, 302). 

(2) Accelerated depreciation on real property. The excess of accelerated deprecia-
tion over straight-line depreciation of real property. 

(3) Accelerated depreciation on personal property. The amount by which the 
yearly deprecialion deduction on § 1245 property subject to a net lease exceeds 
the depreciation deduction computed on a straight line method. (Does not 
apply to corporations other than subchapter S corporations, and personal 

holding companies.) 
(4) Amortization of certified pollution control facilities. The amount by which the 
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Under previous law, many individuals and corporations, which did 
not pay tax on part of their income because of various tax-exempt 
income or special deductions, charged personal and itemized tax de
ductions entirely against taxable income without charging any part 
of these deductions to tax-free income.145 The minimum tax avoids the 
complexities that would be involved in making proper allocations to 
all those accounts;146 it merely reaches tax preference income that ex
ceeds a $30,000 annual exemption and also permits a deduction of U.S. 
income tax paid.147 

Although not directly aimed at foreign income, the new minimum 
tax does apply to certain foreign items. A taxpayer will be subject to the 
new tax on foreign source stock options and capital gains,148 but only if 
the foreign country of origin accords these transactions preferential tax 
treatment.149 Aside from that, the other section 57 preference items of 
foreign source are subject to the minimum tax only to the extent that 

special amortization deduction on certified pollution control facilities elected 
by the taxpayer under new Code § 169 exceeds the deduction otherwise allow
able under§ 167. 

(5) Amortization of railroad rolling stock. The amount by which the special 
amortization deduction on railroad rolling stock elected by the taxpayer under 
new Code § 184 exceeds the deduction otherwise allowable under § 167. 

(6) Stock options. The amount by which the fair market price of a share of stock 
purchased by exercising a § 422(b) qualified stock option or a § 424(b) re
stricted stock option exceeds the option price at time of exercise. 

(7) Reserves for losses on bad debts of financial institutions. The amount by 
which the bad debt deduction allowed for banks and savings and loan associa
tions exceeds a deduction computed on actual loss experience. 

(8) Depletion. The amount by which the depletion deduction on § 614 property 
allowable under § 611 exceeds the adjusted basis of the property at the end 
of the year. 

(9) Capital gains. For an individual, the amount (50%) of net long-term capital 
gains which is excluded from income. 

Tax Reform Act § 3Ol(a), amending INT. REV. CODE of 1954, (new § 57). See S. REP. No. 
552, supra note 129, at 113-28. 

145 See S. REP. No. 552, supra note 129, at lll-13. 
146 See id. at 112-13. 

147 The minimum tax is computed by totaling tax preference items, subtracting the 
exemption of $30,000 and subtracting the tax imposed by the Code for that year, and 
applying the 10% rate to the remainder. Tax Reform Act § 3Ol(a), amending INT. REV. 
CooE of 1954 (new § 56(a)). 

Special rules for apportioning the $30,000 are provided for estates or trusts, multiple 
corporations, subchapter S corporations, regulated investment companies, real estate 
investment trusts, and in the case of husbands and wives filing separate returns. Id. 
(new §§ 58(a)-(f)). 

148 Id. (new § 58(g)(2)). 
149 See S. REP. No. 552, supra note 129, at 115. 
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they result in foreign losses that reduce taxable U.S. income.15° Credit 
for foreign taxes is not allowed against the new minimum tax.151 

Section 279152 

New section 279 attempts to restrict domestic corporate acquisitions 
and mergers by establishing standards for the deduction of interest pay
ments made in financing "corporate acquisition indebtedness." How
ever, the Congress, apparently unwilling to restrict U.S. corporate 
acquisitions of foreign corporations, provided an exception to the gen
eral disallowance rule in the case of obligations issued for acquisi
tions of stock in or assets of a foreign corporation whose income for the 
three years prior to acquisition has come "substantially" from foreign 
sources.153 

Taxation of U.S. Income of Foreign Persons 

Sections 861 and 2104154 

Benefits for certain foreigners are here continued by extending for 
three years exceptions to the general rules that U.S. source income is 
subject to U.S. income taxation and decedents' property within the 
United States is subject to estate taxation. 

By virtue of these exceptions, interest paid on deposits in U.S. banks 
to a nonresident alien or a foreign corporation (where the interest is not 
connected with a U.S. business carried on by the recipient) is not U.S. 
source income.155 Interest paid on deposits in U.S. commercial banking 
branches of foreign corporations is accorded parallel treatment, i.e., 
with the same limitation that the interest not be effectively connected 
with a U.S. business of the foreign recipient.Ui6 Furthermore, the 
deposits involved in the above tax-free accounts are not subject to 
estate tax if the decedent is a nonresident alien.157 

Under the provisions of the Foreign Investors Tax Act of 1966158 

150 As a technical matter such losses must be used to offset U.S. source income before 
nonpreference deduction items are taken into account, in order to prevent evasion of 
the minimum tax on preferences. Tax Reform Act § 30l(a), amending INT. R.Ev. CODE of 
1954 (new § 58(g)(l)). 

151 Id. (new § 56(a)(2)(A)). 
152 Tax Reform Act§ 411, amending INT. REV. CoDE of 1954 (new§ 279). 
153 Id. (new § 279(£)). 
164 T ax Reform Act § 435, amending I NT. REv. CoDJ; of 1954, §§ 861, 2104. 
155 INT. REV. CODE of 1954, §§ 86l(a)(l)(A), (c). 
156 Id. §§ 86l(a)(l)(C), (D). See S. REP. No. 552, supra note 129, at 171. 
157 Id.§§ 2104(c), 2105(b)(l). 
158 Pub. L. No. 89-809, §§ 102(a)(l ), (2), 80 Stat. 1541 (codified in scattered sections 

of 26 U.S.C.). 
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these exemptions were due to expire December 31, 1972, but, in con
sideration of the continuing deficit in the U.S. balance of payments, the 
TRA delays their expiration until the end of 1975.159 The Congress felt 
that termination of the special ru les would be likely to cause those 
adversely affected to close their accounts and withdraw funds in response 
to the impending imposition of U.S. income or estate tax. The Adminis
tration had favored a complete removal of the expiration date so long 
as the balance of payments problem exists;160 however, Congress opted 
for the tern porary extension. 

Sections 507-509 and 4940-4948161 

Subtitle A of Title I of the TRA represents a change in Congressional 
policy toward private foundations.162 Though primarily affecting do
mestic private foundations which misuse their status, the new provisions 
also treat the problem of the foreign private foundation.163 The Act 
imposes a four percent excise tax on foundation investment income.164 

However, expense deductions are denied to foreign private foundations 
in computing their tax.165 Thus foreign private foundations will be 
taxed on U.S. source gross investment income166 while the domestic 
foundation is taxed on net investment income. 

On the other hand, a foreign private foundation which receives sub
stantially all of its support (other than gross investment income) from 
non-U.S. sources is not liable for the penalty taxes which apply to 
domestic foundations for violation of the restrictions against self-dealing, 
minimum distributions, excess business holdings, jeopardy investments, 

159 Tax Reform Act§ 435. See S. REP. No. 552, supra note 129, at 170. 
160 H earings on the Tax Reform Act of 1969 Before the Senate Comm. on Finance, 

91st Cong., 1st Sess. 602 (1969). 
101 Tax Reform Act § 101, amending I NT. REv. CODE of 1954 (new §§ 507-09, 4940-48). 
102 "Private foundation", a term not found in prior law, is defined in new § 509. 

New § 4940 imposes a 4% excise tax on a domestic private foundation's yearly net invest• 
ment income. Penalty excise taxes are imposed (I) on self-dealing between such private 
foundation and a substantial contributor, a foundation manager, or members of their 
families, or corporations, trusts, or partnerships in which they have an interest (new 
§§ 4941, 4946), (2) on the undistributed income o( a private foundation (new § 4942), (3) 
on the excess holdings of private foundations in unrelated business activitites (new 
§ 4943), (4) on investments by the foundation which jeopardi1e the carrying out of its 
charitable purposes (new § 4944), and (5) on "taxable" expenditures, including legislative 
and administrative lobbying, certain grants to individuals, and certain non-partisan 
voter registration drives (new § 4945(d)). 

103 T ax Reform Act § I0l(b), amending I NT. REV. CODE of 1954 (new § 4948). 
164 Id. (new § 4940(a)). 
166 Id. (new § 4948(a)). 
166 Id. (new § 4940(c)(2)). 
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and other limitations on foundation activities.167 But a foreign private 
foundation may lose its tax-exempt status if it engages in any of these 
acts, and no income, gift, or estate tax deductions would be allowed its 
contributors under these circumstances.168 

Finally, the foreign private foundations supported substantially from 
abroad are exempted from new sections 507 and 508.169 Under these 
sections, private domestic foundations which terminate their status 
may be required to repay to the Government all or part of the aggre
gate tax benefits (with interest) which have resulted to it and to its 
contributors from its tax-exempt status.170 

Sections 511-514171 

Subtitle B of Title I of the TRA signals another change in Congres
sional policy- reaching the "unrelated business income" of all tax
exempt organizations (including churches and social clubs) which are 
not private foundations.172 The new law includes as taxable, exempt 
organization income which is derived from debt-financed property un
related to the purpose of the organization's exemption.173 Moreover, tax 
on unrelated business income is extended to all exempt organizations 
except U.S. Government instrumentalities,174 and tax is levied on invest-

167 Id.§ IOI(b) (new§ 4948(b)). See note 162 supra. 
168 Id. (new § 4948(c)). See S. REP. No. 552, supra note 129, at 59. 
169 Id. (new § 4948(b)). 
170 Id. § IOI{a) (new § 507). Nor are foreign-supported foundations required to make 

charter changes in order to retain their tax-exempt status under the new law. Domestic 
private foundations will have to change their charters so that their income can be 
distributed (in order to avoid tax imposed by new Code § 4942) and so as to prevent 
self-dealing (which is penalized by new Code § 4946). Id. (new § 508(e)(l). 

171 Id.§ 121, amending INT. R.Ev. CODE of 1954, §§ 511-14. 
172 As defined by INT. REV. CoDE of 1954, § 511. 
173 Tax Reform Act § 12l{d), amending INT. REV. CoDE of 1954, § 514. The purpose 

of this change is to tighten the taxation of unrelated business income, as defined in 
§ 512, to prevent a tax avoidance device whereby the tax exempt organization would buy 
the stock of a corporation with little or no down payment, promising only to pay the 
balance from corporation earnings. The organization would then liquidate the corpora• 
tion and lease back the assets to the former shareholders who would in turn pay rent to 
the organization, which payments would be applied to the purchase price. The effect of 
this device was to convert the ordinary income of the original owners of the corporation 
into capital gain and to allow the tax-exempt organization to pay for the business solely 
from the earnings of the business. See S. REP. No. 552, supra note 129, at 62-63. The 
amendment restricts this practice by imposing the u nrelated business income tax on the 
income that the tax exempt organization receives from the transaction in the same 
proportion as the amount of the debt bears to the adjusted basis of the income produc• 

ing property. 
174 Tax Reform Act §§ I21(a), (b), amending INT. R.Ev. CODE of 1954, §§ 511, 512. 
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ment income of non-profit pleasure and recreation clubs and voluntary 
employee beneficiary associations,175 as well as interest, rent and royalties 
from controlled corporations.176 

This subtitle applies equally to foreign section 501 tax-exempt 
organizations, with respect to all U.S. source income, whether or not 
connected with the conduct of a trade or business.177 Under prior law, 
only the unrelated business taxable income connected with the conduct 
of a U.S. business had been taxed.178 

Section 638-The Continental Shelf 

In enacting new Internal Revenue Code section 638179 Congress 
sought to clarify the status of continental shelf areas in the application 

Under the old law the tax on unrelated business income of tax exempt organizations 
applied only to certain tax exempt organizations including cha.ritable, educational, and 
religious organizations (other than churches), and labor, agricultural and business 
organizations. 

175 Id. § 12l(b), amending INT. REv. CODE of 1954, § 512. The purpose of this change 
was to prevent the membership of such organizations from receiving monies from 
outside their membership (either from investments or from the employer in the case 
of an employee beneficiary organization) on which no tax has been paid, a benefit for 
the organization not contemplated by Congress in providing the exemption. See S. REP. 
No. 552, supra note 129, at 71. 

176 Tax Reform Act § 121 (b)(2)(C), amending I NT. REv. CODE of 1954, § 512(b). 
177 Icl. § 12l(b)(l) (new §§ 512(a)(2)(A), (B)). 
178 The "unrelated business income" of domestic tax-exempt organizations which is 

subject to tax is "income derived .. . from any unrelated trade or business ... regu
larly carried on by it." Id. § 12l(b)(l) (new § 512 (a){l)). Thus, domestic organizations 
are taxed on unrelated business-connected income from any geographic source; whereas 
foreign organizations are taxed on unrelated income from U.S. sources, whether or not 
in connection with a trade or business. 

179 (a) In General.-Subchapter I of chapter I (relating to natural resources) is 
amended by adding after part IV (added by section 503 of this Act) the follow-
ing new part: 

"Part V-Continental Shelf Areas 
"Sec. 638. Continental Shelf Areas. 

"For purposes of applying the provisions of this chapter (including sections 
86l(a)(3) and 862(a)(3) in the case of the performance of personal services) 
with respect to mines, oil and gas wells, and other natural deposits-

"(!) the term 'United States' when used in a geographical sense includes 
the seabed and subsoil of those submarine areas which arc adjacent to the 
territorial waters of the United States and over which the United States has 
exclusive rights, in accordance with international law, with respect to the 
the exploration and exploitation of natural resources; and 
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"(2) the terms 'foreign country' and 'possession of the United States' when 
used in a geographical sense include the seabed and subsoil of those sub• 
marine areas which are adjacent to the territorial waters of the foreign 
country or such possession and over which the foreign country (or the United 
States in case of such possession) has exclusive rights, in accordance with 
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of the Code to income taxation of natural resource activity.180 This 
section affects the determination of source of income derived from 
the exploration and exploitation of mines, oil and gas wells and 
other natural deposits in continental shelf areas, and consequently 
the application of the foreign tax credit with respect to this income.181 

The term "United States" is expanded to include the seabed and sub
soil adjacent to U.S. territorial waters over which the United States has 
exclusive rights under international law.182 Expanded definitions of 
"foreign country" and "possession of the United States" similarly ex
tend their geographic meaning to their respective outer continental 
shelves.183 However, income derived from natural resource activity in 
continental shelf areas of any foreign country will be considered "for
eign source" income only if the particular foreign country "directly or 
indirectly" exercises taxing jurisdiction over the activity in question.184 

The section expressly applies its definition of "United States" to Code 
sections 86l(a)(3) and 862(a)(3) (which deal with compensation for 
labor or personal services performed within and without the United 
States).185 Moreover, Code provisions for witholding of income tax on 
wages of nonresident aliens presumably will apply to U.S. continental 
shelf area mining activities, by virtue of a new cross-reference sub-

international law, with respect to the exploration and exploitation of natural 
resources, but this paragraph shall apply in the case of a foreign country 
only if it exercises, directly or indirectly, taxing jurisdiction with respect to 
such exploration or exploitation. 

No foreign country shall, by reason of the application of this section, be treated 
as a country contiguous to the United States." 

(b) Source of Income for Withholding of Tax.-Section 1~41 (relating to 
withholding of tax on nonresident aliens) is amended by adding at the end 
thereof the following new subsection: 

"(f) Continental Shelf Areas.-
"For sources of income derived from, or for services performed with 

respect to, the exploration or exploitation of natural res'?urces on sub
marine areas adjacent to the territorial waters of the United States, see 
section 638." 

(c) Clerical Amendment.-The table of parts for ~ubchapte~ I of chapter 1 
is amended by adding at the end thereof the followmg new item: 

"Part V. Continental shelf areas." 
Id. § 505, amending INT. R.Ev. CoDE of 1954 (new § 638). For a comprehensive discus
sion of this section, see Adams, supra note 131. 

180 INT. REV. CODE of 1954, subtit. A, ch. l, subch. I-Natural Resources, §§ 611-32. 
181 S. REP. No. 552, supra note 129, at 189. 
182 Tax Reform Act § 505(a), amending I NT. REV. CODE of 1954 (new § 638(1)). 

183 Id. (new § 638(2)). . . . . . 
184 Id. Further definitional problems could be mvolved m estabhshmg what 1s meant 

by "indirect" taxing jurisdiction. 
185 Id. (new § 638). 
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section.186 Under prior law, 187 exploration expense deductions per
mitted in the case of domestic mining had also been permitted to 
similar activities on the outer continental shelf.188 

Unfortunately, the briefness of the new Code section and the short 
explanation provided in the legislative history189 leave many definitional 
questions unresolved. Although the Internal Revenue Code subchapter 
which it amends comprehends all natural resources, and the Senate 
Finance Committee report repeatedly refers to "natural resource ac
tivity," by its terms the amendment deals only with "mines, oil and gas 
wells, and other natural deposits," which seems to exclude any other 
natural resource activity such as taking shellfish from the seabed. 

Services provided to mineral exploitation installations on the con
tinental shelf by persons not directly engaged in such operations would 
appear to be excluded from new Code section 638. The exclusionary 
intention of the Congress might be inferred from the Senate Finance 
Committee's discussion of the application of the new minimum tax on 
items of tax preference100 to activity on the continental shelf of the 
United States, where it was said that such items "will be considered as 
preference items from within the United States to the extent they are 
related to natural resource activity."191 Any other activity in continen
tal shelf areas would appear to be "without" the United States. 

Finally, the phrase "in accordance with international law," used to 
describe the perimeters of U.S. tax jurisdiction over the seabed and sub
soil in areas adjacent to territorial waters, appears to be intentionally 
unspecific, and may be subject to clarification as IRS practice and case 
law in this area develops. 

Perhaps the only point that the new section does make absolutely 
clear is that the continental shelf is not to be taken into account in 
determining whether a foreign country is "contiguous" to the United 
States for purposes of the Internal Revenue Code.192 

186 Id. § 505(b) (new § 144l(f)). 
187 Pub. L. No. 89-570, 80 Stat. 759 1966). 
188 INT. REV. CODE of 1954, § 617(a). The application of the deduction-recapture pro• 

vision to the U.S. outer continental shelf is not altered by the Tax Reform Act's 
broadening of its application to world-wide mining operations. See Tax Reform Act 
§ 504(b)(2) and S. REP. No. 552, supra note 129, at 187. 

189 S. REP. No. 552, supra note 129, at 18'.l-90. 
190 See notes 143-51 supra and accompanying text. 
191 S. REP. No. 552, supra note 129, at l 15. 
102 Code provisions dealing with contiguous countries are applicable only to countries 

sharing a land border with the United States, i.e., Canada and Mexico. See, e.g., INT. 
REv. CODE of 1954, §§ 152(b)(3), 1504(d). 
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IV. FINANCE 

I NTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AssoCIATION 

Pub. L. No. 91-14 (May 23, 1969)193 

This statute194 authorizes the United States Governor of the Inter
national Development Association (IDA)195 to vote in favor of resolu
tions providing for a second replenishment of financial resources for 
the IDA and to agree to contribute the United States share of $480 
million of the replenishment. 

The second replenishment consists of a total of $1.2 billion in hard 
currency to be provided over a 3-year period, of which the United States' 
contribution of $160 million each for fiscal years 1969, 1970 and 1971 
represents a 40 percent share.196 The remaining balance of funds is pro
vided principally by the other economically advanced member countries. 

The unique features of the second replenishment are the balance of 
payments safeguards included for the benefit of the United States. The 
resolutions provide that the IDA's initial drawings on the U.S. contri
bution shall be limited to the extent of IDA-financed second replenish-

103 For legislative history, see H .R. REP. No. 31, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. (1969); S. REP. 
No. 166, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. (1969). Passed: House, 115 CONG. REc. 6070 (1969); Senate, 
ll5 CONG. REC. 12,594 (1969). 

194 Public Law 91-14 (May 23, 1969), amending 22 U.S.C. § 284 (1964). The Act 
received the bi-partisan support of two administrations. See testimony of Sec'y. of the 
T reasury Henry Fowler in Hearings on R.R. 16775 Before the House Comm. on Banking 
& Currency, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. at 78 (1968), and in Hearings on S. 3378 Before the 
Senate Foreign Relations Comm., 90th Cong., 2nd Sess. at 2 (1968); and testimony of 
Sec'y. of the Treasury David Kennedy in Hearings on R.R. JJ Before the House Comm. 
on Banking & Currency, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 40 (1969), and in Hearings on H.R. 33 Before 
the Senate Foreign Relations Comm., 91st Cong., 1st Sess., at 2 (1969). 

195 The IDA, established in 1960 as an affiliate of the World Bank, provides financing 
of development projects on a flexible, or "soft loan", basis. For a description of the 
kinds of projects which IDA has financed and a profile of the countries benefiting from 
them, see NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON INTERNATIONAL MONETARY AND FINANCIAL 
POLICIES, SPECIAL REPORT ON THE PROPOSED R EPLENISHMENT OF THE R ESOURCES OF THE 
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION (1968) [hereinafter SPECIAL REPORT]. The 
IDA's largest borrowers have been India ($889 million) and Pakistan ($331 million). 

Id. at 6. 
196 The initial subscription of IDA's members amounted to $7.43 million in hard 

currency, including the U.S. share of $3.20 million (43.l %), T he first replenishment, 
commencing in ]965, amounted to $7.50 million (41.6%), In addition, the less developed 
countries contributed approximately $40 million in hard currency and $209 million in 
their own currencies to the initial subscription, but h ave not participated i n the first 
or second replenishments. SPECIAL REPORT, supra note 195, table 3. 
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ment procurement in the United States. Any amount not thereby paid 
in by the United States on a given call will be made up by other 
donors, and the United States will not until July 1, 1971, have to 
provide its full pro rata share of any IDA call.197 This procedure is de
signed both to preserve the principle of competitive international bid
ding on IDA procurement operations and to permit the IDA to commit 
the full amount of each annual installment of the new resources 
without contributing to the U.S. balance of payments deficit.198 

Discussions have already begun within the IDA on the subject of a 
third replenishment, to begin in 1971, so as to allow sufficient time for 
the necessary legislative action.199 It has been suggested by the Pearson 
Commission,200 that the size of the replenishment be greatly increased 
to $1 billion a year, increasing to $1.5 billion over five years. This pro
posal has received the support of the President's T ask Force on Inter
national Development (Peterson Commission) as part of its general 
emphasis on increased U.S. reliance on multilateral aid programs.201 

V. MARITIME AFFAIRS 

No legislation was passed during the First Session of the 91st Congress 
which substantially altered existing policies toward the merchant ma
rine. Those policies continued in force by virtue of the customary 
yearly extension of two acts, authorizing appropriations for the Mari
time Administration202 and extending the ceiling on Construction Di£ -
ferential Subsidies.203 

197 PROCEDURAL MEMORANDUM REGARDING USE OF CONTRIBUTIONS UNDER SECOND RE
PLENISHMENT IN IBRD, 1968 ANNUAL MEETINGS OF THE BOARDS OF GOVERNORS: SUMMARY 
PROCEEDINGS 120 (appendix to Resolution No. 66). 

198 SPECIAL REPORT, supra note 195, at 21. 

199 Aid: so will it be a billion?, THE ECONOMIST, March 28, 1970, at 64. Delay in 
gaining approval for the second replenishment had virtually stopped all new grants 
of credit by the IDA. 

200 L. PEARSON, PARTNERS IN DEVELOPMENT: REPORT OF THE COMMISSION ON INTER
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 152 (1969). 

201 PETERSON REPORT, supra note 5, at 24-25. 

202 Pub. L. No. 91-85 (Oct. 10, 1969). Compared with last year's authorizations (see 
I LAW & POL. INT'L Bus. 155-56 (1969)) the only major change effected by the new 
$384,608,000 package is a reduction from $200 million to $145 million of funds for the 
subsidization of the acquisition, construction, and reconstruction of new vessels. This 
means the number of new vessels subsidized has been reduced from approximately 20 
to approximately 15. 

203 Pub. L. No. 91-40 Guly 8, 1969), amending § 502 of the Merchant Marine Act 
of 1936, 46 U.S.C. 1152(b) (Supp. IV, 1965-1968). For a discussion of the identical statute 
passed by the 90th Congress, 2d Session, see I LAw & PoL. INT'!. Bus. 160-61 (1969). 
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A new statute was enacted, however, which eliminates the require
ment for disclosure of construction details on passenger vessels meeting 
prescribed safety standards.204 Public advertisement of the safety con
dition of passenger vessels is no longer considered necessary as it consti
tutes a heavy burden on the advertiser, while the public need for safety 
is thought to be adequately protected by the newly achieved uniform 
enforcement of standards at all U.S. ports.205 

204 Pub. L. No. 91-154 (Dec. 24, 1969). 
205 S. REP. No. 573, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 2 (1969). 
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U.S. TAXATION OF FOREIGN INVESTMENT INCOME-ISSUES AND 

ARGUMENTS. By Peggy Musgrave. Cambridge: Harvard Law 
School, International Tax Program, 1969. Pp. 171. 

This book is an excellent survey of issues in taxation of foreign 
investment income from the viewpoint of an economist. Its compre
hensive effort to "touch all the bases" does mean, however, that the 
book will in many parts be hard going for non-economists. The book is, 
nevertheless, important. The particular specialization of the economist 
is to examine the interactions of a large group of more or less inde
pendent decision makers. The problem is not that Mrs. Musgrave 
makes things complicated on this point; the problem is that they 
are complicated. 

Mrs. Musgrave's approach is systematic. The first third of the book 
is devoted to an examination of the effects of foreign investment, 
theoretically and empirically. From this explicit discussion of effects 
she goes on to a specific discussion of how they relate to United States 
objectives, i.e., what's good or bad about the effects. 

The book then turns to taxes. First it discusses the effects of various 
tax measures, and it relates these effects to policy objectives. It then 
appraises current United States tax policy in terms of the various 
policy objectives previously discussed and concludes that certain changes 
are indicated. At each step the book quotes liberally from testimony 
of businessmen as to alleged effects, policy choices, etc. and subjects 
these statements to logical analysis. 

When the particular value of a book lies in systematically setting 
out the whole range of questions related to a policy area, summary 
becomes rather difficult. I will refer briefly to the treatment of several 
major problem areas and then return to those basic considerations 
most relevant to public policy on foreign investment. 

The book argues effectively that it is not a relevant consideration 
that employment in the United States is affected by the level of foreign 
investment. Whether we have full employment is a matter of appro
priate U.S. fiscal and monetary policy, and there is no solid basis for 
assuming that these policies will be more or less effective if we have 
more or less foreign investment. 
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On the balance of payments effects Mrs. Musgrave covers much of 
the ground covered by Hufbauer and Adler,1 although she advances 
a different way of combining the alternative assumptions used by 
Hufbauer and Adler as to whether the foreign investments would have 
taken place anyway without the U.S. investments. Hufbauer and Adler 
conclude that it will take about six to eight years, in most cases, for 
the balance of payments gains from foreign investment to catch up to 
the initial loss, if one assumes that had the particular U.S. investor 
not invested in the foreign country someone else would have done so. 
The long run balance of payments gains are much lower if one assumes 
that without the investment by the United States firm there would be 
no investment of this kind in the foreign country. (The difference 
under the two assumptions is that if one assumes the investment would 
take place anyway it is inappropriate to attribute much displacement 
of U.S. exports to the U.S. investor-the exports would be displaced 
anyway.) 

Hufbauer and Adler attach more importance to the assumption that 
the investment in the foreign country would take place anyway (at 
least, within a year or two in most cases). Mrs. Musgrave suggests 
averaging the results under the two assumptions and concludes that, 
on the net, balance of payments effects of foreign investment are 
unfavorable. I am inclined to regard the Hufbauer-Adler results as 
more relevant. However one comes out on this refinement, both studies 
suggest that over a period of at least six years foreign investment 
worsens the U.S. balance of payments. 

As to the effect of foreign investment on growth, it is conceivable 
that because of foreign investment the aggregate savings of U.S. busi
nesses are higher, i.e., the foreign investment is not in full substitute 
for investment that would have taken place in the United States. If 
this were the case, encouraging foreign investment would be a device 
for raising the savings rate, discouraging consumption, and slightly 
improving the rate of growth. Mrs. Musgrave examines these arguments 
and concludes that in the long view there is not much to them. 

The basic issue which Mrs. Musgrave finds most relevant to tax 

policy is the question of the effects of foreign investment on the level 
of income. She argues that capital invested in the United States pro
duces a return before tax of about 20 percent, of which roughly 9 
percent is enjoyed by the public as taxes and public services, and 11 

1 G. HUFDAUER & f.M. AD! ... Ek, O VERSEAS MANUFACTURING I NVESTMENT AND THE BALANCE 

oF PAYMENTS (Tax Policy Research Study No. l, U.S. Treasury Dep't. 1968). 
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percent is en joyed by the corporate after-tax owners. She argues that 
the United States loses in terms of total productivity when investment 
is made abroad because the tax now goes to foreigners, and the benefit 
to corporate owners is no greater since data suggests that the after-tax 
rate of return on foreign investment is also about 11 percent. It was 
greater in 1961-1962 but has been falling to the point where by 1965 
the return after tax is not different. 

Ordinarily, increased investment in the United States increases pro
fits and, by increasing productivity, also increases wages. Under the 
standard assumption that foreign investment replaces U.S. investment, 
however, the increased profits after tax accrue to U.S. investors; but 
the increased labor productivity, i.e., the increased wages, accrues to 
foreign labor. Assuming equal after-tax rates of profit, capital income 
rises the same amount whether investment is foreign or domestic. Thus, 
with foreign investments, the labor share of the U.S. income falls. 

Turning to tax policy questions, the major thrust of Mrs. Musgrave's 
argument is that one could follow either of two overall strategies. 
At one end is the approach which strictly maximizes the selfish interest 
of the United States, allowing only a deduction of the foreign profits 
tax. The argument runs that when investment occurs in the United 
States the full return of 20 percent accrues to Americans, i.e., it is 
used either to reward American investors or finance government ex
penditures undertaken to benefit Americans. A foreign investment 
does not provide as great a benefit unless the profit coming to Amer
icans after deducting the foreign corporate tax is at least 20 percent. 
The alternative strategy is to overlook the narrow selfish interest of 
the United States by developing a policy which seeks to maximize 
world income-clearly a better policy if all countries follow it simul
taneously. 

Mrs. Musgrave concludes for the strategy which maximizes world 
income. Thus she endorses the foreign tax credit while arguing that, 
in general, retained foreign profits of U.S. owned subsidiaries should 
be taxed currently in the United States. Her reasoning is basically that: 

(a) Retained foreign profits should be subject to current U.S. tax 
whether or not distributed. A foreign investment that produces 15 
percent before tax would be attractive to an investor if the foreign 
tax were waived, but (using the strategy of maximizing world income) 
15 percent investments should not be encouraged when there are al
ternative 20 percent investments. 

(b) A foreign tax credit is better than a deduction for foreign taxes. 
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A £~reign investment that produces 25 percent profit before foreign 
tax is really a better investment than one that produces 20 percent in 
the United States. It will appear advantageous to the U. S. investor 
only if the foreign tax is credited against the United States tax. 

Mrs. Musgrave rejects the argument which runs as follows: "If 
other companies operating in country X pay only 25 percent tax rates, 
a U.S. company in X will be at a severe competitive handicap if it 
has to pay a 48 percent tax on its retained earnings. It will not be 
able to grow as fast as its competitors." This is the basic argument 
that has been advanced for deferral (allowing U.S. companies to defer 
tax on foreign subsidiary profits until they are repatriated). Some 
additional comment on the issues is important. 

Following the maximization of world income argument, Mrs. Mus
grave would conclude that, if the rate of profit after tax is lower than 
it would be in the United States there is no need to worry that other 
companies will expand more rapidly than the U.S. company in X 
because this investment is not economically advantageous in the first 
place. On the other hand, if the rate of profit after tax on the U.S. 
subsidiary in X is better than the after-tax rate on U.S. investment, 
it would be sensible for the U.S. parent to provide for its subsidiary's 
growth. 

Supporters of deferral at this point introduce political arguments, 
e.g., that the United States benefits from the maintenance of a pre
sence in country X even if the rate of return is not very good. Mrs. 
Musgrave confines her analysis to economics but does suggest that the 
political argument is not proven since foreign governments seem to 
have ambivalent feelings about the U.S. presence apart from the tax 
considerations. However, a thorough analysis of the politics of foreign 
investment in general is not within the scope of this book. 

As I have indicated, :Mrs. Musgrave appears to favor the maximiza
tion of world income strategy as the appropriate posture for the United 
States; she concludes for a foreign tax credit and no deferral. I would 
sucrcrest that this conclusion might even be strenghtened by a deeper 00 ..., 

investigation of the rate of return aspects of the maximize-the-selfish-
interest model. In this model the appropriate comparison would be 
with the marginal contribution of additional domestic investment to 
U.S. income, but Mrs. Musgrave compares the foreign return with 
average U. S. rates. Recent work on growth theory by Denison, Solow, 
and others seems to suggest a lower marginal return on additional U. S. 
investment. The upshot of this argument is that there is less difference 
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in return between a strategy which pursues the selfish U. S. interest 
and one which maximizes world income. This would strengthen the 
case for the foreign tax credit. 

The book deals with other specific topics within the broad area of 
foreign investment income taxation. This review could only touch a 
few examples. Careful study of this book will be of estimable value 
to anyone who desires to consider how U.S. tax policy relates to the 
U.S. welfare as distinct from how it relates to the welfare of their 
clients. Mrs. Musgrave's conclusions as to the general welfare may be 
disproven, but she certainly indicates the sort of analysis one must go 
through to reach public policy conclusions. 

GERARD M. BRANNON* 

C.I.F. & F.O.B. CONTRACTS. VOLUME 5 OF BRITISH SHIPPING LAWS. 

By David M. Sassoon. London: Stevens & Sons, 1968. Pp. 466. 

Sassoon's work is probably the definitive international and compara
tive law study of the historical development and present meaning of 
the trade terms C.1.F. and F.O.B. as well as most of their permutations. 
It is published as the fifth volume of a sixteen volume series in a newly 
issued compendium entitled British Shipping Laws, which is a collec
tion of the major and most important treatises on virtually every aspect 
of maritime la,v. In addition to Sassoon's volume, the series includes 
volumes by such other outstanding international authorities as Ar
nould on Marine Insurance and Carver on Carriage of Goods By Sea. 
Sassoon's work thus joins in what has already proven to be a monu
mental and indispensable contribution to maritime law by the London 
publisher, Stevens & Sons. 

It is itself an interesting commentary that 460 pages must be devoted 
to what the two terms C.I.F. and F.O.B. basically mean, along with a 
treatment of their legal implications. Yet their importance in interna
tional trade, historically and still today, certainly justifies the effort. 

Perhaps the most important though probably unintended lesson that 
emerges from Sassoon's work is that a substantial degree of uniformity 
of international law can be achieved totally without the assistance of 

• Associate Director, Office of Tax Analysis. Office of the Secretary of the Treasury. 
The opinions expressed are those of Mr. Brannon and do not necessarily reflect the 
position of the Treasury Department. 
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international treaties. For that is precisely what has happened with the 
use of these two terms, notwithstanding the multinational character 
of the millions of transactions in which they have been and will con
tinue to be used in international trade. Moreover, and perhaps simply 
because the shipper and consignee deal with each other on a basis more 
or less of parity, the uniformity that has been achieved is basically very 
fair, leaning neither in the direction of the shipper nor of the con
signee. 

A largely contrary result has emerged under the Hague Rules Con
vention1 and its American statutory counterpart, the Carriage of Goods 
By Sea Act.2 Both of these documents-the first being a treaty, and the 
second being the implementing legislation of this country-are at least 
as intimately involved in the ocean carriage of cargo as are the trade 
terms F.O.B. and C.I.F. Indeed, the action under the Hague Rules 
and COGSA is in many cases a corollary of the action between the 
shipper and the consignee. Yet, it is fair to say that both the Hague 
Rules and COGSA are quite heavily balanced in favor of the ship
owner3 and, in consequence, neither comes even close to approaching 
the equality that has been achieved judicially, without either a treaty 
or legislation, in the area of F.0.B. and C.l.F. 

It is worth exploring briefly why the law of F.0.B. and C.l.F. has 
developed toward what we might call "equal protection" in inter
national law while the other area clearly has not. One obvious reason 
is that all nations, developed as well as developing, have both shippers 
and consignees. Hence, it is in the interests of all of them to promote 
equality between these interests. The shipper-claimant of today, whether 
in a developed or developing country, may be the consignee-claimant 
of tomorrow. But in the area of the Hague Rules, the shipowners are 
seldom if ever shippers or consignees. They come largely from the 

1 This convention is formally known as the International Convention for the Unifica
tion of Certain Rules Relating to Bills of Lading for the Carriage of Goods By Sea, 
done at Brussels, Aug. 25, 1924, entered into force for the United States, Dec. 29, 1937. 
It appears at 51 Stal. 233, T.S. 931. 

2 46 U.S.C. §§ 1300-15 (1964) [hereinafter cited as COGSA]. 
3 See, e.g., Articles 3(1) and 4(2)(a) of the Treaty or their counterparts in COGSA 

§§ 1303(1) and l 304(2)(a). See also Standard Electrica S.A. v. Hamburg Sudamerikanische, 
375 F.2d 943 (2d Cir. 1967) and Aluminios Pozuelo Ltd. v. S.S. Navigator, 407 F.2d 152 
(2d Cir. 1968). See also Muskie, Torts, Transportation and Pollution: Do the Old Shoes 
Still Fit?, 7 HARV. J. LEG. 477, 482-84 (1970). But see Leathers Best Inc. v. S.S. Mormaclynx, 
_ F. Supp. - (D.S.S.D. N.Y. Slip Op. June !i, 1970), and lnterArnerican Foods Inc. v. 
Coordinated Caribbean Transport, Inc., - F. Supp. - (D.C.S.D. Fla. Slip Op. June 25, 
1970) (decisions suggesting that the courts may now be redressing the balance). 
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developed countries, their interests are vigorously represented in these 
countries, and the governments of these countries can generally be 
expected to respect and even espouse these interests internationally 
and through treaties. Moreover, once the institutionalized ocean ship
ping conferences decide on a course of action they deem in their best 
interests, it is difficult even for the Federal Maritime Commission, 
not to mention non-conference shipowners or individual shippers and 
consignees, to deflect them from that course.4 In short, it may well be 
that only in an area such as C.I.F. and F.O.B.-where tightly organized 
national and international groups of identical interests are conspicu
ously absent-is it possible to achieve that elusive goal of equality. 
But one would hope that this is not the case. 

A final comment is in order about the future of C.I.F. and F.O.B. 
It is a tribute to Sassoon and certainly indicative of the growth poten
tial of non-treaty-made law that within less than two years after the 
publication of his work, Sassoon himself has publicly suggested that 
the advent of the container revolution may well cause "a shift from 
the wellknown f.o.b. and c.i.f. shipment terms to some newly formu
lated destination terms" such as "free delivered" or "ex terminal 
point."5 It is entirely possible that this may come about. But until it 
does, Sassoon's work will stand as an indispensable aid for the student 
and practitioner in this important area of international law . 

.ALLAN l. MENDELSOHN* 

4 See, e.g., Lowenfeld, "To Have One's Cake .. . "-The Federal Maritime Commission 
and the Conferences, l J. MAR. L. &: COMM. 21 (1969). For the most recent decision in
volving a judicial effort to redress unlawful conference action against a non-conference 
shipowner, see Safir v. Gibson, - F.2d - (2d Cir. Slip Op. June 18, 1970), modifying 
both - F.2d - (2d Cir. Slip Op. Feb. 26, 1970) and 417 F.2d 972 (2d Cir. 1969). 

5 Sassoon, Trade Terms and the Container Revolution, 1 J. MAR. L. & COMM. 73, 
82-83 (I 969). 

• Member o f the law firm of Classie, Pewett, Beebe &: Shanks, Washington, D.C. 
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ALLIANCE FoR PROGRESS. A SocIAL I NVENTION IN THE MAKING. By Harvey S. 
Perloff. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1969. Pp. 253. $8.50. 

ALTERNATIVES IN SOUTHEAST ASIA. By Eugene R. Black. New York: Frederick 
A. Praeger, Publishers, 1969. Pp. 180. $5.95. 

AsPECTs OF COMPARATIVE COMMERCIAL LAW. By Jacob S. Ziegel and 
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EAsT-WEST TRADE AND THE TECHNOLOGY GAP. Edited By Stanislaw 
Wasowski. New York: Praeger Publishers, Inc., 1970. Pp. 214. $12.50. 

ECONOMIC GROWTH IN JAPAN AND THE USSR. By Angus Maddison. New 
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EcoNOMIC INTERDEPENDENCE I N SOUTHEAST AsIA. Edited By Theodore 
Morgan and Nyle Spoelstra. Madison: University of Wisconsin Pr ess, 

1969. Pp. 424. S l2.50. 

EUROPE'S FUTURE, EUROPE'S CHOICES. By Alastair Buchan. New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1969. Pp. 167. $6.95. 

FOREIGN I NVESTMENTS A.No INTERNATIONAL LAw. By Georg Schwarzenberger. 
New York: Frederick A. Praeger, Publishers, 1969. Pp. 237. $12.00. 

FOREIGN INVESTMENT: THE EXPERIENCE OF HosT COUNTRIES. Edited By 
Isaiah A. Litvak and Christopher J. Maule. New York: Praeger Publishers, 
Inc., 1970'. Pp. 406. (Price not available.) 

INTERNATIONAL MARKETING. By Roland L. Kramer. Cincinnati: Southwest
ern Publishing Co., 1970. Pp. 638. (Price not available.) 

JAPAN SURGES AHEAD: THE STORY OF AN ECONOMIC MIRACLE. By P. B. 
Stone. New York: Frederick A. Praeger, Publishers, 1969. Pp. $6.95. 

LAW-MAKING IN THE INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZATION. By 
Thomas Buergenthal. Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1969. Pp. 247. 

$10.50. 

THE LEGAL AND PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF TRADE WITH THE SOVIET UNION. 
By James Henry Giffen. New York: Frederick A. Praeger, Publishers, 
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International Centre for 
Settlement of 

Investment Disputes 

ANNOUNCEMENT 

INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT DISPUTES 

The Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes 
between States and Nationals of Other States first entered into 
force about four years ago, and by now almost 60 states have 
become parties to it. Moreover, the International Centre for 
Settlement of Investment Disputes is aware that an increasing 
number of governments and investors are utilizing the Conven
tion by incorporating references to it in the disputes settlement 
provision~ of international investment contracts. 

The Convention does not require that instruments referring to 
it be communicated to the Centre in advance of the submission 
of a particular dispute. However, for the purposes of the Centre, 
information about the conclusion and nature of such agreements 
would be most useful-in particular, to guide it in the formulation 
and refining of model consent clauses, such as the set of 32 
originally published in 1968 {document ICSID/5). It therefore 
requests all investors that have utilized the Convention, to com
municate to the Centre as complete information as they desire 
about the relevant instruments. Such information will of course 
be treated as confidential to the extent that any restrictions are 
notified to the Centre. 

Any communications responsive to this request, as well as 
inquiries concerning the Convention or the Centre and requests 
for its documents, should be addressed to: 

Mr. A. Broches, 
Secretary-General 
International Centre for 

Settlement of Investment Disputes 
1818 H Street, N. W. 
Washington, D.C. 20433 
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